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Abstract

This thesis is the first study to investigate how the strategic competition over in-

novative technologies between the United States and China shapes the emergence

of the quantum internet. A quantum internet will connect first-generation quan-

tum computers over secure quantum channels to provide and distribute at scale

a new type of compute resource that promises a significant speedup of compute

power and better security. The US and China consider emerging technologies in

general, and quantum internet technologies in particular, of utmost importance

in their efforts to contain their strategic rival. This thesis investigates how the

quantum internet is being framed in security terms in this aggravating rivalry, and

what this means for the future of the internet. As warnings of the dangers of a

fragmented internet increase, the thesis maps out the significant obstacles on the

way to maintaining interoperability.

In an original contribution to research methods, this thesis is the first application

of ERGMs to the analysis of patent data and their citation trees in the domain of

quantum internet technologies. It conducts a statistical analysis of 4,200 patent

family records and the 10,000+ patents they cite. Following a mixed-method

approach, this thesis also evaluates a corpus of interviews with GCHQ, the British

government and several internet governance and China experts.

It finds robust evidence for two separate and siloed quantum research programmes

in the US and China. These programmes are further characterised internally by

significant homophily and the preferential treatment of domestic industries. Find-

ings further suggest a tentative edge for China in the domain of quantum com-

munication, an important technology for realising the quantum internet. China’s
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significant progress in developing components for a quantum internet is found to

have great potential to give its increasingly assertive stance on internet governance

additional momentum.

The thesis argues that China should be expected to try and offer what may be

called ‘quantum patronage’: a complete package of quantum technology stacks and

appropriate standards in line with its recent ‘China Standards 2035’ plan. Quan-

tum patronage may offer hitherto non-aligned countries critical technologies to

secure their communication and build up quantum compute resources in exchange

for a commitment to allegiance and strategic alignment.

The empirical findings of this thesis inform the building blocks of a coalitional

game theory model of standards-finding for the quantum internet. It recommends

the US make side payments to China as compensation for easing its strategic am-

bitions, in particular around its ‘New IP’ many-nets proposal. The model is a first

step towards designing a mechanism for finding a global standard for the future

quantum internet. If the fragmentation of the quantum internet is to be avoided,

the US and its allies should be prepared to incur new and unexpected political and

financial costs to ensure long-term interoperability. Given the empirical evidence

that this thesis presents, which points towards fragmentation, this could be a price

worth paying for an open quantum internet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is the first study to investigate how the strategic competition over in-

novative technologies between the United States and China shapes the emergence

of the quantum internet. A quantum internet will connect first-generation quan-

tum computers that have only limited capabilities over secure quantum channels to

provide and distribute at scale a new type of compute resource that promises a sig-

nificant speedup of compute power and better security. The US and China consider

emerging technologies in general, and quantum internet technologies in particular,

of utmost importance in their efforts to contain their strategic rival.

The two powers are increasingly competing over internet infrastructure and tech-

nologies, which reflects in standards and governance competition over internet

architecture and protocols. The ways in which the quantum internet is going to

shape up, both in terms of its technological affordances and the standards that

govern it, are likely to have significant repercussions for the rapidly evolving in-

ternational security landscape.
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This thesis has its disciplinary home in Web Science. Web Science is the study

of the World Wide Web as a complex sociotechnical system (Berners-Lee et al.

2006, Hendler & Hall 2016, O’Hara & Hall 2014) that is shaped by intersecting

technological, social and political forces. The same is true for the World Wide

Web’s enabling infrastructure: the internet.1 The internet, the ‘network of net-

works’, has now arrived at a critical juncture. Tasked to accommodate waves of

innovation in Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and autonomous

systems technologies, calls for an upgrade to the internet’s infrastructure as well

as the standards that govern it have grown. As a discipline, Web Science must

investigate how the internet is going to change–the Web being the most impor-

tant application layer that sits ‘on top’ of it. Changes to internet architecture and

protocols will affect the Web to no small degree.

In light of the darkening outlook for international security at present, this the-

sis enquires into possible quantum internet futures. How is the emergence of the

quantum internet being shaped by the strategic competition between the US and

China? As further developed below, the term ‘shaping’ is to capture efforts to

determine technical specifications as well as standards and governance models.

This introductory chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.1 provides some back-

ground to the internet and Chinese ambition to help frame the research questions.

Section 1.2 builds up the set of research questions that this thesis seeks to answer.

Section 1.3 provides a summary overview of the thesis as whole in outlines of the

chapters that follow.

1The internet is a global network that connects a vast collection of subnetworks which com-
municate over the TCP/IP protocol suite. For a history of its evolution from the ARPANET
see (Abbate 2000).
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1.1 Backdrop: internet struggles

The internet has transformed considerably over the past fifteen years, and it has

done so in ways that defied prediction. Conceived primarily as a communication

system, it has gradually evolved toward an advanced command-and-control net-

work that manages many affordances of daily life well beyond the smart phone.

Today, it is indispensable to modern manufacturing systems and the allocation of

public resources. It also manages critical national infrastructure, such as power

grids and traffic networks (Krause 2021a).

On its path of expansion, the number of interconnected devices has skyrocketed.

While the original ARPANET protocol had limited the number of possible nodes

to around 1,000, the internet would experience its first boom period in the mid-

1980s when the adoption of the TCP/IP protocol suite enabled nearly 30,000 hosts

to connect (Craig 2022). By 2030, up to 30 billion devices can be expected to link

over the internet (Statista 2022a), which presents new challenges to the very ways

in which activity on the IoT can be measured and analysed (Siow et al. 2019).

Today, the internet is indeed in ‘everything’ and has become the backbone of an

interconnected ‘world with no off-switch’ (DeNardis 2020).

In a world where loss of connectivity is simply no longer an option, the infrastruc-

ture and protocols that constitute the internet have become critical concerns for

national governments. The larger the number of interconnected devices, and the

more important they are in keeping things running as they should, the bigger the

exposure to external threats that adversaries may pose. Yet managing external

cybersecurity threats is only one dimension of a whole range of challenges that

the internet presents today. The rise of ‘big tech’ companies, hungry for customer
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data, has generated serious questions about good regulation, democratic oversight

and the design of institutions that can implement internet governance models

that are fit for purpose. Increasingly visible fault lines in global cooperation only

amplify the issue.

There are few, if any, technologies in history other than the internet and the Web

that have been shaped to such extent by their intrinsic technological potential as

well as ‘by political, ideological, social, and economic factors’ (Naughton 2016).

What the internet should become has always been as much a question of tech-

nological affordances as one about socioeconomic realities and political will. The

internet was not built to connect autonomous vehicles, or, in the era of deterio-

rating international relations, operate weapons systems with autonomous capabil-

ities. To get the internet ready for the next wave of emerging technologies that

demand connectivity at all times, at large scale and at high speed, the internet

requires an update to its physical infrastructure, its protocols and standards, as

its basic infrastructure is creaking and its potential for further growth exhausted–

at least according to those who have vested political and economic interests to

fundamentally reshape the internet of the future.

For nodes and devices to interconnect over the internet, they need to meet certain

specifications that ensure their interoperability. Internet standards bodies, also

known as internet standardisation bodies, issue detailed technical specifications to

this end. These standards and protocols determine which hardware and software

can operate on the internet. There are several international bodies that engage

in various aspects of this work. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)2

considers itself the ‘premiere standards development organization for the Internet’.

It aims ‘to make the Internet work better’; its mission is ‘to produce high quality,

2https://www.ietf.org/about/introduction/
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relevant technical and engineering documents that influence the way people design,

use, and manage the Internet’.3

The Internet Society (ISOC)4 ‘supports and promotes the development of the

Internet as a global technical infrastructure, a resource to enrich people’s lives, and

a force for good in society’; it claims to do so by facilitating the ‘open development

of standards, protocols, administration, and the technical infrastructure of the

Internet’ while providing ‘reliable information about the Internet’ itself.

The Internet Architecture Board (IAB)5, an advisory body of ISOC, ‘provides

long-range technical direction for Internet development, ensuring the Internet con-

tinues to grow and evolve as a platform for global communication and innovation’;

it enjoys ‘architectural oversight of IETF activities’. The International Telecom-

munication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)6, a body

of the United Nations, defines ‘elements in the global infrastructure of information

and communication technologies’. Its purpose is to find specifications for network

technologies in ‘a contribution-led, consensus-based approach to standards devel-

opment’. Not tasked to find internet standards specifically, the ITU can neverthe-

less exert considerable influence on internet governance as its ‘recommendations’

for telecommunications standards are routinely picked up by governments and

turned into national law, which can have sizeable bearings on internet governance

overall.

Traditionally dominated by Western interests, as evidenced throughout this the-

sis, China has grown more assertive in its aim to shape the internet of the future

3The quotations in this paragraph are lifted from the ‘About Us’ sections of the websites
of these organisations. There are several more important bodies. The W3C is omitted as its
mission is to develop Web standards. In practice however, concerns overlap.

4https://www.internetsociety.org/mission/
5https://www.iab.org/about/
6https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/about/Pages/default.aspx
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through influencing some of these bodies. China has done so successfully at the

ITU for instance, as the following chapter discusses. Ordinarily not hotbeds of

open struggles that would have considerable global repercussions, internet gover-

nance fora have witnessed more engagement from China since the beginning of

this decade. Addressing internet governance issues, President Xi Jinping declared

that the ‘game of great powers is not only a game of technology but also a game of

ideas and discourse power’ (quoted in (Shivakumar 2022)), which exemplifies an

important point that Web Science has been making over the years: questions over

the diffusion of technology are inseparable from issues of power and the capability

of influential actors to shape how technologies are being employed.

In July 2022, China announced its new ‘China Standards 2035’ strategy that fol-

lows its ‘Made in China 2025’ plan to build all critical technologies at home rather

than source them abroad. The new standards masterplan recognises the fact

that shaping standards, in particular future internet standards, promises vast eco-

nomic as well as political returns. China seems determined to shape international

standards to a much larger degree than it used to, and advocate for governance

regimes alongside them. ‘In this way, China hopes to boost domestic economic

growth and project geopolitical influence’ (Gargeyas 2021). The US has responded

with its own strategy, or elements thereof, that seeks to contain Chinese ambition.

At present, US–Chinese competition over emerging technologies and standards to

govern them is in full swing.

This race for leadership in technology, which will shape future economic as well as

military successes, is coupled with a ‘turn to infrastructure’ (Musiani et al. 2015)

in internet governance that has witnessed state actors develop a keen interest in

controlling internet architecture and protocols, besides many countries’ already
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sophisticated control apparatuses that manage what people can and cannot do on

the Web. Control over the very technologies that are going to make up the hard-

ware backend of the internet of tomorrow promises significant strategic advantage

and political gain.

In an increasingly multipolar world marked by hostility between the leading pow-

ers, state actors have re-established themselves as agents of change in internet

governance–narratives of ‘multi-stakeholder’ involvement or industry-led initia-

tives have, at times, glossed over the fact that ultimately, state actors have the

power to ‘pull the plug’: Russia, China and Iran are examples of countries where

governments do retain an internet off-switch to stifle protest and dissent (Claessen

2020, Burgess 2022). However, regarding the internet of the future, the relation-

ship between public and private sector interests is certainly a complex and en-

tangled one. While private companies have always been involved in military pro-

curement, R&D in dual purpose emerging technologies has shifted in that much

of the cutting-edge technology today is developed in the private sector in the first

instance, which then spills over into public domains or the military (Howell et al.

2021). This finds reflection in patenting activity, one of the sources of data of this

thesis.

Quantum technologies in particular are of considerable interest to the Chinese

leadership. Chapter 4 characterises them in detail. President Xi Jinping seems

especially invested in them, as he proclaimed himself in his speech on the occa-

sion of the hundredth’s anniversary of the Communist Party in the summer of

2021 (Xi 2021). As will be discussed in later chapters, China scrambles to build

quantum technologies, in particular quantum computing and quantum commu-

nication systems, for the purpose of presenting to the world the first genuinely
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Chinese computing technology. Such a milestone would not just offer President

Xi considerable reputational gains but provide the Chinese leadership at home

with a general purpose technology they can trust–trust, or lack thereof, being one

of the key reasons why China wants to decouple from Western high technologies.

A Chinese quantum internet would be trusted by the Chinese leadership to shield

its economy and society from foreign influence.

Since 2020, literature has begun to emerge that discusses quantum technologies

in relation to national security and military planning (Lele 2021, Lindsay 2020).

These works provide welcome overviews of wider, general implications of quantum

technologies, including sensing and metrology.7 While this thesis aims to con-

tribute to a nascent, interdisciplinary body of work in the quantum domain, it

also seeks to make for a more targeted contribution regarding the strategic impli-

cations of either US or Chinese advantage in building the quantum internet.

This thesis is motivated to a large degree by a desire to add to a nuanced de-

bate; to provide grounds for being optimistic about the potential of a quantum

internet whilst being mindful and honest about obstacles, challenges and outright

problematic efforts of state actors to integrate quantum internet technologies with

existing surveillance and control regimes. In the academic literature the quantum

internet has not yet been discussed with a view to the intensifying competition

between the US and China. This thesis is the first study of the quantum internet

with a focus on US–Chinese rivalry over emerging technologies.

7Quantum sensing is an emerging field that aims to build devices that detect motion by
exploiting quantum phenomena to register changes in electric and magnetic fields. Metrology is
the general study of scientific measurement.
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1.2 Research questions

This thesis seeks to investigate how the development of a quantum internet is

influenced by, or subject to, the strategic competition between the US and China.

Put differently, the big overarching question this project pursues is

R.1 How is the quantum internet being shaped by US–Chinese com-

petition?

‘Competition’ in this context means ‘strategic competition’. Following the RAND

Corporation, the term can be defined as ‘a long game between those with a vested

interest in preserving the international order of rules and norms dating back to

the post–World War II era’, i.e. the United States, ‘and revisionist powers seeking

to disrupt or reshape this order’–in the context of this thesis, China (Paul et al.

2022). R.1 is exploratory in character as opposed to seeking exact verification or

confirmation, and as such invites the study of ‘descriptive facts’ as well as ‘struc-

tural arrangements’ and ‘beliefs and belief systems’ (Stebbins 2008). Exploration

involves being mindful that technologies have the persistent habit of turning out

very differently from what their inventors intended for them. The World Wide

Web is certainly a good example of this phenomenon (Berners-Lee 2019, Bridge

2018, Solon 2017).

In pursuing R.1, this thesis does not make definite claims as to what exactly the

quantum internet is going to be. Rather, it is curious about present-day forces

that try to shape it and attempt to place it on a certain trajectory. While the

thesis avoids making assumptions about the exact reality of a future quantum

internet, it does assume that some quantum technology futures are more probable

than others. It is the point of this thesis to identify and establish the important
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drivers that make for this probability. To investigate the ways in which the US

and China hope to bend the quantum internet to their political preferences is one

way to do this, but it is certainly not the only plausible perspective.

The quantum internet is unlikely to be built by governments directly, at least

not all of it. Private companies, in particular spin-outs and startups, big tech

corporations, universities, and the military are all involved in building the quan-

tum internet. Governments differ in their power to influence this wide range of

actors. However this thesis assumes that governments hold at least some sway

over the degrees of freedom these stakeholders have in building a new internet ar-

chitecture. As discussed in the following chapter, such influence may manifest in

various ways, from funding decisions to key appointments or otherwise preferential

treatment.

Discussing engineering advances in the quantum domain, an article in Nature,

playing on the fundamental principle in quantum physics that quantum objects

can be in more than one place at a time (see Chapter 4), is appropriately titled ‘The

quantum internet has arrived (and it hasn’t)’ (Castelvecchi 2018). The quantum

internet has not yet been fully developed. Much can be said about present efforts

to build it and the power games around it, however. To a large degree such an

inquiry is speculative. In parts very tangible, in other parts still more proof of

concept than reality, the quantum internet is a difficult research object to study

empirically.

Two statements can be made at this point, which will be supported further in

the following chapter: i) future internet technologies, including quantum, will be

shaped by US–Chinese competition in governance and standards-finding; and ii)

ownership of and leverage over internet technologies provide antagonistic state
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actors with bargaining power to push for their envisioned standards, which adds

to their influence and, ultimately, political power. Therefore, in order to get to

the overarching research question above in a meaningful and empirically informed

way, R.1 is broken down into two subquestions:

R.1.1 What do domain experts observe regarding US–Chinese com-

petition in internet governance?,

and

R.1.2 What do patent data suggest about US and Chinese activity in

building the quantum internet?

There is no readily available dataset that could help answer the central research

question R.1. Rather, the evidence base must be assembled. R.1.1 and R.1.2

achieve this by pairing intelligence gathered in interviews with signals from patent-

ing activity (a full justification for this approach can be found in Chapter 3).

Breaking down R.1 in this fashion is motivated by China’s policy position that

seeks to maximise patenting activity for quantum internet technologies while si-

multaneously pushing for a reform of internet standards and governance regimes,

as the following literature review chapter demonstrates.

Coupled in this way, R.1.1 and R.1.2 effectively call for a mixed-method ap-

proach that integrates the qualitative analysis of interview data with the quanti-

tative study of patent data in the domain of quantum internet technologies. The

key assumption, motivated by a review of the literature and official policy posi-

tions, is that technological progress in building component parts for the quantum

internet add to US and Chinese bargaining power in the internet standards and

governance domain. This raises the question, how can such technological progress
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be observed?

In response, this thesis argues that there are two principal ways to do this: first,

speaking to experts, who have privileged access to sources and knowledge, is a

means to extract rich qualitative data. And second, quantum technology patent

data contain important signals about the scale and the pace of US and Chinese

efforts to establish a dominant position in quantum internet technologies. The

flow chart below is a simplified visualisation of the larger framing against which

the research questions are developed.

Figure 1.1: The relationship between quantum technologies and global
influence.

The above chain of impact is confirmed in various publications and official policy

statements, and is justified in full in the literature review chapter. While this the-

sis does not suggest strict causality, it assumes a relationship between ownership

of, and leverage over, quantum internet technologies and the projection of power.

If there was no such relationship there would be no emerging technology race be-
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tween the US and China. Ownership of important quantum internet technologies

translates into bargaining power to set standards and governance principles at

international institutions, which, in turn, supports power politics and influencing

on a global scale. Traditionally this has been a picture painted by US dominance.

At present, it is increasingly being recoloured by Chinese ascent.

1.3 Thesis structure and chapter summaries

This thesis has a total of eight chapters. Chapter 2 discusses relevant literature,

and Chapter 3 develops a methodology for researching the quantum internet.

Chapter 4 provides a high-level introduction to quantum computing and quantum

communication to prepare the reader for the two empirical chapters that follow:

Chapter 5 explores interview data while Chapter 6 analyses a dataset of 4,200

patent families and their 10,000+ citation trees. Chapter 7 discusses the empirical

findings of this thesis. Chapter 8 concludes.

Each chapter ends with a summary and a collection of the major takeaways in

bullet points. They serve as a quick overview and a point of reference for each

chapter.

The Appendix collects details of the R and Matlab code that was used for analysis.

It provides a link to the University of Southampton’s data repository system ‘Pure’

where a .zip folder of the code files is available for download. The raw data however

cannot be made publicly available as they were retrieved from proprietary data

services provided by the European Patent Office. Chapter 3 includes a detailed

discussion of how data were retrieved for easy replication of the research process,

including data files.
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Chapter 2: Literature review

This chapter situates the empirical analysis of US and Chinese efforts to build the

quantum internet in a broader discussion of the political factors that shape the

strategic competition over emerging technologies. It argues that China is pursuing

a dual strategy aimed at patenting innovation in quantum internet technologies

while simultaneously extending its sphere of influence over organisations and in-

stitutions that shape norms and set standards for the internet.

Quantum technologies are found to be embedded in a larger emerging technol-

ogy and security arms race between the US and China. Quantum internet tech-

nologies may present quantum-enabled state actors with new capabilities to of-

fer non-aligned states what the thesis calls ‘quantum patronage’ in return for a

commitment to strategic alignment and alliance-building. For China, quantum

technologies are an opportunity to present to the world a genuinely Chinese tech-

nology that does not imitate or duplicate Western inventions. For the Chinese

government, actual engineering and technology leadership in the quantum domain

and influencing standardisation and governance bodies are not two separate issues

but bundled in a comprehensive quantum strategy.

The chapter develops the concept of QISG, quantum internet security governance.

QISG is about mapping processes of multi-actor involvement in the emergence and

control of security and governance practices in quantum networks. QISG studies

the quantum internet along three axes: i) it being an object of security concern to

state actors, ii) as requiring an internet policy response in the governance domain

and iii) a network that involves actors outside government, such as international

standardisation bodies, industries, universities and the military.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

This chapter explains the choice of methods of this thesis with a view to the qual-

itative and quantitative character of the two subquestions it pursues. It devel-

ops a justification for a mixed-method approach to studying issues of power and

governance surrounding the emergence of the quantum internet. The proposed

mixed-method framing brings together semi-structured interviews and patent net-

work analysis for pursuing the overarching question, how the strategic competition

between the US and China is shaping the quantum internet.

A mixed-method approach is argued to bring together complementary approaches

to the study of the inevitably fuzzy variables that will shape the quantum inter-

net. The approach reaches beyond methodological siloes and appeals to a larger

body of readers than any strictly separated method alone. Interviews in empirical

international relations research are found to support the identification of larger

intersecting themes and tropes that escape a purely quantitative approach or are

difficult to evidence by statistical means alone.

Patent analysis, on the other hand, is an established research field that investigates

the diffusion of knowledge as well as the scale and the pace at which innovation

translates into novel products and processes. Patent citation networks in partic-

ular can provide valuable insights into the dynamics by which innovation diffuses

in national research programmes.

The analysis of patent citation networks requires a dedicated class of statistical

models due to the interdependence of network events. The chapter argues that

Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs) are a sophisticated class of models

that estimate the entire network in one step, thus avoiding untestable assumptions

not backed by further evidence or theory. The chapter also discusses the data
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collection and preparation strategies that have been pursued.

Chapter 4: the quantum internet

A network that connects at least some quantum computers (nodes) with either

‘classical’ computers or other quantum machines over a secure quantum commu-

nication channel is called a quantum internet. This chapter provides a high-level

introduction to quantum computing and quantum communication, the two tech-

nologies that will constitute the quantum internet. It argues that computationally

expensive programs in AI and ML will soon run into hardware problems. This

is because digital (or ‘classical’) computing built on micro-transistors placed on

silicon chips has reached a natural limit to its growth.

In addition to a massive increase in compute resources, quantum computers are

hoped to run certain classes of algorithms that are intractable even for the best

digital supercomputer. The most prominent example is ‘Shor’s Algorithm’ for

factoring large integers, which poses a considerable threat to RSA encryption

models. However, the single biggest obstacle to realising even a modest quantum

computer is error correction. Quantum communication, on the other hand, is the

application of the quantum phenomena of superposition and entanglement for the

purpose of encrypting messages over significant distances. Essentially a distributed

system, the quantum internet will provide entanglement at scale.

There are several important applications and use cases for a quantum internet,

the most important ones being information security, the provision of compute re-

sources over a quantum-secured network, cyber defence and attack, the modelling

of complex systems and the provision of secure cloud services. A quantum inter-

net is hoped to protect critical national infrastructure against highly sophisticated

state-sponsored cyberattacks.
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Chapter 5: Internet governance in the 2020s

In conversations with domain experts, this chapter discusses how China has grown

considerably more assertive, and now seeks to dominate important standardisation

bodies. China’s strategic outlook has changed under President Xi. Informants

suggest that China has come to consider the US its chief strategic rival while

blocks such as the European Union matter only little in China’s strategy portfolio.

Participants argue that China is concerned about the extent to which US big tech

corporations shape US policy positions. Too much private sector involvement in

the US makes it difficult for China to identify who the actual powerful actors are

in the emerging technology race with the US.

Quantum communication is likely going to be the key technology for China to com-

pete over and push globally for Chinese internet and communications standards.

Informants at GCHQ and the British Government consider the direct security im-

plications of Chinese Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), and a Chinese quantum

internet, manageable. Researchers in countries at the periphery of Chinese influ-

ence, such as Singapore, seem less relaxed: the quality of intelligence signals will

drop when China moves to communicate internally over quantum channels.

Interviews further suggest that the US and its allies struggle to formulate a re-

sponse when China offers solutions to actual technology gaps and problems in

internet governance, yet the West believes it can only reject them. Non-aligned

countries will expect better than defaulting to knee-jerk rejections of Chinese pro-

posals, even if Chinese ambition is not universally appreciated. ‘New IP’ is a

prime example of Chinese ambition in this context. A signal of intent rather than

a workable proposal, respondents fear its implementation would mean the end to

the open internet.
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Chapter 6: Quantum patent data–descriptive statistics and ERGMs

The chapter analyses 4,200 patent family records in the domain of quantum inter-

net technologies (and the 10,000+ other patents they cite as ‘prior art’). The anal-

ysis reveals a strong preferential treatment of domestic technologies in both the US

and Chinese citation networks. New patents registered by entities headquartered

in China between January 2015 and December 2021, if relevant to building the

quantum internet, overwhelmingly cite patents that were registered at a Chinese

patent office. New patents registered by entities headquartered in the US during

the same period, if relevant to building the quantum internet, overwhelmingly cite

patents that were registered at a US patent office.

The Chinese network contains two large components (complete subgraphs) of

around 2,000 nodes each; the remaining 338 components are of size 2 to 20. This

is evidence for two separately evolving research programmes in China. If this is

due to strategic separation or accidental because of a lack of steer and oversight

is not in the data. The US network, on the other hand, contains a single-biggest

component of 1,589 nodes followed by a dozen or so smaller subgraphs that range

between 10 and 38 vertices, and a vast trail of dyads. This suggests a more unified

approach in that the US quantum research programme seems to be one big project

that draws on the same sources of prior research.

Building and testing six separate ERMGs, the chapter finds robust statistical

evidence for preferential treatment in both the US and China regarding the coun-

tries of filing (China, Germany, Spain, the UK, Japan, South Korea, the US and

‘World’), the type of organisation that registers patents (industry, private indi-

vidual, university or research institute, military, other) and the number of IPC

codes that were given. These variables are strong predictors of US and Chinese
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quantum patenting activity.

Chapter 7: Discussion The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings of

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in response to the research questions developed in Chapter 1

and the literature discussed in Chapter 2.

It first discusses Chinese ambition. ‘New IP’ must be considered a precursor to

the ways in which China envisions the implementation of the quantum internet.

Quantum capabilities could be made available to selected subnetworks only, ef-

fectively splitting the internet into a classical network and a quantum-powered

one. A ‘New IP’ quantum internet would connect to the rest of the network via

strongly policed access points. It must be assumed that the Chinese leadership

does not expect the rest of the world to embrace ‘New IP’ and rebuild the internet

accordingly. What ‘New IP’ has already achieved, however, is to signal to the

West that China is a serious contender for dominance.

With a view to the UK, the quantum internet is likely to create new dependency

risks for Britain as it potentially exacerbates the problem of increased market con-

centration among cloud service providers, a critical market presently dominated

by US companies. The same companies that dominate the UK cloud services

market are investing heavily in building up quantum capabilities.

The empirical analysis of six ERGMs finds that each side is ‘doing its own thing’.

Within each sub-cluster of the already siloed Chinese and US quantum inter-

net research programmes, the preferential treatment stretches even further, which

suggests that ‘doing one’s own thing’ and group think are the ultimate drivers

of patenting activity in the quantum domain. University researchers prefer cit-

ing other university researchers, while military research rather cites other military
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research and so forth.

The final section of the chapter develops the building blocks of a coalitional game

theory model in which utility is transferable. It suggests that the quantum inter-

net will not be interoperable but fragmented unless the US makes the conscious

decision to offer China payment to shelve its ‘New IP’ many-nets approach. The

model suggests an allocation rule that specifies how much compensation China

can reasonably demand. The important insight of the model, which is an initial

attempt at formalising the problem and should be developed further in future

research, is that it will be strictly beneficial for the US and its allies to make

financial sacrifices to obtain a global standard for an open quantum internet, even

if this requires a change of perspective: the West is no longer able to implement

internet standards at will.

Chapter 8: Conclusion The concluding chapter first revisits the research pro-

cess and the research questions. It then proceeds to discussing further the main

findings of the thesis under the following ten headings:

1. Chinese ambition

2. Chinese big tech and quantum small tech

3. ‘New IP’ and good old surveillance

4. The UK’s response

5. The quantum internet will create new dependency risks for the UK

6. China dominates the quantum patenting landscape

7. Strong evidence for significant preferential treatment in China and the US
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8. US quantum internet patenting activity seems more coordinated

9. Countries of publication, the type of registering organisation and IPC codes

drive patenting activity

10. Good quantum internet standards should be procured, not hoped for

The final section of the Conclusion takes stock and reflects on the future of Web

Science as a discipline. For Web Science as the interdisciplinary study of the Web,

the question of how the internet, its chief enabling technology, will evolve over the

coming years, is of paramount concern. The thesis finds that the quantum internet

of the future will be shaped to extraordinary degree by US–Chinese strategic

competition. If Web Science is the study of the Web as a complex sociotechnical

system and as a discipline questions the narrative that complex problems could

be solved by technical solutions alone, it is difficult to imagine a better object to

study than the quantum internet.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter aims to situate the empirical analysis of US and Chinese efforts

to build the quantum internet in a broader discussion of the political factors that

shape their strategic competition over emerging technologies. It argues that China

pursues a dual strategy aimed at patenting innovation in quantum internet tech-

nologies while simultaneously extending its sphere of influence over organisations

and institutions that shape norms and set standards for the internet. The United

States and its allies seem surprised at the level of China’s determination to not just

offer novel quantum technologies but also technical specifications and standards

that give China and its (few) allies a competitive edge, which would translate into

considerably more bargaining power in international diplomacy.

China’s concerted efforts pose a new, and serious, challenge to Western techno-

logical leadership that reaches far beyond past Chinese policy of merely build-

ing cheaper, and thus more competitive, versions of existing Western technology

stacks. China is aiming high and seeks to offer not just novel internet technolo-

gies but standardisation and governance packages alongside them that help lock
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in participating actors and thus erode US dominance. While the history of the

internet up to this point has been very much an American story, its future could

indeed be largely Chinese.

To develop these points, the chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 discusses

what internet governance involves, and considers conflicts in this domain against

the backdrop of an increasingly assertive China in international relations. Section

2.2 considers how emerging technologies are related to international security and

great-power rivalry. It reviews official US and Chinese policy positions to make

the point that the US now considers China a strategic rival in the domain of

emerging technologies, and openly calls for containment. This is a departure from

previous positions and is likely to mean that multi-stakeholder standard-finding

for the quantum internet is a thing of the past.

Both the US and China have issued strategy papers that signal a strong commit-

ment to shaping the internet of the future. ‘China Standards 2035’ is a 15-year

plan to forge international standards to Chinese specification well beyond internet

technologies (Gargeyas 2021, Mbeba 2021, Wu 2022). It complements China’s

policy to place senior officials in international organisations. Section 2.2 goes on

to make the point that patenting activity, standardisation and governance-finding

for the internet should be considered in tandem–the Chinese leadership is pur-

suing these issues in parallel, which establishes a firm link between ‘discursive

power’ and patenting activity. For the Chinese government, patenting new quan-

tum technologies is paramount for securing property rights, which, in turn, yields

bargaining power in international standard-setting games.

Section 2.3 discusses the political economy of networks and standards to argue

that Chinese ambition is not out of the ordinary–US technology and internet
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standards have shaped the history of the internet to a large degree and it should

come as no surprise that a newly emerging superpower should want to challenge

US dominance. This is an important point to make so that critical reflection on

Chinese activity does not descend into ‘China bashing’. While internet standards

have always been contested, the section argues that the turn to infrastructure in

internet governance is a fairly recent, and very serious, challenge to a free and

open internet: authoritarian regimes are increasingly concerned with controlling

network infrastructure. Quantum internet technologies will provide them with

new opportunities to increase their grip over the network of networks.

With regard to the overall conceptual framing of this thesis, section 2.4 deploys the

concept of ‘security governance’. It outlines QISG, or quantum internet security

governance, as a lens for studying quantum internet governance. This conceptual

perspective pays particular attention to the coproduction of norms and standards

but argues that at a time of intensifying great-power rivalry in an increasingly

multi-polar world, state actors are, more than ever, the ultimate agents of change.

While state actors aggregate and integrate preferences from a wide range of cor-

porate and civil society stakeholders it would be short-sighted to ignore the re-

emergence of the state as the principal actor. Section 2.5 concludes and provides

headline summaries of the major takeaways of this chapter.

2.1 Internet governance in US–Chinese compe-

tition

The internet has always been an object of power play. As such, it has always

enjoyed a special status in interstate competition. The past decade has witnessed
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an intensification of conflicts over the internet, and an increase in focus on the

infrastructure of the network of networks: the physical systems and platform

architecture of the internet itself, rather than the application spaces they afford,

such as the Web, have moved centre-stage in national security policy and strategy-

making. The optimistic public discourse of a borderless world thanks to borderless

communication and the utopia of a free and unregulated cyberspace, most promi-

nent in the 1990s and early 2000s when the Web entered the mainstream, could

never truly mask territorial power dynamics and hard-fought battles over internet

governance (Castells 2002, DeNardis 2014b).

Even at the peak of globalisation in the late 2000s, which saw the considerable

enlargement of the European Union and, to great fanfare, the ratification of new

trade agreements across the world, critical warnings against ignoring the decisive

weight of nation states in shaping the future of the internet were plentiful. Com-

mentators would point out that the internet will always reflect ‘the interests of

powerful nations and the conflicts within and between them’ (Goldsmith & Wu

2008). This remains true today. If anything, state wrangling over internet infras-

tructure has only intensified. At present, with the emergence of new quantum

internet technologies, efforts among state actors, notably the US and China, to

shape the internet of the future to their political preferences have surged.

This comes at a time when interstate competition is already accelerating. The

global resurgence of nationalism and the return to protectionism over the past

decade have fuelled new agendas of state control and influence that have shaped

a great many political agendas. Discourses on internet governance are no excep-

tion. The shift among policymakers and officials to view communication networks

primarily through the lens of security and risk seems a particularly powerful nar-
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rative at present. Accounts of the national security risks of global communication

networks have reframed the internet in security terms.

The literature describes the processes by which an object becomes a concern for

national security as ‘securitisation’. The concept of securitisation can be broadly

defined as ‘a process in which an actor declares a particular issue, dynamic or actor

to be an ‘existential threat’ to a particular referent object’ (Williams (2013, p. 72),

cf. Wæver (1995)). For instance, the internet may become a threat to the state

due to an adversary’s internet-based disinformation campaign that challenges the

integrity of domestic elections. Over time, an insufficiently leveraged internet at

the infrastructural level has emerged as a considerable risk to national security–in

the eyes of many policymakers, at least.

While state actors in the 1990s and 2000s were primarily concerned with control-

ling who is doing what on the internet, since then the attention has broadened

towards the physical makeup of the internet as such–the hardware and mecha-

nisms that constitute the backbone of the network. This ‘turn to infrastructure’

reflects states’ recognition that ‘points of infrastructural control can serve as prox-

ies to regain (or gain) control or manipulate the flow of money, information, and

the marketplace of ideas in the digital sphere’ (Musiani et al. 2015, p. 4). This is

not to suggest that today intelligence services are less nervous about what people

do on the Web than they used to be. Rather, national security agendas have

deepened to include a considerable infrastructural component.

This newly found concern with network architecture comes at a time of increasing

tension between China and the West. In June 2020, the UK government’s decision

to ban the Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei from building Britain’s 5G

network highlighted the now ubiquitous role of communication networks, provided
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by the private sector, in national security narratives: following a review from the

cybersecurity arm of its communications intelligence service GCHQ, and bowing

to pressure from the US, the UK government ordered a ‘total ban’ on purchasing

new Huawei equipment from 2021. Huawei ‘will be completely removed from

the UK’s 5G networks by the end of 2027’ (DCMS 2020). In October 2022, for

some parts of Huawei equipment, the deadline was pushed back by a couple of

months (News 2022a). In November 2022, the US announced a blanket ban of

future sales of Huawei and ZTE equipment. In the words of the US Federal

Communications Commission, this is to protect ‘our national security by ensuring

that untrustworthy communications equipment is not authorised for use within

our borders’, a spokesperson said (News 2022b).

While China’s combative government broadsheet Global Times called for ‘public

and painful’ retaliation in response to the UK ban (Times 2020), the then-US

government applauded Britain for joining ‘a growing list of countries from around

the world that are standing up for their national security’ (US Department of State

2020). To China, however, the move appeared to be less about mitigating security

risks and more about inflicting economic damage on its global telecommunications

figurehead. It vowed to ‘take measures to safeguard’ the ‘legitimate interests’

(News 2020) of Chinese corporations abroad. China’s robust response reflects

the new status of exercising control over global communication hardware for the

projection of power. The UK’s position also demonstrates the degree to which

national security now has network security at its flipside, and how much internet

technology has become sensitive to alliance-building in a shifting international

security landscape.

Parallel to this infrastructural turn, efforts to influence international standardisa-
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tion bodies that implement internet governance frameworks have also intensified.

The internet is a vast collection of subnetworks. To ensure interconnectivity be-

tween these subsystems, a large set of protocols, rules, policies, and mechanisms

for managing the internet needs to be maintained. There is no central manage-

ment function in place to achieve this. ‘Internet governance’ involves many actors;

it is very much an umbrella term that captures the policies, practices, standards,

and technical specifications that ensure that the internet works across jurisdic-

tions.

Official documentation and policy announcements usually emphasise that inter-

net governance is a group effort. To this effect, ‘governance’ seeks to convey a

‘polycentric, less hierarchical order’ (Mueller 2022) grounded on cooperation and

collaboration, at least in principle. The closest to an official definition of inter-

net governance was developed in 2005 by the UN Working Group on Internet

Governance, which settled on the following phrase:

‘Internet governance is the development and application by govern-

ments, the private sector and civil society, in their respective roles, of

shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and pro-

grammes that shape the evolution and use of the Internet’ (WGIG

2005, p. 4, no. 10).

Processes of ‘shaping’ are central to this definition; the term has informed the title

of this thesis. The definition highlights that internet governance involves a diverse

group of actors with a range of different perspectives and potentially conflicting

objectives. ‘Internet governance’ involves standardisation bodies such as ICANN,

the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers and IETF, the Internet

Engineering Task Force, which looks after technical specifications, just as much
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as human rights groups and civil society advocates that are concerned about data

privacy or AI-enabled decision-making, for instance.

This potpourri of interests and expertise is commonly referred to as the ‘multi-

stakeholder model’ (Bygrave & Bing 2009, DeNardis et al. 2020, Radu et al. 2014),

which seeks to demonstrate that there is not a single mighty supranational body at

the heart of the internet but that governance is a multiplex crossover of institutions

that are all engaged in shaping the network, each from a unique perspective.

CENTR, the Council of European National Top-Level Domain Registries, offers

informative infographics that provide an overview of the actors involved in internet

governance, one of which is reproduced below.
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Figure 2.1: Key actors and institutions in internet governance. Source:
(Winkler 2022).
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The internet governance ecosystem did not develop overnight. Since the 1990s,

there has been a steady increase in the number of bodies that speak to the issue.

Some have, or used to have, political affiliations. A prominent example is ICANN,

which was officially contracted to manage internet address namespacing by the US

Department of Commerce until October 2016. This relationship has caused some

Chinese officials to view ICANN primarily as a vehicle to advance US interests

while US and European officials habitually pointed out the body’s independence.

Disagreements about ICANN’s legitimacy stretch back at least twenty years (?).

The timeline below provides and illustration of the emergence of some of the

most important institutions and fora that are involved in internet governance

making.

Figure 2.2: Milestones in internet governance: timeline of key initiatives.
Source: (Mueller 2022).

The appointment of Houlin Zhao as Secretary General of the ITU on 1 January

2015 was a major success for China in its endeavour to place top officials at inter-
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national organisations. Institutions such as the ITU are going to have significant

implications for shaping how the quantum internet of the future will be governed.

While not able to impose rules that are legally binding with immediate effect, the

ITU has considerable power to establish voluntarily adopted, early protocols that

can rapidly become de facto standards across the world.

The successful placement of senior officials allows China to exercise downward

pressure on working groups by ‘subsidizing the participation of its companies in

study groups, advisory groups, conferences, and meetings that negotiate techni-

cal standards and guidelines’ (Schaefer & Pletka 2022, p. 2). China seems to be

pursuing a well-rounded strategy of placing actors at key vantage points where

they can be expected to judge favourably on standards proposed by domestic

industries. The country ‘has adopted a state-directed strategy to influence inter-

national standards-setting, and use them as a foreign policy tool to enhance its

global standing’, an Indian newspaper, worried about increasing Chinese meddling

in India’s regional affairs, reports (ANI 2022). It has taken Western alliances five

years to wake up to China’s considerable efforts in this area.

China’s global standard-setting ambitions are matched by a tighter internet gov-

ernance regime at home. Since President Xi Jinping took office the country has

witnessed a significant extension of its operations to restrict the scope for online

dissent, such as a clampdown on the use of private VPN use (Ensafi et al. 2015).1

However, the Chinese leadership seems mindful that too many restrictions on the

flow of information can disrupt innovation, university research and business devel-

opment. The challenge for China, it seems, is to advance commerce and research

1VPNs, or Virtual Private Networks, establish a private connection between a computer and
the internet. These VPNs are deployed to mask network data that can help locate and identify
individuals, such as their IP address. While VPNs cannot make internet activity completely
anonymous, they establish an encrypted point-to-point connection that increases privacy and
security.
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collaboration (which thrives online) while at the same time stifling online dissent

(Normile 2017, Economy 2018).

One way for China to achieve this, it seems, is to foster a new sense of national

pride, one that accepts strict authoritarian principles. It is no surprise that com-

mentators find a strong positive correlation between China’s increasingly restric-

tive internet policy model and a surge of nationalist attitudes and support for

authoritarianism among young people (Wang 2020). A new, and genuinely Chi-

nese quantum internet technology, proudly developed and built at home, would

certainly feed the narrative of Chinese exceptionalism. The potential success of

a Chinese internet technology that exploits quantum phenomena, one which may

diffuse internationally thanks to China-friendly standards passed by international

institutions, would provide the Chinese leadership with significant reputational

assets both at home and abroad.

While this thesis focuses on US-Chinese rivalry, it would be unfair to single out

China as the only actor that would challenge the idea of a free and open internet.

Russia, too, seems to have been following a path of restrictive measures since long

before the invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. In December 2019, the Russian

government announced it had successfully tested an ‘unplugged‘ alternative to the

internet, a domestic network that has access points to the internet but can be

physically separated from it. This prompted some leading computer scientists to

warn against ‘an increasing breaking-up of the internet’ (Wakefield 2019). Par-

allel to these tests, the Russian State Duma passed legislation that enables an

‘autonomous Russian internet’ not only to block users in Russia from accessing

undesirable sources but also to prevent the physical transmission of any unwanted

incoming traffic in the first place (Claessen 2020). Border control, not borderless
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communication, seems to be the ultimate goal of Russian internet policy.

Appeals to nationalist, or regional, sentiment are now seen in Europe too where

the European Commission has called repeatedly for ‘technological sovereignty’ in

high-stakes domains such as AI and quantum communication. Galileo, Europe’s

own navigation satellite, is an early example of Europe’s efforts to become infras-

tructurally independent from the US and China (EGSA 2011). For the Commis-

sion, technological sovereignty ought to be ‘institutionalised’ in cross-European

technology programmes that align with ‘European values’ (Bauer & Erixon 2020,

Scott 2019), even if it is not necessarily clear what these are. Some commentators

argue that, ‘given the absence of a leading AI industry and a coherent defence

strategy’, the Commission may be overestimating its reach in some key network

technology domains (Calderaro & Blumfelde 2022).

There is no lack of ambition, however. In June 2022, the European Commission

launched the aforementioned European Quantum Communication Infrastructure

(EuroQCI) Initiative, an ambitious programme to develop a rudimentary yet ‘fully

operational’ quantum internet by 2027 (Commission 2022).

Against this backdrop of protectionism, nationalism and international competi-

tion, some analysts have expressed concern about a fragmentation of the internet

and point to the ‘fragility’ and ‘contingency’ of its governance regime, and cau-

tion against a split into several parallel ‘authoritarian’ and ‘commercial’ internets

(O’Hara & Hall 2018). It is possible to imagine an internet of the future that is

multi-layered and held together by different infrastructures that connect via mul-

tiple access points, much like fast lanes and flyovers on a motorway where tolls

are due and/or special permission is required to access the fast lane, paralleled by

free-to-use slow lanes for the majority of retail users.
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When it comes to designing the policy principles for the internet of tomorrow,

state actors certainly recognise that internet governance has become a key do-

main of security policy. Presently, conflicts in internet governance ‘are the new

spaces where political and economic power is unfolding in the twenty-first century’

(DeNardis 2014b, p. 1). This thesis focuses on one hugely important area within

these dynamics, that of quantum technologies and internet standardisation in light

of strategic rivalry. How will quantum technologies shape the internet of the fu-

ture now that the internet has indeed become a foreign policy tool, is exposed to

unprecedented efforts of state control, and is at the risk of breaking up? A re-

sponse to this question requires an engagement with the accelerating competition

over emerging technologies more generally that characterises US-Chinese relations

at present.

2.2 US–Chinese competition over emerging tech-

nologies

The global security implications of emerging technologies are widely discussed

in the security studies literature. In particular high-performance computing is

recognised for its import in realising strategic ambitions in international relations

such as the competition between strategic rivals for global dominance, and how

they influence other state actors in the pursuit of their agendas (Castree et al.

2013). Emerging technologies, on the other hand, may be characterised by a set of

factors such as their ‘(i) radical novelty, (ii) relatively fast growth, (iii) coherence,

(iv) prominent impact, and (v) uncertainty and ambiguity’ (Rotolo et al. 2015). In

practice, not all five factors will be equally important at all times. Taxonomies of
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this sort help limit the scope of potentially significant inventions: not every piece

of innovation is in and for itself an emerging technology. Questions regarding the

securitisation of emerging technologies, then, mean inquiring into the implications

of innovation and novelty for strategy-making and the projection of power.

With regard to international security, emerging technologies ‘have potentially

transformative implications for the international balance of power, alliances and

security organizations, how governments control information, how international

actors compete militarily and economically, and how they wage war’, the editors

of a recent anthology in this domain argue (Steff et al. 2021, p. 1). While this is a

very broad list indeed, technology should not be misconstrued as the only driver

of change. From a Web Science perspective, of course, no technology should be

considered in isolation and independent but embedded in larger social and polit-

ical structures. As for quantum internet technologies, it seems more appropriate

to speak of a coproduction of the quantum internet, its governance regime and the

transformative effects that the editors above identify.

To say that the quantum internet will be ‘coproduced’ is to suggest it will be

shaped by various factors; international relations, domestic policy concerns, mar-

ket forces, research ecosystems and technological affordances all intersect. ‘The

term co-production reflects this self-conscious desire to avoid both social and

technoscientific determinism’ (Jasanoff 2004, p. 20, emphasis in original). Hence

the ‘transformative implications’ of quantum technologies should be read as in-

terwoven with larger political, economic and ideological tropes. In this sense, this

thesis does not seek to endorse ‘technological determinism’, the ontological view

that technology alone is the ultimate driver of novelty (Dafoe 2015, MacKenzie &

Wajcman 1999). The transformative implications of emerging technologies must
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be realised against competing forces within existing power structures, as well as the

ebbs and flows of ideas about what is good and bad. As such, ‘concern about new

technologies is warranted, but determinism is not’ (Talmadge 2019, p. 865).

With this positioning in mind, within the webs that ideologies, technologies, power,

economic, and political structures span, technological innovation may still enjoy

a privileged status. Radical novelty may upset the status quo. At many points in

history, then-newly emerging technologies had the potential to change the balance

of power and tip it toward actors who were quick enough to establish technology

leadership, from the ‘crossbow to H bomb’ (Brodie & Brodie 1973). Minuscule

change can have significant long-term repercussions. ‘In the eighteenth century,

for example’, Eliot A. Cohen argues, ‘minor improvements in the design and man-

ufacture of gun barrels and carriages, coupled with the standardization of cannon

calibers, laid the groundwork for the vastly improved cannonades of the armies

of the French Revolution and Empire’ (Cohen 1996, p. 38). Minor amendments

to the design of gun barrels were enough to give these armies a military edge.

If the ‘right’ kind of technology is coupled with the ‘right’ group of determined

decision-makers, power structures may shift quite significantly and suddenly. As

such, the quantum of novelty may go a long way.

At present, commentators in the US military establishment consider the golden

days of American technology leadership under threat, a darkening strategic out-

look amplified by the ostensive ferocity, grit and determination of the new Eastern

enemy. ‘We are playing a losing game’, the former Staff Director for the US Senate

Armed Services Committee writes. ‘[N]ow we face highly capable and motivated

competitors that are using advanced technologies to erode our military edge, and

with it, our ability to prevent war, deter aggression, and maintain peace’ (Brose
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2020). For William Carter, Deputy Director of the Center for Strategic and In-

ternational Studies (CSIS), the US has entered ‘a new era of strategic competi-

tion with China, one defined by our competing progress in advanced technologies’

(Carter 2018, p. 2). Many scholars converge on the view that the ‘underlying

driver’ of US-Chinese competition ‘is a race for global technological dominance’

(Schneider-Petsinger et al. 2019, p. 2).

The current US government certainly confirms this view in its public-facing com-

munication. In his first address to a joint session of the US Congress in April 2021,

President Biden proclaimed that America ‘is in competition with China and other

countries to win the 21st Century’ (House 2021). As ‘China and other countries

are closing in fast’, he continued, ‘[w]e have to develop and dominate the prod-

ucts and technologies of the future: advanced batteries, biotechnology, computer

chips, clean energy’ (ibid.). A future quantum internet is part and parcel of this

accelerating security arms race.

Yet it is important to note that US–Chinese rivalry is very much unlike the Cold

War with the Soviet Union in that the USSR never posed a threat in terms of

technological prowess, innovation, and economic capability. Competition with

China is very different. Some commentators suggest that ‘the playing field does not

favor the U.S. as the core underpinning element is its main weakness: efficiency’

(Kuo 2022). This is because ‘the support base is faltering, as its credibility among

its allies has reached a historical low’ (ibid.). In this view, trust in American

politics has evaporated both at home and abroad, which puts China is in a much

better position to win the emerging technologies security arms race; a position the

Soviet Empire never enjoyed.

However, it is still very much an open race, particularly with regard to quantum
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capabilities. Scoring particularly high on dimension (v) of the above-mentioned

taxonomy, quantum technologies are marked by high degrees of uncertainty and

ambiguity that characterise not only basic engineering principles but future appli-

cations and impact scenarios even more so. It is this high degree of uncertainty

that causes particular trouble for strategists. Nodding to the earlier point that

technologies are always embedded and have no intrinsic force that would make

them inherently good or bad, some commentators in the domain of strategic sta-

bility studies argue that the problem is not emerging technologies as such but how

they amplify uncertainties about adversaries’ behaviours.

This is a very important point. ‘Strategic stability calculations are therefore less

about the power and number of weapons’, Ronald F. Lehman II writes, ‘than

they are about anticipating human responses to new, different, and possibly in-

accurate information about the circumstances, capabilities, and intent of others

and ourselves’ (Lehman II 2013, 150). Keeping adversaries in the dark about ac-

tual quantum capabilities and intent supports strategic ambiguity and increases

uncertainty among strategic rivals.

The way the internet of the future is going to shape up is of ultimate strategic

importance as the internet has moved to the core of human meaning-making: ‘If

strategic technologies are those that most influence change and our responses to

it, then the fundamental strategic inventions concern what we know and how we

think–languages, alphabets, the printing press, radio, television, the internet’ ,

Lehman notes (p. 149). When it comes to strategic ambitions for internet tech-

nologies, the stakes are particularly high. Hence the question, ‘How is the quantum

internet going to turn out?’ is at once a question about technological realities as

it is one about influencing adversaries’ present-day beliefs about such future real-
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ities. This is why, concerning the US–Chinese rivalry over the quantum internet,

beliefs about what the quantum internet can do will matter just as much as what

it is actually going to achieve. While quantum technologies are challenging and

indeterminate enough to cause confusion, strategic uncertainty is further amplified

by the embeddedness of quantum technologies in AI and ML policy.

On top of the many legal and domestic policy issues they bring up, AI and systems

with autonomous capabilities (SACs) amplify the complexities that strategists

already face (Krause 2021b). Quantum internet technologies can be expected to

exacerbate this problem only further. Such an increase in complexification may

seriously change the global landscape of deterrence and patronage: ‘the supply

and demand market for extended deterrence is likely to significantly shift with

the inclusion of more capabilities’ (Mehta 2021, p. 977). While nuclear weapons

have proved the single biggest source of deterrence in the twentieth century, non-

proliferation treaties ensured a limited choice of suppliers of patronage, as only a

handful of powerful states have access to nuclear weapons. During the Cold War,

countries would face a binary choice of alignment between either the US or the

USSR. In this regard, strategic choice portfolios were manageable.

Today, however, the picture is much more mixed. Future quantum capabilities

will offer non-proliferated states options for offering patronage in exchange for

strategic alliances. ‘For example, new forms of non-kinetic deterrent capabilities

suggest that more actors, whether conventionally superior or nuclear-capable, may

serve as patrons of extended deterrence’, Rupal N. Mehta continues with a view

to drones and hypersonic glide vehicles (ibid.). Strategic alliances with countries

that promise access to super-secure QKD encryption, for instance, may suddenly

become very attractive. China may be able to offer what could be called quantum
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patronage to previously unaligned states.

This prospect invites the serious question of whether quantum internet technolo-

gies should, or could, be contained. This problem adds to the whole range of

ethical issues that the continuous employment of drones, for instance, already en-

tail in countries that are not officially at war with states that have operational

UCAVs in place (Enemark 2022). A secure quantum radar that communicates

over quantum channels and masks not just attacks but prevents the very detec-

tion of drone employment to non-quantum actors, would add a whole new level

to what is already a complicated ethical picture. The quantum internet, par-

ticularly if it emerges non-linearly with variable degrees of implementability and

interoperability across competing states, may offer new forms of patronage that

see established alliances splinter. The question of how the quantum internet is

going to shape up, therefore, reaches far beyond immediate concerns about its

governance framework.

2.2.1 Official US and Chinese policy positions

In March 2021, US President Joe Biden issued an Interim National Security Strate-

gic Guidance, a quick and ‘unusual step’ (Ashford 2021) taken by the newly in-

coming administration to distance itself from the previous government. Tradition-

ally, updates to national security strategies are not to be expected until midway

through the first term of a new president. The strategy is outspoken about a

‘growing rivalry with China’ (Government 2021, p. 6). It pays particular attention

to emerging technologies. They are mechanisms to not just ‘prevail in strategic

competition with China’ but ‘for America to out-compete a more assertive and

authoritarian China over the long-term’ (p. 20). The Guidance is a strong signal
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to allies that the US government considers strategic rivalry a much bigger question

than the US–Chinese trade war that began under the Trump administration.

Not everyone agrees with the Guidance’s hawkish stance. Commentators from

established institutions such as the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

identify an unnecessarily charged rhetoric that frames the issue ‘as a global contest

between democracy and authoritarianism [which] also divides the world into op-

posing camps, while heating up an already tense relationship between the United

States and China’ (Chivvis 2021). Attesting to the notion of coproduction, emerg-

ing technologies get infused with new dimensions of meaning, they encapsulate ides

of freedom and justice in a divided world. ‘Such rhetoric’, the authors continue,

‘tends to reduce the space for diplomacy by adding a moral dimension to this

conflict that raises the stakes yet is inherently unresolvable’ (ibid.). However, it is

no surprise that conservative voices find the strategy insufficiently substantive and

not hawkish enough. The Heritage Foundation, for instance, laments too much

‘virtue-signalling’ and ‘political sloganeering [that] seems jarringly out of place in

a strategy document’ (Spoehr 2021). Either way, the document certainly com-

municates that the US considers China a strategic rival that must be confronted

head-on, particularly in the domain of emerging technologies.

The strategy defines US national security around three broad objectives: to ‘pro-

tect the security of the American people’, ‘expand economic prosperity and oppor-

tunity’, and ‘realize and defend the democratic values at the heart of the American

way of life’ (Government 2021, p. 9). Emerging technologies are considered instru-

mental to these priorities. Established in 1993 and comprised of cabinet-level coun-

cils of advisers, the US National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) identifies

technologies ‘with the potential to further these objectives’ (NSTC 2022, p. 6).
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The NSTC serves as the principal body that coordinates science and technology

policy across the US government. Its ‘Fast Track Action Subcommittee on Critical

and Emerging Technologies’ maintains a list of critical technologies which are ‘a

subset of advanced technologies that are potentially significant to U.S. national

security’ (NSTC 2022, p. 10). On top of established fields such as AI, autonomous

systems and robotics, the latest updates to the list saw the inclusion of ‘Quantum

Information Technologies’.

This strategy recognises the security implications of quantum technologies. It

builds on the 2018 NSTC report National Strategic Overview for Quantum Infor-

mation Science, produced by the Subcommittee on Quantum Information Science

and published by the Executive Office of the President of the United States Gov-

ernment (2018). The overview holds that quantum information science is ‘the

next technological revolution’ and aims to promote realising its ‘national security

benefits’ (p. 6). With a view to China, export controls are explicitly mentioned:

the quantum strategy aims to ‘ensure consistent application of existing classifi-

cation and export control mechanisms to provide the largest amount of informa-

tion possible to American universities and industry about actions related to QIS

[Quantum Information Science] research’ (p. 8). This is to ‘encourage economic

opportunities, protect intellectual property, and defend national-security-relevant

applications’ (ibid.). Nodding to the Dirac notation practice in quantum physics

for describing the superposition state of quantum objects, “〈quantum|gov〉” has

since been established, the US National Quantum Initiative. It draws funding from

the 2019 National Quantum Initiative Act (Smith 2018) that seeks to ‘provide for

the continued leadership of the United States’ in the quantum domain.

In February 2020, the White House National Coordination Office published A
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Strategic Vision for America’s Quantum Networks (US Executive Office of the

President of the United States 2020). The document sets out a government initia-

tive to make headway in building a quantum internet; ‘a vast network of quantum

computers and other quantum devices [which] will catalyze new technologies that

accelerate today’s internet, improve the security of our communications, and allow

dramatic advances in computing’ (p. 2). Bearing all the hallmarks of the Trump

administration’s penchant for rhetoric, it finds that ‘America is poised to revo-

lutionize national and financial security, patient privacy, drug discovery, and the

design and manufacturing of new materials, while increasing our scientific under-

standing of the universe’ (ibid.). Over the next two decades, ‘quantum internet

links will leverage networked quantum devices to enable new capabilities not pos-

sible with classical technology’ (p. 3). The US government has high expectations:

although not yet built, the quantum internet is already tasked to achieve a great

many new things; even secure the ‘American way of life’. Above all, it is expected

to defend US dominance against an increasingly assertive China. While perhaps

toned down and more nuanced in its language, President Biden has not diverted

from this agenda.

In this ‘quantum war of words’, if you will, also China mobilises a strong rhetoric

that is couched in nationalism and patriotism. The Chinese quantum strategy sits

within larger strategic technology policy objectives. President Xi Jinping pursues

a policy to realise, what is now called, the ‘dream of national rejuvenation’ (Gold-

stein 2020, p. 164), which, diplomatically put, involves a ‘bolder’ approach and

the ‘clarification’ of long-standing international aspirations (ibid.). The Chinese

government too holds leverage over emerging technologies the key to global domi-

nance. ‘In the eyes of the current Chinese leadership, technological prowess is one

of the accoutrements of power’ (Schneider-Petsinger et al. 2019, p. 3).
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Leveraging future internet technologies is a signal of China’s global ambitions.

Commentators find a ‘strong sense of self-reliance’, and a new focus ‘on surpass-

ing the US in a broad range of technologies while asserting that China can afford

to decouple from the US in terms of pursuing an independent technological de-

velopment path’ (ibid.). Quantum technologies are an opportunity for China to

present to the world a genuinely Chinese technology that does not duplicate, imi-

tate or simply copy Western innovation. With a sense of foreboding, China Daily

confidently claims that the country has become ‘a global leader in the fields of 5G,

artificial intelligence, big data, internet of things, robotics, quantum computing,

and outer space research’ to the effect that national rejuvenation is going ‘to have

a profound impact on [the] world’ (Wren 2021).

China’s quantum policy has its origins in the early iterations of its ‘Big Data Strat-

egy’, officially announced in 2014 (Gorman 2021). Upon the adoption of the 13th

Five-Year Plan (2016–20), President Xi, addressing the National Congress in Oc-

tober 2017, ordered the provinces to ‘promote the deepened integration of Internet,

big data, and artificial intelligence with the real economy’ (ibid.). The strategy

sits alongside the well-known 2015 plan ‘Made in China 2025’, which aimed for

technology leadership in AI and ML by the end of the decade ahead. ‘New ad-

vanced information technology’ and ‘Automated machine tools & robotics’ were

the two biggest priority sectors the plan had particularly emphasised (Kennedy

2015).

Quantum technologies sit at the core of the plan. China’s news agency Xinhua

published an official statement of the ‘24th Collective Study of the Political Bureau

of the Central Committee’ in October 2020 in which President Xi ‘emphasized a

profound understanding of the great significance of advancing the development of
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quantum science and technology, and strengthened the strategic planning and sys-

tem layout of quantum science and technology development’ (Xinhua.Net 2020).

Quantum network technologies are a top priority for the Chinese leadership, which

has since repeatedly signalled its quantum ambitions (Kania 2021). President Xi

seems personally invested in this.

The ways in which states seek to signal power and ambition is the subject of a

large body of research in political science (Crisman-Cox & Gibilisco 2019, Gartzke

et al. 2017, Sobel 2009, Whang 2010). Beyond such an instrumentalist interpreta-

tion that considers language as a means to an end, discourse itself however seems

of particular importance to the Chinese leadership. Elsa Kania draws attention

to this under-researched aspect of Chinese ambition: its pursuit of a ‘right to

speak’, or ‘discourse power’ (huayuquan) by which the Chinese leadership seeks

to project discursive and norm-setting influence (Kania 2018). In a dedicated

politburo session on this topic, President Xi seems to have emphasised, in his own

words, the strategic relevance of ‘accelerating the promotion of China’s global

discourse power and rule-making in cyberspace’–China ought to become a ‘cyber

superpower’ (ibid.). For China, standard-setting for the quantum internet of the

future is inseparable from technological innovation in this domain. Internet gov-

ernance and standard-setting are the flipside of quantum internet R&D and must

be pursued in tandem.

This is a hugely important point: for the Chinese leadership, actual engineering

and technology leadership in quantum technologies and questions regarding their

standardisation and governance are not two separate issues but part and parcel

of a comprehensive quantum strategy. Building the quantum internet requires i)

leverage and property rights over key quantum technologies, and ii) ‘discourse
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power’ to set standards, norms and governance models that determine who can

use this new technology, and how. This establishes a firm link between leverage

over technologies (expressed as property rights established by patents) and the

domains of governance and standard-finding.

A Chinese-shaped governance model for the quantum internet would be a mile-

stone not just for promoting huayuquan but for ‘rejuvenating’ the nation. It would

mean the end of an internet governance and standards model that, over the past

40 years or so, has served Western interests very well. The question of quantum

internet standards is one where questions of international security, strategy and

cyber dominance intersect. The Chinese leadership is mindful of these intersec-

tions, so much so that they have launched a dedicated standards strategy plan

that couples patenting activity with standard-finding.

2.2.2 Leveraging patents and standards for strategic am-

bitions

There is growing interest in the strategic implications of standard-setting at in-

ternational institutions–a topic that Western alliances have woken up to rather

late in the game, as experts interviewed for this thesis suggest (see Chapter 5).

China in particular has been busy installing senior executives at such organisa-

tions. Over the past ten years, ‘the number of committees in the International

Organisation for standardisation [sic] where the secretariat is headed by a Chinese

national increased by 73 percent’, the Council of the European Union finds (ART

2020). China seems to be pursuing a dual strategy. It patents innovation in quan-

tum internet technologies at pace in order to establish property rights and thus

have leverage over how the quantum internet is going to be engineered. Parallel
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to this China seeks to place in key positions influential actors who in the future

may decide favourably for Chinese standards.

This is why it is so important to investigate quantum internet governance and

patenting activity in tandem. Standards found by the ITU or ISO ‘have great

sway over the standards adopted around the world’; as such they can ‘provide

enormous economic advantages to companies that hold patents on technologies es-

sential to those standards, known as standard essential patents or SEPs’ (Schaefer

& Pletka 2022, p. 2). As Chapter 4 discusses in detail, Chinese quantum internet

technologies, in particular in the domain of satellite-based quantum communica-

tion, have a strong potential to become SEPs. As far as the quantum internet is

concerned, it must be concluded that China is patenting new internet technolo-

gies on a large scale while, in parallel, building up ‘soft power’ (Nye 2005, 2019)

capabilities across international organisations to increase their chance of adoption

as normative engineering principles.

As far as the Chinese leadership is concerned, the long-term objective of ‘national

rejuvenation’ requires a strong link between patenting Chinese innovation and

pushing for a new Chinese-dominated standard and governance regime. ‘In the

eyes of the Chinese leadership, setting the global governance agenda is part of pro-

jecting China’s ‘discursive power’, in other words, testing its ability to shape the

international norms and widely practised standards’ (Schneider-Petsinger et al.

2019, p. 28). This dual effort is anything but a state secret. The aforementioned

‘Made in China 2025’ strategy is now superseded by ‘China Standards 2035’. The

strategy is bold: future standards for internet technology ought to be Chinese.

The strategy aims ‘to create a blueprint for the Chinese government and lead-

ing tech companies to set global standards for emerging technologies, such as
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5G, Internet of Things (IoT), and artificial intelligence (AI)’ (Wu 2022). In its

official communication, ‘China views standardization as a way to strengthen its

research and development (R&D) ecosystem by elevating whole-sector capacities,

particularly in critical and emerging industries like AI, quantum computing, and

biotechnology’ (ibid.).

Shared standards increase the economic efficiency of Chinese industries while sig-

nalling to the rest of the world that China can offer a comprehensive package

deal: not just technological specifications and patents to build a new quantum

internet but also the right set of standards to manage and integrate this fasci-

nating new technology. For many countries, this could prove too sweet an offer

to resist. In a RUSI talk in May 2022, Dr Ian Levy, Technical Director of the

UK’s National Cyber Security Centre, expressed concern over the lack of princi-

pled engagement of Western alliances in this area. Levy pointed out that it is

no longer good enough for the West to simply warn about the adverse security

implications of emerging Chinese technologies. Rather, Western powers should try

and offer alternatives–how are Western technologies and standards better? Unless

bold competing specifications can be found, there is little incentive for countries to

not adopt a Chinese system (Levy 2022). As discussed in Chapter 5, interviewees

for this research make similar points.

While the West is somewhat stunned by the Chinese patents + standards rollout,

China proudly points out just how big an advancement it has made at standard-

setting organisations. Over the past couple of years, ‘China has increased its num-

ber of ISO and IEC proposals, reaching an annual growth rate of 20%, which shows

China’s ambition to shape the world through standard setting’ (Mbeba 2021). In

particular, Articles 17 to 21 of ‘China Standards 2035’ make clear just how much
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China seeks to extend its influence over international bodies. Control over ‘system

design and rule-making’ offers the chance to establish a ‘premium position in the

global market’ and ‘first-mover advantages in key sectors’ (Wu 2022). Commenta-

tors fear that the 2035 strategy is for China to exercise pressure and eventually lock

in ‘those developing nations in which China has significant investments’ (Gargeyas

2021). This will further increase China’s bargaining power at international institu-

tions further. Ultimately, ‘these standards serve as China’s weapon to eventually

displace the West in the high-stakes technology battle’ (ibid.).

In particular the ITU has gained notoriety for China-friendly policies since the

installation of Houlin Zhao as Secretary-General in January 2015. For instance,

Chinese companies ZTE, Dahua and China Telecom have successfully pushed for

new facial recognition standards that also cover video monitoring, city and vehicle

surveillance (Gross et al. 2019). The speed of adoption of these standards across

the world following ITU approval has raised eyebrows among human rights ac-

tivists. ‘African states tend to go along with what is being put forward by China

and the ITU as they don’t have the resources to develop standards themselves’,

The Financial Times cites Richard Wingfield of Global Partners Digital, an ad-

vocacy group. Not only has China’s influence at the ITU grown significantly over

recent years, but what is more, delegates warn that, increasingly, Chinese corpo-

rations themselves, not policy officials, draft standards proposals (ibid.). Chinese

interests have taken ‘a big seat at the AI governance table’ (Ding et al. 2018).

It is certainly true to suggest that these days, ‘the setting of technology stan-

dards becomes more pivotal in the race to economic and technological supremacy’

(Schneider-Petsinger et al. 2019, p. 27). Chapter 5 discusses Huawei’s recent ‘New

IP’ proposal at the ITU in more detail, a notable attempt by Chinese officials to

reshape the internet of the future.
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2.3 The international political economy of net-

work standards

Why are internationally recognised standards so important to China? A brief

history of internet standards demonstrates their pivotal role in making the network

the global success it has become. To better understand China’s determination

to push for Chinese standards, it is important to realise that current internet

standards are Western standards. However, this being the case, they have always

been contested. Data packaging standards had already been of great concern at

a time when ARPA protocols, which governed the precursor to the internet, the

US Department of Defense’s ARPANET, were in the exclusive domain of only a

handful of elite research networks.

At the time, ARPA’s TCP/IP suite of protocols had quickly emerged as the de

facto standard for the newly emerging internet. This was not because of any

legal barriers to other solutions but thanks to the widespread distribution and

early uptake of the protocol in the early 1980s. The US Department of Defense

had effectively made the TCP/IP suite of protocols the gold standard of data

packaging for the commercial internet when it split ARPANET from its military

network applications in 1984 (Cohen-Almagor 2011).

Research sites in the US and Europe were keen to adopt a universal framework,

which made TCP/IP particularly appealing. Being of military grade, the protocol

suite signalled certainty and reliability (Abbate 2000, Hauben et al. 2007). Uni-

versities such as Stanford and University College London in the UK would then

follow in adopting it also, thus contributing to the suite’s proliferation (Cerf &

Aboba 1993). The US government’s first-mover advantage in setting the TCP/IP
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standard at the time allowed an exclusive, restricted-access network technology to

become the ‘apparently mundane utility, like mains electricity’ (Naughton 2016,

p. 5) that the internet is today. Leverage over a nascent technology made it pos-

sible to push for a global standard–a strategy China presently aims to repeat,

be it in the domain of ‘New IP’ (see Chapter 5) or, presumably, future quantum

networks. Standard-setting is a long-term game and an uphill struggle. IPv6, the

update to the Internet Protocol launched in 1995 but not formally ratified until

2017, illustrates the complexities involved in moving between two interoperable

standards: several transmission mechanisms had to be designed for switching from

IPv4 to its successor (Baker et al. 2011).

The history of the TCP/IP suite is one example of many where domain-specific

standards have disseminated across industries and borders and become global de

facto standards that support market integration, and ultimately help domestic

industries to dominate global markets. The mass adoption of the IBM ‘Personal

Computer’ so that the PC would rapidly become the ‘de facto standard micro-

computer’ (Zusmann 1982) in the early 1980s is a good case in point. As far as

software is concerned, the ubiquity of MS Windows and MS Office over the past

three decades has caused regulators on a number of occasions to challenge Mi-

crosoft’s business practices; an anti-trust case in the US in 1998 being an early

and quite prolific one (Economides 2001).

The success of Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF) in becoming the pre-

ferred type for filing and printing documents online catapulted it to the status

of de jure standard as the International Organization for Standardization’s ISO

19005-1:2005. Similar stories can be told about various connectors and adaptors

that are integral to network architectures: RCA, XLR, MIDI, HDMI and USB
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have emerged not as legal requirements but as winning specifications which, at

some point in the diffusion process, users could no longer do without. For network

industries and service providers that aim beyond domestic markets, a common

standard is critical. A shared standard means (market) power.

With the emergence of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), the strong affinities between

political power, commercial success and governance frameworks have only become

more pronounced (Čolaković & Hadžialić 2018, Greengard 2015, Mukhopadhyay

2014). The IoT adds to global cybersecurity concerns: with the number of inter-

connected devices projected to reach 41.5bn by 2025, producing 79.5 zettabytes

of data (IDC 2019), the IoT contributes to a vast expansion of the ‘attack sur-

face’ (Costigan & Lindstrom 2016) for cyber warfare.2 With the emergence of a

‘mega market’ (Kramp et al. 2013, p. 1), which crosses homes and buildings, smart

portable devices, transport, factories and utility networks, the challenges around

compatibility and interoperability are profound. Itself an umbrella term, IoT var-

iously captures some if not all networks in the large set of traditional personal

area networks (PAN) such as Bluetooth and WiFi, machine to machine communi-

cations (M2M) in various specifications, wireless sensor networks (WSN) and near

field communications (NFC) (Al-Fuqaha et al. 2015, Ponnusamy & Rajagopalan

2018).

Numerous domain-specific protocols compete, and a significant number of state-

backed as well as industry-sponsored bodies are busy developing frameworks that

are hoped to unify IoT standards. Most prominently, these are the Internet En-

gineering Task Force (IETF)’s IoT Working Groups, the International Telecom-

munication Union (ITU)’s ITU-T SG20 Study Group, the International Organi-

2In cybersecurity, the ‘attack surface’ is the universe of possible attacks: a collection of all
the different ways an attack could unfold. The term ‘attack vector’ then describes a specific
path or route an attacker has chosen to compromise the system.
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zation for Standardization (ISO)’s ISO/IEC JTC1 Environment and the Institute

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)’s IoT Initiative.

Adding to such regulatory complexities and overlaps, surveys find that businesses

and consumers have quite opposing preferences regarding future governance mod-

els for the IoT, in particular when it comes to the robustness of privacy and

security arrangements (Meddeb 2016). The current regulatory situation is best

described as messy ‘to the extent that it is often compared to a war’ (Meddeb

2016, p. 40). As Chapter 5 discusses in full, given the stakes of these network

governance wars, China hopes to drive a wedge into the system and break decades

of US dominance.

China recognises as much as the US that communication networks enjoy non-

linear economies of scale. The economics of networked services are very different

from those of substitution products where the demand for product i is a positive

function of the price of product j offered by a competitor: if the price of a good,

such as a fizzy drink, rises and a replacement is easily available, the demand

curve is likely to shift towards the product that has now become marginally more

attractive (Varian 2014). Networks however are peculiar in that they generate

network effects, a form of externality ‘in which consumers’ utility and/or firms’

profits are directly affected by the number of consumers and/or producers using the

same (or a compatible) technology’ (Shy (2011, p. 119), also see Shapiro & Varian

(1999a,b)). When the use value of a given technology is a positive function of the

user base of a rival firm that offers a compatible service, issues of compatibility

quickly turn into non-trivial challenges for regulators.

This is particularly complex when multiple standards, rather than a single one,

are likely to yield a welfare-maximising level of output (Farrell & Saloner 1986).
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The (at times conflicting) demands towards compatibility standards of network

technologies quickly grow with the number of devices, software and apps that are

available and which crucially depend, either directly or indirectly, on standards

to ensure their viability. The IoT only exacerbates this problem. Networked

markets are ‘two-sided’ (Rochet & Tirole 2003) in that the proprietors of, say,

streaming services or food delivery apps need to attract both consumers (view-

ers, customers) and producers (content providers, participating restaurants) to

their platforms. The complexities of cross-substitutions introduce new regulatory

trade-offs and challenges due to the fuzziness of tipping points and competitive

equilibria (Mortimer 2019). In this rather murky situation, the emergence of quan-

tum technologies will provide state actors with incentives to shift standard-finding

towards domestic suppliers. Standards matter a great deal in any industry but

have even more significance for networks as they have knock-on effects well be-

yond standard-bearing firms. Shaping future quantum network standards early on

in the game may promises long-term gains within and outside quantum-enabled

industries.

As pointed out in the introductory chapter, physical network infrastructures,

rather than the user behaviour they afford, are increasingly becoming the object of

struggles over control and influence. The aforementioned ‘turn to infrastructure’

suggests that policymakers are beginning to redirect their attention to ‘points of

infrastructural control’ (Musiani et al. 2015, p. 4). Of course, the question of

internet standards has always been a political one (DeNardis 2014b). ‘Standards

are a political issue because they represent a form of control over technology,’–

and as such, they can quickly become ‘matters of foreign policy’, Janet Abbate

comments on the evolution of the ARPANET in the early 1980s (Abbate 2000,

p. 147-48).
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It is because of these entanglements of global power, network technologies and

standard that governance wars over the quantum internet should not be consid-

ered in isolation from past struggles but rather the next chapter, or evolution, in

an ongoing battle between the leading powers for strategic dominance and global

reach. Arguably, the stakes are even higher today. Given that the internet, the

successor of the ARPANET, is built on rather old technology, what if a new in-

frastructure is on the horizon that promises unprecedented levels of security and

compute resources? Significant changes to internet infrastructure are on the way,

quantum-driven or digital, as the ‘traditional Internet architecture needs to be

revised to match the IoT challenges’ (Al-Fuqaha et al. 2015, p. 2348). Even if this

were not the case, or the case for a fundamental update of internet infrastructure is

overstated, it will be increasingly difficult to resist calls for change. What is more,

the advent of a quantum internet, built on a radically different computer architec-

ture, has created an even larger appetite for infrastructural control. The quantum

internet is already being framed in security terms well before its arrival.

2.4 The quantum internet and security gover-

nance

The discussion so far has established how internet governance (and the standard

finding that comes with it) has become a national security concern. Internet gov-

ernance fora are places where interstate rivalry plays out. In her widely acclaimed

study of the history of the internet, published more than two decades ago, Jane

Abbate already found that the ‘debate over network protocols illustrates how stan-

dards can be politics by other means’ (Abbate 2000, p. 179). Laura DeNardis con-
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siders internet governance to be a ‘dark art’ that raises uneasy questions about the

‘the conditions under which governments should (or could) tamper with communi-

cation technologies for national security or law enforcement objectives’ (DeNardis

2014b, p. 200). The quantum internet will be tasked to accommodate a wide range

of commercial as well as policy interests, many of which will not align easily. The

study of these dynamics of alliance-forging, conflict and manoeuvring requires a

flexible concept that embraces the fact that security is a multi-layered phenomenon

shaped by a great many forces.

In the current debate over whether the internet is likely to fragment ((O’Hara

& Hall 2018)), Milton Mueller finds a transnational power struggle over national

security and sovereignty that ‘pits global governance and open access against the

traditional territorial institutions of government’ (Mueller 2017). China in par-

ticular seems to consider the current internet governance framework primarily a

vehicle to advance US interests, as ‘the power of the current Internet governance

model strengthens the global power of the American example’ (Yannakogeorgos

2012, p. 103). More than any of his predecessors, China’s President Xi is deter-

mined to change this. Given how emerging technologies have moved centre-stage

in narratives of global power and dominance as of late, as discussed above, it

seems right to investigate the evolution of quantum internet governance from a

security studies perspective. Any such angle should be mindful of the intersections

of interests that co-produce the quantum internet.

The specific security governance framework that this thesis adopts recognises that

a multitude of competing actors is involved in internet governance and standard

finding. Yet it maintains that state actors (or their representatives) are the dom-

inant players, today more than ever. The state enjoys this central position as it
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remains ‘the principal unit of political organization of the world’s populations’

and ‘the repository of a monopoly of legitimate violence’ (Kolodziej 2005, p. 26),

which manifests in bargaining power in international diplomacy.

This position very much acknowledges that private corporations and lobbying

groups can be very powerful indeed. This fact is reflected in the ways in which state

actors often seek to advance domestic industries by setting industry standards that

benefit corporations at home. The private sector lobbies officials to this effect. To

say that state actors are the agents in international bargaining games is not to deny

the immense power other actors may have; oftentimes state representatives quite

openly aggregate and channel corporate interests. The realities of the international

political economy of standard finding has always been a part of this debate. For

instance, the question of whether ICANN primarily serves US corporate interests

stretches back more than twenty years (Weinberg 2000).

The picture only gets muddier given the increasing blurring of institutional bound-

aries between state and non-state actors today. This is certainly a growing problem

in China. For instance, Huawei’s corporate governance model suggests close ties

with China’s central government, which complicates drawing well-defined distinc-

tions between public and private sector interests at China’s towering telecommu-

nications corporation (Balding & Clarke 2019). But once again, it would be unfair

to single out China in this regard. Western bureaucracies have a significant ‘re-

volving doors’ problem where public regulators and legislators would oftentimes

move between public and private sector jobs with little scrutiny.

For instance, empirical research across 32 OECD countries shows that ‘central

bank governors with past experience in the financial sector deregulate significantly

more than governors without a background in finance’, a phenomenon the authors
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label the ‘career socialisation hypothesis’ (Wirsching 2018). Their results ‘also

indicate that finance ministers, especially from left-wing parties, are more likely

to be hired by financial entities in the future if they please their future employers

through deregulatory policies during their time in office’ (ibid.). Regarding issues

pertaining to internet governance, former UK deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg’s

move to a senior lobbying position with Meta highlights that cosy public-private

sector relations are certainly not a Chinese issue alone. A security governance

perspective must avoid singling out China in this regard.

In response to a surge of foreign media interest in Chinese corporate governance

practices and company relationships with the Communist Party, Chinese firms

seem to have responded by putting a brake on public communication: today, ‘they

are acquiring market share under the radar, through small deals’ (Weinland 2021).

Chinese regulators seem to favour this less visible approach, which avoids the

attention-grabbing headline news of the past about trophy acquisitions of Chinese

firms, such as Italian football teams (ibid.), and Chinese corporations seem to be

playing ball. This is not to suggest that only Party interests would matter in

China. Just as everywhere else, state actor interests are interwoven with those of

the private sector. Countries differ in terms of how effectively their media, NGOs

and advocacy groups can influence state actors, and state-society relations are

complex. Despite these involvements, however, this thesis takes the position that

state actors ultimately enjoy degrees of freedom in international negotiations that

private sector agents do not have, which is why its focus is state-level strategic

competition. But how exactly do government, governance models and security

interests relate?
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2.4.1 Quantum internet governance as security governance

The term ‘governance’ means different things to different people. For the purposes

of this thesis, it includes both state and not-state actors in capturing the sway

different groups have over the internet. In this sense, government in its broadest

form can be considered a ‘subset’ of governance, the latter being a set of ‘processes

and institutions, both formal and informal, that guide and restrain the collective

activities of a group’ (Keohane 2003, p. 202). As outlined above, this thesis adopts

a reading of governance that constructs government as the fundamental but not

exclusive source and driver of internet governance regimes.

Thinking of state and non-state couplings in this fashion is an established way of

conceptualising how influence manifests in policy. Connections between particular

security practices and governance models that saw the emergence of the term

‘security governance’ date back to the early 1990s (Kolodziej 1992). However,

the concept did not gain traction until the mid-2000s (Sperling & Webber 2014).

While many popular textbooks in security studies in the late noughties did not

cover this newly emerging sub-discipline (e.g. (Buzan & Hansen 2009)), it has

now become a cornerstone in introductory texts to the security studies discipline

(e.g. (Cavelty & Balzacq 2017)). It is a useful heuristic tool and a framing for the

analysis of the processes that shape the quantum internet.

As a concept, ‘security governance’ captures the practices that state actors engage

in to manage new forms of security threats and risks that require international

cooperation across multiple institutions, for example counterterrorism, climate

change and public health emergencies. In its early iterations, the concept was

construed very broadly and ‘defined as an intentional system of rule [sic] that

involves the coordination, management and regulation of issues by multiple and
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separate authorities, interventions by both public and private actors, formal and

informal arrangements, and purposefully directed towards particular policy out-

comes’ (Kirchner & Sperling 2007, p. 3). This thesis narrows down this maximally

wide definition to the analysis of quantum networks.

Applied to the realm of internet governance, quantum internet security governance,

or QISG in short, would capture that which i) is an object of security concern to

state actors, ii) requires an internet policy response in the governance domain

and iii) involves actors outside government, such as international standardisation

bodies, industries, universities and research institutions. QISG is particularly

mindful of how the quantum internet is coproduced not just in a mash-up of

domestic interests but also against larger tropes of strategic competition and global

reach.

QISG is not so much a theory but a way of analysing the power dynamics at

play in internet governance. At present, security governance is usually framed

in terms of a ‘conceptual framework’ or ‘heuristic device’ that aims to identify

the mechanisms by which ‘the good of security is sought and obtained within

a given geographic or policy domain’ (Sperling & Webber 2014, p. 127). The

term assumes ‘a multi-layered arrangement that involves a wider range of actors,

rules, and practices’; it reflects an understanding that the context in which se-

curity is organised is a contested one ‘wherein power is dispersed and sources of

authority are hotly disputed’ (Cavelty & Balzacq 2017, p. 29). This statement

is certainly appropriate to characterising the flaring of great-power rivalry over

future networking and computing standards that involves struggles between the

private sector and government interests. Recent scholarship points to the steady

complexification of internet governance, for example, regarding the rise of influen-
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tial Chinese entrepreneurs and tech companies in governance processes who seem

to be influencing official Chinese positions (Radu et al. 2021). The Chinese lead-

erships seems to have responded by clamping down on Chinese big tech’s growing

influence–‘as the Communist Party whips digital platforms into line, trillions of

dollars in market value are at stake’, The Economist fears (Economist 2021). This

point will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

The rise in popularity of security studies literature that focuses on governance,

rather than governments alone, is grounded on the observation that over the past

three decades, multilateralism, globalisation and privatisation have produced var-

ious new mechanisms of influence and control. Security is coproduced beyond

traditional government domains and in ways that require ‘multi-actor and multi-

level forms of coordination’ (Schroeder 2011, p. 34). China’s concerted efforts

to extend its influence over international standard bodies is a good example of

this phenomenon. The literature points to the emergence of security regimes that

reach beyond a purely state-centred, top-down hierarchical system built on coer-

cion. Security regimes and practices have evolved towards a horizontal, networked

blending of authority that promotes order by consent, bargaining and diplomatic

wrangling (Breslin & Croft 2013).

Yet it is important to note that while there are many more parties at the gover-

nance table today, it cannot be assumed that in and of itself, diversity in partic-

ipation will translate linearly into a diversity of opinion. While in China private

corporations may be coerced to follow the official Party line, US positions are

oftentimes shaped by the ‘big tech’ companies’ strategic concerns. ‘Google, Face-

book and others want to set the rules, but without a mandate or oversight [...]

technology companies think they should be deciding public policy, not govern-
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ments’, The Financial Times grumbles (Schaake 2021). Arguably, governance has

become more complex, but as the Chinese case of disciplining domestic big tech

industries shows, state actors ultimately retain control and are not shy to exercise

their powers.

QISG, then, seeks to highlight the at times affirmative, at times contradictory

dynamics in finding a governance principle for the quantum internet. Rather than

studying security issues in isolation, as a conceptual framework for ‘doing’ security

studies, QISG seeks to inquire into ‘how such arrangements are aggregated in a

particular region or issue area involving relationships between a multiplicity of

actors engaging in common rather than isolated and unconnected acts’ (Sperling

& Webber 2014, p- 129, emphasis in original). Such a betweenness is particularly

relevant for the study of a coupling of patents and standardisation policies. For

any global actor, the more leverage over innovation, the easier it becomes to

argue for a standard, and ultimately a governance principle, which establishes

said innovation as the new normal. Thus, QISG seeks to investigate the multi-

level processes of interaction by which internet security in the quantum domain

is coproduced through patenting and standardisation policies. Both should be

considered in tandem, and the next chapter develops a methodology for doing

so.

For the chapters that follow, the concept of QISG is best construed as a heuristic

tool, a way of thinking about patenting, standard-setting and governance-making

in the domain of quantum internet technologies and how these activities relate

to questions of power and influence. This is no radical deviation from tradition:

‘security governance’s main claim to fame is conceptual not theoretical’ (Sperling

& Webber 2014, p. 128). To highlight, from a security governance perspective,
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how state actor interests drive practices in quantum internet governance means

being mindful of larger and long-term strategic concerns at play in interstate

interaction.

While conscious of complexities that are not one-sided, this position maintains

that states aggregate and bundle different and at times conflicting domestic inter-

ests, and ultimately make political realities happen. While it does not deny the

impact that powerful individuals can have in the performance of politics–President

Trump taking aim at President Xi serves as an illuminating example–this thesis is,

ultimately, curious about how power is coproduced along many axes. As such, it

aligns with critical voices in the security studies tradition that point to persistent,

structural factors: ‘our argument is that security governance has become overly

preoccupied with agency and has neglected structure’ (Sperling & Webber 2014,

p. 127) seems an appropriate comment to make. In this spirit, the empirical anal-

ysis in the following chapters should be read as an attempt to integrate broader,

multiplex phenomena in a discussion of the forces that shape the quantum inter-

net.

2.5 Main points of Chapter 2

To recap, QISG is about mapping processes of multi-actor involvement in the

emergence and control of security and governance practices in quantum networks.

As outlined above, this is to be achieved through an enquiry into the aggregation

and integration of arrangements that involve a multiplicity of actors across dif-

ferent regions. These practices will not necessarily align. State actors respond to

private sector and civil society interests in feedback loops. Bargaining power is
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differentiated, disputed and non-linear. Various institutions are involved that also

differ in terms of reach, clout and legitimacy.

Networks are at the heart of such a framing. ‘When government tasks and au-

thority are delegated downwards (localization), upwards (supranationalization), or

sideways (privatization) [. . . ] governance in networks becomes important’ (Cavelty

& Wenger 2020, p. 12)–in a sense, the architecture of the quantum internet will

mirror the structure of powers that seek to exploit it. The governance model for the

quantum internet will not be decided in a single top-down effort but rather found

in the struggle between the two superpowers. Two factors seem paramount here:

technology leadership and leverage, and influence over standard-finding bodies. If

either the US or China can offer a reliable deal for quantum internet technologies,

many parties will find it hard to say no to the standard that is bundled with it

(cf. (Levy 2022)). As it stands, it seems that China is particularly invested in

making this happen. The US and its allies are playing catchup.

The above discussion has demonstrated just how much emerging technologies mat-

ter in the strategic rivalry between the US and China, and how both countries

seek to extend power by maintaining a competitive technological edge. Both rivals

consider quantum internet technologies of massive importance to realising their

strategic ambitions. One of the key points of the review above is that maintaining

a critical edge in emerging technologies, and thus cementing dominance, requires

thinking beyond technology leadership and leverage alone. An advantage in engi-

neering terms must be complemented by standards and governance models that

support the diffusion of new technology.

China has realised this a while ago: ‘a government-sponsored “patent fever” has

led China to file more than any other country in the world’ (Arcesati 2019). The
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logic seems clear. First, it secures leverage over key quantum technologies. This

is established through patenting activities. Then, it seeks control over their im-

plementation and integration by dominating the standard-finding process. Of

course, this is what the US has always done, if perhaps in a less centralised,

less top-down fashion. Alphabet, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and Qualcomm own

‘standard-essential patent portfolios’ (ibid.) that had given them a decisive com-

petitive edge for many years. A critical analysis of Chinese ambition must not

ignore that in the eyes of the Chinese leadership, China only wants to excel at a

game the West has always played.

The US still enjoys a significant lead. For instance, despite heavy investment into

its chipmaking industry, China’s reliance on foreign semiconductors is a constant

headache for the Chinese Communist Party. China’s trade deficit in integrated

circuits ‘has almost doubled from the equivalent of $135 billion in 2010 to $240

billion in 2020’ (Chiang 2022). However such dependencies should be no grounds

for Western strategists to relax. After all, it will not be necessary for China to

surpass the US along all axes of technology. In the short term, it will suffice to

make enough progress so as to compromise and slow down American activity:

‘while we often talk of “technological parity,” when it comes to these technologies,

in many ways it is less important whether their technology is “as good as ours”

than whether it is good enough to render our capabilities ineffective’ (Carter 2018,

p. 6). China has significant potential to disrupt the status quo even if many of its

quantum patents will not turn into gold standards for future internet technologies.

The next chapter develops a research methodology for this thesis, and Chapter

4 discusses in more detail how China has made considerable progress in many

fields of quantum communication–perhaps enough to give it a competitive edge in

shaping the quantum internet.
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The below collects the major takeaways of this chapter.

Strategic competition and national security

2.a At a time of intensifying great-power rivalry in an increasingly

multi-polar world, state actors re-emerge as important drivers of inter-

net governance regimes.

2.b For Chinese and US strategists, national security now has network

security at its flipside.

2.c Over the past couple of years, national security agendas have deep-

ened and now include a considerable infrastructural component: the

basic infrastructure of the internet has become an object of strate-

gic competition between the leading powers, in particular the US and

China.

2.d The quantum internet is part and parcel of a larger emerging tech

and security arms race between the US and China.

2.eQuantum internet technologies may present quantum-enabled state

actors with new capabilities to offer what could be called ‘quantum

patronage’ in return for a commitment to strategic alignment and

alliance-building.

China

2.f China aims high and seeks to offer not just novel internet technolo-

gies but standardisation and governance packages alongside them that

help lock in participating states and thus slowly erode US dominance.
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2.g Quantum technologies are an opportunity for China to present

to the world a genuinely Chinese technology that does not imitate or

duplicate Western inventions.

2.h For the Chinese leadership, actual engineering and technology lead-

ership in quantum technologies and questions regarding their standard-

isation and governance are not two separate issues but bundled in a

comprehensive quantum strategy.

2.i China has been patenting emerging technologies at scale while,

in parallel, it seems to be building up ‘soft power’ capabilities across

international organisations to increase their chance of adoption as nor-

mative engineering principles.

Internet standards and governance

2.j Standards matter a great deal in any industry but have even more

significance for networks as they have knock-on effects well beyond

standard-bearing firms. Shaping future quantum network standards

early on in the game promises long-term gains within and outside

quantum-enabled industries.

2.k Democratic, multi-stakeholder standard-finding for the next gen-

eration of the internet is likely to be a thing of the past.

QISG

2.l Patenting activity and standardisation and governance-finding for

the internet should be considered in tandem.

2.m The quantum internet will be ‘coproduced’ in that it will be
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shaped by various factors; strategic ambitions for global dominance,

market forces, research ecosystems and technological affordances all

intersect.

2.n With the above in mind, QISG studies the quantum internet along

three axes: i) it being an object of security concern to state actors, ii) as

requiring an internet policy response in the governance domain and iii)

as a network that involves actors outside government, such as inter-

national standardisation bodies, industries, universities and research

institutions.

2.o QISG is about mapping processes of multi-actor involvement in the

emergence and control of security and governance practices in quantum

networks. It is an inquiry into the aggregation and integration of

arrangements that involve a multiplicity of actors that have stakes

and vested interests in pushing quantum internet technologies.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter explains the choice of methods for this thesis with a view to the

qualitative and quantitative character of the subquestions it pursues. It devel-

ops a justification for a mixed-method approach to studying issues of power and

governance surrounding the emergence of the quantum internet. The literature

review chapter has established how novel internet technologies demand new stan-

dards and governance regimes for the projection of power. This is particularly true

for quantum technologies as reflected in official Chinese communication. ‘Hard’

quantum capabilities require ‘soft’ power in the standards domain. Together, they

provide opportunities to establish quantum technology leadership and make sig-

nificant gains in the competition over emerging technologies.

The particular choice of data sources and methods discussed below seems best

suited to answer the research questions that Chapter 1 has developed. The data

capture the political dynamics to shape standards as well as the technical dimen-

sions of quantum technologies. Aspects of technology as reflected in patenting

activity is captured in quantitative analysis, while the somewhat more elusive and
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less clearly demarcated area of standards policy and strategic competition is cap-

tured in interview data. The coupling of methods for studying verbal as well as

quantitative data–the qualitative study of a corpus of interviews and the statisti-

cal analysis of patenting data–mirrors the subject matter: ownership of quantum

internet technologies, and what leverage over them is good for.

The proposed mixed-method framing brings together semi-structured interviews

and patent network analysis for pursuing the overarching question, how the strate-

gic competition between the US and China is going to shape the quantum internet.

Initially, at the start of this research project, interviews had been considered to

be the primary source of data for this thesis. Reflections on conversations with

domain experts and output from desk research however changed this perspective

towards including a more granular set of data also, and to find a statistically

sound approach to inquiring into US and Chinese activity in the quantum do-

main. The method of interviewing informed the choice of network analysis insofar

as it became increasingly obvious during the data gathering process that the de-

bate around US-Chinese competition in emerging technologies would significantly

benefit from statistical findings. Coupled, interviews and patent analysis make for

a strong set of tools to inquire into the power politics surrounding the emergence

of the quantum internet.

Mutual corroboration and complementarity are therefore the two key motives

for this choice of methods. While interviews with experts in academia, the UK

government, the intelligence community and international organisations provide

a high-level summary picture of US-Chinese competition in internet governance,

the study of quantum patent data is to provide a detailed and structured analysis

of technological progress in building the internet of the future.
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The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 makes the case for a multi-method

approach in response to the overarching research question and the two subques-

tions. Section 3.2 provides a justification for interviewing, describes the interview

process and approach to analysis, and discusses ethical considerations. Section 3.3

discusses patent analytics. In subsection 3.3.1 it presents examples where patent

data provides the evidence base for responding to research agendas in proximity

to this project. The section then moves on to discuss in detail in subsection 3.3.2

how the analysis of quantum patent data in particular can respond to the research

questions of this project. Subsection 3.3.3 then provides details of the data col-

lection strategy and how quantum patent data has been filtered and checked for

consistency and relevance.

The remainder of section 3.3 briefly motivates the computation of some descrip-

tive summary statistics in Chapter 6 of this thesis, followed by a justification

of the choice of Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs) for representing

and studying quantum patent networks. The subsection that follows introduces

this class of models in their abstract form and discusses earlier research where an

ERGM has been fitted to patent citation data. Section 3.4 concludes and collects

the major takeaways of this chapter.

3.1 A mixed-method approach for studying the

quantum internet

This project employs a mixed-method approach for building an analytical frame-

work for the study of the emergence of the quantum internet. Broadly construed,

Mixed Method Research (MMR) ‘combines elements of qualitative and quantita-
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tive research approaches (e.g., use of qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, data

collection, analysis, inference techniques) for the broad purposes of breadth and

depth of understanding and corroboration’ (Johnson et al. 2007, p. 123). A net-

work not yet built, research into the quantum internet is necessarily exploratory

and to some degree speculative. Considerable uncertainties about future political

developments and the trajectories that quantum engineering may take remain,

which exacerbates the problem. Structural difficulties of this kind, intrinsic to

this thesis, make the dual aim of understanding and corroboration particularly

important.

This thesis considers qualitative and quantitative approaches to be complemen-

tary and mutually enriching. As such, MMR provides ‘a powerful methods tool

that allows for researchers to make their findings more robust’ and ‘illuminate

causal interferences’ (Lamont 2015, p. 134). This research follows (Alavi et al.

2018) in assuming a ‘reciprocal and dialectic relationship between research and

theory’ (p. 529) that extends to the choice and application of methods also. This

approach is a continuation of the reading of the concept of ‘security governance’

outlined in the previous chapter, which is at once a theoretical concept and a

way of thinking and ‘doing’ security studies. The concept of securitisation reaches

across practices and definitions to provide insight into the processes that frame an

object in security terms. A multiplex concept, it lends itself to a mixed-method

approach that deliberately crosses the boundaries between qualitative and quan-

titative research.

While MMR supports the consideration of comprehensive, complementary sources

of data input, it can also help maximise the impact of research output thanks to

its wider appeal ‘to audiences across methodological persuasions’ (Thaler 2017,
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p. 59). On a very rudimentary level, it makes sense ‘to use all the methods at

our disposal’ (ibid.) to better understand the fallout and repercussions of deep

political tensions, and how they are likely to affect how emerging technologies take

shape. MMR is driven by the hunch that research would not be as good as it could

be if it focused on a single method alone.

In its choice of semi-structured interviews and statistical network analysis as the

two principal empirical research methods, this thesis hopes to find readers among

methodologically diverse groups of experts in security studies and policy, cyberse-

curity, internet governance, quantum engineering and technology forecasting. The

choice of these two methods is to a large degree pragmatic. As developed in more

detail in the sections below, interviews tap into existent expert knowledge while

the analysis of patent data generates estimates of technology leadership and com-

petitive advantage. To be pragmatic about research methods does not imply ad

hoc arbitrary choices. In their discussions of the usefulness of MMR for political

science research, commentators have emphasised the value of pragmatism as an

underlying theoretical and philosophical construct that drives the entire research

process (Maxcy 2003). Far from inviting sloppiness, pragmatism about methodol-

ogy means picking research methods which best respond to the research questions

at hand.

As developed in the introductory chapter, this project breaks down the overarch-

ing research question, how the strategic competition between the US and China

is going to influence the trajectories the quantum internet can take, into two sub-

questions. As developed in Chapter 1, these are:

R.1.1 What do domain experts observe regarding US–Chinese com-

petition in internet governance?
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and

R.1.2 What do patent data suggest about US and Chinese activity in

building the quantum internet?

These two subquestions, in turn, invite further auxiliary queries, responses to

which help ‘get’ to the research questions. Auxiliary queries motivate and guide

the collection and interpretation of data. They are:

# Auxiliary queries

AUX.1 What is a quantum internet?

AUX.2 What does internet governance presently involve?

AUX.3 Can the multi-stakeholder model of internet governance survive?

AUX.4 Who is involved in building a quantum internet?

AUX.5 Does China enjoy a leadership position in quantum internet engineering?

AUX.6 Is there evidence for competing quantum technology clusters

developed in the US and China?

Table 3.1: The auxiliary queries that this thesis pursues in response to R.1.1
and R.1.2.

Investigating AUX.1-AUX.6 through a coupling of methods allows for corrobora-

tion and the triangulation of findings, which is at the heart of a mixed-method

approach. Entangling methods in this way should make for a robust inquiry into

plausible future developments of the quantum internet. ‘Much of the best social

science research’, (Brady & Collier 2010, p. 113) note, ‘can combine quantitative

and qualitative data, precisely because there is no contradiction between the fun-

damental processes of interference involved in each.’ Whether or not this thesis

can aim this high, the motivation to combine two distinctly different approaches
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is grounded in the belief that research methods can complement one another in

many meaningful ways.

The sequencing of the presentation of results (Chapters 4-6) matters insofar as

this thesis follows a ‘general-to-specific’ logic. Chapter 4 develops a high-level

introduction to the technologies that drive the quantum internet. Since the scope

of the interviews is wide, covering general trends in US-Chinese relations and

strategic rivalry as well as specifics about competition in internet governance,

the interview results chapter, Chapter 5, follows the chapter that discusses the

technologies that drive the quantum internet. Chapter 6 then presents the results

of the domain-specific statistical analysis of quantum internet technologies.

To sum up: the primary purpose of a mixed-method approach is to complement

and mutually corroborate the results from the two methods so chosen. Com-

plementarity strengthens causal inferences while simultaneously supporting the

corroboration of findings (Lamont 2015, chapter 7). This is particularly impor-

tant for exploratory work where uncertainty is a considerable factor. Insights from

interviews motivate a quantitative engagement with data; a process which is mu-

tually informative. In the sections that follow, more detail about interviewing and

statistical modelling is provided.

3.2 Semi-structured interviews

This thesis incorporates the analysis of a small number of expert interviews in

response to the research subquestion

R.1.1 What do domain experts observe regarding US-Chinese compe-
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tition in internet governance?

Interviews aim to capture how US-Chinese relations impact processes of gover-

nance and standards-finding for emerging technologies, and how the internet gover-

nance framework is changing due to the intensifying strategic competition between

the two countries. In general terms, interviews offer ‘political scientists a rich,

cost-effective vehicle for generating unique data to investigate the complexities of

policy and politics’ (Beamer 2002, p. 86). Interviews in empirical international

relations research in particular may point to larger intersecting themes and tropes

that escape a purely quantitative approach, or are difficult to evidence by statis-

tical means alone (Mosley 2013). Interviews may therefore yield precious insights

from domain experts that help put quantitative results into perspective.

This is mainly thanks to the interpretative character of the data so generated.

Interviewing enables researchers to study subjects ‘in the context of their pasts

and the situations in which they find themselves’ (Taylor et al. 2016, p. 9). Experts

comment against their cultural, political and professional backgrounds and frames,

which can make for a more inclusive picture of trends and scenarios that have not

yet crystallised in quantitative data.

Importantly, interviews can make for a more nuanced and situated picture of

international competition in network governance. Interviewing experts and stake-

holders in this area ‘has an unrivalled capacity to constitute compelling arguments

about how things work in particular contexts ’ (Mason 2002, p. 1, emphasis in orig-

inal). This project aims to find out how the quantum internet will shape up in

the context of deepening political tensions between the US and China.

Interviewing requires the interviewee to take the role of a respondent. Unlike
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conversations, ‘research interviewing involves a “one-way dialogue” with the re-

searcher asking questions’ (Brinkmann 2008, p. 470). Interviews provide an oppor-

tunity to learn how respondents represent themselves and narrate relevant codes,

including but not limited to ‘beliefs, ideologies, justifications, motivations, and

aspirations’ (Boellstorff et al. 2012, p. 93). Due to the non-public character of

the format and ensured anonymity, interviewees may also comment insightfully

‘behind-the-scenes’ on strategic competition in emerging technologies; insights

that may not be available through the analysis of material in the public domain

alone. For instance, a point developed in full in Chapter 5, sources in Government

and at GCHQ have suggested in interviews that the national security implications

of QKD are vastly overstated even in prominent academic publications while the

implications of a Chinese quantum internet for UK industrial policy are discussed

only insufficiently at present. Perspectives and assessments of this kind are diffi-

cult to generate by statistical modelling alone.

Interviewing requires some degree of flexibility regarding the actual quality (and

order) of the questions being asked. Also, for the purpose of this thesis, partici-

pants were encouraged to deviate from the interview guide or follow topics that

had developed spontaneously during the interview. Semi-structured interviews

therefore seem most appropriate to accommodate this approach (Madden 2010).

Some degree of flexibility permits ‘an iterative process of refinement, whereby lines

of thought identified by earlier interviewees could be taken up and presented to

later interviewees’ (Beardsworth & Keil 1992, p. 261-262). In the specific context

of this research, the quality of interviews improved over time. This was particu-

larly evident in interviews with government officials. The interviews had required

the author to first develop the right vocabulary and policy speak to be able to see

experts eye to eye in the actual interview process.
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Given the exploratory character of elements of this research where it inquires

into the likely future evolution of the internet, some degree of flexibility in inter-

viewing was further mandated by the choice of sampling technique. Informants

were recruited following the purposive sampling approach (Bryman 2012): poten-

tial informants were selected based on their roles and involvement with quantum

computing and quantum communication research, national security, intelligence

work, regulatory and public policy, or internet governance expertise. Criteria were

therefore the role, seniority and professional background of potential informants.

The approach to sampling here has been sequential rather than following a fixed

sampling strategy (Teddlie & Yu 2007). This is because some relevant informants

could not be identified in full or possible to be persuaded prior to the start of the

interview process. Rather, new introductions could be made as the investigation

evolved, which then generated further opportunities to interview important stake-

holders as this research progressed. This is a ‘snowballing’ sampling technique

which ‘is able simultaneously to capitalize on and to reveal the connectedness of

individuals in networks’ (Bryman 2012, p. 424).

In getting at the overarching research question, how the quantum internet is likely

to be shaped by rising political conflict over emerging technologies, this thesis

invites further auxiliary queries as discussed above. Semi-structured interviews

have proved an excellent way to generate insights into competing visions for gov-

erning the internet of the future. While there have been differences in opinion

as to China’s motives, respondents largely converge in their views that China

does indeed seek to extend infrastructural control over the internet. The Chinese

government seems to want to bring to an end what it considers a long period of

Western dominance over network architecture and protocols that have benefitted

primarily the US and its allies.
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3.2.1 Access to interviewees

Access, here defined as ‘the appropriate ethical and academic practices used to

gain entry to a given community for the purposes of conducting formal research’

(Jensen 2008, p. 2) proved to be a significant challenge. The sensitive nature of

questions around great power rivalry in the quantum domain had made it difficult

to recruit experts in large numbers. The problem has been twofold: i) access to

relevant organisations had to be sought and important gatekeepers convinced of

the value of this project; and ii) within each organisation that granted access,

informants needed to be persuaded to schedule an interview (Shenton & Hayter

2004).

In recruiting experts for this thesis, the ‘known sponsor approach’ has been partic-

ularly successful, defined here as the tactic to use ‘the legitimacy and credibility of

another person to establish [one’s] own legitimacy and credibility’ (Patton 2015,

p. 367). The author’s three-month placement with the Cabinet Office in the final

quarter of 2019, sponsored by Public Policy Southampton, was vital for gaining ac-

cess to government officials, national security advisers and analysts at GCHQ, the

UK’s intelligence and cyber agency. Gaining support from senior officials across

the Civil Service was important as ‘individuals often immediately acquiesce if a

superior has granted permission’ (Stake 1995, p. 47). In this case, senior officials

had acted as gatekeepers who would decide on access to a specific working group

in Whitehall. They performed a vital role in endorsing this research project inter-

nally and effecting introductions to informants at the National Security Secretariat

and the intelligence community (Feldman et al. 2003).

The placement had enabled the author to present himself to potential respondents

as an ‘insider’ or member of an in-group (Dwyer & Buckle 2009). It is safe to
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assume that without access to internal contact books, an official Cabinet Office

email and the job title of ‘Policy Adviser’, response rates to email invitations for

interview would have approached zero. Having obtained official Security Clearance

was also immensely helpful as an informant from GCHQ for instance declined to be

interviewed over the phone or a video app but instead insisted to meet in a secure

conference room in the basement of the Treasury building at 1 Horse Guards Road

in Whitehall.

3.2.2 The interview process and interview data process-

ing

In the first round of emails to gauge interest, around 60 potential interviewees were

approached. Around 50 percent responded positively, in the end 20 individuals

agreed to be interviewed, either by email or over Zoom/Teams calls, once further

questions were resolved. From this pool, seven interviews materialised in the

end. While some potential informants who had expressed interest initially made

the effort to cancel, the majority of those who did not wish to proceed further

would stop communication altogether and would not respond to any reminders.

Presumably Covid lockdowns at the time did play their part as to why some

respondents lost interest or did not have the time to take part after all.

Interviewees were assigned letters, i.e. A-G, for the purpose of anonymisation and

identification. The table below provides some detail regarding the background

and affiliation of the respondents. Three interviewees are assumed to identify as

female, four as male (gender identity was not part of the conversation and was

therefore ‘read’, or assumed).
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Respondent Role Location

A Professor of Singapore

Quantum Communication

B National Security UK

Advisor with the

UK Cabinet Office

C Senior Programme Lead, UK

GCHQ

D Senior Board Member USA

at an internet

standardisation body

E Lead Researcher in Switzerland

Internet Governance

F Director of the Intl.

Asia Programme,

Think Tank

G Professor of USA

Internet Governance

Table 3.2: Affiliation and location of research participants.

Full disclosure of the objectives of this research had been provided to all partici-

pants prior to interview in the form of a Participant Information Sheet, a Consent

Form and a brief summary of the research approach and aims. All informants

had been asked to sign a consent form prior to interview. Interviews were 45-
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60min long. One interview was face-to-to-face in Singapore, one in London, the

remaining five were conducted over Zoom and MS Teams.

The interview schedule for this project was approved in full by the University of

Southampton’s Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences (FEPS) ethics board

(ERGO Submission ID 53116). Respondents were asked questions from the below

list (not every respondent was able to speak to all questions). The research design

was ‘flexible, iterative and continuous’ (Flick 2008, p. 79) to encourage respondents

to deviate from the schedule, e.g. when they wanted to rise an important issue

that the interview guide did not cover, or elaborate on a specific point. Flexibility

in interviewing gives ‘room for the respondent’s more spontaneous descriptions

and narratives’ (Given 2008, p. 470).

Interview guide

Theme 1: personal journey

• Please tell me about your current role here at X? What made you move from

your previous post(s) to this one?

• What is your expertise in internet governance? What is the focus of your

work and research?

• What is your level of knowledge of quantum computing and communication?

• What was/is your motivation to pursue this line of career?

Theme 2: US-Chinese strategic competition in emerging technologies

• How would you describe the relationship between the US and China?
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• Have Chinese policy positions, both internally and externally, moved under

President Xi? If so, how?

• What is China’s role in international standardisation bodies?

• In your view, does ’big tech’ influence official policy positions? If so, how?

• What are the implications of a Chinese leadership position in emerging tech-

nology X for the UK/the US/Western alliances?

Theme 3: internet governance

• What does internet governance currently involve?

• How does US-Chinese competition reflect in standards-finding and internet

governance?

• What are your views of the current ‘multi-stakeholder model’? Is it fit for

purpose?

• How will internet governance evolve?

Theme 4: quantum computing and quantum communication

• Who are the main parties in the global pursuit to build quantum computers

and quantum communication networks?

• Which country is ahead in which domain?

• What do the US/China hope to gain from a leadership position in quantum

tech?

• What, in your view, would be the purpose of a quantum internet?
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• What, if any, are the security implications of quantum key distribution?

• Can post-quantum cryptography mitigate the impact of quantum key dis-

tribution on cryptography, in particular RSA encryption?

• What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of satellite-based vs

ground-to-ground quantum communication?

• What should the Government do about quantum technologies, if anything?

All interviewees agreed to voice recordings of the interview under the condition

that recordings be destroyed after transcription. Voice recordings capture not

just what people say but the way they say it (Bryman 2012, p. 482). Above all,

they help the interviewer focus on the interview process as extensive note-taking

during the interview can interrupt the flow of the conversation. The interviews

were recorded on a smartphone. Transcriptions were carried out manually and the

recording files deleted upon completion of the transcripts.

Transcripts were saved as pdf files, fully anonymised and emailed to participants

for sign off and approval that the data so gathered can be included in the final the-

sis. Participants were informed that they can withdraw their approval at any time.

So far no one did. Non-digital, identifiable information, such as signed consent

forms, are stored in a secure metal box in a locked cupboard at the author’s home

address. Anonymised data, such as interview transcript pdfs, are held digitally in

a 2FA-protected Google Cloud account.
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3.2.3 Coding, thematic analysis and quotations

Following transcription, interview data was divided into in-text blocks, colour-

coded, annotated with phrases and terms and finally grouped in separate text files.

The annotations served as quick points of reference for easy retrieval and to note

down an impressionistic first-glance assessment, such as ‘China: standards (AI

but not quantum)’. The purpose of coding in this context, i.e. in the qualitative

domain, was to ‘assign a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative

attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data’ (Saldana 2012, p. 3).

While coding precedes analysis proper, in the context of this thesis, coding is

also a heuristic tool–the very process of coding already provides insight into the

interrelatedness of strategic rivalry, competition over standards and governance

models, and novel quantum internet technologies. In this sense, coding interview

data for this thesis has been an iterative process that ‘leads from the data to the

idea’ (Richards & Morse 2012, p. 137), and arguably back to the data.

The larger tropes that emerged in coding were used to structure the analysis of

responses in the following chapter. Results are therefore being discussed themat-

ically, not individually for each participant separately. Thematic analysis of this

kind aims to ‘ascertain common topics’ (Conaway & Wardrope 2010) and the rela-

tionships between them. Grouping interview data around topics makes for a more

structured and interesting read than ordering and presenting responses in strict

oder following the original interview schedule. Thematic analysis also recognises

the interconnectedness of the research questions, and is therefore well suited for a

mixed-method approach.

Results Chapter 5 engages with interview data and presents verbatim quotations

for the purpose of analysis. There are several reasons for including verbatim quota-
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tions that can differ in length. First, although anonymised, they give interviewees

the opportunity to ‘speak for themselves’ in the thesis. As such, verbatim quo-

tations give a voice and illustrate respondents’ situatedness and points of view.

Readers are in a better position to ‘get a feel’ for the framings and narratives a

respondent may have deployed in the conversation.

Moreover, since interview data are contextualised, analysed and interpreted, it

is important to present responses, where applicable, ‘as is’ to enable the reader

to check if the discussion and interpretation that builds on them follow from

what had actually been said, and are therefore justified. Verbatim quotations

provide an implicit checks-and-balances mechanism for robustness. This is to

empower readers so that they can ‘make their own judgements about the fairness

and accuracy of the analysis’ (Corden & Sainsbury 2006, p. 12).

3.2.4 Ethical considerations

Particular ethical challenges due to unexpected interviewee behaviour or strong

emotional responses to questions were always unlikely to occur and never did.

Similarly, the issue of exploitation, typically arising where ‘researchers investi-

gate those who are less powerful than themselves’ (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007,

p. 217) did not seem to apply. The issue of reactivity, or Hawthorne effect, i.e.

the possible behavioural impact on informants in response to the awareness of

being questioned or observed (McCambridge et al. 2014) did not seem to oc-

cur either. Research suggests that the Hawthorne effect is most pronounced in

longer observations over time, in particular in hierarchical settings where the re-

searcher is considered superior in status so that a desire for recognition drives

behavioural adjustments (ibid.). Given the author’s junior role as a PhD Re-
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searcher the Hawthorne effect never seemed likely to manifest. In general terms,

the effect seems to emerge in continuous participant observation, not necessarily

in one-shot interviews.

The underrepresentation of minority groups in key positions relevant to this thesis

unfortunately finds reflection in the interviewee sample pool. One respondent is

Asian, one mixed race and five are white. Since access to informants had been very

limited from the start the author did not wish to exclude informants on grounds

of them being over-represented in the sample pool by markers of ethnicity, hence

the overrepresentation.

3.3 Modelling patent networks

In pursuing the research subquestion,

R.1.2 What do patent data suggest about US and Chinese activity in

building the quantum internet?,

this project builds on Laura DeNardis’s observation of a ‘turn to infrastructure’

(Musiani et al. 2015, DeNardis 2014a, 2020, DeNardis et al. 2020) in internet

governance, as developed in the literature review chapter. The past decade has

witnessed a shift in state actors’ attitudes towards controlling the internet to the

effect that they seek to extend their influence by means of network architecture,

as well as by the implementation of standards. The primary vector of control is

no longer restricted to internet policy and the governance of application layers

that sit on top of the network, such as the Web (e.g. by limiting which websites

can be viewed). Rather, spheres of influence now firmly extend to deeper, infras-
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tructural levels of computer networks, protocols and standards. Controlling the

‘hard stuff’ that enables global connectivity in the first place puts state actors in a

much stronger position to manage who can do what over the network of networks.

China’s current push for ‘New IP’, discussed in detail in the next chapter, attests

to the extent to which competition in internet governance today revolves around

internet architecture and protocols.

This means that the question of governance is now firmly entangled with the issue

of infrastructure. The question, who will gain control over the infrastructure of

the internet of the future, is therefore also a question about governance. The US

and China openly acknowledge this pairing in their strategy papers on emerging

technologies. The issue of governance has the problem of network architecture,

standards and hardware as its flipside. This prompts the question, who owns crit-

ical prototypes that may enable state actors to tighten their infrastructural grip

even further? In responding to R.1.2, this project collects quantum technology

patent data. Patents as they are registered presently have predictive power over

the likely winners and losers of the quantum innovation race that will only accel-

erate over the years to come. And innovation in this space will shape the internet

governance model of the future.

3.3.1 Examples of successful patent analyses

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), an agency of the United

Nations, which serves as the ‘global forum for intellectual property (IP) services,

policy, information and cooperation’, defines patents as ‘an exclusive right granted

for an invention, which is a product or a process that provides, in general, a new

way of doing something, or offers a new technical solution to a problem’ (WIPO
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2021). Patents incentivise innovation by protecting ideas against exploitation by

other parties.

Patents are signals about the future trajectories that novel technologies may

take. As ‘indicators of technological emergence [they] promise valuable intelli-

gence’ (Porter et al. 2019). As such, they have formed the empirical base for a

great number of studies that forecast how innovation that originates in university

research is likely to diffuse and whom it will serve. For instance, (Ahmadpoor

& Jones 2017) analyse 4.8 million US patents and 32 million research articles to

build distance metrics that measure how quickly academic findings translate into

‘marketplace inventions’. They find that relevant publications in nanotechnology

and computer science have the shortest distance to travel until they arrive at a

patented invention.

To give an illustrative example of the data that patent offices hold, the image

below presents details of a quantum technology patent record.
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Figure 3.1: First page of a recent quantum patent application. The bottom left
reveals relevant CPC codes while the abstract contains relevant keywords.

Source: EPO GPI database.

Early works in patent analysis employed patent statistics to investigate large-

scale macroeconomic sectoral changes in response to innovation ((Pavitt 1984),

cf. (Marmor et al. 1979, Basberg 1987)). By the 1990s, patent statistics had be-

come a primary data source for economists to investigate the sources of economic

growth and technological change on global and national levels (Griliches 1990).

This was followed by a surge of works that investigated in more detail the ge-

ographies of knowledge production, e.g. by comparing the ‘geographic location of

patent citations with that of the cited patents, as evidence to the extent to which

knowledge spillovers are geographically localized’ (Jaffe et al. 1993, p. 577). The
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authors found that ‘citations to domestic patents are more likely to be domestic,

and more likely to come from the same state’ (ibid.), thus providing evidence for

the strong ties between patenting, domestic industries and economic growth on

country levels.

Over time, the analysis of patent citations in particular–the practice of registering

entities to cite other patents as important inputs, similar to academic referencing–

‘is a core methodology in the study of knowledge diffusion’ (Alcácer & Gittelman

2006, p. 774). Other early work that involves patent citations studied outward

knowledge flows from universities and research laboratories ‘across institutional

and national boundaries’ (Jaffe & Trajtenberg 1996). By the early 2000s, a robust

number of tools for the analysis of patent citations had been developed (Breitzman

& Mogee 2002).

Since then, many academic journals have emerged that focus on the empirical

analysis of patent statistics. World Patent Information, published by Elsevier, is

a journal ‘for intellectual property information and its retrieval, documentation,

classification, search, analysis and IP management.’1 Technological Forecasting

and Social Change is a forum for the ‘methodology and practice of technological

forecasting and future studies as planning tools as they interrelate social, environ-

mental and technological factors.’2 Since its inception in 1979, Sage’s Journal of

Information Science has published more than 300 articles that build on the anal-

ysis of patent data.3 Patent Analytics is a new open access journal that aims to

foster ‘our understanding of patents, advancing methodologies, demonstrating and

evaluating effectiveness and efficiency.’4 The point of this short list is to demon-

1https://www.journals.elsevier.com/world-patent-information
2https://www.journals.elsevier.com/technological-forecasting-and-social-change
3https://journals.sagepub.com/home/jis
4https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/research-metrics-and-analytics/sections/patent-

analytics
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strate that today, patent analytics is an established research method across a vast

array of disciplines, topics and locales. Research on quantum internet technol-

ogy as reflected in patenting activity sits well with this rich tradition in empirical

research.

More closely related to the topic of this thesis, research on patent citations reg-

istered with China’s State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) suggests that Chi-

nese applicants tend to over-cite domestic technologies relative to external, foreign

sources. Moreover, while the absolute number of top-quality patents ‘surged in

every province’, the authors of a 2020 study find that ‘high-quality patents remain

mainly distributed in four developed areas’ (Huang et al. 2020, p. 1), which sug-

gests considerable regional disparities in China in terms of innovation capabilities.

Works such as (Choi et al. 2015) build predictive models of technology transfers

to better estimate which newly patented technology in particular is likely to be-

come commercially viable. To this end, they use social network analysis to build

graphs that show how patents are linked via citation keywords. The authors ar-

gue that their methodology can help identify early on some of the most promising

patents.

Similarly, (Altuntas et al. 2015) design a model of ‘patent power’ and ‘expansion

potential’ that builds on patent data in order to make statistically more robust

predictions about core technologies of the US electronics industry. In a study of

the global automobile industry, (Lin et al. 2011) use patent citations to identify

several ‘backbone technologies’ that should be considered the main accelerators

of innovation in this industry. They employ network analysis to find important

subnetworks and technology clusters that drive the commercial success of the

entire sector. The quantum patent data model developed in this thesis seeks to
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contribute to this class of literature.

The recent boom in big data analytics, AI and machine learning has also brought

about novel ways of text-mining and aggregating patent datasets for developing

novel tools for technology forecasting. There has been such a steady output of

work in this area over the past ten years that several authors have taken to the

task of building patent analytics taxonomies ((Abbas et al. 2014, Aristodemou

& Tietze 2018)). There is, of course, also a large number of commercial patent

analytics research and consultancy services, mainly for the purpose of identify-

ing investment opportunities for corporate clients. While projections from the

consultancy industry should not necessarily be taken at face value, a recent esti-

mate values the 2019 commercial patent analytics market at $660 million (Insights

2020).

The rise of patent analytics research correlates with a jump in patent applica-

tions themselves. Over the past twenty years, patent registrations worldwide have

increased sharply in number, which attests to the growing status of patents in

corporate planning and management. There is now widespread agreement that

patent data provide insight into the diffusion and propagation of early technologies

and prototypes that have not yet reached maturity. ‘Although there is more to

invention than patenting, patents are primary indicators of invention, providing

valuable technological and geographic detail’, the US National Science Foundation

sums up the consensus (NSF 2020). This thesis follows this line of argument and

considers quantum patent data signals of probable technology futures.
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Figure 3.2: WIPO patent applications to the top 5 patenting offices worldwide:
1883–2018.

Source: (Robbins et al. 2020).

3.3.2 Why quantum patent data?

State actors could be reluctant to patent novel quantum technologies in an at-

tempt to keep these technologies secret. This would make patents an unreliable

source of data on quantum innovation. It seems very reasonable to suggest that

not all government-sponsored research activity, in particular where it pertains to

questions of national security, will be patented. However, while it is true that in

the past, disruptive military technologies were developed at classified government

facilities, military innovation today is largely driven by private sector corpora-

tions.

The US Department of Defense (DOD) and the Ministry of Defence (MOD) in
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the UK routinely express concern that they do not have the in-house capabilities

to develop AI-powered vehicles or autonomous weapon systems independently to

the degree they would like (Feickert et al. 2018, MOD Developments, Concepts

and Doctrine Centre 2018, NATO Allied Command Transformation 2016). In the

updated Integrated Review and the Defence and Security Industrial Strategy, the

UK Government outlines how it seeks to extend collaboration with the private

sector even further for building critical national infrastructure and developing

cyber resilience (HM Government 2021b,a). Both the DOD and the MOD have

established units and working groups that are tasked to design better processes

for collaboration with the private sector.5

Private companies consider their patenting activities signals of robustness and

profitability to financial markets. Studies find strong positive correlations between

firms’ IPO performance (the amount of money they can raise when going public

on stock markets) and prior patenting activity (Useche 2014). A great many

studies suggest an overall positive correlation between patent data, R&D activity

and financial performance on the level of firms (see (Lerner & Seru 2017) for an

overview).

At present, the human and financial resources required to fully develop relevant

quantum technologies in-house and at scale are beyond what even the most gen-

erous funding increase for the Armed Forces would be able to achieve near-term–

attracting top level engineers is one issue of many, as clearly demonstrated by the

threat of Google researchers in 2018 to walk out if the parent company Alphabet

would not cancel its contracts with the Pentagon (Shane &Wakabayashi 2018). To

realise quantum technologies without any private sector involvement at all, in par-

5Examples of such offices in the UK are Defence Digital at Strategic Command, Jhub at Joint
Forces Command, or the British Army Innovation Team. There are several others.
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ticular where they need to link up with legacy network systems at enormous scale,

would most likely be an uphill struggle of considerable proportions to any govern-

ment. Where the private sector is involved however there are strong incentives to

patent innovation for future commercial exploitation. If anything, today patent

data have only become stronger signals of trends in emerging technologies.

Beyond the research cited in the above sections, governments too routinely analyse

patent data for the purpose of internal reporting. For instance, the UK Govern-

ment’s Intellectual Property Office has developed several toolkits ‘to be applied to

science-intensive technologies which are visible to horizon-scanning, but not yet

widely developed such that opportunities for application and commercialisation

may still be unclear’. The toolkits can be used to ‘produce an output score in-

dicative of disruptive potential’ (Buchanan & Corken 2010, p. 1). The indicator

aggregates, among others, patent application filings over time and the portfolio

sizes of registering entities. The UK’s Intellectual Property Office confirms the US

National Science Foundation’s view that patent data have considerable predictive

power over technology futures.

In the field of quantum technologies, so far there has been only one study that

collects some high-level quantum patent data: a report published by the European

Commission’s Joint Research Centre provides some basic descriptive statistics

about quantum patent applications held in the European Patent Office’s Global

Patent Index database (Travagnin 2019). While other studies that draw on quan-

tum patent data exist, as the authors of the European Commission’s research

paper explain in the appendix to their study, they have been assembled with com-

mercial interests in mind, e.g. by tech consultancies that aim to stir up interest

in consultancy services among industry partners. This puts a big question mark
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on the validity of these efforts.

3.3.3 Data collection and filtering

The source of patent data for this project is the Global Patent Index (GPI),

a patent database maintained by the European Patent Office (EPO), which in-

cludes registered worldwide and UK patents and patent applications. The UK

Government recommends retrieving data directly from the EPO for searching UK

data.6 The GPI pulls records from EPO’s worldwide bibliographic, legal event

and full-text patent databases. Holding more than 130 million patent records in

total, the GPI is the most comprehensive patent databases available.7

For this thesis, data were retrieved via the GPI Web interface following a com-

bined classification and keyword search strategy. Each patent record held in GPI

is classified with at least one CPC (Cooperative Patent Classification) or IPC

(International Patent Classification) entry. For instance, ‘G06N 10/00’ captures

‘Quantum computers, i.e. computer systems based on quantum-mechanical phe-

nomena’. In principle, relevant data can be retrieved by specifying appropriate

CPC and IPC entries only.

However, the CPC classification tree alone is divided into nine sections, which in

turn are divided further into classes, sub-classes, groups and sub-groups, totalling

approximately 250,000 classification entries.8 While it is fairly straightforward to

automate data retrieval following a classifier approach, it must be assumed that

a significant number of patents may sit in fringe subgroups that are difficult to

6https://www.gov.uk/search-for-patent
7https://www.epo.org/news-events/news/2021/20210609.html
8https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/helpful-resources/first-time-

here/classification/cpc.html
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anticipate. Over-reliance on classification codes is likely to produce vast numbers

of irrelevant data while missing a lot of others in the process. This is particularly

pertinent regarding the oftentimes fuzzy framing and wording of nascent quantum

technologies, as the above mentioned study in this domain indicates (Travagnin

2019).

Instead, for the purpose of data generation, the CPC/IPC code search was com-

bined with a keyword filtering approach in order to retrieve relevant patent fam-

ilies. The EPO defines a patent family as ‘a collection of patent applications

covering the same or similar technical content’.9 This grouping is necessary when

an inventor registers patents that are either very similar in character and qual-

ity, or registers the same patent across multiple countries and jurisdictions. In

order to avoid multiple countings of essentially the same invention, only quantum

patent families have been collected for the purpose of this thesis. The relevant

CPC codes were identified following the search strategies the EPO recommends

in its GPI user manual.10 Thanks to a previous professional role of managing a

library database, class-marking system and classification tree at the British Li-

brary of Political and Economic Science at the London School of Economics, the

author was sufficiently qualified to select the relevant CPC entries without further

external validation.

The search was then divided into two separate stages in order to make the process

more manageable and keep in line with the fact that the relevant technologies

which will contribute to the infrastructure of a quantum internet, i.e. i) quan-

tum computing and ii) quantum communication technologies, largely constitute

two separate research fields. The following tables give an overview of the search

9https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/helpful-resources/first-time-here/patent-
families.html

10https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/technical/espacenet/gpi.html
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strategy.

For the domain of quantum computing, the following CPC codes have been used

for retrieval.

CPC code Description

G06N10/00 ‘Quantum computers, i.e. computer systems

based on quantum-mechanical phenomena’

B82B ‘Manufacture or treatment of nanostructures’

B82Y10/00 ‘Nanotechnology for information processing,

storage or transmission, e.g. quantum computing or

single electron logic’

G06E3/00 ‘Optical computing devices for

processing non-digital data’

H01L39/00 ‘Devices using superconductivity’

Table 3.3: The most relevant CPC codes in the domain of quantum computing
for retrieving GPI data.

The same procedure was applied to the domain of quantum communication, which

proved an even more crowded marketplace of ideas. The relevant CPC subgroups

are as follows.
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CPC code Description

B82Y20/00 ‘Nanooptics, e.g. quantum optics

or photonic crystals’

H01L31/00 ‘Semiconductor devices sensitive to infra-red radiation,

light, electromagnetic radiation of shorter wavelength

or corpuscular radiation and specially adapted

either for the conversion of the energy of such radiation

into electrical energy or for the control of electrical energy

by such radiation...’

H04L 9/00 ‘Cryptographic mechanisms or cryptographic

arrangements for secret or secure communication’

H01L 33/00 ‘Semiconductor devices with at least one

potential-jump barrier or surface barrier

specially adapted for light emission’

H04B 10/00 ‘Transmission systems employing electromagnetic

waves other than radio-waves, e.g. infrared, visible or

ultraviolet light, or employing corpuscular

radiation, e.g. quantum communication’

H04B10/70 ‘Photonic quantum communication’

H04W 12/00 ‘Security arrangements; Authentication;

Protecting privacy or anonymity’

G02F 1/00 ‘Devices or arrangements for the control

of the intensity, colour, phase, polarisation or

direction of light arriving from an independent

light source, e.g. switching, gating or

modulating; Non-linear optics’

H04J 7/00 ‘Multiplex systems in which the amplitudes

or durations of the signals in individual channels

are characteristic of those channels’

Table 3.4: The most relevant CPC codes in the domain of quantum
communication for retrieving GPI data.
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To check for consistency and robustness, the resultant dataset was manually re-

viewed by the author. In a somewhat tedious process, titles and abstracts of

patents were double-checked for relevance. For instance, a patent on ‘quantum

game theory’, arguably falsely classified, was removed upon inspection. This man-

ual filtering approach requires a sound understanding of quantum computing and

quantum communication. To this end, in preparation for data collection, the au-

thor had pursued a six-month accredited course on quantum computing, quantum

communication and quantum algorithms with the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology’s computer science department. The course was funded by the University

of Southampton’s Web Science CDT. Further details of the combined classifier and

keyword search strategy, and the output of the searches, are presented in Chapter

6.

3.3.4 Descriptive statistics

Chapter 6 first presents some high-level descriptive statistics that describe the US

and Chinese quantum technology patent networks, such as counts of the countries

where applying entities are based. This is to demonstrate empirically that the

number of patent applications for technologies relevant to the quantum internet

has been rising significantly since 2015. The section develops a range of insightful

statistics such as degree distribution or the k-core (concepts which are explained

in full in Chapter 6), which allow the reader to get a quick overview of the scale,

distribution and quality of relevant quantum patents in this area.
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3.3.5 A quantum Exponential Random Graph Model

Strategic competition over emerging technologies implies that quantum patenting

is a patterned activity, i.e. the emergence of a new quantum patent is not an

independent event but dependent, in some way, on some other patenting activity in

the past and/or different domain. To see why this should be the case, even prior to

analysis, assume the reverse, i.e. independence. In statistical terms, independence

of events would imply that no invention out there has ever been informed by any

other but has emerged in complete isolation: statistically, independence requires

that no patent application has predictive power over any other. However, the very

fact that inventors must cite other relevant patents that have shaped their work,

similar to academics who cite relevant literature to situate their research, shows

that the global patent landscape is indeed a network, both in cross-sectional and

longitudinal terms. It is not a collection of independent events.

This project aims to identify some fundamental characteristics of this global quan-

tum patent network. This raises the question which approach to modelling and

estimating the network is the right one. The interdependence of patent events en-

tails that standard regression models (which assume independence of observations,

which allow for established procedures such as t-tests and ANOVAs), do not ap-

ply. To analyse quantum patent data from a network perspective requires finding

models that do not require observations to be independent. Secondly, a statistical

patent network model should provide insight into the how dynamics evolve over

time. The model should make for a better understanding of the leading registering

entities, where they are located, how they are connected and the pace at which

progress is being made in building the infrastructure for the quantum internet of

tomorrow.
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Chapter 6 develops a model that meets these requirements–an exponential ran-

dom graph model (ERGM).11 EGRMs are a class of established statistical models

developed for the analysis of social networks. For the purpose of this thesis, a

quantum patent ERGM is designed to test for the structural characteristics of

the global quantum patents network. The model achieves this by studying local

network structures in sub-graphs in order to build up a more complete picture of

the network in its totality (Lusher et al. 2012b).

In general terms, ERGMs are a class of autoregressive models that allow for

statistical inferences about overlapping network structures and interdependencies

(Lusher et al. 2012a, Chakraborty et al. 2020, Ward et al. 2011). The point of

building an ERGM is to generate a representation of the structural processes at

work that have led to the characteristic tie formations among clusters of quantum

patents as observed in the data. Ties, or edges, between patents emerge when

they cite other patents, or are being cited. Strong ties among Chinese applicants

for instance would point to the formation of local clusters. Should the number of

China-to-China ties have increased steadily over time the data provides evidence

for the formation of strong local clusters, which would suggest progress towards

technological independence.

More precisely, the ERGM developed in Chapter 6 tests if a given network, such

as the empirically observed patent application network as selected from the GPI

database, is a random network where the ties (citations) between registered patents

(nodes) follow a random walk. If the null hypothesis of randomness is rejected, the

network reveals structural characteristics e.g. in terms of location and register-

ing entities–clusters that shape how successfully a patent citation can propagate

11It would be more appropriate to speak of ‘exponential family random graph models’. How-
ever, for convenience the term ‘family’ has been dropped in most of the recent literature.
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through a subnetwork. An ERGM reveals network features such as cluster domi-

nance and centrality measures in procedural estimates. The outcome is a pattern

that reveals regional clusters and estimates of variables that shape quantum in-

ternet technologies.

In statistical terms, the general form of the ERGM can be expressed as follows.

The probability Pθ of observing the network as constituted by the GPI data, i.e.

the graph (G), Pθ(G), is defined as:

Pθ(G) =
exp
(

θT · Γ(G)
)

∑

G∗∈G(N) exp(θ
T · Γ(G∗))

(3.1)

where θ, θ ∈ Rq, is a q-dimensional vector of parameters, Γ : G(N) → Rq projects

G(N) into Rq, G → (Γ1(G), ...,Γq(G))
T is a collection (of functions) of network

statistics, such as homophily and transitivity and is as such q-dimensional, and

finally,

c(θ) :=
∑

G∗∈G(N)

exp
(

θT · Γ(G∗)
)

(3.2)

is a vast normalisation constant that is expensive to compute, if possible at all

(Schmid & Desmarais 2017). For a quantum patent network of around 5,000

nodes, as is the case for this thesis (see Chapter 6), the true constant c cannot be

calculated in polynomial time and therefore requires approximation. Essentially,

c(θ) is the sum of (a simulation of) all possible configurations of the network (G).

Dividing the statistic for the observed network by the sum of all possible networks

gives the probability of the observed network to emerge ‘in nature’. The model

is developed in full, with attention to the theoretical background of ERGMs, in
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Chapter 6.

So far there has been only one academic publication that fits an ERGM to patent

citations (Chakraborty et al. 2020). The authors model the patenting activities of

Europe’s 20 largest companies. They find strong empirical evidence that patents

are much more likely to cite other patents if they were registered in the same

country and filed in the same language, which attests to strong homophily in

R&D activity among Europe’s biggest multi-national enterprises. There are large

disparities in the numbers of outward and inward citations however, meaning that

a small number of firms are significantly more influential than others in pushing

novel technologies.

Below is an illustrative example of the network visualisations that their ERGM

produces. The authors claim to be delivering ‘a deeper analysis into the “prestige”

network of top applicants’ (p. 23), thus providing insights into patenting dynamics

that are not available through standard regression analysis. They confirm that

‘ERGMs help us model network mechanisms directly, instead of acting as a proxy

for unspecified dependence and relationships among the observations’ (p. 1). This

thesis aims to extend this line of work to the study of quantum technologies. This

is in order to get a sense of the internet governance challenges in the years to

come, which unfold against the backdrop of rising political tension between the

two competing superpowers.
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Figure 3.3: Example output from an ERGM: the citation network of
Europe’s top-20 prolific companies.

Source: (Chakraborty et al. 2020, p. 21).

3.4 Main points of Chapter 3

This chapter has proposed a mixed-method approach in response to the research

question, how rivalry and the strategic competition between the US and China

impacts the possible growth trajectories of the quantum internet. The question

reaches into plausible scenarios of regime-finding for a new internet in a world

of deepening political tensions, most notably between the US and China. Future

internet governance regimes will largely depend on how state actors position them-

selves, how much value they place on an open, non-fragmented internet, or if they

believe that an open network can only bring about strategic disadvantage.
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Questions about the political and strategic dimensions of internet governance in-

vite a qualitative perspective. As section 3.3 above hopes to have demonstrated,

it makes sense to reach out to experts in this domain and ask about their views

and assessment of the issue. Semi-structured interviews are an established way to

sample opinions in this area. Interviews yield a rich set of data about how the

internet governance community, as well as policymakers and security officials on

the fringes, consider internet governance to evolve over the coming years.

However, political manoeuvring and political strategy will be conditional upon,

at least partially, actual technological progress in building a quantum internet. It

can be assumed that either of the two superpowers will give their efforts to shape

the quantum internet governance model a big push if and when quantum technolo-

gies developed at home afford a more aggressive stance. The question if there is

sufficient progress in building the elements for a quantum internet is an empirical

one. It does reach beyond what expert interviews can possibly reveal.

For this reason, this chapter has proposed a second, quantitative angle to the study

of the quantum internet. In section 3.4 above, it has made a case for employing

quantum patent data as signals of probable technology futures. In ERGMs it

finds a rich technique for modelling patent dynamics. ERGMs deliver insights in

response to subquestions about technology leadership and geographical clusters.

They help reveal the degree to which state actors’ rhetoric must be considered

empty talk or if it is indeed backed by a nascent technology that promises to

revolutionise networked computing.

Following on from the above discussion, the major takeaways of this chapter

are:
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3.a The literature review chapter explains how ‘hard’ quantum ca-

pabilities are best studied in tandem with ‘soft’ power in leveraging

standards. The choice of methods for this project reflects this entan-

glement.

3.b Research into the political and governance issues surrounding the

emergence of the quantum internet is necessarily exploratory and spec-

ulative in places. Large degrees of uncertainty should guide the choice

of methods available.

3.c A mixed-method approach (MMR) brings together complementary

approaches to the study of the inevitably fuzzy variables that will shape

the quantum internet. MMR reaches beyond methodological siloes and

appeals to a larger body of readers than any strictly separated method

alone. To this end, pragmatism as a guiding principle is an established

way for selecting the most appropriate sets of methods.

3.d Interviews in empirical international relations research support the

identification of larger intersecting themes and tropes that escape a

purely quantitative approach, or are difficult to evidence by statistical

means alone.

3.e Patent analysis is an established research field that investigates

the diffusion of knowledge as well as the scale and the pace at which

innovation translates into novel products and processes.

3.f Patent citation networks can provide valuable insights into the dy-

namics by which innovation diffuses in national research programmes.
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3.g The analysis of patent citation networks requires a dedicated class

of statistical models. ERGMs are a sophisticated class of models that

estimate the entire network in one step, thus avoiding untestable as-

sumptions not backed by further evidence or theory.
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Chapter 4

The quantum internet

Far from being a specialist project that would only excite network enthusiasts, the

quantum internet has entered mainstream reporting. The Washington Post is ea-

ger to reveal that the US ‘hatches [a] plan to build a quantum Internet that might

be unhackable’ (Whalen 2020). For The New York Times, the project ‘inches

closer’ and is going to connect computers which ‘will make today’s machines look

like toys’ (Metz 2022). Here in the UK, The Times raises the possibility of ‘un-

breakable codes’ that could be exchanged over the internet (Blakely 2022). And,

perhaps unsurprisingly, The Daily Mail finds that it is thanks to British scientists

that an “unhackable’ internet moves a step closer after ‘game-changing’ quantum

breakthrough paves way for safer online communication’ (Chadwick 2020).

But what is a quantum internet exactly? In its simplest form, a rudimentary quan-

tum internet will connect some basic quantum computers, i.e. quantum nodes,

over a secure quantum communication channel. But for what purpose? And what

is a quantum computer, and what is quantum communication? This chapter

presents a high-level introduction to these topics and provides an overview of US
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and Chinese efforts in this space. This is to prepare the grounds for the empirical

analysis that follows in Chapters 5-7.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 covers the essentials of quan-

tum computing. Large, stand-alone and fault-tolerant quantum computers that

could be useful at solving complex tasks are difficult to build and still many years

away–to work around this, a quantum internet would connect basic devices with

limited functionality to essentially build a distributed system of quantum compute

resources.

For this to be possible, quantum computers need to be connected over appropriate

channels. Section 4.2 discusses how this could work in practice. Section 4.3 then

considers the principles of quantum networks and provides an introduction to the

architecture of a quantum internet that connects nodes via quantum repeaters–one

of the most pressing engineering challenge in this domain. The section also dis-

cusses how China has established a significant leadership position in this area. It is

the only country to have experimented successfully with satellite-to-ground quan-

tum communication, the chief enabling technology for a global quantum internet.

Section 4.4 concludes and presents the major takeaways of this chapter.

4.1 Quantum computing

The major difference between quantum computing and digital, or ‘classical’, com-

puting is that quantum machines are not binary. All the computing devices that

exist today, from smartphone to tablet, to PC and to supercomputer are binary

in the sense that at any given time, their fundamental computational components

are in one of two states. This is because for any program to be able to run, no
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matter how complex, ultimately information must be encoded on the level of hard-

ware. This means it must be stored physically, i.e. inside a laptop or on a cloud

server.

At this level, however, options are limited. The principal component of a computer

system is the micro-transistor to which a charge can be applied. This is a world in

which the transistor can only ever be ‘on’ (the charge is applied so that electrons

flow through it), or it is not so that no electrons may travel through the transistor,

in which case it is ‘off’. While there are no ontological grounds to label these states

‘0’ and ‘1’, it is convenient to use the binary system of counting (i.e. a numerical

system to base 2) as it obviously matches the two available states a transistor

can find itself in. To keep things logical, it makes sense to label the off-state ‘0’,

meaning the voltage level is zero while ‘1’ means the transistor is ‘on’ because

there is voltage so that electrons flow through the system.

The beauty of these (micro)transistors is that they can be linked together to build

more complex logic gates that return the output of Boolean operations. Applying

charges selectively to specific transistors in the chain (i.e. flipping them between

on and off) makes it possible to engineer controlled sequences of currents that flow

through the system: some transistors are on, then off, then on etc. Essentially,

a transistor acts as a gate for electronic signals (Brookshear & Brylow 2020).

This back-and-forth of applying a charge on the circuit level–depending on the

Boolean operation so desired–is the literal encoding of information on machine

level. These (oftentimes very long) lists of on/off combinations are then abstractly

represented by strings of zeros and ones, which, in turn, can be aggregated to

represent human-readable information such as letters and numbers in ASCII code.

The same principle applies to exciting pixels on a screen surface so that information
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can be represented visually. Figure 4.1 below provides an illustration of the most

fundamental gate operations in digital computing.

Figure 4.1: Representation of the AND, OR, XOR and NOT gates in classical
computing. Source: (Brookshear & Brylow 2020, p. 43).

A binary computer executes commands sequentially, i.e. on a first-come-first-

served basis, very much like humans read a page in a book line by line, page

by page. While binary computers are limited to a two-dimensional state space

(on or off), more transistors however quickly turn into more processing power as

they allow for more parallel operations, better caching and better control. So

in principle, more transistors mean better performance–today, top-end chips can

contain billions of micro-transistors. The relationship between the number of

transistors on a chip and the efficiency of a computer has come to be known as

Moore’s Law.
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In 1965, the co-founder of Intel, Gordon Moore, famously predicted that advances

in engineering will lead to a doubling of the number of transistors in integrated

circuits about every two years or so (Moore 1965). While Moore’s Law has proved

remarkably accurate over the years (Flamm 2018), all good things must come to

an end: there is a natural limit as to how many micro-transistors can be placed on

a chip without creating noise and interference. It seems that the growth potential

of building ever more efficient and dense conventional microchips is drawing to a

close. ‘It’s over. This year that became really clear’, Charles Leiserson from the

MIT claimed in an interview in 2020 (Rotman 2020). For Erica Fuchs at Carnegie

Mellon University, ‘there are really smart people in AI who aren’t aware of the

hardware constraints facing long-term advances in computing’ (ibid.). The future

development of large-language models with billions of parameters may very well

be compromised by literal hardware constraints.

This frontier to binary computing is one of the key motives to find a radically new

and different computer architecture that need not worry about such limitations.

Quantum computing is one of these approaches. The concept as such is not

new; it celebrated its 40th birthday in 2021. In May 1981, star physicist Richard

Feynman presented his vision of a future computer at the ‘Simulating physics with

computers’ conference at the MIT (Feynman 1982).

Feynman’s starting point was that the complex behaviour of molecules is impossi-

ble to simulate on a digital machine. This is because of the exponential growth of

the possible number of states the system can evolve into thanks to the intractably

large number of possible quantum effects. For Feynman, it would only be logical

to build a new kind of computer the architecture of which mirrors the object of

study: a quantum computer that harnesses the potential of quantum mechanics
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to simulate quantum effects on the subatomic level (Preskill 2021).

The genius of Feynman’s proposal rests on the curious behaviour of (sub)atomic

particles. The aforementioned indivisible unit of classical computing, the bit,

is commonly instantiated physically on a silicon chip. As discussed, its binary

notation is an abstraction from its physical state (voltage yes or no). The basic unit

of a quantum computer is called a qubit (for ‘quantum bit’). It can be instantiated

in many different ways; as electrons, ions, even photons (Aaronson 2018, Bellac

2006, Bokulich & Jaeger 2010, Deutsch 1997, Lo et al. 2000, Nielsen & Chuang

2010). Presently, a great number of research programmes in this area compete

to find the winning specification (the following subsection discusses this in more

detail). In quantum computing, too, the concept of the qubit is an abstraction

from its physical state.

A classical bit appears in either of the two (abstracted) states 0 and 1. Qubits too

can have state spaces |0〉 and |1〉 in a complex two-dimensional Hilbert space where

|0〉 =
(

1
0

)

and |1〉 =
(

0
1

)

.1 The ‘state’ of the qubit can be its spin if it is an electron,

or, in case of a photon, its polarisation Mermin (2007), Nielsen & Chuang (2010).

Regardless of their physical particularity, the important point about states is that

they define qubit behaviour, and this behaviour can be manipulated. Electrons,

for instance, can be excited such that their spin, somewhat akin to their angular

momentum, can point upwards or downwards in space.

The computational potential of a qubit resides in the fact that, unlike the classical

bit, it can be brought into a combined state where it displays properties of both

states simultaneously. This state is called superposition. This is achieved by

manipulating a qubit with laser beams or microwaves to change its spin. The

1This is shorthand ‘Dirac’, or ‘bra–ket’ notation. |0〉 is pronounced ‘ket 0’ and |1〉 is ‘ket 1’.
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behaviour of qubits is best described in terms of basic linear algebra. A qubit has

two mutually orthogonal basis states, as noted above: |0〉 and |1〉. In superposition,

it achieves a linear combination of these two states (Wright & Ding 2015):

|ψ〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 =







α

0






+







0

β






=







α

β






, α, β ∈ C, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. (4.1)

While the bit can only represent two states, the qubit can, in principle, have an

infinite number of states. Colloquially speaking, it can be 0 or 1 just like a bit

(and indeed it collapses to either 0 or 1 in the act of measurement) or it is ‘a

little bit’ of 0 while also being ‘a little bit’ of 1. It is convention to visualise this

behaviour on a so-called Bloch sphere:

Figure 4.2: A Bloch sphere represents the possible states a superimposed qubit
can assume. Source: Wikipedia.

A classical bit can only occupy the polar axes of the sphere, i.e. the ‘North’ and

‘South’ poles |0〉 and |1〉; the rest of the sphere is not accessible. The state of the
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qubit can sit anywhere on the sphere, however. While a classical bit is limited to a

very narrow choice of either of the two poles, the qubit can travel freely across the

globe and choose to rest anywhere on the sphere. In the figure above, it is fully

determined by angles ϕ and θ.2 In the example figure above, |ψ〉 sits considerably

north of the equator towards |0〉. But it does not sit at either of the poles and so

it is ‘both’ 0 and 1 at the same time, albeit to different degree. Even if somewhat

inexact, it is not incorrect to say that the superimposed qubit is both 0 and 1 at

the same time. This is Schrödinger’s cat, at once dead and alive (Gerry & Bruno

2016).

So the first important point to note is that compared to a classical bit, a qubit

has more degrees of freedom to choose its state-space. The figure below presents a

direct comparison–the classical bit can only choose extreme (and icy!) conditions

at either of the poles (since the Bloch sphere is symmetrical, the choice which pole

is 0 or 1 is arbitrary). In a sense, the bit is a special case of a qubit that is in state

|0〉 or |1〉.

Figure 4.3: The possible states of a classical bit compared to a qubit that can
occupy any point on the surface. Reprinted with permission from Springer

Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH. Springer Nature: Nature, ‘Quantum
leaps, bit by bit’, Andreas Trabesinger, c©2017.

2The probability amplitudes of the parameters are α = cos
(

θ
2

)

and β = eiϕ sin
(

θ
2

)

.
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While this behaviour is surely interesting, it is not of much computational interest.

The potential of a quantum computer becomes more obvious when more than a

single qubit is assumed. Consider a two-state system. There are four different

states a classical 2-bit computer can represent: (00), (01), (10), (11). Put differ-

ently, the system is ‘off/off’, ‘off/on’, ‘on/off’ or ‘on/on’. The equivalent quantum

machine would be made up of two qubits x and y such that

|x〉 = α0|0〉+ α1|1〉,

|y〉 = β0|0〉+ β1|1〉.
(4.2)

Just as for the single qubit case, the joint state of this system is a linear product

of its four basis states |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉. Now, importantly, this system can be

transformed as follows (Wright & Ding 2015).

|x〉 ⊗ |y〉 =







α0

α1






⊗







β0

β1






=





















α0







β0

β1







α1







β0

β1



























=



















α0β0

α0β1

α1β0

α1β1



















(4.3)

where

00〉 =
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0

0

0



















, 01〉 =
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1

0
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, 10〉 =
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0

1

0



















, 11〉 =



















0

0

0

1



















. (4.4)

This joint state can no longer be represented on a 2-dimensional Bloch sphere but
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the principle is still the same. In the single qubit case, the superimposed qubit

is, to some degree, both 0 and 1 at the same time. In the 2-qubit case, the two

superimposed qubits are, to some degree, at once |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉 at the same

time, meaning they are in 22 = 4 different states at the same time.

This is a hugely significant point: because each state can be made to represent a

basic unit of information, the 2-qubit system can hold, and thereby encode, and

thus ultimately represent, all the four states that it is composed of at the same

time. This is not the same but somewhat akin to parallelism. Importantly, while

the number of basis states are the same as in the classical world (there are four

possible states for the 2-bit digital system also), the quantum machine can hold

these four states ‘in parallel’ while its classical counterpart must make a choice

which of the four states it wants to adopt. For instance, it could not perform, at

the same time, both operations ‘voltage on/on’ and ‘voltage on/off’. It could do

this sequentially, sure, but not at the same time.

With each additional bit in the chain, the binary computer has a better choice

to represent one single state. For instance, the 2-bit system in this example can

represent four different states, from 0 up to 20 + 21 = 3. A 3-bit system can

represent one out of eight states, from zero to 20 + 21 + 22 = 7 etc.

The advantage of a quantum computer is that the number of states it can hold

simultaneously scales exponentially. While the 3-bit system has to choose one out

of eight states, its 3-qubit cousin can hold all eight states. In general terms, n

classical bits can store exactly one number between 0 and 2n−1 while n qubits can

store all the numbers from 0 up to 2n − 1 (XQ 2020).

For this to happen, however, the qubits must be brought into a special relationship
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quantum physicists call entanglement (Preskill 2021). Entanglement is a special

kind of correlation that cannot be expressed as the linear tensor product of ba-

sis states as characterised above. Put differently, qubits that are entangled are

expressed as a linear combination that cannot be reduced, or separated further.

Out of all possible linear combinations that characterise superposition, there is

a subset of special entangled superpositions that will not reduce mathematically.

The most common example of such a state is

|ψ〉 = 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√

2
|11〉. (4.5)

This linear combination cannot be expressed as the tensor product of two other

states, hence the term ‘entanglement’ that suggests a solid connection. The two

qubits are correlated and always in the same state (cf. (Wright & Ding 2015)).

This quality gives entangled qubits the power to behave as a computational unit

which can hold all these different states at the same time.

How do computations on qubits actually work? In the classical world, logic gates

engineer the flow of electrons in circuits in such a way that they yield results

of Boolean operations. In the domain of quantum computing, computation is

achieved by rotating states on Bloch spheres around in such a way that they

yield AND, OR, and NOT operations. Essentially, this is achieved by matrix

calculations over the entangled superimposed states. For instance, the so-called

Pauli-X gate

X = NOT =







0 1

1 0






(4.6)
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flips the qubit over as it maps |0〉 to |1〉 and vice versa (Nielsen & Chuang 2010).

This is the quantum computing equivalent to a NOT gate in binary computing.

The design of quantum logic gates is certainly a non-trivial task and beyond

the scope of this illustrative section. Good introductions and overviews of the

topic can be found in (Aaronson 2018, Preskill 2004). The most important point

for the purpose of this thesis is that quantum logic gates manipulate the state

space of (entangled) qubits, expressed formally as rewriting the linear combination

of states. They are the equivalent to classical logic gates, as the image below

illustrates.

Figure 4.4: Classical vs quantum logic gates. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH. Springer Nature: Nature,

‘Quantum leaps, bit by bit’, Andreas Trabesinger, c©2017.

Thanks to the exponential rise in the number of possible entangled state-spaces

when more qubits are added to the system, superposition and entanglement can

yield, at least conceptually, compute resources of unimaginable scale. A theoretical

quantum computer of 300 logical qubits3 could perform 2300 ≈ 1090 operations at

the same time. This is a figure larger than the number of all atoms in the universe,

according to calculations that astrophysicists provide (Preskill 2021). It is safe

to assume that such a machine will never be built, but it is a neat illustration

that gives a sense of scale and a rationale as to why both the US and China are

3In reality, it will need thousands if not millions more qubits as they decohere rapidly, and
many are lost to inference and noise. ‘Logical’ here means the equivalent to perfectly stable
imaginary qubits that work reliably. For instance, if a quantum computer has 1,000 qubits but
only 1 in 10 survives computation, it would only contain 100 logical qubits.
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determined to develop robust computers of this kind.

Besides the massive increase in compute resources, quantum computers are hoped

to run certain classes of algorithms that are intractable even for the best digital

supercomputer that exists today. The most prominent example is ‘Shor’s Algo-

rithm’, named after Prof Peter Shor from the MIT (Shor 1994, 1997). It finds the

prime factors of large integers in polynomial time, meaning efficiently enough so

that it makes sense to run the algorithm in the first place. This is bad news for

much of online encryption. While a classical computer finds it easy to calculate

the product of two prime numbers, even very large ones, the reverse is not the

case. This is the foundation of so-called RSA encryption named after their three

inventors (Rivest et al. 1978, Nordrum 2016).4

For instance, John Preskill from the California Institute of Technology gives the

following example. It would take a classical computer of below-average clock speed

of 2.2 GHz more than 1012 years to factor a 500-digit number; this is longer than

the age of the universe (Preskill 2013). A theoretical quantum computer of the

same clock speed would be able to perform this task in about two seconds however

(ibid.). RSA and similar cryptography systems will no longer be of much use once

quantum computers have arrived, which has opened a new chapter of encryption

research, that of post-quantum cryptography.

At present, the single biggest obstacle to realising even a modest quantum com-

puter is error correction (Devitt et al. 2013, Roffe 2019). While compute resources

scale exponentially for each additional qubit that is added to the system, the

same is true for errors, interference and noise. Exposure to even minuscule forces

or magnetic fields will cause the qubits to lose their entangled state, collapse to

4In fact, GCHQ had developed this algorithm a couple of years prior to the American com-
puter scientists but would keep it classified until after the publication of (Rivest et al. 1978).
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their basis states instead and thus lose all calculations.

Announcements of doubtlessly impressive engineering successes of 50+ qubits

rightly make headline news and get YouTubers excited. Experts, however, say

‘it’s generally accepted that we’ll need roughly a million qubits before we can

error-correct enough qubits to perform useful calculations’ (Timmer 2021). This

is a long way to go. Large-scale and fault-tolerant quantum computers are many

years away, which makes building smaller mid-range devices a much more realistic

project. As the introductory section of this chapter notes, this matters to build-

ing the quantum internet as it is going to be the key mechanism to provide and

distribute entanglement at scale. The following subsection discusses the progress

the US and China have made in building quantum computers, and the engineering

approaches that compete.

4.1.1 Current progress and engineering principles

While the basic principles of quantum computing as outlined above apply to all

platform designs, quantum computing in reality should be considered an umbrella

term for a wide range of competing engineering approaches. With this nascent

technology, nothing is settled. Some approaches seem more promising than oth-

ers, but it would be premature to make a call on any specification. This is an

important difference to classical computing where the fundamental principles of

manufacturing are not subject to debate: wafers, slices of crystalline silicon, serve

as semiconductors from which computer chips are built (Laplante 2018).

The most important choice for quantum engineers to make in the first instance is

which particle should be crowned qubit. Electrons are a popular modality. Using
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microwaves, the spin of an electron can be manipulated as outlined above. The

major selling point of electrons is that, if implemented as so-called ‘quantum dots’,

they can leverage existing silicon fabrication technology, i.e. they can be manufac-

tured at existing chip production factories with little modification to production

machinery and infrastructure. This keeps investment in auxiliary machinery signif-

icantly lower compared to other approaches. Quantum dots also require relatively

small areas for implementation, which makes them interesting for developers with

commercial applications in mind (William & Chuang 2021).

A promising qubit candidate based on electron spins is the phosphorus atom placed

on silicon–the outermost electron of the phosphorus atom serves as the qubit. As

this approach employs existing silicon production systems, coherence times and

fidelity rates seem to outperform alternative approaches (Gnidenko et al. 2021).

However the phosphorus atoms need to sit within 10 nanometers of each other on

a silicon board, which makes implementation and scaling a significant challenge.

Research in this domain is still largely experimental (He et al. 2019) with some

indication that the US is ahead in this area (Parker et al. 2022).

The first generation of quantum computers will be extremely expensive to build,

service and maintain due to the high cost of auxiliary infrastructure such as cooling

devices. One of the few qubits that can be manipulated at room temperature

utilises the lattice structure of diamonds. Researchers pick ‘faulty’ diamonds that

lack carbon atoms in their lattice structure and inject a nitrogen atom into it,

which creates a ‘carbon vacancy’, and most importantly, an extra pair of electrons

that can be used as a qubit. This approach seems particularly popular with

researchers in Europe.5

5QuTech at TU Delft is a leading research lab for this modality.
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However most universities and laboratories that publish quantum research seem

to prefer the trapped ion method (Ladd et al. 2010). Charged atomic particles are

suspended in an electromagnetic field and then manipulated by lasers to move be-

tween different energy levels, which is the physical realisation of the qubit (Gibney

2020). Since its inception in 1995 ((Cirac & Zoller 1995)), this method has been

largely confined to experimental work at research labs. However, in June 2020, US

conglomerate Honeywell, headquartered in Charlotte NC, has made headline news

when it presented a ‘functioning’ quantum computer it had quietly been working

on for over a decade. The company claimed that their trapped ion-machine out-

performs even the most powerful quantum computer by any competitor if the

somewhat nebulous metric of ‘quantum volume’ is applied (Gibney 2020).6

6‘Quantum volume’ is a composite indicator that considers error rates and connectivity also
and not just the number of qubits alone. However it has not gained much traction as it is ‘still
a rather coarse metric’ (Gibney 2020).
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Figure 4.5: Honeywell’s trapped ion computer core housed inside a vacuum
chamber. c©Honeywell. Source: (Gibney 2020).

The choice of trapped ions over alternative qubit candidates is informed by the

particular research ecosystems that university labs can draw on. At universities,

there is usually a lot of expertise in atomic physics that make collaborative work

between physics and computer science departments possible–oftentimes, large pri-

vate corporations however do not have this breadth of expertise at their disposal

(Hui 2019). Unlike interdisciplinary labs at physics departments, on the other

hand, large companies do have a lot of expertise and experience in manufacturing

semiconductors, and, importantly, knowhow on scaling up. Expertise and areas

of specialisation then reflect in the choice of qubits, and explain why university

research in quantum computing would oftentimes choose qubit modalities different

from large private corporations.
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The difference in access to expertise seems one of the reasons why the likes of

Alphabet, Amazon, IBM and Meta bet on superconducting devices as their qubits

of choice. Superconductors require massive cooling efforts down to temperatures

of just above absolute zero. At this level, metals such as aluminium display the

curious property of superconductivity: its conductivity is infinite. If a current is

applied, it will not dissipate but flow indefinitely. These currents can be manip-

ulated with inductors such as the Josephson Junction to manage energy levels.

The system then behaves as a qubit (Centre for Quantum Technologies 2021, Hui

2019). These devices are typically housed in large refrigerators and have become

the stereotypical representation of quantum computing in the media, as illustrated

by the image below:

Figure 4.6: An illustration of IBM’s quantum computer that utilises
superconducting circuits. c©IBM. Source: (Hui 2019).

In November 2021, IBM announced a new quantum processor named Eagle that

holds 127 qubits on a superconducting transmon architecture (IBM 2022). The

company claims that the ‘arrival of the ‘Eagle’ processor is a major step towards
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the day when quantum computers can outperform classical computers at meaning-

ful levels’ (Pires 2021). IBM hopes to extend Eagle’s capabilities to 1,123 qubits

by 2023.

For Microsoft, on the other hand, none of this will be good enough to generate

genuine quantum advantage, i.e. the point where quantum computers are ‘better’

than digital computers in the sense that they can solve relevant problems more

efficiently, or new classes of problems entirely. Microsoft has proved an outlier in

that they do not pursue quantum computing with superconducting circuits. Unlike

other tech giants, they place their bet on ‘topological’ qubits, a mathematical

abstraction of qubits that yet has to make it from the chalkboard into the lab–

topological qubits remain a theoretical concept.

The elusive ‘Majorana’ particle, named after an Italian physicist of the 1930s who

first proposed its existence, would serve as a scaleable qubit. Microsoft believes

that neither superconducting techniques nor trapped ions will prove scaleable

enough to actually build fault-tolerant computers. While a Microsoft-led team

created headline news in 2018 when they claimed to have found evidence for the

existence of the Majorana particle, in what was nothing short of a PR disaster they

had to retract the paper ‘for insufficient scientific rigour’ in March 2021 (Godwin

& Clayton 2021). The world of quantum engineering still awaits a breakthrough

from Microsoft’s rather exotic approach.

The high levels of uncertainty as to which qubit modality should make the race

to the top means the rudimentary machines that are already available are not

exactly sellout items. In a 2021 survey of 300 senior managers at large multi-

national companies from nine countries, about 50 percent of respondents cited

the ‘complexity of integrating quantum computing with their existing IT stack’
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as the major obstacle to adopting quantum computing at their organisation. This

was closely followed by ‘security concerns’ (38 percent) and ‘concerns over vendor

lock-in’ (38 percent) (Alsop 2022). Quantum computing has not yet reached a

sufficient level of maturity to find consideration in corporate planning.

At present, the US is largely considered leading in terms of research output and

experimental progress in the domain of quantum computing ‘but this lead is ten-

tative’ (Parker et al. 2022, p. 1-2). In 2020, the US dominated patenting activity

to a large extent–the analysis in Chapter 6 however yields a more nuanced picture,

with China making considerable progress. What makes the US quantum ecosys-

tem so successful is the fact that it is characterised by a fair number of highly

productive collaborations between universities, industry, and government bodies.

Many joint bodies and working groups have formed since the Quantum Initiative

Act (discussed in Chapter 2) was passed in 2018. Examples include the Quantum

Economic Development Consortium, a joint initiative of IBM, several startups and

government departments that is funded by NIST, NASA and Google’s Quantum

AI Lab, and the Alliance for Quantum Technologies, initiated by Caltech and

AT&T.

The US government has invested about $ 1.7B into quantum technology research

in the three years 2019-2021(Parker et al. 2022, p. 42). This figure does not include

funding for classified research projects. As far as China is concerned, it is difficult

to obtain reliable figures on public investment. Government-sanctioned research

publications such as (Zhang et al. 2019), one of the very few papers on this topic,

state that the Chinese leadership had injected about $100 million annually into

quantum technology research programmes in the decade up to 2019. The US

Congress however estimates this figure to be significantly higher. It arrived at
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around $250 million for 2018 alone. A 2018 US research paper ((Costello & Kania

2018)) identified claims in Chinese-language media about government plans, albeit

unconfirmed, to increase funding for quantum R&D for the period 2017-2022 to

around $ 3B per year. Given how the strategic competition between the US

and China has accelerated since 2019, it can be assumed that this is a better

estimate.

Despite the opacity of public-facing communication in China, one observation

seems solid: China is concentrating its efforts on advancing its leadership position

in quantum communication (cf. (Parker et al. 2022, p. vi)), the topic of the

following section, while the US is cementing its competitive edge in quantum

computing. This is mainly explained by strong government and private sector

funding in the US while research in China is largely funded by public investment:

‘U.S. private industry is primarily focused on quantum computing, with almost

half of the companies and nearly all of the VC investment going toward that

domain’ (Parker et al. 2022, p. vi). On the other hand, the Chinese leadership

seems particularly keen to make quantum communication a radically new and

genuinely Chinese innovation.

4.2 Quantum communication

Quantum communication is the application of superposition and entanglement for

the encryption of messages over significant distances. It builds mainly on a final

important qubit modality: photons. Photons have the property that they are

both wavelength and particle, which make them excellent qubit candidates. By

definition, they move at light speed. While this makes them difficult to control, it
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also makes communication with photons extremely fast.

Quantum communication exploits a fundamental principle of quantum mechanics:

the ‘no cloning’ property of prepared qubits.7 If the state the qubit has been

prepared in is unknown, it cannot be copied. Imagine for a moment there was a

way to copy the unknown state of a qubit. This would mean there exists a unitary

cloning operator U∗
clone such that

U∗
clone|0〉 → |0〉|0〉, U∗

clone|1〉 → |1〉|1〉. (4.7)

Then, this cloning operator could be applied to the equal superposition state (the

unknown state the entangled qubit is in). This would yield

U∗
clone

(

1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)

)

−→ 1√
2
(|0〉|0〉+ |1〉|1〉) . (4.8)

This, however, would entail a contradiction because

1√
2
(|0〉|0〉+ |1〉|1〉) 6=

(

1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)

)(

1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)

)

. (4.9)

There is no way for this unitary operator to exist, hence unknown superposition

states cannot be copied (William & Chuang 2021).8 This property can be utilised

for encryption purposes.

The most popular approach in this domain is Quantum Key Distribution (QKD).

7‘Prepared’ in the sense that the qubits are entangled and in superposition.
8It should be emphasised that if the state is known, the second qubit can, of course, be

prepared in an identical way.
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Two parties share random key pairs over a secure quantum channel. This private

key is used to encrypt and decrypt the actual message so transmitted.9 If Alice

and Bob communicate over a secure quantum channel, eavesdropper Eve would

be unable to tune in without having to take a measurement of the photons being

sent around. As she cannot copy and replace the photons she is reading out, as

per the no-cloning principle, her intrusion would collapse the quantum channel

and raise an alarm. The key pair would be discarded:

Figure 4.7: Secure exchange of random key pairs over a quantum channel.
Should an eavesdropper tune in, the key is being automatically discarded.

Source: (William & Chuang 2021).

For Eve to actually be able to decode the key pair deciphered as strings of prepared

photons sent around, she would have to perform a measurement on them. The

act of measurement however collapses the superposition state, the most basic

principle in quantum mechanics. Given that photons, by definition, travel at light

speed, there is no mechanism in the known universe for Eve to measure quickly

enough, replace, and feed newly prepared qubits back into the channel. As QKD

exploits this basic feature of quantum physics, many advocates of this protocol

offer variations of the claim, ‘QKD as a cryptographic primitive offers security

9It is important to say that the quantum channel only encrypts the exchange of key pairs,
not the message itself. Unsurprisingly, this creates vulnerabilities.
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that is guaranteed by the laws of physics’ (Campagna et al. 2015, p. 18).

This claim is disputed on several grounds (Bernstein 2018, Bernstein & Lange

2017). In practice, QKD is expensive both in computational and infrastructural

terms as it requires a quantum channel for the exchange of private key pairs

plus a classical communication channel for exchanging the actual message. While

the principles of quantum communication may indeed be secured by the laws of

nature, in reality quantum hackers have already exploited hardware weaknesses at

the endpoints of the channel, e.g. by reading off the most minuscule temperature

differences of the photon pulses, which enabled them work out the key chain (Pang

et al. 2020, Pereira et al. 2019). A fair number of such vulnerabilities need to be

overcome to make secure quantum communication a reality.

While the principle of non-cloning gives quantum communication its unrivalled

security, in conceptual terms anyway, it is, at the same time, a big obstacle to

realising a communication channel over significant distances. Unknown quantum

signals cannot be amplified. Unless quantum signals are being transmitted in a

perfect vacuum (i.e. in space) they will require quantum repeaters on the way,

which creates considerable technological challenges to their implementation. Re-

peaters are therefore a critical technology for realising the quantum internet. As

it stands, China enjoys a considerable edge in this domain.

4.3 Quantum networks

A network that connects at least some quantum computers (nodes) with either

classical computers or other quantum machines over a secure quantum commu-

nication channel is called a quantum internet (Kimble 2008). A rudimentary
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quantum network of this kind allows transporting the states of qubits across the

network. Assuming sufficient fidelity, it thus distributes entanglement (and hence

computational resources) over the network at large. In providing ‘entanglement

on demand’, it can supply quantum compute resources when needed.

Given the notorious difficulties in building large-scale fault-tolerant quantum com-

puters as discussed above, the quantum internet emerges as a neat solution to

engineering challenges. Essentially a distributed system, it provides entanglement

at scale. ‘History is repeating itself, and the internet is about to be born, except

this time with quantum bits’, the Technical University of Delft’s QuTech research

outfit confidently claims (Academy 2022).

Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of a future quantum internet that
connects quantum computing devices over quantum networks, as envisioned by

researchers at the MIT and TU Delft. Source: (Ruf et al. 2021, p. 130).

Quite contrary to the frenzy in the media, the quantum internet will not make the

classical internet obsolete.10 Rather, it will extend it and ‘add new and special

functionality’, Stephanie Wehner, one of the leading researchers in this domain,

clarifies (Wehner 2019). The first and foremost application of the quantum inter-

10The Daily Express for instance casts a future of the quantum internet as one that ‘will truly
blow your mind’ as the new internet will create ‘unhackable’ networks, and be of ‘unimaginable’
speed and ‘infinite’ capabilities.
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net will be to provide information security such that subnetworks can be protected

against eavesdropping and espionage, even if adversaries have powerful quantum

computers at their disposal. The second is distributed entanglement to simulate

quantum systems–instrumental for any field where the behaviour of large stochas-

tic systems must be modelled, be it in (astro)physics, meteorology and climate

science, or medical and pharmaceutical research. A third application scenario is

blind cloud computing such that service providers have no access to the algo-

rithms being run, which makes a quantum internet a useful resource for commer-

cial, proprietary R&D research that is plagued with foreign government-sponsored

industrial espionage.

1. Information security.

The most commonly discussed impact of quantum computing resources provided

over a quantum internet is the threat to standard encryption models such as RSA,

as outlined above. RSA does not provide principled security but works in practice

because factorisation of very large integers is too tedious and time-consuming a

task for digital computers. Shor’s algorithm however would factor large primes in

polynomial (i.e. not exponential) time:
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Figure 4.9: The computational costs of factorising large prime numbers. They
rise exponentially in the number of digits for classical computers while only
polynomially so for quantum computers. Source: (Kitaev 2022) at IBM.

However, if practical issues around its implementation can be overcome, Shor’s al-

gorithm, even run from the most powerful quantum computer, is toothless against

QKD. QKD is a principled, information-theoretically secure way to encrypt data

regardless of the functionality and capabilities of an adversary’s computational

arsenal. A quantum internet implements quantum communication protocols as

discussed in section 4.3 above to offset the advantages of a quantum computer as

per section 4.2: a quantum internet provides effective security, a protective shield,

against quantum capabilities. The best response to quantum attack is quantum

defence. ‘To counter this threat’, a NATO strategist rightly concludes, ‘we will

have to completely upgrade all our secure digital infrastructure using cryptogra-

phy that is ‘quantum-resistant’, i.e. secure against both quantum and classical

computers’ (van Amerongen 2021).

One obvious way to do this is to implement QKD. However, as it stands, QKD de-

velopment has not reached a level of maturity that it would make it reach military

grade, or any convincing standard for that matter. This is why GCHQ cannot
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recommend UK businesses to invest in a highly volatile technology that is likely

to see a great number of iterations until it is market-ready. As it stands, GCHQ

‘does not endorse the use of QKD for any government or military applications, and

cautions against sole reliance on QKD for business-critical networks, especially in

Critical National Infrastructure sectors’ (NCSC 2020).

Waiting for QKD to mature is not an option either however. If quantum computing

development surpasses efforts to engineer trusted and reliable QKD, quantum

advantage is likely to present significant dangers to other countries that are playing

catchup. To offset the challenges of quantum computing, much work has been done

lately in the domain of so-called ‘post-quantum cryptography’. The aim of this

research is to develop encryption systems that are sufficiently difficult so that

not even a quantum computer will be able to break them, let alone a classical

system.

In July 2022, NIST announced the winners of an international competition to select

the best post-quantum encryption algorithm to become a future standard (NIST

2022). The winner for general web-based online traffic is CRYSTALS-Kyber, a

lattice-based encryption algorithm. Lattices are point structures on n-dimensional

coordinate systems that create intricate mathematical problems, such as finding

the shortest vectors between any two points (Chi et al. 2015). Encryption models

then build on these problems that are hard to solve even for a quantum computer,

and are thus said to be quantum-proof.

However there is no formal proof that these problems, doubtlessly harder to solve

than factoring tasks, are intractable in principle. While they are computationally

challenging and will protect against early generations of quantum computers, post-

quantum cryptography is quantum-proof by assumption; it is not an information-
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theoretically secure encryption model. For the quantum internet to be secure ‘by

the laws of physics’ some QKD-style encryption model will need to be implemented

further down the line.

2. Entanglement as a resource

Arguably the most exciting promise of a quantum internet is to provide entan-

glement at scale. Large-scale fault-tolerant quantum computers are difficult to

build, as section 4.2 above has described. Connecting smaller devices over a quan-

tum internet effectively creates a multi-node quantum computer. The quantum

internet then distributes computational resources. The hope is that a system of

only a handful of quantum computers smaller than 10 qubits but connected over a

quantum channel is significantly easier to build than, say, a stand-alone quantum

computer of 100 or more logical qubits. ‘[B]eyond that, the only way to do this is

use this modular approach, involving quantum communications’, Mikhail Lukin,

from Harvard University says (Castelvecchi 2018, p. 290). A quantum internet

would be able to supply entanglement for quantum advantage, the tipping point

where quantum computing can solve meaningful tasks better than its classical

counterpart, as discussed in section 4.2.
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Figure 4.10: A quantum internet with small quantum computers as endnotes,
as envisioned by researchers at the TU Delft. Source: (What Is a Quantum

Internet? 2020).

With each additional qubit available for entanglement, the computational offerings

of a quantum internet rise exponentially. In a sense, the quantum internet will

reverse the evolutionary logic of computing. As far as the history of the internet

goes, useful stand-alone computers were primary. The task then was to link them

in such a way that meaningful tasks could be performed over the network. The

improvements would be incremental whilst the computational power of the nodes

increased steadily. With the quantum internet, however, the network is primary

in the sense that the weak-ish nodes it connects will be of little use outside their

network function. This is certainly a curious observation with regards to the

philosophy of computer science.

3. Blind quantum cloud computing

Most likely, the early quantum internet will be an expensive specialist resource

for research-heavy organisations and institutions. Households and individual en-
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dusers may benefit from it at a later date, most likely in terms of cloud services

(Fitzsimons 2017, Grover 1996).

Cloud services have quickly become critical infrastructure for many businesses

and consumers. The term ‘cloud’ comprises three delivery segments: infrastruc-

ture as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service

(SaaS). Global overall spending on cloud services was over $400B in 2021 (Statista

2022b).11 The market is dominated by three US companies (Amazon Web Ser-

vices (AWS), Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud) that are also heavily involved

in efforts to build quantum computers. If they succeed, the market power of these

companies introduces system-critical dependencies on a small number of suppliers

which establishes long-term, structural risks to China in particular.

If a future quantum internet is QKD-secured, it can offer blind cloud services.

‘People at the server are unable to know what kind of program you’re running

and the data you have’, Ronald Hanson from TU Delft claims (Castelvecchi 2018,

p. 291). If true, besides its obvious advantages, blind computing would create

a whole set of new problems for intelligence services and law enforcement. Cy-

bercriminals that are currently operating on the Dark Web would probably want

to move into mainstream network systems if the chance of detection is low. An

internet hybrid, partly quantum and partly classical, would considerably widen

the attack surface for ransomware, online fraud and data thefts, and thus makes

regular users of online services and participants on digital markets that are not

quantum-protected more vulnerable. This would effectively split the internet into

a quantum fast lane and some second-tier digital legacy infrastructure.

Moreover, the quantum internet is likely to amplify market distorting forces in

11The cloud computing market in the UK was around $16B with 44% of the UK population
using cloud storage.
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an already uneven playing field that is the cloud computing services market. US

dominance in this domain must be expected to cement unless China manages to

move ahead. Large corporations such as Google dominate both the apps and

cloud services markets. This allows them to realise substantial network effects.

A hardening of their leadership position in the quantum domain via a quantum

internet may further solidify their stronghold in apps, platforms and social media

markets. This may have considerable repercussions for consumers worldwide–the

US-Chinese quantum race will have global repercussions.

But there are considerable benefits too. Personal and sensitive information, such

as health and tax records, could be held securely with great levels of confidence

against cyberattacks for many decades to come. With cyberattacks on public

bodies significantly on the rise,12 a quantum internet would support long-term

compliance with privacy regulation.

Banks and financial services are likely to move to secure quantum communication

networks for transaction and clearance purposes, and the storage of customer

data (Dietz et al. 2020). The chances of third-party hacking into retail banking

accounts would be low, with the potential to make the requirement for Multi-

Factor-Authentication (MFA) obsolete. Many businesses incur significant financial

damages due to industrial espionage–for the UK alone, the figure is the equivalent

of about 3% of GDP annually, the UK’s Intellectual Property Office estimates

(Searle 2021). With any cyber-physical system only being as strong as its weakest

link, running corporate R&D programmes on a secure quantum cloud service will

provide protection against the theft of intellectual property.

The Web has certainly turned out differently than its inventor had hoped (Berners-

12CSIS publishes regular updates to its ‘Significant Cyber Incidents’ log of attacks on public
institutions.
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Lee 2019, Bridge 2018, Solon 2017). Technology is indeterministic. For this reason,

the three obvious areas of application of a quantum internet are unlikely to char-

acterise it in full, when it arrives. A fully developed quantum internet may be

quite different from what is imaginable today. A few things seem certain how-

ever. While a quantum internet requires quantum computers as critical nodes,

not every node in the system need be a quantum computer. This makes the in-

tegration with legacy internet infrastructure likely. The emergence of an entirely

separate quantum internet that would sit parallel to the internet as it exists now

is an implausible scenario. So what are the major obstacles in achieving this

integration?

4.3.1 The compulsion to repeat

At the beginning of the twentieth century, telephony suffered a considerable prob-

lem: calls over long distances were impossible to make due to the scaling of noise

such that conversations with parties outside city borders would quickly become

impossible. What was missing ‘was a satisfactory telephone repeater’, AT&T re-

alised (Gertner 2013). In response, Bell Laboratories began incorporating Lee de

Forest’s 1906 invention of the ‘Audion’ vacuum tube for the purpose of telephony,

which enabled the first coast-to-coast long-distance call from New York City to

San Francisco in 1915.

The quantum internet faces similar challenges. As outlined above, quantum sig-

nals cannot be boosted or amplified. They decohere and die out quickly due to

atmospheric interferences; the maximum range on Earth for a single photon shot

is about 100km (Azuma et al. 2015, Briegel et al. 1999). As a way of illustration,

if the distance between two quantum nodes in two cities were 1,000km, and no
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repeaters installed, a constant stream of photons would need to be fired at a rate

of 10GHz, and still the receiver would need to wait many years for only a single

photon to come through all the way–such is the loss rate of optical fibre (Flagship

2022). For internet applications, this is obviously hopelessly inadequate.

For a truly global quantum internet, quantum repeaters are required that work

against the exponential decay of quantum signals. Consider two quantum nodes

A and B. The specific quantum state of a photon is to be transmitted between A

and B but the nodes are too far apart so a repeater node R is placed equidistant

between them. Then, A prepares a pair of entangled photons. It holds onto

one of them and transmits the other one to R. This move preserves the state of

entanglement. At the other end, B also prepares a pair of entangled photons. It

also holds onto one of them (stored in a quantum memory device) and sends the

other one over to R. Here too the state of entanglement is preserved.

The repeater node now holds two photons, one coming from A, the other one from

B, each still entangled with their source. The repeater node R now performs a

specific measurement on the two qubits it holds. The nature of quantum mechanics

is such that this act of measurement reveals a state that is identical between all

four photons in the chain. R now discards the two photons it had stored. This

leaves both A and B with a qubit each, both of them in the same state. A

has effectively transferred quantum information, i.e. the state of the qubit, to

B. This process is called ‘entanglement swapping’, it effectively means that the

state of the origin qubit at A is ‘teleported’ over to B. If necessary, this process

can be repeated several times across n repeater nodes R1, R2, ..., Rn in the chain

(Bouwmeester et al. 2013, Hermans et al. 2022, Niemietz et al. 2021, Zeilinger

2010).
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The non-trivial obstacle to realising the quantum internet is therefore to build

a chain of quantum repeaters that can be connected via existing optical fibre

networks. The QuTech team at TU Delft hopes to connect four Dutch cities over

a rudimentary quantum internet by 2023; it would leverage the Netherlands’s

existing telecoms infrastructure (Pompili et al. 2021).

Not surprisingly, China aims bigger. A vast country, distances to be overcome are

of a different scale. China is the only nation that has so far successfully demon-

strated an alternative approach to quantum teleportation over optical fibre: satel-

lite communication. In what must be considered an extraordinary engineering

feat that has rightly gained international praise, in 2016 China launched Micius,

the first ever quantum satellite (Liao et al. 2017, 2018). Named ‘Quantum Ex-

periments at Space Scale‘, or QUESS, the satellite is a collaboration between the

Austrian and Chinese Academies of Science. In 2017, the research team man-

aged to quantum-secure a short video call between China and Austria where the

satellite acted as a trusted repeater (Liao et al. 2018, 2017, Yin et al. 2020).

Figure 4.11: China’s 600kg Micius satellite before it was fitted to the launch
rocket. Credit: Cai Yang/Xinhua via ZUMA Wire. Source: (Gibney 2016).
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From an international security perspective, it is worth noting that the Principal

Investigator of the Austrian research team, Prof Anton Zeilinger, had originally

pitched the idea of a quantum satellite to the European Union–only to be rejected.

In 2001, Zeilinger tried to convince the European Space Agency of the value of

QKD for secure communication but the pitch fell on deaf ears (Peyman 2018,

p. 314). It can be assumed that the EU has come to regret this decision. One of

Zeilinger’s students was Pan Jianwei, who had quickly risen to the top of China’s

elite quantum research group, and secured funding for Micius from the Chinese

Academy of Science in the region of $100m. Pan then got Zeilinger involved. Since

then, Zeilinger has advised China on quantum affairs. In 2019, he was awarded

the ‘Micius Prize’ by the Chinese Micius Quantum Foundation for ‘outstanding

application-oriented research in quantum physics’ (Austrian Academy of Science

2019).

The satellite acts as a quantum repeater. In space, photons can travel farther

than on Earth where atmospheric interferences cause photons to die out relatively

quickly. Relayed over the satellite, Chinese researchers have so far managed to

distribute entanglement over distances of up to 1,200km (Yin et al. 2020). The

caveat, as with ground-to-ground repeaters, is that the satellite must be ‘trusted‘

in the sense that it must be ensured it will not leak information to third parties.

In the original experiment, for instance, the satellite needed to hold the quantum

states it had received from China and then wait and hold on to them for some while

en route to Austria. This waiting period creates additional vulnerabilities.

Once in sufficient proximity to Vienna, the satellite emitted photon pairs to the

ground station there. Travel time in space from Asia to Europe makes the satellite

vulnerable to attack. For it to be a trusted repeater, several separate protocols
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must be in place that ensure it had not been compromised. Thus a secure quan-

tum channel in space still very much requires communication security in classical

terms and is best considered a layered concept. For both ground-to-ground and

satellite-to-ground quantum communication, significant engineering challenges re-

main.

The error rates of satellite QKD are considerable, and Micius can only operate

at night to minimise interference. Still, the satellite is a considerable reputational

asset for China and a very significant achievement. The US or the EU have yet

to launch their own satellites for such purposes, and it is not obvious if they will.

China seems determined to push ahead in quantum communication, which is less

a concern for the US. Research commissioned by the DoD confirms that ‘several

independent lines of evidence indicate that Chinese R&D is focused much more

on quantum communications than [the] U.S.’ (Parker et al. 2022, p. vii). It almost

seems as if Western alliances have resigned to the fact that China is too far ahead

in this domain.

The US seems to have decided to focus on quantum computing instead. Its mili-

tary command holds the obstacles to realising QKD too significant for it to have

any practical value in the field (see graph below). This is echoed by GCHQ, as

discussed in the following chapter. But this view may prove shortsighted.
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Figure 4.12: The US Department of Defense’s 2021 assessment of
the potential military impact of nascent quantum technologies.

Source: (Parker et al. 2022, p. 13).

For a global quantum internet to work a reliable quantum communication protocol

is indispensable. In light of China’s efforts in this domain it must be concluded

that the Chinese leadership has a much stronger interest in building a network

of this kind. This conclusion is corroborated by the high-quality research output

in the areas of satellite- as well ground-based quantum repeaters. And it helps

explain the big push for Chinese standards and governance models that interna-

tional organisations have witnessed over the past five years. China, it seems, is

determined to shape significantly the quantum internet of the future. Even if

QKD is not of military interest primarily, it will support a Chinese power base.

Western alliances seem remarkably relaxed about this outlook.
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4.4 Main points of Chapter 4

The major take-aways of this chapter are as follows:

Quantum fundamentals

4.a Computationally expensive programs in AI and ML will soon run

into hardware problems. This is because digital (or ‘classical’) com-

puting built on micro-transistors placed on silicon chips has reached a

natural limit to its growth.

4.b A classical bit can only ever be in one of two states, usually labelled

0 and 1. These two states are physically realised on a micro-transistor

to which voltage can be applied (0 = no, 1 = yes). This binary system

determines the number of operations a digital computer can perform.

4.c A qubit has considerably more degrees of freedom and can choose

state spaces between 0 and 1 such that, colloquially speaking, it is both

0 and 1 at the same time. This state is called ‘superposition’.

4.d Two or more qubits can be superimposed. Their combined state-

spaces are a linear combination of their individual states. These com-

binations can represent information.

4.eWithin this set of superimposed states there exists a class of special

qubit-to-qubit relationships that cannot be reduced. Qubits in this

special state are said to be ‘entangled’.

4.f With each additional qubit so entangled, the number of operations
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a quantum computer can hold at any one time rises exponentially. In

classical computing, the growth rate is only linear for each additional

bit. In principle, this makes quantum computing exponentially faster

than traditional, digital computing.

4.g Quantum logic gates manipulate the state-spaces of entangled

qubits, e.g. by flipping the spin of an electron. This is achieved by

laser beams and microwaves.

4.h In addition to the massive increase in compute resources, quantum

computers are hoped to be able to run certain classes of algorithms

that are intractable even for the best digital supercomputer. The most

prominent example is ‘Shor’s Algorithm’ for factoring large integers,

which poses a considerable threat to RSA encryption models.

4.i The single biggest obstacle to realising even a modest quantum

computer is error correction. While computate resources scale expo-

nentially for each additional qubit, the same is true for errors, inter-

ference and noise.

4.j University research centres in quantum computing can oftentimes

leverage relationships with physics departments in order to build new

experimental devices. Private corporations do not usually have this ex-

pertise easily available. This explains the difference in choice of qubit

modalities among private sector corporations and publicly-funded re-

search.

4.k Established companies as well as start-ups begin to register quan-

tum patents at scale.
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4.l The US is largely considered leading in terms of research output and

experimental progress in the domain of quantum computing. What

makes the US quantum ecosystem so successful is the fact that it is

characterised by highly productive collaborations between universities,

industry, and government bodies.

The quantum internet

4.m Commentators suggest that China is concentrating its efforts on

advancing its leadership position in quantum communication while the

US seems determined to cement its competitive edge in quantum com-

puting.

4.n Quantum communication is the application of superposition and

entanglement for the encryption of messages over significant distances.

It builds mainly on an important qubit modality: photons.

4.o A network that connects at least some quantum computers (nodes)

with either classical computers or other quantum machines over a se-

cure quantum communication channel is called a quantum internet.

Essentially a distributed system, it provides entanglement at scale.

4.p Quantum signals cannot be amplified or copied. Unless quantum

signals are being transmitted in a perfect vacuum (i.e. in space) they

will require quantum repeaters on the way. Repeaters are therefore a

critical technology for realising the quantum internet.

4.q The quantum internet will not make the classical internet obsolete
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but add new capabilities to it.

4.r There are several important applications and use cases for a quan-

tum internet, the most important ones being information security, the

provision of compute resources over a quantum network, the modelling

of complex systems and the provision of secure cloud services.

4.s A quantum internet is hoped to provide effective security, a protec-

tive shield, against the quantum capabilities of adversaries. The best

response to quantum attack is quantum defence.

4.t While lattice-based post-quantum cryptography is computation-

ally challenging and will protect against early generations of quantum

computers, post-quantum cryptography is quantum-proof by assump-

tion; it is not an information-theoretically secure encryption model.

For the quantum internet to be secure ‘by the laws of physics’, some

QKD-style encryption model will need to be implemented.

4.u Households and individual users may benefit from the quantum

internet in terms of cloud services. At present the cloud services market

is dominated by three US companies that are also heavily involved in

building quantum computers. If they succeed, the market power of

these companies introduces system-critical dependencies on a small

number of US suppliers.

4.v An internet hybrid, partly quantum and partly classical, could

widen the attack surface for ransomware, online fraud and data thefts,

and thus make regular users of online services and participants on

digital markets that are not quantum-protected more vulnerable. This
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would effectively split the internet into a fast lane and some second-tier

digital legacy infrastructure, adding to the ‘fragmentation’ debate.

4.w Quantum-protected personal and sensitive information, however,

such as health and tax records, could be held securely for many decades

to come with great levels of confidence against cyberattacks. Running

corporate R&D programmes on a secure quantum cloud service will

provide protection against the (state-sponsored) theft of intellectual

property.

4.x China is the only nation that has so far successfully demonstrated

an alternative approach to quantum teleportation over optical fibre:

satellite communication. The quantum satellite Micius distributes en-

tanglement over distances of up to 1,200km compared to 100km or so

over ground-to-ground repeaters. But travel time in space makes the

satellite vulnerable to attack.
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Chapter 5

Internet governance in the

2020s

The previous chapter has developed an overview of key quantum technologies that

are required to build a quantum internet: noisy, mid-range quantum computers,

quantum communication protocols such as QKD, and an infrastructure to connect

quantum hardware via ground- or satellite-based repeaters. The chapter has found

that early quantum networks will add capabilities to the existing internet rather

than replace it–premium services that are likely come at considerable extra costs

to end users. Above all, a new quantum infrastructure promises the great powers

a major advantage in the global emerging technology race that chapter 2 has dis-

cussed. Chapter 3 has made the case for pairing interview data with quantitative

analysis: R.1.1 asks, what do domain experts observe regarding US-Chinese com-

petition in internet governance? What does internet governance presently involve,

and how is it going to evolve in the years to come?

In pursuing these subquestions, Section 5.1 of this chapter discusses larger polit-
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ical tropes against which the rivalry over the internet of the future unfolds. It

discusses how China has grown considerably more assertive, and now seeks to

dominate important standardisation bodies. Quantum communication, and QKD

in particular, emerge as key technologies for China to push globally for Chinese

internet and telecommunications standards. This move, the Chinese leadership

hopes, helps the Party to sustain its role as ‘data sovereign’ while also to increase

trust among the general population. Chinese QKD must be considered a direct

threat to Western economic and security interests.

The chapter then moves on to discuss Chinese activity at international bodies in

more detail, in particular around ‘New IP’, Huawei’s recent proposal for a total

redesign of basic internet architecture and protocols. ‘New IP’ has generated deep

scepticism among interviewees for its inbuilt capabilities for near-perfect surveil-

lance and control. As obviously problematic as the proposals may be, informants

argue that it will be increasingly difficult for Western alliances to keep rejecting

Chinese ideas unless they are willing to present genuine alternatives–of which none

are on the horizon.

Section 5.2 then explores the implications of the current governance conflict for

the quantum internet. Two major themes emerge here. Chinese quantum internet

technologies are likely to provide China with significant reputational gains while

providing a considerable economic boost also. With a view to the West, US big

tech companies are asymmetrically more likely to benefit from quantum internet

technologies in comparison to smaller businesses. This would increase economic

concentration in the West and present additional regulatory headache.

While the direct security threats of Chinese QKD should prove manageable, re-

spondents from GCHQ and the UK Cabinet Office warn of economic repercussions
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for economies such as the UK that may get drawn into a spiralling internet gover-

nance conflict. The protection of British intellectual property emerges as a chief

concern, amplified by the observation that the very object of internet governance

will only increase in magnitude. The informant at the United Nations points out

that internet governance over the coming years will be impossible to separate from

other regulatory concerns, which provides China with an even bigger opportunity

space to shape not just the internet of tomorrow but large parts of Western policy.

Section 5.3 concludes and presents the major takeaways of this chapter.

5.1 Internet governance and strategic competi-

tion

Chapters 2 and 4 have established that quantum internet technologies, and wran-

gling over internet governance frameworks, are at the heart of the strategic compe-

tition between the US and China. The dynamics of the complicated relationship

between the two superpowers will shape the quantum internet to no small degree.

In this section, with an eye to US-Chinese competition, respondents provide some

broader framing and background for their views on how the internet of the fu-

ture is likely to be governed. For informant F, despite what British, European

and Australian leaders may think, the game for global dominance is very much a

US-Chinese one–in the eyes of China anyway.

‘The worldview in China is that it’s China versus the US. That’s the

hierarchy level. And then everything else has to be slotted into those

categories, friend or foe, with us or against us. This idea that there

is this kind of non-aligned neutral mass, that’s something that the
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Chinese have dealt with for a long time. That was their belief for a

long time, and I think that is one of the fundamental things that have

changed. They have slotted us in, slotted Europe in, they have decided

that in case they go to war with the United States the Europeans will

be on the side of the Americans [...]’ (F)

In this view, China no longer accepts neutrality. According to the respondent,

China’s strategic outlook has changed dramatically under President Xi. While

(geo)political non-alignment of trading partners used to be respected, or rather

bracketed, the Chinese leadership now seems to consider most countries antago-

nistic. The informant continues:

‘The strategic environment has decoupled. Let’s not forget, they only

have very few treaty allies. North Korea. The best buddies are North

Korea and Pakistan. And a couple of African states, and that’s not a

coalition to win a war with, you know, it doesn’t work that way. So

they need to make sure that the alliance between the Americans and

the Europeans is at least weakened. So while we [Europe] are slotted

in there, we can be an enhancing factor for the Americans, or we can

become a drag on their capabilities, and that’s what China would like

to see us become: a drag on the Americans, like them being very busy

with our transatlantic relationship.

That’s why AUKUS1 was so great. Seeing the French being completely

angry at the Americans and backstabbing the UK and the Australians

laughing on the other side of the ocean and you know this, this whole

1Announced in September 2021, AUKUS is a security agreement between Australia, the US
and the UK. While the pact sets out a wide range of collaborations, including AI and quantum
technologies for the purpose of intelligence sharing across the Five Eyes, the most significant
agreement, to the anger of China, is for Australia to acquire US nuclear submarine technology.
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ordeal. I mean there’ll be nuclear-powered submarines in like 20 years

in Australia, that doesn’t bother the Chinese military planners so much

right now. . . ’ (F, emphasis added)

The respondent talked in detail about Chinese efforts to drive a wedge between

US and European partnerships just to keep US planners and strategists occupied.

In F’s view, Europe is only of little strategic interest to China; it is sufficient for

the Chinese leadership to cultivate disunity among European leaders for Europe

to become paralysed and unable to speak with a unified voice. Quite unlike the

fanfare in the press, AUKUS then is not quite the success it was portrayed to be–in

its aftermath, divisions in Europe have only become more visible. According to

the informant, China now considers Europe’s institutions ‘hopeless’ to the point

that the European Union is not being taken seriously in terms of geopolitical and

strategic considerations. With regard to internet governance in particular, there is

little, if any, Chinese appetite to engage with European proposals, the informant

said.

Shifting the conversation towards the US, what has brought about the intense

deterioration of the US-Chinese relationship? While media commentators often

point to the Trump administration’s initiating a trade war, for F, the US position

had not changed dramatically at all. If anything, it was China that decided to

change course radically under President Xi.

‘I think that’s something that is often overlooked. It wasn’t a decision

by the US or by Europe or whatever, we would have been very happy to

continue to do exactly what we’ve been doing, it was fantastic! China

as an open market, China as a participant in the global economy is

hugely beneficial to all of the other market economies, it’s fantastic to
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have another great market with huge potential, with a lot of capital,

with an entrepreneurial spirit that is wide open to innovation, open to

adopting new things, so that used to be great, but then things changed

in China, and things have changed so rapidly that it is really hard for

businesses and for politicians to keep up.

So if you ask me, now, today, what the opportunities are for engaging

with China on emerging technologies, I would say they’re probably near

zero, because the environment that is being created in China is one that

is not conducive to cooperation anymore, it is one where the Chinese

are kind of waiting out their time until they have a strategic advantage,

and then capitalising on that, it is not intended to be cooperative, it is

not intended to be win-win. If anything, it has tended to be a kind of

the Chinese win-win version where China wins twice.’ (F, emphasis

added)

The informant was adamant in their views that the fault for the hardening of po-

sitions rests with a considerably more assertive China that had decided to change

strategy and play a waiting game, and watch from afar how Western alliances

crumble. In particular Europe has been guilty of considering China something

akin of a blank canvas, a large market yet with no real political aspirations, a

place of endless opportunity where Chinese consumers would never cease to de-

mand European goods. A grave error. This game, it seems, is over.

What is the rest of the world to do in light of a more robust and confident

China that openly pursues its national interest? Respondent E points out that a

small number of countries do not wish to get drawn further into this accelerat-

ing US-Chinese rivalry. Instead, at international institutions such as the United
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Nations, they seem to try and forge new alliances to escape the vortex that is

great-competition. However, E is pessimistic about such prospects.

‘There are very few countries that are deliberately acting to change

that [dependence on either the US or China]. I know India has created

the public infrastructure that is open source to run governmental ser-

vices but it’s really an exception. If you look at who is actually running

government services [in practice], you’re going to find the same usual

suspects. The same companies that we’ve seen operating everywhere.

So it’s really a question of finding that third way, which is not the

public-private partnership because they still have the same dynamics

but a real alternative to what we currently have.’ (E)

While there is growing discontent with such dependencies, or where they become

more obvious, there is no genuine alternative for other countries to take. The

sheer degree of leverage that the US and China enjoy over emerging technologies

in particular makes it difficult to avoid siding with either of the two superpowers.

According to E, regarding the governance model for the internet of the future,

there is no way to circumvent the US-Chinese conflict.

‘This is a hard conversation to have, because we’ve seen it a lot in the

UN system at least where some of the discussions that I was following

are very much focused on this huge geopolitical divide. You have the

US on the one side and the European partners and then you have,

China, Russia, and the rest of the world.

But many of the developing countries are now saying, I don’t want

to be in any of those camps, we actually want to put forward our
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own agenda, some of our own issues, and that’s more related to the

development of technology and questions of ownership. It’s still very

hard because at the end of the day, the technology in Africa is still

mostly provided by the Chinese and in Asia, there’s a bit of a fight

over American versus Chinese dominance. But yeah, at the end of the

day, crafting a completely new form of governance that doesn’t have all

these strings attached is probably impossible.’ (E, emphasis added)

Many countries, it seems, realise that they are locked into an international rela-

tions conflict that demands they take sides. Internet governance is no exception.

Against this backdrop, it is safe to assume that the emergence of the quantum

internet will be shaped significantly by US-Chinese rivalry. But what exactly is

China’s game?

5.1.1 Chinese ambition: quantum communication

China’s efforts for infrastructural control over the internet of the future are very

much a continuation of Maoist principles, respondent F finds.

‘The state is fundamentally not just about individuals. China is not so

worried about the individual blogger, they take them out if they think

that they create a problem, but that’s not necessarily the immediate

aim. It’s more to create a structure that allows for as much control

as possible at all levels, and that’s something that is not new. If you

look at the Mao days in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s you have, in China,

a government system that is running down to the level, down to the

work unit or down to the housing block that you live in. Today, it’s a
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surveillance and control system that had previously been undertaken

by people. Now, the classic “Blockwart”2 is something that is just so

inherent in the Chinese system that it probably feels freer to have that

done by technology today than by people.’ (F)

This is certainly a curious take. If surveillance and control cannot be avoided either

way, people may be more accepting of emerging technology as it will not judge.

So for the Chinese state, according to the informant, internet governance and

cybersecurity policy are about control and the dystopia of near total surveillance.

But these technologies are also about managing new forms of risk to Party power

that emerge today, primarily from domestic industries, not necessarily foreign

adversaries. F continues:

‘There are so many things that are so deeply ingrained and deeply

embedded and controlling big tech at the moment is important, not

just because they have accumulated a lot of money but because of the

destabilising potential that they have on the entire Chinese economy.’

(F)

F here confirms recent articles in Western news outlets, in particular The Economist,

that report how the Party is reining in on corporate power. The move has seen

some founders and CEOs arrested while others have had to pay significant fines, or

saw their IPOs postponed indefinitely (Economist 2021, Weinland 2021). For F,

any new technology that somehow relates to the internet is of particular concern

to the Chinese leadership.

‘I think that Evergrande [the large Chinese property developer] was a

2The “Blockwart” in Nazi Germany, a neighbourhood guard, would usually be a civilian; a
housing officer and resident at a block of flats who would report subversive or otherwise un-
German behaviour of fellow tenants to the Gestapo.
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good example of that, when you have companies that grow so powerful

that they can tank your growth, that they can tank your economy so

you have to bail them out, and that they are in a position that they

control data that you don’t have, well that is problematic. So for the

Chinese Communist Party, it is important to maintain a kind of data

sovereignty over everyone else and have the prerogative of the state and

the party inbuilt into technology development [...]

Xi Jinping says, there needs to be a blockchain with Chinese character-

istics, there needs to be like a blockchain controlled by the Communist

Party. That, to me, inherently, that’s a problematic thought, it doesn’t

really work that way. But from a Chinese perspective, that seems a log-

ical application of the technology that you say blockchain works on that

level where it creates trust, and obviously above that is the Chinese

Communist Party. It’s not designed to be that way but that doesn’t

mean it can’t be that way right? (F, emphasis added)

Several issues emerge at this point. Party officials are apprehensive about domestic

Chinese big tech where such firms as they may establish themselves as internal

rivals. In particular social media and e-commerce companies hold data on a vast

part of the population, their preferences and proclivities, and these data must not

be beyond the reach of the state. There can be no private sector data sovereign,

the informant finds, no data authority above the Party. New internet technologies

must therefore be designed in a way that enables the state to siphon off any data

it desires.

However, new internet technologies must also be trustworthy. The Chinese leader-

ship wants internet technologies to be trusted so that people are disincentivised to
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find offline workarounds, or find different channels for communication and payment

clearance purposes that would upset the Chinese economy and power structures

alike. A genuinely Chinese internet technology may meet this dual objective:

trusted by the Chinese people as well as their leadership. Once again, on top

of that trust pyramid there must be no room for anyone other than the Party.

This leaves China’s big tech companies struggling–perhaps for good reasons, as F

points out.

‘Company [redacted], a state-owned enterprise, it’s a big conglomerate

that does all sorts of different things. So I met their representative and

asked, how you do you want to do data governance in the future? She

was very gracious, in her mid-30s, internationally educated, and she

was saying how they are in this problematic situation in China, where

a lot of really crucial data is stored with private companies–and that’s

not safe, she said. I mean, you would rather want the state to control

your data, right, rather than a private company?, she asked me.

So there are fundamentally different ways of approaching this. They

say, I have a huge level of trust in the state, or at least I should have a

huge level of trust in the state. They’re coming at this from that an-

gle. So, I think, rather than to say, this is all strategic and all driven

by the Party and they would enhance their influence here and they

want to enhance their influence there–that is, to a degree true, but

all this is also driven by this grappling with problems and complica-

tions that digitalisation brings about for China, that the leap-frogging

on a number of these issues has made things like early adaptation of

technologies, particularly in FinTech, not a problem in China.
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But then how do you make that safe, how do you make that secure?

It’s not that the Chinese Communist Party fundamentally has the worst

for the Chinese people in mind, that’s not the point. That’s not what

they’re trying to do, but they obviously have a different set of priorities

and getting that right from our perspective is I think the difficult task.

This is where we have to navigate properly.’ (F, emphasis added)

It seems that China’s laissez-faire attitude towards big tech, pursued to counter

US economic dominance, has come to bite the leadership as China’s big tech

companies have now emerged as internal, domestic rivals to Party control. These

companies hold vast assets, financial and data that contains vital intelligence about

the Chinese population. The Chinese leadership must limit their influence yet a

harsh clampdown may have negative effects on economic performance and public

opinion. The Party needs to manage public trust carefully.

So it should not come as a surprise that the Chinese leadership demands a technol-

ogy, applicable to internet commerce and blockchain, that extends trustworthiness

downwards to the general population but can also be trusted by Party officials to

do the job. Only a genuinely Chinese technology may achieve this. For China,

QKD is the perfect technology to deliver this dual objective. Trustworthy by de-

sign and delivered by Chinese scientists and engineers, it promises an encryption

protocol untainted by Western meddling. The ‘laws of physics’ that quantum en-

gineers oftentimes solicit to sell QKD extend to Beijing in that they guarantee the

US will be unable to extract signals.

The GCHQ informant very much corroborates this view.

‘Let me talk about QKD. So yeah, the Chinese are very much ad-
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vocating the use of this and are building long distance networks and

technical devices, putting satellites up and all sorts of things. And

that’s very different from what’s happening in the UK and the US. I’ll

refer to ‘us’ as the West for shorthand. We are sceptical about the ac-

tual value of QKD, what actually does it buy? You actually can’t use

it a lot. It’s just a complicated, expensive way of doing something that

we already do, effectively [...] But nonetheless, China and other coun-

tries are investing heavily in this now. What I think, there’s different

reasons. One is obviously the Chinese sort of distrust of the West and

maybe the US corporations in particular.’ (C, emphasis added)

In line with the ‘Made in China 2025’ plan, GCHQ confirms, the Chinese leader-

ship seems to have decided to not trust foreign technologies in principle. If state

control sits at the top of the aforementioned trust pyramid, foreign technology

must be excluded. The GCHQ informant continues:

‘Information was leaked in the Snowden revelations a few years ago

that have alarmed some countries about that they might not be able

to trust US security services entirely. So again, it’s not all true, don’t

believe everything you read in the press. But some countries, in par-

ticular China, Russia, more paranoid countries don’t like to trust secu-

rity services in the West as much. There’s a lot of Chinese investment

across the board. In IT, they have a programme where by 2025, they’d

like to source everything from within China, making the chips to the

software stacks and operating systems and all of that to be made in

China rather than relying on Microsoft.’ (F)

It is not entirely clear from the conversation why China and Russia should be
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‘paranoid’ for not trusting Western security services; arguably it would be foolish

if they did. To be fair, China trusts Western technologies just as little as the

US trusts Chinese systems, as the recent ban of Huawei and ZTE shows. And in

terms of rhetorics, China’s ambition here is not very different from the European

Commission’s repeated call for ‘technological sovereignty’ (Bauer & Erixon 2020)

and independence–the chief difference being that China has the industrial policy

and infrastructure in place to be able to achieve it.

In addition, GCHQ identifies potentially huge reputational gains for China.

‘Another element is, it’s like a first man-on-the-moon-thing, trying to

launch a large-scale QKD network or QKD satellite ahead of the West,

that’s for national pride purposes, that’s big and you know, countries

like China and Russia are still operating in that way. Whereas I think

certainly the UK doesn’t tend to do this anymore. But if you can

just think of this, first-man-on-the-moon or Mars or that sort of thing,

that’d be a big publicity thing.’ (C)

While this is certainly true, it should be added that based on the discussion above,

Chinese ambition is not just about signalling technology leadership to Western

powers. Micius and QKD are just as much about internal signalling: showing

domestic industries and the population that China is able to build a trustworthy

internet infrastructure that makes Western dependencies a thing of the past. With

China’s ambition so characterised, how big a threat to the West is QKD, and how

will it shape the quantum internet?
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5.1.2 Quantum communication and Western security in-

terests

The UK Cabinet Office and GCHQ consider the fallout of Chinese QKD contain-

able and manageable. The bigger issue arises from intellectual property rights

and the significant economic gains that China could make thanks to quantum-

encrypted satellite-to-ground communication. The informant at the Cabinet Of-

fice says:

‘When you talk to people about quantum communications, they tend

to panic [laughs], ‘Oh God, this is bad’, but when you talk about some

of the details and all the caveats that must be considered people worry

less that tomorrow someone is able to teleport a piece of information

from A to B because there are all these extra caveats that need to

be worked out and things like that. I think the main concern at the

moment is the protection of IPR [intellectual property rights] rather

than anything else but we haven’t brought this up with Ministers yet.’

(B)

The notable lack of urgency is likely due to GCHQ’s deep scepticism about

QKD:

‘My organisation worries about protecting government networks from

phishing attacks, malware, ransomware, all that. So that is absolutely

where the cyber security action is these days, that is our focus. Old-

fashioned military cryptographers, those are the people that might

have some use for QKD. QKD just doesn’t address 90 percent of the

actual problem space for government.’ (C)
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This is in stark contrast with the Chinese position and attests to very different

views about the role of government-controlled cybersecurity in internet gover-

nance. Arguably, ‘old-fashioned military cryptographers’ will have a significant

voice in internal Chinese affairs. Smaller states on the periphery of Chinese influ-

ence also take QKD more seriously, perhaps because the nature of the threat is

closer, both geographically and politically.

Singapore enjoys a particularly curious status in US-Chinese competition thanks

to its strategic alignment with the US, which makes the ‘special relationship’

with China ‘awkward’ (Peng Er 2021). For informant A, QKD emerges as a key

technology that will make Singapore a global player in this technology.

‘We are trying to extend that range [of QKD] globally. We have looked

in Singapore to have a shorter radius of fibre. But we’re going to do

that globally. What they’re doing in Delft in the Netherlands with

these quantum repeaters, it does make sense but we as a community

we feel that even if some of the challenges with quantum repeaters

are overcome you’re not going to be able to link up the whole world

with quantum repeaters for quite some time. There is no alternative

to satellites [...] So we also want a satellite.’ (A)

Statements of this kind are evidence for a self-sustaining and self-propelling quan-

tum security arms race. If China has a satellite, other countries are likely to wish

to keep up with China and build a satellite also.

Singapore is very keen on implementing QKD in the near future and recognises

China’s leadership position.

‘The West is leading in quantum science, but when it comes to QKD
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it’s more complicated, I’d say China because they have invested so

much money in developing this capability [...] That would be a game

changer and give the state new power [...] if they have it and you don’t,

your signal quality will drop. You haven’t kept up with the game, and

there’s no way you can fix it. But, you know, the US is a bit funny

about encryption as it falls under the purview of the NSA.’ (A)

Informant A implies that not all US research on QKDmay be in the public domain.

If this is true, it would have to be assumed that QKD is much more of a concern to

the West than openly acknowledged. The participant from GCHQ however stands

firm.

‘I have to come back to looking at the systems perspective. So this

claim that quantum communication, QKD, is secure, guaranteed by

the laws of physics, only applies in this situation where you got A

talking to B either over optical fibre or through free space such as a

satellite or however you want to think of it, and there’s nothing else in

between.

So as soon as you put any sort of repeater node in the middle, that

claim that is protected by the laws of physics goes away, because obvi-

ously, that node could be corrupted, it could just break on its own or

degrade over time or an adversary could jump on it and do a denial-of-

service attack. Or if you’re going into space, you could imagine trying

to block the signal that’s going into space. . . ’ (C)

The respondent is certainly right to point up all the challenges that QKD presents

but what if they can be overcome? When it comes to QKD, GCHQ expresses
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significant trust in NIST and expects standards bodies to do the right thing when

the time comes.

‘We’re quite sceptical about QKD and we’re recommending businesses

and government users and critical national networks: wait until this

next generation of mathematical software algorithms becomes avail-

able and standardised, which will happen over the next three to five

years and to upgrade your systems at that point because we think that

people panic and upgrade too quickly. They might pick something that

either doesn’t work or something that doesn’t get standardised. And

so you’ve got to change twice. That’s with all the cost, and what-

ever [...] We recommend, do not panic, wait for the scientists to do

their job and say, we now recommend this new set of algorithms for

quantum systems, then the standards will start to appear from global

standards bodies that control the internet and telecoms networks, and

then to migrate’ (C, emphasis added).

The final sentence in this response highlights just how much GCHQ relies on stan-

dards bodies to find a standard that is not orthogonal to Western interests. This

level of trust however may prove problematic. Do internet standards really just

‘appear’? The sentiment here seems that standards bodies can be trusted to find

frameworks that are ‘good’ from a Western perspective. This requires these bodies

to hold up against Chinese influence. The following subsection discusses that this

could prove a myopic view. There is little ground to assume that GCHQ-approved

standards will naturally ‘appear’: China now holds considerable influence over

some of the standardisation bodies that GCHQ wants to rely on.
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5.1.3 Loci of US-Chinese competition: internet standard-

isation bodies and big tech

It is being recognised in the literature that internet standardisation bodies have

become a central place where great-power rivalry plays out (Carr 2015, DeNardis

2014a, 2020, Radu 2019, Weinberg 2000). Many commentators fear that the cur-

rent ‘multi-stakeholder model’ for managing the internet, which invites govern-

ments as well as industry and civil society representatives to the table, is unlikely

to survive. Curiously, for the informant at the internet standardisation body, the

move towards multi-stakeholderism many years ago was already an attempt to

contain China.

‘The way the internet was originally designed was that it was commu-

nity based. So if China wanted to do one thing and we wanted to do

something different, that’s okay as long as we use IP [Internet Proto-

col] and we can talk to each other, as long as the infrastructure talks.’

(D)

Moving away, however, from a radically flat and egalitarian community model that

was the exclusive domain of internet technologists towards multi-stakeholderism

helped deal with China, the informant says:

‘You go to China, and you go to a Chinese official, and you say we

represent a community organisation and they’re going to go: we don’t

care, goodbye. But if you come in and you say, well, we’re a multi-

stakeholder, you know, a big organisation and we want to hear your

view as the Chinese government then you’re gonna get a lot more

attention and you’re going to make a lot more headway.’ (D)
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This is a very different view from histories of internet governance, discussed in

some detail in Chapter 2, which consider multi-stakeholderism the apex of inclu-

sion and democratic control. In its official communication, the United Nations for

instance characterises multi-stakeholderism as follows: ‘the multistakeholder gov-

ernance framework is informed by three components: a) opened-ended unleashed

innovation (infrastructure), b) decentralized governance institutions (governance)

and, c) open and inclusive processes (human)’ (UNODC 2016). This makes the

internet ‘open, distributed, interconnected, and transnational’; an approach that

‘has grown from the Internet’s own DNA and is what allows it to thrive’ (ibid.).

Respondent D however points to a more colourful history that is marked by po-

litical manoeuvring and strategic concerns throughout.

The respondents align in their views that China has managed to extend signifi-

cantly its influence over internet standardisation bodies. Informant E finds that

the issue is intensifying: the struggle over future internet standards is on.

‘I guess we should also talk about institutional fragmentation. I think

it’s not too far-fetched to say that right now we have a preference

for certain institutions so political interests can play out on different

levels. And for sure, we have now seen that particular actors, and they

are not just state actors, prefer certain venues for, you know vocalising

their concerns, or simply for bringing forward their positions.

There are countries that never engaged with certain fora and there

are others that are present everywhere and trying to push for the

same point, the same way they’d accomplished to come up with their

own multi-stakeholder forum to discuss these issues. So institutionally,

there is no harmonisation of initiatives. We’re really in the middle of
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a fight to occupy this space and have as many supporters on one side

as possible.’ (E, emphasis added)

In particular China’s increasingly assertive display of norm-leveraging has con-

tributed to the securitisation of internet governance (the concept of ‘securitisation’

is introduced in Chapter 2). Respondent F argues:

‘I think it is important to understand the real Chinese environment

around this, where it is. It is a very military driven process. We see

that in the United States as well. It’s very different in Europe in a

way, but it is all part of technical nationalism, and techno nationalism

is something that has just been very present in China since the Mao

days. It’s the idea that through technology and through mastering it you

actually gain the power not only to control your own citizens but also

to control your space in the world. And by not being autonomous in

that area you have dependencies that are more problematic than other

dependencies that exist [...] anything that relates to semiconductors,

or to telecommunications technology or AI developments, I think [mis-

trust] will be even greater. There are barriers coming up on each side.’

(F, emphasis added)

Both respondents provide evidence that struggles over the governance model for

the internet are intensifying. Military planning and strategy gain more weight–it

could be too quick to dismiss ‘old-fashioned military cryptographers’, as GCHQ

does. Spaces for collaboration and compromise seem to be diminishing.

Informants suggest that the Chinese government is increasingly assertive in seek-

ing to shape the internet of the future. Parallel to this, the influence of large
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technology corporations, big tech, is also on the rise. Corporate influencing of this

kind is of special concern to the respondent at the internet standardisation body.

In their view, the multi-stakeholder model, usually celebrated for its inclusivity

and democratic principles, was already a move away from a truly community-

based governance model in that ‘multi-stakeholderism’ has proved much more

accommodating not just for China but for big tech also. For the informant, multi-

stakeholderism in itself was already shaped by large companies and skewed towards

their preferences.

‘[Back then] there just wasn’t this concept that there would be some-

body like Facebook, that would dominate the world of social media,

or Google, that would dominate the world of search and social media,

by the way, or Amazon that would dominate retail [...] there was no

concept of that, the concept was, you would have some little guy in

Greenland who hand-carved whale tails at a local rock, and he was

able to sell those on the internet, equally with the people from Ama-

zon, right, that was the general concept.

Yeah, and I think when the Internet Society kind of caved as it were,

to the what they call the multi-stakeholder model, where they started

saying, oh no, it’s never really going to be that way, what’s really going

to happen is we have these huge stakeholders, and we’ve got to be bi-

lateral among these stakeholders, and the Internet Society kind of lost

its mojo at that point. And it’s been very difficult for them [...] and I

know why they did it, they did it because they were struggling to talk

to governments, right, again, I totally get it.’ (D, emphasis added)

This response underlines just how much state actors matter, and always have,
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even if their influence is somewhat hidden behind a multi-stakeholder approach.

The evidence here supports the particular perspective on securitisation adopted

in Chapter 2: while internet governance is certainly not just about state actors,

they remain the most critical actor due to their reach and bargaining power.

Throughout the conversation, D reiterated how multi-stakeholderism, for them, is

simply short for accommodating US big tech. Informant F draws attention to the

fact that US corporate power however is not just a problem for Western democra-

cies but for authoritarian regimes as well–China has its own reasons why it would

object to Amazon and Meta enjoying undue influence over internet governance

fora.

‘The interesting thing is that it always becomes particularly problem-

atic for us when the Chinese identify a problem and there’s actually a

genuine problem and their proposal is different from the one that we

would like for it. So that’s a lot of what is happening right now in

terms of the “red reforms” that are taking place on the Chinese side

as well. If you look at big technology companies and big platforms etc,

they present an alternative source of power. We from a democratic

angle say that’s hugely problematic if Facebook has that much power,

because that is something that challenges our democratic structures.

The fact is though that obviously it challenges the authoritarian struc-

tures just as much, so the impact on our power structures is something

that is a deep concern to the Chinese Communist Party. So the ob-

jective is regulating big tech because they challenge the way we govern

ourselves. That’s a similar objective in our society and in the Chi-

nese society, they just come at it from very different angles, and that’s
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always problematic for us.’ (F, emphasis added)

When civil society groups in the West protest that Meta and Google have too

much power, the Chinese leadership would certainly agree. However, their rea-

soning and objective is a very different one. A complexification of Western power

structures regarding the internet of the future means a larger, and more diverse

and complicated, set of actors that China has to reckon with, and would be forced

to try and dominate. China’s interest in reining in on US big tech is that better

regulation and control would shift back loci of power to US state officials that

China may find easier to deal with. This is an area it has experience with; the

erratic behaviours of eccentric big tech billionaires could prove much more diffi-

cult for China to factor into policy-making–better the devil you know. Besides,

the fewer actors it has to handle the more effectively China can influence internet

governance models in the years to come.

Respondent E has a wealth of experience working at UN bodies where such dy-

namics play out. They echo the above points and talk in more detail about the

complex relationships between corporations and state officials at standardisation

bodies as well as tech entrepreneurs that try to influence both.

‘They [private and public interests] operate in parallel. I mean, obvi-

ously we’ve seen initiatives coming from many non-state actors bidding

for generally formalising their own norms. We’ve seen that a lot from

non-state actors and maybe they even got more visibility than state

actors do but there’s a parallel move among states too, there’s a little

bit of competition, obviously, but there’s a parallel move as well to be

an entrepreneurial state [...] Individuals play a role because you might

have these influential people that go from one sector to the other, you
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know, go through all the chaos and achieve what they want to achieve,

independent of public or private sector affiliation.’ (E, emphasis added)

Informant E makes this point to emphasise just how important it is to have smart

officials in place who know how to play the game well. Standards don’t really

‘appear’ as such but are the outcome of significant wrangling over oftentimes very

detailed issues. Actors with experience in both public and private sector roles are

particularly well equipped to shape internet standards. Relationships are multi-

directional; state actors seek to influence entrepreneurs and representatives from

big tech and vice versa. This is true for both China and the US.

‘Everyone kind of aspires to coming up with a global solution or a

global technology that would then take over, which obviously would

mean from the state perspective, a lot more control at the global level.

It’s a little bit what China is trying to do right now. It’s not only

about developing the technology or controlling it within its own borders

but about projecting that power globally and even getting the trust of

the global community around certain matters.

It’s not easy to do that, obviously, and it takes both entrepreneurship

and, yeah, a lot of public support to get there. So I see this happening

in parallel, obviously, states can also act via proxies and they do that

a lot. Whether it’s the US, having the big companies, lobbying very

hard for things to happen or not to happen. We can say with China it’s

either the state, pushing for a set of things to be implemented by the

private sector, or even the other way around. Globally we have some

very successful private entrepreneurs, influencing state behaviour.’ (E,

emphasis added)
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In internet governance games, there is a complex mix of interests, a lot of cross-

influencing and acting via proxies. The findings presented in this chapter very

much align with the view argued for in Chapter 2, i.e. the position that a focus

on state actors is not to deny the paramount role of other agents that operate

more or less transparently. Rather, state actors differ in term of the degrees of

freedom they enjoy. True, their position will be shaped by corporate (and civil

society) interests. Yet their position remains special since, ultimately, they are

the actors that ratify changes at a level that is enforceable. It is worth noting just

how often the notion of ‘trust’ would surface in conversations about China’s aim

and objectives. The leadership seems keen to present an internet technology that

is trusted at home and abroad. However, if the fallout of ‘New IP’ is anything to

go by, this will prove an uphill struggle for China.

5.1.4 ‘New IP’

The current debate over ‘New IP’ illustrates the above points regarding the in-

creasing complexification and blending of corporate and state interests. Huawei

has been pushing for its ‘New IP’ model, more a general outline of ideas rather

than a workable proposal, which ultimately seeks to update internet protocols so

that they better accommodate IoT requirements. Since late 2019, in several rounds

of presentations at the ITU, then headed by Secretary-General Houlin Zhao, rep-

resentatives of Huawei, China Mobile, China Unicom, and the China Ministry

of Industry and Information Technology have been proposing to do away with

TCP/IP. Similar presentations were made at other bodies (Durand 2020).

‘New IP’ covers a range of proposals to variable levels of maturity, most notably

the idea of ‘Many Nets’ that would replace a unified internet architecture with a
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large number of subnets connected over gateways so that they could be managed

more effectively–or switched off if and when required. Lin Han and Sheng Jiang of

Fururewei, a subsidiary of Huawei, describe this network model as one that comes

with ‘intrinsic security’, and introduces a new ‘contract’ layer for ID identification,

among many other features.

Figure 5.1: Slide from Huawei’s ITU presentation on ‘New IP’.
Source: (Jiang 2019, 17).

The exact specifications are not entirely clear at the time of writing. Proponents

of ‘New IP’ argue that ‘intrinsic security’ features of this sort are indispensable

for the further development of autonomous vehicles and many applications in

the IoT-domain (Han 2020). Experts at the Internet Society however call the

proposals ‘concerning’ (Sharp & Kolkman 2020). And the Chief Technology Officer

at ICANN writes:

‘At a high level, New IP architecture introduces variable length ad-
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dresses; reintroduces circuit-switched-like principles in what is dubbed

“better than best effort networking”; suggests an approach to enable

packets to embed contracts to be enforced by intermediary network

elements in a way that is reminiscent of active networks where packets

contain code to be executed by routers and switches; and presents the

concept of “ManyNets” where instead of a single network, the Inter-

net would become a patchwork of networks loosely interconnected via

gateways.

New IP advances the idea of a strong regulatory binding between an

IP address and a user. If deployed, such techniques could make perva-

sive monitoring much easier because it would allow any intermediary

element (router, switch, and so on) to have full access to exactly which

user is doing what. Similarly, content providers would have access to

the identity of every user connecting to them. This could dramatically

increase the oversight of published content’ (Durand 2020, p. 3).

Respondent D is heavily involved in institutional debates over ‘New IP’. D con-

siders ‘New IP’ an existential threat to the internet as it is today.

‘So I’m actually within a little group of people who have been trying

to stop ‘New IP’; we’ve had conversations with high level diplomats

in London, Washington and in Canada [...] We are trying to inform

them about this and there’s actually a white paper that’s not public,

and a presentation that’s not public, that have been written on this

topic, but essentially the biggest danger that I see in ‘New IP’ is to

the internet itself.
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‘New IP’ would add to complexity from the lower levels up which

makes everything more, much more difficult to manage. You’d have,

basically, a kind of competition between the two transport protocols

stacks. Which one should I use, and why should I use it? And so it

adds complexity. And it also threatens a bifurcation in the network,

certain nodes won’t be able to talk to other nodes any longer.’ (D)

In response to the question, what would be the point of ‘New IP’ anyway, the

informant at the internet standardisation body finds it difficult to identify real

value in ‘New IP’. They find a ‘technical’ and a ‘political’ dimension to the new

protocol advanced by Huawei. While the respondent was happy to explain why

‘New IP’ would not deliver much in terms of technical innovation, they were

extremely reluctant to address the political dimension at all.

‘Well there are two things going on, there’s a political thing going on

there, as always. And then there’s a technical thing going on. The

technical thing is that a lot of the old line telco guys are still around

and are still fussing because they cannot charge packet by packet based

on quality of service, and they want to be able to charge on that stuff.

And there are other people who are saying, well, you can’t do real time

over IP, and we need real time networks.

Well, some of their examples, all the examples I’ve seen actually are

pretty silly [...] There are other things that they talked about with

sensor networks and factories and stuff. But a lot of that can also be

solved with current IP anyway: with protocols on top of current IP.

So that’s kind of the technology side of things that they’re getting at.

The political thing is, hmm I don’t know if I should tell you this.’ (D,
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emphasis added)

Critical reviewers of ‘New IP’ such as Respondent D consider the proposals pri-

marily a technology for realising profits based on discriminatory packet charging.

This would be the first step towards a dual-lane internet; a fast lane for premium

customers that pay premium prices, and a retail lane for everyone else where speed

and connectivity drop. As far as the political dimensions to this proposal are con-

cerned, it must be assumed that themes around surveillance and control are not

entirely unrelated to what informant D says they cannot reveal.

For informant F, the problem is that the West is not in a particularly strong posi-

tion to offer an alternative to ‘New IP’. With rapid advancements in autonomous

systems design, wearables and IoT applications more generally, the narrative of

‘old’ internet protocols and infrastructures that are not ‘future-proof’ or ‘fit for

purpose’ will be increasingly difficult to reject.

‘New IP, I think the other issue here is, we’re probably running into a

situation where the structures that we have created around the internet

or how it was built are running into limitations at a certain stage and

we will have to rethink them. But if we rethink them, do we want

China to rethink them, or do we like to do it ourselves?

That’s the fundamental problem that we have with China at the mo-

ment, it’s that all of the structures that we have created are funda-

mentally not running well. Be it government, including our democracy

now, including saying our economy isn’t going so well. We couldn’t

handle the pandemic super well. And we keep standing there and wav-

ing the flag and saying, but we are democratic and it’s great. And it’s
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not in the end helping us so much.’ (D, emphasis added)

On this view, much more must be done to counter China, in particular with a view

to their ‘Standards 2035’ agenda. The last quotation illustrates well how the future

of internet architectures and system design is about so much more than technical

specifications. It is fundamentally a competition of political systems engaged in

a signalling game: which one is more agile and better equipped to deliver the

technologies for the future? As far as respondent F is concerned, the West rests

too much on its laurels. Ultimately, the struggle over IP is also a struggle over

values and ideas of what makes a good society.

5.2 Governance futures: the quantum internet

In light of the discussion above, what is next for internet governance? Respondent

E does not see much room for future collaboration. The US and China are at

loggerheads.

‘So how do you deal with the fact that the Chinese come forward with

a solution like ‘New IP’ and don’t, you know, push it away and say, no,

that’s silly because you’re an authoritarian state and you can’t have

these ideas, but rather to admit, we have a problem here, we may need

a solution, and trying to get that to a technical conversation.

I would say under the current geostrategic circumstances that’s impos-

sible. And that’s an important lesson I think for everyone who works

in your field, is that there are sensible technological solutions for a lot

of this, that you could agree on and you could find rules, and that you
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could then, you know, abide by. But on the US side there’s a huge level

of distrust and it’s very ideologically laden, and on the Chinese side,

there’s an enormous level of mistrust and there is absolutely zero will-

ingness to adhere to rules. They’re more like an actor that says, I may

apply these rules, or I may not. And so that makes technical solutions

to technical problems really problematic.’ (F, emphasis added)

The implicit case for an interdisciplinary programme such as Web Science aside,

one that aims higher than finding technical solutions to technical problems only,

informant F finds an increasing unwillingness among Chinese officials to abide by

rules. This is certainly a headache for standardisation bodies–what to do if a

powerful actor is unwilling to stick to the rules of the game? However it would be

unfair to single out China in this context. The Trump administration had made

it their hallmark to not stick to established ways of doing things. Either way,

the evidence presented so far does not bode well for an inclusory and transpar-

ent multi-stakeholder model of internet governance. For respondent G, quantum

technologies are likely to amplify the issue of US-Chinese competition.

‘Quantum would probably complicate things greatly, although widespread

applications of that to networking are so far away we are being purely

speculative here [...] But the short answer is that the problem and

direction of internet governance are pretty much going to be set by the

US-China rivalry, with a dash of Europe thrown in.’ (G)

Technology can generate some normative pull out of this gridlock. Quantum inter-

net technologies may help set technological facts that shape standards and gover-

nance models that follow. Such a perspective helps explain the current patenting

frenzy of internet technologies. If the future of internet governance is up for grabs,
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there is genuine normative power in technology. Respondent E considers this a

self-perpetuating dynamic that is the product of the success of the internet it-

self.

‘Much of this [patenting activity] comes from the history of the inter-

net, you know, after two decades it became the global network for com-

munication. The fact that it was commercialised immediately actually

meant to let go of its initial creations, kind of, well, let universities

have it and then five years later, no actually let the whole world have

it and build companies around this.

So I think that’s the model that people have in mind when they think

about future technologies. Nobody thinks, oh, AI should be actually,

you know, under strict military control, nobody thinks that. But the

perspective is always, there’s going to be private sector dominance,

which, again, some countries are challenging. I mean, not everybody’s

necessarily in agreement over this.’ (E)

A Chinese leadership position in quantum communication, whether or not it meets

all requirements for encryption that intelligence services such as GCHQ demand,

promise the opportunity to set de facto standards. If China continues offering

proposals for internet reform that respond to genuine issues, it will be difficult to

keep saying no. ‘New IP’ need not be perfect, as it is sufficient for China to signal

that they are a serious player that has practical solutions to offer. Over time,

actors, both public and private, will want to listen.

The official at the UK Cabinet Office expresses concern in particular about pro-

tecting British intellectual property amidst the scramble for the internet of tomor-
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row.

‘There is a sort of general consensus that we need to be wary of China

but also other countries possibly as well. It’s not necessarily about

China in particular but more around making sure that we need to

protect the UK’s intellectual property, particularly with quantum. A

number of UK-based university spin-outs are doing some really great

research so it’s more about protecting these assets and IPR, this might

end up being the focus for us.’ (B)

It seems the UK government worries to get locked into a governance conflict that

yields them no advantage. The official continues:

‘We can’t say we’re banning all foreign investment from hostile state X

because we don’t want it and we’re scared about it when in actual fact

this would leave the UK behind in terms of progressing with technology

X because we’re not getting any investment from certain countries so

I think we’re definitely aware of the balance here but we just have to

make sure that everyone else is too.’ (B)

For GCHQ too, the quantum threat is about economic growth.

‘It would be a security concern to the UK if China had a large-scale

working quantum computer well ahead of the West. The direct security

threat is if you can factor these numbers or, or do some data science,

AI, or modelling chemicals and material science, you could potentially

do things the West couldn’t.

So that’s in some sense a direct security threat if they can do things
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we can’t, but more to the point, it’s an economic threat as much as

it’s a security threat because they would attract a lot of investment

and sales and all that. So trying to get ahead of the West would be

a concern [...] if you balance that direct threat of what they might

be able to do with economic and technology developments, you might

have a problem.’ (C).

The quantum internet emerges as a dual threat. It may provide an adversary with

new capabilities for surveillance and espionage, as well as R &D, but also a lucra-

tive source for attracting foreign investment and commerce, and thus contributing

to economic power in the long run. The Cabinet Office official is mindful that the

UK’s resources and reach are limited–Britain would not be able to sustain a more

aggressive stance of the kind the US is pursuing.

‘We’ll have to remember that the US have a lot more people, and a lot

more money than we do and are probably able to keep things in-house

where we can possibly not. So that’s one of the key differences’ (B).

Effectively, the UK is much more dependant on international coordination than

the US. The same is true for countries in Europe. Such dependencies make for

delicate Western alliances; they create the potential for disagreement that China

can capitalise on.

With US-Chinese competition in full force, new internet technologies, in partic-

ular AI and quantum technologies, emerge as the figurative ace up the sleeve

that promises ultimate advantage to end the gridlock, and win. With this mind,

what are the respondents views on a quantum internet that connects classical

and quantum computers over QKD? The respondent in Singapore attests to great
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excitement in the field.

‘I have colleagues who actually were so convinced by [quantum tech-

nologies] they left the university and now build quantum software. I

am really excited for them because honestly, what’s happening this

time, there is genuine momentum now.’ (A)

However, there are considerable obstacles to overcome. Respondent A smiles at

what he calls the ‘naivety’ of the discussion around QKD. He agrees that in prin-

ciple, QKD is secured by the laws of physics.

‘It’s very difficult to say what the interplay between cyber and quan-

tum for the quantum internet is going to be. I think no matter what

happens, I think we’re never going to get away from the need for cy-

ber protection over classical channels. And cyber warfare is always

going to be there [...] You see, the thing is, on paper, everything is

secure. But they’re always physical threats, such you have to be aware

of what your physical side channels are and understand why they can

be a problem.

So just thinking of how would you stop a man in the middle, inter-

cepting your quantum message and manipulating it is very naive. Yes,

perhaps, we can assume that within the box, it’s all completely secure.

But what matters is what goes in and out of the box. What happens

if someone is looking over your shoulder? What is appearing on the

screen? That’s why I say no matter what you do, we still need [clas-

sical] cyber nets to make sure no one is looking over your shoulder’

(A).
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In this view, the quantum internet is unlikely to ever fully replace the internet we

have today. QKD requires classical communication channels (also see Chapter 4),

which makes digital encryption anything but obsolete. If anything, the quantum

internet will make the internet more complex to manage.

For GCHQ, the quantum internet is still many years away. Here too complexity

surfaces as a major issue.

‘Now, the great thing about the internet and the mobile phones that

we have now is that they pretty much always work because if you’re

calling your friends in Beijing, and a bit of the network goes down in

Scandinavia, you will know because you’ll just be routed around some

other parts of the world to be able to talk to your friends.

If you rely on one of these networks with fixed structural nodes [i.e.

quantum repeaters] in the middle, that can be broken and will degrade

over time so it will need to be maintained at someone’s expense. So

that’s the problem. The maximum length I think they can go at the

moment without some sort of repeater is 126 kilometres. It’s about

that. So a long-distance network that they’ll be having in China will

have literally hundreds of these things in between that will need to be

secured, literally a building with a locked room or something like that.

In China they can certainly do that but it’s harder here [laughs].

What they’re trying to do in space, it’s from the ground to a satellite

that rotates around the earth. And when it goes to China it beams

something down there. I don’t actually know the exact detail of what

they are proposing. But who will really want to sit there and wait for
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three hours to get a text over to China with all the cosmic rays going

around and all that?’ (C)

Most technologies turn out quite differently than intended so it remains to be seen

if GCHQ are not indeed in for a surprise. China considers its Micius satellite a

proof of concept, certainly not yet a workable technology. A future Chinese satel-

lite communication system that is impenetrable to Western intelligence services

would surely be a cause of concern.

The repercussions of a quantum internet reach well beyond US-Chinese competi-

tion. For informant D at the internet standardisation body, the quantum internet

may increase economic concentration in a market that is already dominated by a

small number of players. Quantum internet technologies may accelerate massive

data harvesting by large companies such as Amazon that offer cloud services. Ac-

cording to the informant, small to mid-sized companies that find it too difficult

to get their own intranet up and running are too quick to upload all their data

onto the cloud. The issue will become even bigger as the quantum internet will

add new capabilities for cloud storage, AI/ML, and corporate services.

‘Running a network has become so complex that it takes very, very

specialised people to run a network and a lot of smaller companies

struggle and even midsize companies struggle to hire people that can

do that work, so it’s easier for them to throw it at the cloud, although

that doesn’t solve the problem [...]

Now, the downside is [...] the more information you have about some-

one, the more you know about that person. The more you know about

them, the more you continue their experience to keep them captivated
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and online. And the more they’re online, the more you know about

them [...] How many years did it take for Amazon after Netflix had

pushed out their data and all their streaming to Amazon servers to

come out with Amazon’s own video service? How did they learn to

build that video service?’ (D)

So a quantum internet, a new internet hybrid, would make for a much more com-

plex network that will require an ever more specialised and highly-skilled engineer-

ing workforce to build, maintain and integrate. This is likely to benefit established

corporate giants that have the resources to train and retain such talent. On this

reading, the quantum internet is bad news for competition and smaller businesses.

Above all, the quantum internet cements dependencies on critical internet infras-

tructures, D finds.

‘What’s happening is as 80 percent of the traffic has gone from being

scattered to being Amazon, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, whatever,

all the physical infrastructure is being built to those companies [...]

Facebook is just putting in a new undersea fibre cable, and Google owns

tons of them, and you think wow, so now the physical infrastructure

is built towards them.

If I’m a small or medium sized company and I want to get fibre between

here and London, how do I do that? Microsoft will let you use their

fibre, as long as you’re using Microsoft Cloud servers. So now they

have you kind of locked into the backend and things start getting really

dicey at that point as to how you get out of it.’ (D, emphasis added)

So for internet regulators and governance champions in the West the quantum in-
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ternet presents a double whammy. It may increase the power of big tech at home.

On top of that, it may give a strategic rival a considerable economic advantage,

perhaps to the extent that suboptimal governance models become difficult to re-

ject. As it stands, China seems to have a bigger interest in realising the quantum

internet than the West. The reason for this could be to find a technology that

breaks the dominance of US corporations.

With the ‘internet in everything’ (DeNardis 2020) today, our very understanding

of the object of internet governance begins to shift, respondent E argues. Given

that all parts of life have become entangled with internet activity, it makes no

longer sense to separate internet, or digital, forms of governance from other areas

of regulation. Internet governance is likely to evolve considerably and blend with

other regulatory domains.

‘In five or ten years’ time, I think we’re still going to talk about global

governance. Exactly what type of technology governance will have to

be in place remains to be seen. The way it’s going is that technology

is integrated in other forms of governance so we’ll have a digital aspect

to all types of governance, whether it’s health, or the digital part of

every other form of governance we have.

It doesn’t necessarily make sense to have it separated out the way we

have it right now that we just discussed, like internet issues on one side

and development concerns, for example, on the other. Everything is

on the table, just with a technology twist. I think it would make much

more sense that technology is the technology part and the digital bit

is a subset of those bigger domains.
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It makes much more sense, rather than say we need laws and norms

and regulations specific to the internet, we can say well let’s see what

the role of the digital world is right now and how that plays out in

everything else we’re doing and regulate that as part of the sector itself

rather than as a separate thing so I don’t know if we’re going to have

internet governance proper in the near future or we might just have

more global governance with a subset of issues.’ (E, emphasis added)

Should this trend materialise in shifts of this kind, the stakes of a quantum inter-

net become even higher. It is no longer about infrastructural control over a key

network technology but arguably the ultimate promise is leverage over any form

of interaction that has a digital flipside to it–i.e., pretty much everything. Such

a development would provide China with an even bigger and richer opportunity

to shape Western policy. Respondent E gives an example in the domain of labour

regulation.

‘I can give you a very practical example here in Geneva, again for a long

time I was following the work of the UN and they have struggled with

this very issue, you know, when they put these concerns on the UN

agenda, well these issues hadn’t been around at the time of the creation

of the institution, obviously. Everybody’s trying to do something on

digital because it’s so relevant right now, but it’s so difficult to find

the right place for it and just having a dedicated venue is impossible.

So in the end, the truth is, most of the organisations that have en-

gaged on the entire issue have done that within their own mandate. If

it’s the International Labour Organization, they now work on digital

conditions of work, they work on what they call the Future of Work
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Agenda. So it’s all about what happens if your employees are connect-

ing remotely. What happens if your employer can actually control the

communication, if they get access to your data and can see what you’re

doing. Can they ask you to connect after work hours, all of these is-

sues that obviously weren’t there when the organisation was set up are

now part of the conversation, and it makes sense that they’re now part

of that mandate, rather than saying well everything you do will be

discussed in a different forum in a different place, and then countries

should bring all the conversations to that place.

Now it makes more sense that you would bring the concerns to the

labour organisations if they were labour related and that you bring

them to the trade organisations if they are trade related. Because at

the end of the day, digital is just a small part of our bigger world.

Obviously it’s becoming a more important part, but it’s not around

digital that we should reorganise existing governance instruments, I

say it should be the other way around.’ (E)

This trend, potentially amplified and exacerbated by quantum internet technolo-

gies, would amount to the further diffusion of responsibilities for internet gover-

nance. Rather than overseen by a defined set of bodies, the internet of the future

would be shaped by any organisation that recognises the internet as an influential

factor in their mandate. In a way, such a move would mean a considerable ex-

tension of ‘multi-stakeholderism’. It would surely make it much more difficult for

a single state actor, either China or the US, to dominate the internet governance

discourse. On the other hand, it provides economies of scale for state actors that

do manage to shape the governance model for the quantum internet.
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This trend however works against considerable drives towards increased fragmen-

tation, informant E continues.

‘Generally, we can probably distinguish between a few forms of frag-

mentation. We’re seeing to a certain extent a technical issue. To start

with, let’s look at the infrastructure we have seen now for a couple of

years, attempts to develop national systems, and the case with China

is probably the most prominent of them. But it’s also the case with

Russia where they’re probably just a few steps away from disconnect-

ing from the global Internet. And of course we see Iran taking more

measures to control the system.

So there is a technical fragmentation that is happening now. It’s not

necessarily what we are reading in the media, because we’re reading

about a complete disconnect and so on. In practice, all of these systems

are interoperable to a certain extent, there’s a decision as to where you

want to connect them, but the Chinese are not completely outside the

global internet the same way the Russians aren’t either. So, some

things could be controlled more on a national level and that is the case

for sure, especially for the big powers.

Then there is also political fragmentation. We have lots of diverting

initiatives at the moment if you think about the regulatory space; we

definitely see that countries have come up with regulations that are not

necessarily compatible at either the legal or global level. So in that

sense, we’re just seeing reflections of the geopolitical tensions translated

into law.’ (E, emphasis added)
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For internet governance in the 2020s, the above discussion suggests two central

themes that coalesce around the quantum internet. Firstly, fragmentation is likely

to accelerate. However, it is important to note that fragmentation is not a binary

question of a ‘free internet’ vs ‘global disconnect’; the question is not if global

players flip an on/off switch. The much more complex and nuanced question

is one of what may be called selective connectivity ; a governance principle that

reflects the political needs of the ruling powers of that state. A Chinese quantum

internet would be an example of such a powerful subnet that connects to the

internet but can be separated from it. If so, governance principles are likely to

become more state-centred, specific and targeted.

However parallel to this trend towards selectivity the very scope of internet gover-

nance is likely to widen. Virtually any matter that requires international coordina-

tion and regulation has a digital dimension to it, which makes internet governance

an increasingly powerful tool to shape the international system. China seems to

have recognised this well before the West did. Over the coming years, the struggle

for dominance in the internet governance domain will only intensify.

5.3 Taking stock

If the quantum internet is not going to replace the internet but make it a much

more powerful version of itself, then it would make sense why China should want

to shape the internet governance model and its institutions to the degree witnessed

presently. In light of Chinese efforts, respondent F urges Western allies to rethink

their approach to internet governance.

‘So we have to come up with, in particular in international relations and
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international standards bodies, a better and more convincing story [...]

for example we do like telecommunication standardisation processes

that are industry-led, that has always worked really well. And now

you have a strategic approach from the Chinese side who say, okay, so

if this is voting by numbers, and this is industry-led, so if we just bring

more people to the table we can vote more, right?

China is playing the system, it’s understanding exactly how the system

works and then twisting it into that direction that suits their prefer-

ences, and that’s the thing, it doesn’t always lead to completely silly

outcomes. So if you look at cybersecurity regulation in China, obvi-

ously this is a big problem, but some of the tools that they have are

impressive, in particular [...] regarding some of the methods they have

employed to make transactions over the internet more secure, particu-

larly because the level of trust is so low in China and the level of trust

in the system is so low, and the level of trust and companies is so low.’

(F, emphasis added)

The issue of trust is a constant one in conversations about China. There is little to

suggest that Western quantum internet technologies could provide China with any

assurances in this regard. In the intensifying emerging technology race, Europe

in particular seems in hot water. The European Commission has been busy ad-

vocating for ‘technological sovereignty’ on many occasions, as outlined in Chapter

2. This would suggest a concerted policy effort towards infrastructural indepen-

dence from the US and China. In reality, however, this is not really happening,

as informant E points out. The same point can be made about the UK.

‘Now the reality is, most of our communication [in Europe] relies on this
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[US and Chinese] legacy infrastructure. It’s a rough estimate but we

can probably say there’s some 60% American, 30% Chinese and then

some European companies in there as well. So that’s the status quo,

we have these legacy systems that are only likely to become stronger

foundations for what we are building right now, I don’t think they will

go away and I don’t think they will be replaced anytime soon.

Yes, we have some sort of changes but change is really limited with

regards to basic infrastructure. We’ve seen this again with the 5G

debate, the Chinese have not been traditional players in this space, but

they are becoming traditional players, for the last decade for sure now

that they’ve been part of many more systems, especially in developing

countries. So at that level we won’t have technological independence

or autonomy or sovereignty, there’s simply no way.’ (E)

Therefore, in many ways, the future of the internet, in particular when it goes

quantum, is one of US and Chinese competition. Europe, and arguably the UK,

do not really play a significant role in this game. This fact is not helped by what

the UK Cabinet Office informant considers a significant lack of deep understanding

among officials.

‘So one of the challenges we’ve seen, in particular with the quantum

tech side of things, is that people across Government, seniors and min-

isters don’t understand these technologies [...] this means making a

decision about something they don’t understand and quite often this

results in knee-jerk reactions to things [...]

I think that’s one of the key issues which is quite problematic: how
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can someone decide how to regulate or oversee something when they

don’t quite understand it?’ (B)

It’s a strategic disadvantage for Western liberal democracies that they are unable

to plan ahead to the extent the Chinese leadership can, the informant contin-

ues:

‘The third issue I would highlight is the fact that people tend to think

in election cycles. Of course it’s understandable; if I were a minister

I wouldn’t necessarily be thinking 10-15 years in advance when there

may or may not be a quantum computer that may or may not be able

to do certain things [laughs]’ (B)

The trouble is, of course, that the UK and her allies face an adversary that very

much thinks in those terms. Not all respondents are pessimistic about quantum

technologies, however. Respondent A for instance views quantum network futures

open-ended and indeterminate.

‘I’m a scientist. I like to be precise. I’m not a futurist [but] the quan-

tum internet is more than just distributed entanglement globally.’ (A)

While it would be too early to say what the quantum internet will be exactly, and

too early to be pessimistic about it, the analysis in this chapter demonstrates there

should be significant concern about Chinese leverage in shaping future quantum

realities. The respondents of this study find little ground for optimism that the

current political tensions that reflect in internet governance would eventually ben-

efit the West and China equally. As far as quantum communication technologies

go, an important subfield of the emerging technology race, interview data suggests

that China is ahead in the game.
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5.4 Main points of Chapter 5

In summary fashion, the major takeaways of this chapter are:

US–Chinese rivalry and strategic competition

5.a China’s strategic outlook has changed under President Xi. In-

formants suggest that China has come to consider the US its chief

strategic rival. Blocks such as the European Union matter only little

in China’s strategy portfolio. Europe, and the UK, are only relevant

insofar as they are targets for China to nurture disagreement between

the US and its allies, which helps keep US planners and stategists

preoccupied and busy.

5.b China has grown considerably more assertive in international re-

lations. This is also due to domestic pressure. Since Chinese big tech

companies have emerged as internal rivals to Party dominance, the

Chinese leadership has responded by reining in on big tech. It consid-

ers the Party the principal ‘data sovereign’: no entity above the Party

must hold vast amounts of data on the Chinese population.

5.c Opportunities to engage with China constructively on standards

for emerging technologies, including quantum technologies, are ‘near

zero’, as one participant puts it.

5.d China is concerned about the extent to which US big tech corpora-

tions shape US policy positions. Sitting at the top of a ‘trust pyramid’,

the Chinese leadership is more comfortable in dealing with other state
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actors. Too much private sector involvement in the US makes it dif-

ficult for China to identify who the actual powerful actors are in the

emerging technology race with the US.

5.e Deep mistrust on both sides presently makes it impossible to find

technical solutions to internet governance issues that would be avail-

able in principle.

Security implications of a Chinese technology leadership

5.f GCHQ and the British government consider the direct security

implications of Chinese QKD, and a Chinese quantum internet, man-

ageable. They place their bets firmly on post-quantum cryptography

and the many engineering challenges that quantum communication

presently faces.

5.g Countries at the periphery of Chinese influence, such as Singapore,

seem less relaxed: the quality of intelligence signals will drop when

China moves to communicate internally over quantum channels.

5.h Conversations suggest that the British government and its intelli-

gence services may underestimate the value of Chinese quantum inter-

net technologies for signalling purposes. Chinese quantum advantage

means considerable reputational gains for China at home and abroad,

and may help Chine forge new alliances with unaligned countries at

international institutions, notably internet standardisation bodies: a

Chinese quantum technology stack, coupled with standards, translates

into substantial bargaining power.
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The quantum internet

5.i Trust is an important trope for the Chinese government. A Chi-

nese quantum internet, built with Chinese quantum communication

systems, is hoped to deliver a technology that unlike previous internet

and computing stacks is wholly Chinese and therefore trustworthy in

principle.

5.j A quantum internet will add an extra layer of quantum capabilities

to the internet rather than replace it. This raises questions about

integration and is a cause for concern should the internet effectively

split into a ‘quantum fast lane’ (and priced as such) and a digital legacy

lane for those who cannot afford to go quantum.

The future of internet governance

5.k Respondents align in their views that the governance model for the

internet of the future will be largely shaped by US–Chinese competi-

tion; one interviewee at the United Nations speaks of an open conflict

in internet governance at present.

5.l Europe and the UK will have little, if any, opportunity to shape

the trajectory that internet governance and standards-finding is going

to take.

5.m Respondents have mixed views about the ‘multi-stakeholder model’

for internet governance. One respondent says, contrary to how it is
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being portrayed, ‘multistakerholderism’ in practice has always meant

bowing to pressure from big corporations and powerful governments.

5.n Internet governance as a single and separate entity is likely to

dissolve and be absorbed by other regulatory domains so that internet

policies will be handled in domain-specific fashion. For instance, labour

organisations are likely to have a stronger mandate to regulate digital

aspects of work.

5.o The US and its allies struggle to formulate a response when China

offers solutions to actual technology gaps and problems yet the West

believes it must reject them. Non-aligned countries will expect better

than a default no to any Chinese proposal, even if Chinese ambition is

not universally appreciated and shared.

5.p ‘New IP’ is a prime example of Chinese ambition. A signal of

intent rather than a workable proposal, one respondent fears its imple-

mentation would mean the end to the open internet.

5.q The discussion about the ‘fragmentation’ of the internet is incom-

plete unless it also considers ‘institutional fragmentation’, which brings

with it increasingly antagonistic views among the stakeholders that are

involved with internet governance.
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Chapter 6

Quantum patent data: descriptive

statistics and ERGMs

The previous chapter has discussed the governance challenges of the internet of the

future. In conversations with domain experts, it has found that the internet has

come under pressure on various fronts. In terms of its architecture and protocols,

China is pushing for a complete overhaul of the physical infrastructure of the

internet so that it can deliver better the promises of the IoT and embed quantum

capabilities–although, experts agree, the Chinese proposal, come to be known as

‘New IP’, seems to advance hardwiring new mechanisms for surveillance, control

and discriminatory pricing into the IP and transport layers. Undoubtedly, the

current ‘multi-stakeholder’ governance model has served US interests well over the

past four decades. In light of a more assertive China, however, internet governance

today has become an arena for US–Chinese competition that leaves little room for

inclusory and participatory governance principles, the experts have found.

In early May of 2022, Dr Ian Levy, Technical Director of the UK’s National Cyber
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Security Centre, discussed the strategic and international security implications of

advanced technologies at a public talk at RUSI, the defence and security think

tank. He argued that the Western alliance does not do nearly enough in counter-

ing Chinese influence in the internet domain. Importantly, Dr Levy noted that

Western powers struggle to present an alternative vision to Chinese ambition (Levy

2022)–the participants in this research project very much confirm this view, as has

been discussed in the previous chapter: China is not wrong to diagnose a problem,

such as issues of IP to accommodate ‘real-time’ connectivity for, say, autonomous

vehicles. The West may not appreciate the solution China proposes but finds it

difficult to arrive at an alternative plan. The issue has become even more press-

ing since China has announced bundling new emerging technology patents with

appropriate standards: its ‘China Standards 2035’ plan was discussed in Chapter

2.

The nascency of quantum computing is one of the chief reasons why the study of

patenting activity matters. For many observers, quantum computing has reached

a level of development where R&D and deployment begin to shift from academia to

the private sector–a sector that will want to secure property rights. ‘At this point,

many of the later-stage technical developments are protected via trade secrets or by

patenting’ (Parker et al. 2022, p. 3). The RAND Corporation observes, ‘in the past

few years, this shift has begun to occur with QIS [quantum information science],

with many companies (both start-ups and established firms) beginning to work

on quantum technology and file patents for their inventions’ (ibid.). Patenting

activity for quantum internet technologies, a subset of quantum technologies more

generally, is picking up pace.
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Figure 6.1: Country breakdown of leading 100 companies that filed quantum
computing patent applications in 2020. Source: Statista.

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), an agency of the United

Nations, which serves as the ‘global forum for intellectual property (IP) services,

policy, information and cooperation’, defines patents as ‘an exclusive right granted

for an invention, which is a product or a process that provides, in general, a new

way of doing something, or offers a new technical solution to a problem’ (WIPO

2021). As argued in detail in the literature review and methodology chapters,

patents are signals about the future trajectories novel technologies may take. As

‘indicators of technological emergence [they] promise valuable intelligence’ (Porter

et al. 2019). As such, they have formed the empirical base for a great number of

studies that forecast how innovation will diffuse and whom it will serve.

Over the past twenty years, patent registrations worldwide have increased sharply

in number, which attests to the growing status of patents, both for governmental

and corporate planning and management. As such, patent data provide insights

into the diffusion and propagation of early technologies and prototypes that have
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not yet reached maturity. ‘Although there is more to invention than patenting,

patents are primary indicators of invention, providing valuable technological and

geographic detail’, the US National Science Foundation sums up the consensus in

the literature (NSF 2020). Patent data in quantum computing and communication

must be considered strong signals of possible technology futures. Chapter 3 has

provided a detailed justification for considering patent data indicators of how the

quantum internet is going to shape up.

With this positioning in mind, this chapter builds further empirical evidence of

a technology leadership race between the US and China in the quantum internet

domain. A technology leadership position would give either of the two superpowers

considerable momentum in pushing for a reformed internet governance model that

can advance the national interest. To this end, following the proposed mixed-

method approach argued for in Chapter 3, the previous chapter has analysed

qualitative interview data. This chapter, then, analyses sets of patent data to

draw an empirically rounded and informed picture of the race to build the quantum

internet.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 presents details of the datasets

that have been employed. Section 6.2 discusses descriptive statistics that attest to

the structural differences, and similarities, between the Chinese and US quantum

development programmes. The section finds strong evidence for the preferential

treatment of domestic technologies, which suggests the parallel evolution of two

quite separate and self-sustaining research programmes. Section 6.3 inquires in

more detail into the dynamics that drive the Chinese and US quantum internet

programmes, as it finds reflection in patenting activity. It develops and tests

ERGMs for this purpose. Dividing quantum patenting activity into three separate
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time periods for both the Chinese and US cases for ease of comparison, the model

finds that the country of patent filing, the type of registering organisation and

the number of IPC codes that had been given for filing purposes are all strong

predictors of strategic patenting activity in the quantum domain. Finally, section

6.4 concludes.

6.1 The quantum patent datasets

Chapter 3 has developed the research strategy for retrieving data from the EPO’s

proprietary Global Patent Index’s databases. As a result of this strategy, the

following datasets have been assembled. Searches were limited to patents regis-

tered since 2015 when the quantum race began to gather momentum (Giles 2019).

Combined with keyword searches, the search retrieved the following sets of patent

families.
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Number of

Search Boolean search string patent records

1 CPC = G06N10/00 1,564

and ABEN = “quantum*”

2 CPC = B82B 55

and ABEN = “quantum*”

3 CPC = B82Y10/00 483

and ABEN = “quantum*”

4 CPC = G06E3/00 3

and ABEN = “quantum*”

5 CPC = H01L39/00 9

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

6 ABEN = ”qubit*” or ”qbit*” 541

Table 6.1: Numbers of records retrieved per CPC group and keywords for the
domain of quantum computing.

where ABEN stands for ‘Abstract in English’. The union of these searches yielded

1,966 patent families in total.

The field of quantum communication is less neatly defined and incorporates several

research traditions; the table below reflects this increase in scale. The search

produced the following results.
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Number of

Search Boolean search string patent records

1 CPC = B82Y20/00 2,126

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

2 CPC = H01L31/00 4

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

3 CPC = H04L 9/00 4

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

4 CPC = H01L 33/00 63

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

5 CPC = H04B 10/00 1

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

6 CPC = H04B10/70 831

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

7 CPC = H04W 12/00 1

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

8 CPC = G02F 1/00 4

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

9 CPC = H04J 7/00 1

and ABEN = ”quantum*”

10 ABEN = ”quantum comm*” 566

OR ”quantum key*” OR ”QKD*”

OR ”quantum channel*”

Table 6.2: Numbers of records retrieved per CPC group and keywords for the
domain of quantum communication.
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The union of the ten searches in the table above yielded 3,407 patent families.

Now, the overall union of both searches, i) quantum computing and ii) quantum

communication, produced 5,234 patent families in total.

The sets of patent records so retrieved were then checked manually for goodness of

fit by reading through titles and abstracts. In preparation for this task, over a six-

month period parallel to preparing earlier chapters, the author of this thesis had

pursued two certified quantum computing and quantum communication degrees

with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. While removing false positives

can be automated to an extent, a manual check proved more rigorous due to the

left-field character of many outliers. This somewhat tedious process identified

1,043 false positives, i.e. patents that do not seem strictly relevant for building

the quantum internet, such as, for example, patent applications for, curiously,

a particular game-theoretical procedure. This means that the total number of

patent family records retrieved in the search process, which are being used in the

analysis below, was 4,191.

To provide an illustrative example of the search and retrieval process, the fig-

ure below shows that about a third of all patent data that have been retrieved

with the keyword search ‘ABEN = “quantum comm*” OR ABEN = “quantum

key*” OR ABEN = ‘quantum channel*” AND APD>=2015’ sit in the CPC group

H04L9, ‘Cryptographic mechanisms or cryptographic arrangements for secret or

secure communication’, pointing to the dominance of this classification subtree for

registering entities. The graph below plots the 20 most popular subgroups for the

classification of patents in the domain of quantum communication.
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Figure 6.2: Top 20 CPC subgroups following a keyword search for quantum
communication.

Source: EPO GPI database.

The master results list that contains 4,191 records (and links to c10,000 other

patent records outside the dataset, which the records in the set cite as prior art)

was divided into ‘US’ and ‘Chinese’ datasets for the purposes of identifying struc-

tural characteristics and ERGM modelling. The question of what makes a par-

ticular patent a ‘Chinese’ or an ‘American’ one is by no means straightforward.

Inventors who file patents can be residents of country X but file a patent in coun-

try Y and then seek to patent the innovation in countries A, B and C or globally

(WO). A patent registered in China but registered by a foreign company is not

necessarily a patent that fits the label ‘Chinese’ given that the foreign company

has leverage over it, which is what matters for the purpose of this thesis. A Chi-

nese company, on the other hand, may seek to register a patent with the US patent

office, which gives the patent application a US country code, yet it would be more
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appropriate to say it is a ‘Chinese’ invention.

This chapter inquires into the ownership structure and, ultimately, the potential

sway state actors enjoy over institutions that register quantum internet patents.

‘Leverage’, ‘sway’ and ‘influence’ are vague concepts, admittedly. Obviously,

patent records and their citation links contain no classifier to their effect. In order

to get a sense of the trajectories of government influence on how the quantum

internet may shape up, an indicator of leverage had to be found.

To do this, it was decided that the decision criterion, what constitutes ownership

of a patent and thus, ultimately, leverage over its technology, should be where the

institution that has registered the patent is based. For multinational companies,

this means headquartered. For instance, if the US arms manufacturer Northrop

Grumman (headquartered in Falls Church, Virginia), registers a patent in the UK,

this study does not consider it a UK patent but a US one. Hence in the following,

a patent is Chinese/American if the registering institution is headquartered in

China/the US.

It is assumed that a domestic organisation headquartered in country X has closer

ties with the national government of X than with that of any other country, or

would find it more difficult to escape its own government’s influence. While this

may not be true for all cases it is a reasonable proxy to say the US government

enjoys a more privileged relationship with Northrop Grumman than, say, the

government of Finland does. This project makes no further assumptions regarding

the exact quality of this relationship; it is merely to classify data so that patent

data can be labelled either ‘US’ or ‘Chinese’ on reasonable grounds.

More than half of the records obtained from the EPO databases did not contain
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any country codes for filing purposes. This required the author to manually look

up the geographic location of the headquarters of the filing entity and manually

amend the dataset for nearly 2,700 records, which proved to be a very time-

consuming process. For about 90 percent of the patent records that included no

further information regarding the location of registering entities and thus required

manual lookup, the filing institutions turned out to be headquartered in China.

While speculating whether this is due to differences in filing practices or amounts

to purposeful, strategic underreporting is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is

nonetheless an interesting point to note. Non-Chinese inventors are less opaque

about the origins of their sponsoring entities.

To gain some high-level insight into the structural characteristics of the Chinese

and US quantum patenting landscape, the following section discusses some of the

most important parameters of the Chinese and US quantum patent networks.

6.2 Quantum leadership

One of the auxiliary queries outlined in Chapter 1 asks about the entities involved

in building a future quantum internet. Figure 6.3 below shows the top ten organi-

sations that have registered relevant patents in the domains of quantum computing

and quantum communication in 2015-2021. The top two registering applicants are

IBM and Intel, multinational companies headquartered in the US, followed by TCL

Corporation, a Chinese consumer electronics company headquartered in Huizhou

with reported revenue of c$10 billion in 2019.

By count of newly registered quantum internet patent data, IBM is the single

biggest player by a significant margin. However, places 7-10 go to Chinese organ-
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isations, notably ‘Origin Quantum Computing’, which has links to the University

of Science and Technology in Hefei, the leading Chinese research institution in the

quantum internet domain.

Figure 6.3: Cumulative quantum internet patent registrations by the top 10
registering entities, 2015-2021.

However, the dominance of US companies at the top of this chart does not neces-

sarily imply an overall leadership position in patenting activity. Figure 6.4 shows

the total number of relevant quantum tech patent data registered by country for

each year under consideration. While roughly on a par with the US only eight

years ago, at the start of 2022 China dominated the patenting landscape and out-
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performed the US by a magnitude of 4 in terms of annual patent registrations.

While the big players are American, China has successfully developed a large

number of small to mid-sized entities that register quantum patents at significant

pace. Over a five-year period, the number of annual patents that organisations

headquartered in China have registered, has risen fivefold.

Figure 6.4: Quantum internet patent registrations in the top 5 countries.

Other countries trail by a significant margin. The patent output rate of Japan,

Canada, the UK and Germany has been fairly steady however. It should also be

noted that the quantity of output in this domain does not necessarily reflect on the

quality or robustness of the inventions so registered. This issue will be discussed
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further in Chapter 7. However, a first, cursory glance at the data reveals that

China seems to have changed gears around 2015 and is now pursuing its quantum

development programme at full throttle.

6.2.1 Quantum patent citation data as networks

The data retrieved from the EPO contain all information available about a patent

in a single row entry. Details of citations are contained in a dedicated column. If

a patent cites no other patents as prior art, the associated cell returns a nil value.

Blank cells indicate bad practice. Similar to research output in academia, such

as articles and conference papers, sources that have informed the work should

be included. Therefore, in a first step, ghost nodes (isolates) of this sort were

removed.

Next, the datasets were analytically transformed into network objects. Every

patent record can be considered a node in a network (cf. (Easley & Kleinberg

2010)). To do this, records retrieved from the EPO had to be cleaned further and

separated by citation. When a record in the dataset contains x number of citations

to other patents (themselves included in the dataset or not), it forms x edges to

other nodes such that these other nodes are the output from the cells that contain

information about patent citations. This process necessarily increases the number

of records in the set. For instance, if a record in the raw dataset retrieved from

the EPO cites four other patents, there will be five nodes in the network.

To provide an illustrative example, consider the Chinese patent (CN 104638076 A

20150520), later published as (CN104638076A), ‘LED (light-emitting diode) epi-

taxial structure capable of increasing LED backward impedance and preparation
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method thereof ’. This is a 2015 patent for placing multi-quantum layers on sub-

strates, a research area in optoelectronics. The patent was registered by Suzhou

Nanojoin Photonics Co Ltd, a semiconductor company headquartered in Jiangsu.

Thanks to separating citation information into nodes, the citation relationship of

this patent with other patents (nodes) can be illustrated as follows.

Figure 6.5: An example of representing a citation network as a graph object.

Four edges point from the patent in question (coloured in blue). This means that

the invention cites four other patents as prior art. Details of the cited patents can

be found in Table 6.3 below.
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Patent ID Title Applicant

CN 101359711 A 20090204 Green light LED SHANGHAI BLUE

LIGHT TECHNOLOGY [CN]

CN 101488548 A 20090722 LED in high In ingredient SHANGHAI BLUE

multiple InGaN/GaN LIGHT TECHNOLOGY [CN]

quantum wells structure

CN 103633214 A 20140312 InGaN/GaN superlattice buffer HUNAN HUALEI

layer structure, preparation OPTOELECTRONIC CORP

method of InGaN/GaN

superlattice buffer layer structure,

and LED chip comprising InGaN/GaN

superlattice buffer layer structure

US 2009162999 Method of Growing UNIV NAT CENTRAL [TW]

A1 20090625 Nitride Semiconductor material

Table 6.3: The patents cited by (CN 104638076 A 20150520).

For the purpose of further analysis, nodes were then divided into three categories.

Each node has either of the following characteristics:

i) source: these are new patents relevant to building the quantum internet that

were registered by Chinese/US institutions over the period 2015-2021. Nodes in

‘source’ cite other patents but are not themselves cited by any other patent record

in the dataset. The patents that are cited as prior art by ‘source’ patents were

further coded in binary fashion as either ‘domestic’ or ‘foreign’ in origin. The

citation therefore establishes an outward edge between the patent and a prior

patent that is being cited (patent citation networks are directed graphs). As they

cite other patents but are not cited by any other patent in the dataset, source

nodes have only outgoing edges.
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ii) hubs: new inventions may cite prior patents that serve as hubs. These are

cited by new patents in the dataset but may themselves also cite other patents

in the same dataset. For example, a 2020 patent cites a 2018 patent which cites

a 2016 patent, all of which are in the dataset that covers the period 2015-2021.

Hubs therefore have in- as well as out-degrees, meaning that a chain of citations

traverses through the hub.

iii) sinks: such chains come to a stop when they cite sinks. Sinks are patents that

are cited by others in the dataset but themselves do not cite any other patents or

prior art. Sink nodes therefore only have in-degrees.

‘Hub’ patents therefore have an outward edge pointing to ‘sink’ records and in-

coming edges from ‘source’ that point to ‘hubs’. To sum up: ‘source’ patents

only have out-degrees, ‘sink’ patents only in-degrees, and ‘hub’ data have both

incoming and outward edges.

Grouping patent records in this way allows for visual inspection of structural

features depending on the relative status of a record in the network. Large net-

works are difficult to visualise as they can quickly turn into messy, uninformative

’spaghetti’ or ‘hairball’ plots. To avoid this, the data is here displayed as hives.

A hive plot shows the network in its entirety as a graph with three axes: source,

hub and sink. In hive plots, axes are distributed radially where distance between

nodes captures some qualitative or quantitative characteristic of the structure of

the network.

In the graphs below, nodes were grouped by their degree (i.e. the number of

links they have with other nodes): the farther the distance to the core, the higher

the degree of the node. While hive plots are visually much more informative
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than traditional network plots, the drawback is that they are computationally

expensive. For the Chinese quantum patent network, for instance, the hive plot

requires calculating an adjacency matrix with 50 million elements.

Put differently, nodes (i.e. patent records) were ordered by their magnitude, i.e.

their degree: the number of edges that either point to the node, or point from

the node to a different patent (in undirected graphs, this difference would not

matter, but here it does). Let edges that point to domestic citations (i.e. a

Chinese/US patent cites another Chinese/US patent as prior art) be coloured in

green. Citations of foreign patents are to be coloured in red. The two hive plots

below, rendered using the HiveR package in R ((Hanson 2020)), amended for the

purpose of this analysis, show how the Chinese and American patent networks

differ in terms of their structural characteristics. Each is discussed in turn.

China: The Chinese quantum internet patent citation network is made up of

6,134 nodes and 6,970 edges, with radii spanning from 1 to 27. This means that

the smallest node in the network (closest to the core) only has one edge pointing

either to it or away from it, while the biggest node (as furthest away from the

centre of the graph) connects to 27 other nodes (citations).
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Figure 6.6: A structural hive plot of the Chinese quantum patent network that
visualises how citations of domestic (green) and foreign (red) prior art feed

through the network.

Two things stand out immediately: (i) New Chinese quantum internet technol-

ogy patents overwhelmingly cite domestic, i.e. Chinese technology (green), which

suggest a fairly independent and self-sustaining quantum ecosystem. (ii) Where

new Chinese patents that are not being cited by any other entity (source), or cite

patents that themselves do not cite any prior art (sink), these citation relationships

are almost one hundred percent domestic. This is the right hand side of the graph

between the ‘source’ and ‘sink’ axes that is almost entirely coloured in green. This

is empirical evidence for a fairly exclusive and exclusionary Chinese patent net-
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work where Chinese inventions establish R&D chains with domestic technologies

only.

USA: The first important point to note is that the US quantum patent dataset

is significantly smaller (as already suggested by Figure 6.4. However it is much

wider in range by measure of degree centrality, i.e. the number of edges that point

two or from US citation nodes. The US quantum internet patent network is made

up of 2,863 nodes and 3,201 edges, with radii spanning from 1 to 63. This means

that the most visible US patent is more than twice as prominent as its Chinese

counterpart that only counts 27 edges.
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Figure 6.7: A structural hive plot of the US quantum patent network that
visualises how citations of domestic (green) and foreign (red) prior art feed

through the network.

As far as the US is concerned, the phenomenon of exclusively citing domestic

technologies is even more pronounced than in the Chinese case. Out of more than

3,000 edges (i.e. citation links) in the network, only a hundred or so point to

foreign technologies. These are mostly low-impact nodes around the core with

only a couple of edges pointing to/from them and as such are hardly visible in the

graph.

Thus a cursory inspection of the two hive plots reveals some remarkable insights.
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Commentators would often point to lax Chinese practices in recognising foreign

intellectual property (Huang & Smith 2019). There is of course a large number of

cases where China has outright appropriated intellectual property from competi-

tors abroad, which causes significant costs to Western economies. While there is

evidence in the data that in the quantum domain, there is a strong preference of

Chinese entities to cite domestic technologies, this effect however is much more

pronounced in the case of the US. American companies, universities and research

institutions cite almost exclusively US-owned technologies when registering novel

quantum internet patent data. What happens in the rest of the world does not

really matter.

This is empirical evidence for two quite separate and independent research pro-

grammes. The full implications of the structural qualities of the two patent net-

works will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

6.2.2 Some further indicators

In a citation network, nodes differ in terms of their degree centrality (i.e. the

number of edges that connect them to other nodes). The minimum value is 1 (to

be included in the analysis the patent cites at least one other, or is being cited

by at least one invention). The maximum value may be construed a measure of

its relative importance in the network: either as a patent that is being cited by

many others if its in-degree centrality is large, or a patent that cites other works

extensively so that its out-degree centrality is high. In the above case of a US node

with a centrality of 63, the patent in question, is an example of the latter. US

patent (US 9971970 B1 20180515) indeed cites 63 other US patents as prior art,

displaying the maximum possible degree of homophily. Figure 6.8 below illustrates
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the citation behaviour of this node coloured in blue.

Figure 6.8: A subgraph of the citation practice of patent (US 9971970 B1
20180515), the node with the largest degree centrality. It cites 63 other US
patents as prior art. Node IDs have been omitted for better visualisation.

There are, of course, other indicators that provide insight into the technological

determinants that will shape the quantum internet. Table 6.4 below collects some

for further discussion.
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Measure China USA

# of nodes 6,134 2,863

# of edges 6,970 3,205

Mean degree 1.136 1.119

Density 0.0001852747 0.0003911443

Transitivity 0.01874341 0.005263456

Diameter 6 6

Mean distance 1.569286 1.447725

# components 340 212

Size of largest 2,230 1,589

component

Table 6.4: Some key indicators of the structural properties of
the Chinese and US quantum internet patent citation networks.

Mean degree: This is simply the total number of edges divided by the total num-

ber of nodes in the network and therefore expresses an average: m =
∑

E/
∑

N .

With no further knowledge of network structure, one would expect any randomly

picked node to have m citation links. Both networks are remarkably similar in

terms of this measure, which suggests a similar approach to citation practices over-

all. This may simply be because of the very nature of this research area; one that

affords citation signalling that can be summarily expressed as 1.119 ≤ m ≤ 1.136.

It is a remarkable finding however in that it attests to a convergence of approaches

across quite disparate and siloed research ecosystems.

Density: The density of a citation network d captures how many citation links are
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actually present out of all possible links. In an empty graph, no node is connected

to any other, so d = 0. In a maximally full graph, each patent record would

cite every other patent in the dataset so that d = 1. The indicator is therefore

calculated as d = (
∑

E/
∑

N) ∗ (∑N − 1) (cf. (Jilbert & Lizardo 2020)).

The US citation network is twice as dense as its Chinese counterpart. This means

that a random node in the US network is twice as likely to cite (or be cited by)

a different node in the dataset, which suggests a more thorough citation prac-

tice and/or comprehensive knowledge of the (domestic) quantum patenting land-

scape.

Transitivity: As the term suggests, this indicator expresses how easily, or how

quickly, a patent citation will pass through the network. In statistical terms, it is

the probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 that nodes form local clusters. In the literature, this

term is therefore also referred to as the ‘clustering coefficient’.

On this measure, the Chinese patent network is significantly more likely to form

clusters. It surpasses the US network by a factor of 3, which means that a Chinese

patent record is three times more likely to be part of a local group or community

of records than an American one. This is evidence of significant homophily in the

Chinese quantum internet patent network.

Diameter: This is the longest citation path present in the network (in terms

of the number of edges). It expresses how ‘wide’ the network is and how far a

citation travels from two maximally distant nodes. As such, it is a measure of

relative importance of the initial patent in the chain so that a future patent will

cite it, which in turn will be cited by yet another patent and so forth. On this

measure, both networks are structurally identical.
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Mean distance: This is the average number of edges between any two randomly

picked nodes in the network. Phrased differently, it is the overall average path

length, i.e. the mean of the shortest distance between pairs of nodes. It can be

broadly construed a measure of efficiency of patents in citing each other in that on

average, each patent record is x steps away from any other, where x is the mean

distance. In this case too, both networks are structurally similar. On average,

nodes are 1.447725 ≤ x ≤ 1.569286 edges (steps) apart.

Number of components: Large graphs are usually made up of smaller sub-

graphs or communities in which nodes are more strongly connected to each other

than to other nodes in the network. In the case of patent citations, these are

groups of patents with a stronger preference to cite one another relative to the

citation network as a whole. This is an informative indicator regarding the struc-

tural partitioning of the graph.

The most common way to partition a network is to separate it into connected

components. In each of these components, the nodes are connected to each other

but not to any other node outside the component. It is common for most networks

to have one single-biggest component that makes up a big chunk of the network

overall, plus several smaller components that are self-contained (Meghanathan

2016, Das et al. 2018).

The number of components in the Chinese quantum patent network is 340. This

means there are 340 complete subgraphs in the network, each of which is comprised

of weakly connected nodes such that all nodes in the subnetwork can be reached

via directed citation chains, (i.e. node i can reach node j but j can’t reach i).

There are two large components of around 2,000 nodes each; the remaining 338

components are of size 2 to 20.
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With two independent subgraphs of this magnitude present in the data, it must

be assumed that China pursues not one but two distinct quantum research pro-

grammes that are fairly independent from each other. This can be accidental or

strategic. If strategic, it suggests a purposeful strategy to run two programmes,

although an explanation for this approach is not in the data. If accidental, it

would imply that one programme does not really know (or cares) what the other

is doing.

The US network looks different. It contains a single-biggest component of 1,589

nodes followed by a dozen or so smaller subgraphs that range between 10 and 38

vertices, and a vast trail of dyads. This suggests a more unified approach in that

the US quantum research programme seems to be one big project that draws on

the same sources of prior research.

At this stage it helps to visualise the distribution of a key structural indicator,

that of the mean.

Figure 6.9: Node histogram of the
Chinese patent citation network.

Figure 6.10: Node histogram of the
US patent citation network.
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While the degree distribution seems to be following roughly the same power law,

the Chinese network has more than double the number of unitary nodes that cite

only one other patent, or are being cited by only a single invention. Put differently,

in the Chinese network, the number of patents that do not gain much traction, is

nearly one hundred percent higher relative to the US network.

There are two possible reasons for this. Either Chinese inventors are ahead of

the curve to such an extent that not even fellow domestic scientists pick up on

their output, or, perhaps more realistically, there is significant deadweight in the

Chinese patent citation network, meaning a lot of research with little or no im-

pact finds registration with patent offices. This point will be discussed further in

Chapter 7.

Figure 6.11: Node degree distribution
of the Chinese patent citation network.

Figure 6.12: Node degree distribution
of the US patent citation network.

Plotting the degree distribution for both networks (figures 6.11 and 6.12 above),

confirms the earlier discussion of network structure, mean degree and diameter.

Both networks show a large number of nodes with relatively few degrees. In
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both networks, nearly 95 percent of all nodes have ten or fewer citation links,

attesting to significant structural similarities. In the US network, however, the

tail end is much longer in that it reaches the aforementioned ‘super node’ of 63

connections.

The above analysis has identified important structural characteristics of the net-

work as a whole. But what are the most important patents in the Chinese and

US patent networks, and what makes them ‘most important’? A final descriptive

measure that is immensely helpful in this context is that of the k-core (Hoffman

2021a). The concept assumes undirected graphs so consider, for a moment, that

the direction of citations does not matter.

The idea is to successively ‘peel away’ outer nodes with only a few connections

to reveal the core of the network that holds the entire graph together. The k-

core is a token of resilience of a network: how many shocks to its periphery can

the core of the network survive? The core is the subnetwork of the most tightly

interlinked nodes. Applied to the context of patent citations, it means finding

the most influential patents the removal of which would cause the entire citation

network to fold and collapse in on itself (i.e. return an empty graph with zero

edges).

Formally, the k-core of a network is the maximal subgraph of the graph such that

the minimum degree of that subgraph is greater or equal to k. It is a dynamic

concept. It is not possible to identify from the outset what the k-core of the graph

will be. By design, both citation networks only contain records with at least one

citation link so by definition, there are no isolates to remove. The starting point

is therefore k = 1 so that only nodes can remain which have at least k + 1 = 2

edges.
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In this iterative process, removing all nodes with only one connection (k = 1) will

first ‘peel off’ all nodes with only a single link. In so doing however it will expose

new nodes that now only have one connection left (i.e. those of degree 2 previously

for which the removal of an edge has caused it to lose a link so that now has only

one edge left). These newly emerging nodes of degree 1 will need to be removed

also. In the next step, the procedure is repeated for k = 2 and so forth. The

process stops at the point where k + 1 would return a null, or empty, graph; i.e.

there is no subnetwork with more than k edges. The resulting k-core then is the

most stable, and arguably fundamental and most important, subnetwork.

The below table 6.6 shows the results from computing the k-core for the Chinese

quantum network.

k 1 2 3 4 5

# nodes 4,429 1,463 218 11 13

Table 6.5: k-core statistics for the Chinese quantum
patent network for k = 1...5.

The Chinese quantum patent citation network has a unique core for k = 5, mean-

ing that there is a unique subnetwork of 13 nodes that cannot be reduced any

further. More than 4,400 nodes get lost after the first cut. Only 13 patents out of

more than 6,000 records survive and constitute the stable core of this citation net-

work. Removing only these 13 patents would collapse the entire Chinese quantum

internet patent citation network. Figure 6.13 below visualises the Chinese 5-core

subgraph.
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Figure 6.13: The stable 5-core of the Chinese quantum patent network.

As far as the United States are concerned, the results are discussed below. The

maximum subgraph is reached for k = 4, suggesting that the US citation network

is less closely linked and less stable than the Chinese one: there are no nodes

with five or more connections that could emerge out of previous rounds of ‘peeling

off’. While the Chinese network loses around two thirds of its nodes after the first

round, this effect is even more pronounced in the US network where roughly three

quarters of patents do not survive the first chop.
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k 1 2 3 4

# nodes 2,215 520 110 18

Table 6.6: k-core statistics for the US quantum
patent network for k = 1...4.

The US 4-core is visualised below. It contains 18 nodes, i.e. five more than its

Chinese counterpart.

Figure 6.14: The stable 4-core of the US quantum patent network.
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Both the Chinese and US quantum patent networks are structurally similar on

important metrics. They also carry a large number of patents that do not seem

very influential (they cite only one patent, or are being cited only once). Despite

their similarities however they are independent from each other in that neither side

would cite the other; it is almost as if they are sealed off against foreign influence.

The next section dives deeper into the internal dynamics of these networks.

6.3 An ERGM quantum patent model

The bird’s eye view of the previous section has established some important insights

into the Chinese and US quantum patent networks. While there are differences in

terms of density and k-core, the networks are structurally similar on counts of mean

degrees, mean distance, diameter and, importantly, the character of their largest

components, albeit there being two in the Chinese case. Yet the patent networks

seem to be evolving quite independently. The analysis of descriptive indicators

reveals only little cross-referencing, or recognition, of the adversary’s achievements

in the quantum domain. In any case, they are not openly acknowledged in a

way that would reflect in patent citations. Rather, it seems there are two siloed

programmes of development that seem to wish to make as little reference to one

another as possible.

The analysis of patent citation graphs suggests a large degree of homophily in

the data: Chinese patents overwhelmingly cite domestic inventions as prior art.

American filers of patents even more so. This section takes a closer look at the

factors that constitute these properties. It inquires into the internal mechanisms

of the Chinese and US networks that drive citations, and ultimately, quantum
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innovation.

The raw data retrieved from the European Patent Office’s Global Patent Index

contains additional information regarding the place, or locale, where new patents

have been registered, the legal names of the registering entities, and the dates of the

publication of any prior art cited in new patent applications. This is intelligence

that can be added to graph nodes. The immediate question arises, are these

attributes good predictors of patenting activity? In other words, do the places

of publication or the type of organisation that files new patents predict US and

Chinese citation practices? Is patenting activity driven by popular subcategories?

What are the variables in a regression model that tests for significance of these

attributes? This section pursues these points.

When it comes to patent citation data, regrettably, standard regression analysis

does not apply. This is mainly because regression analysis, as it is being pursued

in many important fields, implies the independence of events. If, for example, the

Bank of England wishes to study how the British public responds to price increases

of foodstuff, their econometricians can assume that purchasing decisions made on

a Wednesday at a Tesco outlet in Southampton are independent from those made

at a Waitrose in Tunbridge Wells on a Friday. While shoppers of course respond to

macroeconomic news such as a spiralling inflation rate in a similar fashion, there

is, most likely, no interdependence between responses among residents who are not

even aware of each others’ existence.1 Thus BoE researchers can draw on decades

of statistical modelling that assumes the independence of events.

By design, however, patent citations are different. Patent citations are strategic.

In any case, they are governed by legal requirements, (gender) norms and estab-

1Shoppers A and B may both decide to not purchase a pack of crisps because it got so
expensive but A does not refrain from purchasing it because of B’s decision and vice versa.
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lished practice (Bikard & Fernandez-Mateo 2022, Ryu & Kim 2022). A research

breakthrough in some quantum domain, which is associated with a rise in citations

of the successful patent, will have knock-on effects on entire citation chains. The

previous section has found strategic over-citing of domestic technologies, which

in itself is evidence that patent citations are not independently distributed. This

structural problem in the data requires a different class of models.

As argued in more detail in the Methodology chapter, ERGMs have proved very

useful for this purpose. ERGMs constitute a fairly novel research field, with early

work on the computational modelling of interdependent processes published only

fifteen years ago (Hunter et al. 2008). ERGMs take the following characteristic

form.

The probability Pθ of observing the network as constituted by the data, i.e. the

graph (G), Pθ(G), is defined as:

Pθ(G) =
exp
(

θT · Γ(G)
)

∑

G∗∈G(N) exp(θ
T · Γ(G∗))

(6.1)

The probability Pθ of finding the observed network in reality, i.e. finding an

expression for the chance that the graph (G) is a good representation of what is

truly going on ‘out there’, Pθ(G), is defined in the terms of above where θ, θ ∈ Rq,

is a q-dimensional vector of parameters, Γ : G(N) → Rq projects G(N) into Rq,

G → (Γ1(G), ...,Γq(G))
T is a collection (of functions) of network statistics, such

as homophily and transitivity and is as such q-dimensional, and finally,

c(θ) :=
∑

G∗∈G(N)

exp
(

θT · Γ(G∗)
)

(6.2)
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which is a vast normalisation constant that is expensive to compute, and there-

fore requires approximation with standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

simulations (Stivala et al. 2020, Vega Yon et al. 2021, Caimo & Friel 2014).

In less technical terms, ERGMs test if the observed graph, in our case, the quantum

internet patent citations networks modelled from data retrieved from the European

Patent Office, is random. If so, there would be nothing significant to say about it.

However if the observed graph is substantially different from random simulations

based on similar characteristics (such as the indicators developed in the previous

sections), then it reveals curious structural characteristics that are worth exploring

further.

The model achieves this by dividing the probability of finding the observed model

in reality (the numerator of the term above) by the sum of the probabilities of all

possible observations of graphs with the same characteristics. Doing so derives an

estimate of the chance that the observed graph could indeed be non-random. This

explains the vast constant c that is so difficult to calculate–for N observations

(in our case, the number of quantum patent citations, which equal the number

of nodes in the network), there are 2N−1 variations of the model. This number

is practically impossible to calculate even for small N , and therefore requires

approximation.

Essentially, ERGMs assume that model dynamics can be explained by simultane-

ously occurring, interdependent events that can be summarised by network statis-

tics, and are therefore an expression of them (Yon 2022). This makes it possible

to test for interdependent tie formations, e.g. asking if registering a patent in

one country drives the emergence of new patents in another while allowing that

these activities also inform, say, what kind of organisation is likely to register new
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innovations.

The great feature about ERGMs is that formally, every factor is given the oppor-

tunity to be related to everything else–if they are not, they will not be significant.

This is a huge plus as it does not require the researcher to make difficult as-

sumptions about dependencies prior to the act of testing the model. In statistical

terms, ERGMs predict tie formations as functions of individual covariates. This

allows for disentangling endogenous from exogenous effects (which would have to

be explicitly modelled in standard regression analysis). Because of this feature,

ERGMs estimate the entire network in one step. The drawback is, unsurprisingly,

that estimates take a lot of time to run.

The point of estimating ERGMs is to re-express the probability of the entire graph

(as found in ‘nature’) in terms of probabilities of a tie formation between two nodes.

These individual chances of tie formations (i.e. a citation chain in the context of

this thesis) are presented as log-odds however and must therefore be transformed

into percentage changes, which can be done by finding the expit (i.e. the inverse

logit) of the coefficient θ that captures the term’s individual contribution to the

tie:

βi =
exp(θ)

1 + exp(θ)
(6.3)

The R documentation for ergm libraries contains a detailed discussion of the sta-

tistical theory behind this class of models (Statnet 2021).

For the purpose of building an ERGM, the data retrieved from the Global Patent

Index was manually amended to better capture the intelligence contained in patent

records. In particular, it hypothesises that the place (country) of publication, the
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organisational type of registering entities, and the IPC codes under which patents

have been registered, have predictive power over how the Chinese and American

quantum internet research programmes are shaping up.

To model these effects, the below variables have been added to the nodes of the

patent citation graph. This exercise required a fair amount of time to look up

places and institutions as there was a significant number of empty fields to deal

with. This additional data was stored on separate .csv files that were then trans-

formed into attribute lists, and finally joined with node matrixes so that they form

multiplex graph objects. This was done in MS Excel and R.
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Variable Category Expression

Country 2 CN = China

3 DE = Germany

4 EP = Spain

5 GB = UK

6 JP = Japan

7 KR = South Korea

8 US = USA

9 WO = World / Intl

Applicant 15 Industry

16 Private individual

17 University or research institute

18 Military

19 Other

# IPC codes 21 1

22 2

23 3

24 4

25 5

26 6

27 7

28 8

29 9

30 10

31 11

32 12

34 14

37 17

40 20

0 Otherwise

Table 6.7: The categorical expressions for the additional coding
of patent data retrieved from EPO’s GPI.
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The category ‘# IPC Codes’ clusters the data according to the number of IPC

codes under which publication had been sought. ‘1‘ means that the applicant has

given their invention a single IPC code only while the maximum number of ‘20‘

means that the invention relates to 20 different categories in the IPC classification

tree, and is therefore maximally broad in terms of the range of applicability and

potential use cases. The ERGMs include these categories as potentially significant

drivers of citation behaviour.

The following subsections develop the model for the Chinese and US quantum in-

ternet patent datasets. For both subsections, it presents three time-sliced ERMGs

for the purpose of comparison: i) Period 1: July 2015 – June 2017; ii) Period 2:

July 2017 – June 2019; and iii) Period 3: July 2019 – June 2021. The data has

thus been grouped into three time periods of two years each going back to 2015.

This is in order to trace the evolution of the quantum internet patent models and

compare their significant coefficients.

6.3.1 The Chinese case

This subsection estimates three ERGMs for the Chinese dataset for the overall

period July 2015-June 2021.

Period 1: July 2015-June 2017

The Chinese quantum patent network for this period has the following character-

istics. It is a network of 1,036 nodes that connect over 940 edges. The density of

the network is 0.00087x100 = 0.087 percent. It is plotted below.
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Figure 6.15: Network visualisation of the Chinese quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2015 - June 2017.

As established in the previous section, descriptive indicators and a visual inspec-

tion of Chinese patent data suggest homophily in the data. ERGMs incorporate

homophily terms so as a precursor to presenting estimates it makes sense to discuss

what this covariate actually means.

The established term for homophily outside network analysis is assortativity (Meghanathan

2016, Bienenstock & Bonacich 2021, Mussmann et al. 2015). Assortativity a is the

Pearson correlation coefficient and measures the degree to which a node property

ψ correlates between pairs of nodes. It is normalised so that −1 ≤ a ≤ 1. A pos-
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itive coefficient implies co-movement (and the network is said to be assortative):

if a > 0, then nodes that share property ψ tend to be connected. The greater

a, the more likely it becomes that nodes are connected if they share property ψ.

Assortativity is therefore a measure of homophily in networks (‘like attracts like’).

In the context of this thesis, a measures the correlation between a vertex attribute

ψ where ψ = {Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering}

and a patent citation, i.e. a is an expression for the chance that patent A cites B

if they both share attribute ψ.

The below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all three variables

Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for period 1, July

2015-June 2017.

Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.040

Applicant 0.0689

IPC 0.0379

Table 6.8: Assortativity covariates of the Chinese quantum
internet patent network July 2015 - June 2017.

On this overall measure, if, for instance, two patents registered by Chinese entities

share the property of being linked to x number of IPC codes, their chance of tie

formation increases by 0.0379 u 4 percent. The implications of these indicators

are to be discussed more fully in the next chapter. While informative, they do not

reveal much about dynamics internal to Chinese activity.

In its simplest form, an ERGM calculates the probability of observing the network,
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Pθ, as a function of only one variable: edges. Computing this basic ERGM in R

produces a Maximum Likelihood estimate of -7.047 for this period for China.

This coefficient represents the change in the chance for a tie (citation formation)

if the predictor (the number of edges) is increased by one unit. However, these

coefficients are presented as log-odds and must be reverted to probabilities to make

sense to the human eye–this is what the above equation β is for.

Doing so establishes an edge predictor of 0.0008766531, i.e. 0.9 percent. This

means that there is chance of 0.9 percent to find an edge in the graph, or, alterna-

tively, the probability of a citation being present is 0.9 percent. Returning to the

discussion of descriptive statistics for a brief moment, logic demands this estimate

to be equal to the density of the graph. A quick check indeed confirms this. Put

differently, knowledge of the density of the network is sufficient for generating a

stochastic process in which the only constraint is the chance for edges to be drawn

(cf. (Hoffman 2021b)).

However the following sections assume that variables other than edges are rele-

vant to understanding US and Chinese patenting activity–that is the very point

of constructing an ERGM. In particular, as discussed previously, it assumes that

the country of patent registration (‘Country’), the type of registering entity (‘Ap-

plicant’) and the association with IPC codes (‘IPC’) all help to explain why the

Chinese quantum patent citation network for that period should have formed the

way it has.

In ERGM terms, this means estimating

Pθ = β̂0 + β̂1∆(Country) + β̂2∆(Applicant) + β̂1∆(IPC) (6.4)
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where ∆ captures a unit change in the value of the predictor and β̂i is the log-

odd change in response to it. The covariate β̂0 denotes the edges term as per

above.

Computing the model in R produces the following Maximum Likelihood results:

Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -6.06090 0.03315 0 -182.809 <1e-0 ***

nodematch.Country -1.87252 0.31984 0 -5.855 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Applicant -0.08757 0.35670 0 –0.246 0.806

nodematch.IPC -4.25425 0.65097 0 -6.535 <1e-04 ***

Table 6.9: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the Chinese quantum patent
network June 2015-July 2017.

‘Nodematch.X’ is the ERGM term for homophily. The test reveals that the type

of organisation has no predictive power over Chinese patenting activity. However,

‘Edges’, ‘Country’ and ‘IPC’ are most significant at the highest ***-level (reflecting

a p-value of [0 ≤ p ≤ 0.001].

Finally, calculating the probabilities from the log-odd changes (ignoring the or-

ganisational type) yield the following probabilities of citation formations.
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Variable Probability P

Edges 0.002326874

Country 0.1332504

IPC 0.01400482

Table 6.10: Probability estimators of the Chinese quantum patent network
June 2015-July 2017.

The locale of patent citations has the biggest impact on tie formations. If an

organisation that is headquartered in China successively registers two patents in,

say, South Korea, the chance that they form a citation link is nearly 13.3 percent.

This is empirical evidence for strong preferential treatment based on the location of

the registering patent office–the density of the network is less than one percent as

per above. Registering a new patent in the same country as previously multiplies

the chance for a citation connection between them by a factor of 13. IPC clusters

are also relevant but less so.

The presentation of estimates would be incomplete without a discussion of its

goodness-of-it. The gof function in ergm prepares rounds of simulations of the

patent citation network, to which the observed network statistics as presented

above can be compared. The ‘goodness’ of the test statistic can be assessed relative

to the outcome of the simulations. If the results above are close enough to what

simulations predict the fit is ‘good’; if they are far off it is likely that some processes

are at work that have not been captured by the variables in the model.

The gof function achieves this in the following way. The above ERGM assumes

that the process of citation formations are driven by the three variables that
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predict tie formations: Applicant, Country and IPC Code. If this is true, then

these tie formations at the local level will, once aggregated, give the network its

characteristic form. This network has properties, e.g. those discussed in section 6.2

above. The function then selects three of those: degree, edgewise shared partners

and distance. These properties describe the network, and the function simulates

several networks based on these parameters (Statnet 2021).

The question of goodness is then how well the model above, the one that was

actually tested, can reproduce the networks that have been simulated using the

parameters above. Put differently, how close is the estimated model to the network

one would expect to see based on the characteristic parameters it has? The results

from simulations vs actual test statistics can be plotted for visual inspection.

Figure 6.16 below presents the most relevant summary plots for this purpose.
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Figure 6.16: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the
Chinese ERGM July 2015-June 2017.
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Dots coloured in blue are the actual values from the dataset, the black line is the

aggregation of the simulations. The better the black line fits the blue dots, the

better the fit of the model. The ERGM performs well on all counts other than

the number of in-degrees: simulations expect a greater proportion of in-degrees of

value 1 than what is actually in the data. The implications are fully discussed in

the next chapter. Overall, the model performs well.

Period 2: July 2017 - June 2019

The dataset for this period is significantly larger, reflecting just how much the

quantum race has been gaining momentum. The network contains 3,208 nodes

that span 3,243 edges. Its density is 0.0003152199, and the network is plotted

below.
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Figure 6.17: Network visualisation of the Chinese quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2017 - June 2019.

As per above, the below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all

three variables Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for

period 2, July 2017-June 2019.
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Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.06951287

Applicant 0.06633354

IPC -0.008452967

Table 6.11: Assortativity covariates of the Chinese quantum
internet patent network July 2017 - June 2019.

The assortativity measures for ‘Country’ and ‘Applicant’ have not moved much

while ‘IPC’ in this period is now associated with moving in the opposite direction,

if only mildly so.

And now the ERGM for period 2.

Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -7.08774 0.01804 0 -392.930 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Country -1.06858 0.12646 0 -8.450 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Applicant -0.06872 0.15000 0 -0.458 0.647

nodematch.IPC -3.48831 0.18346 0 -19.014 <1e-04 ***

Table 6.12: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the Chinese quantum patent
network June 2017-July 2019.

The picture has not changed much. ‘Country’ and ‘IPC’ are most significant at

the ***-level while the type of registering entity does not seem to be driving the

Chinese quantum patent network in this period. Calculating the probabilities

from the log-odd changes (ignoring the organisational type) yield the following
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probabilities of citation formations.

Variable Probability P

Edges 0.0008345859

Country 0.2556732

IPC 0.02964668

Table 6.13: Probability estimators of the Chinese quantum patent network
June 2017-July 2019.

The relative importance of country of filing as well as IPC cluster codes had risen

sharply in period 2; in the case of ‘Country’ by more than ten percentage points

while ‘IPC’ would witness an increase in relative importance by 200 percent. As to

be discussed in the following chapter, this is evidence of an increasingly localised

and siloed research programme.

The goodness-of-fit is as follows.
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Figure 6.18: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the
Chinese ERGM July 2017-June 2019.
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In period 2, the ERGM fits the simulations less well: IPC codes are just about in

range.

Period 3: July 2019 - June 2021

This subnetwork is of similar size. The network contains 2,810 nodes and exactly

the same number of edges. Its density is 0.000354985, and the network is plotted

below.

Figure 6.19: Network visualisation of the Chinese quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2019 - June 2021.
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As per above, the below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all

three variables Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for

period 3, July 2019-June 2021.

Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.03559451

Applicant 0.01589866

IPC -0.08317109

Table 6.14: Assortativity covariates of the Chinese quantum
internet patent network July 2019 - June 2021.

With this static measure, there is not much change of direction if compared to

period 2.

And now the ERGM for period 3. In response to the decline in the goodness-of-fit

of the model for period 2, the ERGM for period 3 introduces terms for reciprocity

(‘mutual’) and triadic closure (‘gwesp’). Reciprocity is excluded by the very fact

that the network is a patent citation graph (patents cannot both simultaneously

cite each other as prior art), and hence the coefficient is returned as -Inf (which

means it can be discarded). Triadic closure suggests that triples are significant in

the evolution of the network (if A and B, as well as B and C stand in a citation

relationship, then A and C will form a link also).
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Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -6.79005 0.01921 0 -353.504 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Country -1.45733 0.17583 0 -8.288 1e-04 ***

nodematch.Applicant -0.68515 0.19976 0 -3.430 0.000604 ***

nodematch.IPC -3.37110 0.28414 0 -11.864 <1e-04 ***

mutual -Inf 0 0 -Inf <1e-04 ***

gwesp.fixed.0.4 2.65104 0.29477 0 8.994 <1e-04 ***

Table 6.15: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the
Chinese quantum patent network June 2019-July 2021.

In the final period under consideration, the picture has changed considerably. All

variables are now significant at the highest *** level, even the type of registering

entity. The kind of organisation that registered a novel quantum internet patent

has predictive power for the formation of citation chains. The coefficient for triadic

closure (gwesp) is significant at the highest level, which suggests high level of local

triadic clustering in the network.

And finally, calculating the probabilities from the log-odd changes produces the

following probabilities of citation formations.
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Variable Probability P

Edges 0.001123649

Country 0.188876

Applicant 0.3351128

IPC 0.03321097

Table 6.16: Probability estimators of the Chinese quantum patent network
June 2019-July 2021.

In the final period, with international competition over the quantum internet in

full swing, the type of applicant is a substantial predictor of patenting activity.

If, for instance, two patents were registered by the Chinese military or a military

research facility, the chance of them forming a citation (sub)network rises by 33

percent (compared to the one percent chance of a tie formation for a random

pairing of two nodes).

Finally, a check of the goodness of fit.
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Figure 6.20: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the
Chinese ERGM July 2019-June 2021.
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The goodness has improved: all model statistics are in range and very close to the

expected results from simulations (the coefficient for ‘mutual’ can be ignored as it

is not defined). The goodness of fit for in-degrees is remains off however.

The following subsection develops three ERGMs for US data.

6.3.2 The US case

As discussed previously, the US quantum internet patent data ecosystem is smaller

in scale but more robust in terms of static metrics. The below presents three snap-

shot time-sliced models following the same principles as in the Chinese case.

Period 1: July 2015 - June 2017

The US patent network for this period contains 725 nodes that span 672 edges.

Its density is 0.001202134, and the network is plotted below.
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Figure 6.21: Network visualisation of the US quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2015 - June 2017.

The below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all three variables

Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for period 1, July

2015-June 2017.
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Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.02490178

Applicant 0.0280033

IPC -0.04363085

Table 6.17: Assortativity covariates of the US quantum
internet patent network July 2015 - June 2017.

On these structural metrics, the US patent citation network is structurally similar

to its Chinese counterpart.

The ERGM for period 1 is as follows.

Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -5.52329 0.03902 0 -141.552 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Country -1.67033 0.57808 0 -2.889 0.00386 **

nodematch.Applicant -1.59322 0.59272 0 -2.688 0.00719 **

nodematch.IPC -Inf 0 0 -Inf <1e-04 ***

mutual -Inf 0 0 -Inf <1e-04 ***

gwesp.fixed.0.4 -6.17045 36.74530 0 -0.168 0.86664

Table 6.18: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the US quantum patent
network June 2015-July 2017.

Unlike the Chinese case for this period, the type of registering entity is significant

at the ** level. IPC codes however cannot be calculated as the dataset is too

sparsely populated for this period, which is why the program returns a calculation
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of ‘-Inf’.

And finally, calculating the probabilities from the log-odd changes for the signifi-

cant values produces the following probabilities of citation formations.

Variable Probability P

Edges 0.003976812

Country 0.1583802

Applicant 0.1689313

Table 6.19: Probability estimators of the US quantum patent network July
2015-June 2017.

Same-country and same-type-of-applicant registrations mean that the chance for

a citation link to form is around 16 percent in each case.

The goodness-of-it computation returns the following.
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Figure 6.22: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the US ERGM July 2015-June
2017.
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Since the program is unable to compute statistics for IPC codes and mutual tie

formations (the former because of a lack of data, the latter because it is logical

impossible), the model statistics only returns three estimates (upper left corner).

The model statistics confirm that the ERGM fits the data well. As in the case

with Chinese data, in-degree distribution proves a problem however.

Period 2: July 2017 - June 2019

The US subnetwork over this period has grown in size. It contains 1,404 nodes

across 1,574 edges. Its density is 0.0007665705, and the network is plotted be-

low.
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Figure 6.23: Network visualisation of the US quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2017 - June 2019.

The below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all three variables

Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for period 2, July

2017-June 2019.
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Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.03431128

Applicant -0.0436879

IPC 0.01426039

Table 6.20: Assortativity covariates of the US quantum
internet patent network July 2017 - June 2019.

There are minor variations compared to the previous period.

The ERGM for period 2 is as follows.

Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -6.1385 0.0264 0 -232.522 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Country -0.4761 0.2089 0 -2.279 0.0227 *

nodematch.Applicant -1.4174 0.2249 0 -6.303 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.IPC -3.9958 0.4284 0 -9.326 <1e-04 ***

mutual -0.7264 0.9367 0 -0.775 0.4380

gwesp.fixed.0.4 2.4879 0.2322 0 10.714 <1e-04 ***

Table 6.21: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the
US quantum patent network July 2017-June 2019.

All variables are found to be significant, albeit ‘Country’ comes back with a re-

duced confidence level of *.

And finally, calculating the probabilities from the log-odd changes for the signifi-
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cant values produces the following probabilities of citation formations.

Variable Probability P

Edges 0.002153511

Country 0.3831735

Applicant 0.1950695

IPC 0.01806054

Table 6.22: Probability estimators of the US quantum patent network July
2017-June 2019.

In this period, country-to-country clustering has the biggest effect. When US-

headquartered organisations file new quantum patents in the same country, their

chance of forming a citation link is a whopping 40 percent. Applicant-to-applicant

assortativity translates into a chance for a tie formation of nearly 20 percent.

The goodness-of-it statistics are as follows. The ERGM for the US for period 2 is

the best fit so far.
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Figure 6.24: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the US ERGM July 2017-June
2019.
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Period 3: July 2019 - June 2021

US activity in this period has gone down. The subnetwork contains 992 nodes

that span 936 edges. Its density is 0.0009521174, and the network is plotted

below.

Figure 6.25: Network visualisation of the US quantum internet
patent citation network for July 2019 - June 2021.

Once again, the below table collects the test statistics for assortativity for all

three variables Country of Patent Publication, Applicant Type, IPC clustering for

period 3, July 2019-June 2021.
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Variable Assortativity a

Country -0.07555183

Applicant -0.02450686

IPC -0.02641583

Table 6.23: Assortativity covariates of the US quantum
internet patent network July 2019 - June 2021.

There is minor negative co-movement in the data for this period.

The ERGM for period 3 is as follows.

Variable Estimate Std Error MCMC % z-value P > (|z|)

edges -5.94808 0.03401 0 -174.907 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.Country -1.18942 0.38665 0 -3.076 0.0021 **

nodematch.Applicant -1.84373 0.34218 0 -5.388 <1e-04 ***

nodematch.IPC -3.75748 0.84924 0 -4.425 <1e-04 ***

mutual -Inf 0 0 -Inf <1e-04 ***

gwesp.fixed.0.4 2.26867 0.39543 0 5.737 <1e-04 ***

Table 6.24: ML test statistics for the ERGM of the
US quantum patent network July 2019-June 2021.

All variables are found to be highly significant predictors of US patenting activity

with significant evidence of clustering. Calculating the probabilities from the

log-odd changes for the significant values produces the following probabilities of

citation formations.
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Variable Probability P

Edges 0.00260405

Country 0.2333627

Applicant 0.1366107

IPC 0.02281005

Table 6.25: Probability estimators of the US quantum patent network July
2019-June 2021.

Country-to-country and applicant-type clustering prove once again the strongest

predictors of patent citation formations for this final period under considera-

tion.

Finally, the goodness-of-fit for period 3. Once again a very solid fit.
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Figure 6.26: Goodness-of-fit parameters for the US ERGM July 2019-June
2021.
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6.4 Main points of Chapter 6

This chapter has first collected descriptive statistics regarding the Chinese and US

patent citation networks. These statistics show some striking similarities, most

significantly in terms of siloed, or independent, research activities. In patenting

the technologies for building the quantum internet, both superpowers wish to ac-

knowledge only domestic technologies: Chinese inventors would only cite Chinese

technologies as prior art; a phenomenon that is, perhaps surprisingly, even more

pronounced in the US where the citation network is almost exclusively domestic

in its trajectory. Put differently, in their quantum internet patenting activity, or-

ganisations headquartered in the US, either public or private, claim that foreign

inventions (patents registered by non-US entities abroad) do not shape at all US

efforts to build the quantum internet.

The comparison of descriptive statistics was complemented by estimating a regres-

sion model for plausible variables of significance. In dividing the data into three

time periods for both the Chinese and US data for ease of comparison, the ERGMs

so developed have found that the country of filing, the type of organisation that

has registered a new patent, and the way the patent has been classified following

the IPC classification tree, are all highly significant predictors of strategic quan-

tum patenting activity. The implications of these findings are developed in more

detail in the following chapter.

Network statistics:

6.a The chapter has analysed 4,200 patent family records in the domain

of quantum internet technologies (and the 10,000+ other patents they
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cite as ‘prior art’). The data was retrieved from the EPO’s GPI. The

data range is seven years, 2015-2021. The raw dataset contains all new

patents that were registered by entities that are headquartered in the

US or China. The data was split into US and Chinese subsets.

6.b By count of newly registered quantum internet patents between

2015-2021, the top two registering applicants were IBM and Intel,

multinational companies headquartered in the US, followed by TCL

Corporation, a Chinese consumer electronics company headquartered

in Huizhou. Places 7-10 also go to Chinese organisations.

6.c At the start of 2022, China dominated the patenting landscape

and outperformed the US by a magnitude of 4 in terms of annual

patent registrations. While the big players are American, China has

successfully developed a large number of small to mid-sized entities

that register quantum patents at significant pace.

6.d The dataset was transformed into a network object in which reg-

istered patents are nodes, and edges describe a citation link between

them. If node A has an outward edge to node B, A cites B. An incom-

ing edge therefore means ‘being cited’. The quantum internet patent

citation network is a directed graph.

6.e The Chinese quantum internet patent citation network 2015-2021

is made up of 6,134 nodes and 6,970 edges, with radii spanning from

1 to 27 (where radii capture the number of edges that point to/from

the node).

6.f The US quantum internet patent network for this period connects
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2,863 nodes over 3,201 edges, with radii spanning from 1 to 63.

6.g The analysis reveals a strong preferential treatment for domes-

tic technologies in both the US and Chinese citation networks. New

patents registered by entities headquartered in China between 2015

and 2021, if relevant to building the quantum internet, overwhelm-

ingly cite patents that were registered at a Chinese patent office. New

patents registered by entities headquartered in the US between 2015

and 2021, if relevant to building the quantum internet, overwhelmingly

cite patents that were registered at a US patent office.

6.h The chapter collects several further indicators: mean degree, den-

sity, transitivity, diameter, mean distance, the number of components

and the size of the largest components.

6.i The Chinese network has more than double the number of unitary

nodes that cite only one other patent or are being cited by only a

single invention. This means that in the Chinese network, the number

of patents that do not gain much traction is nearly one hundred percent

higher compared to the US network.

6.j The Chinese network contains two large components (complete sub-

graphs) of around 2,000 nodes each; the remaining 338 components are

of size 2 to 20. This is evidence for two separately evolving research

programmes in China. If this is due to strategic separation or acciden-

tal due to ignorance is not in the data.

6.k The US network looks different. It contains a single-biggest com-

ponent of 1,589 nodes followed by a dozen or so smaller subgraphs
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that range between 10 and 38 vertices, and a vast trail of dyads. This

suggests a more unified and coordinated approach in that the US quan-

tum research programme seems to be one big project that draws on

the same sources of prior research.

6.l The Chinese quantum patent citation network has a unique core

for k = 5, meaning that there is a unique subnetwork of 13 nodes

that constitutes the stable kernel of the network. Removing only these

13 patents would collapse the entire Chinese quantum internet patent

citation network.

6.m The US has a unique core for k = 4, which contains 18 nodes.

Removing only these 18 patents would collapse the entire US quantum

internet patent citation network.

ERGMs:

6.n For the purpose of estimating and comparing internal factors that

drive citation behaviour, ERGMs were built for three time periods:

July 2015- June 2017, July 2017-June 2019, and July 2019-June2021.

6.o It was hypothesised that the country of filing (China, Germany,

Spain, the UK, Japan, South Korea, the US and ‘World’), the type of

organisation that registers patents (industry, private individual, uni-

versity or research institute, military, other) and the number of IPC

codes that classify patents have predictive power for US and Chinese

patenting activity.
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6.p All six subnetworks have a density of < 1 percent. This means

the chance that any two randomly picked nodes will stand in a cita-

tion relationship is less than one percent. This is the baseline for the

comparison with ERGM test results.

6.q The picture changes dramatically when two nodes have the above

attributes in common. The tables below collect the ERGM probability

estimators for the Chinese and US patent citation networks.

China:

China 2015-2017 2017-2019 2019-2021

Edges 0.0023 0.0008 0.0011

Country 0.1333 0.2557 0.1889

Applicant n/s n/s 0.3351

IPC 0.014 0.03 0.0332

Table 6.26: Summary table of ERGM probability estimates for China for the
three time periods under investigation.
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USA:

USA 2015-2017 2017-2019 2019-2021

Edges 0.004 0.0022 0.0026

Country 0.1583 0.3832 0.2334

Applicant 0.1689 0.1951 0.1366

IPC n/s 0.0181 0.0228

Table 6.27: Summary table of ERGM probability estimates for the US for the
three time periods under investigation.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in

response to the research questions developed in Chapter 1 and the literature de-

veloped in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 has outlined the basic characteristics of quantum

computing and quantum communication, and covered the technical dimensions of

a quantum internet. With a view to the intensifying strategic competition between

the US and China, Chapter 5 has analysed a corpus of interview data to map the

challenges that internet governance is facing in the 2020s. Chapter 6 has built an

empirical analysis of a dataset of 4,200 patent families and their 10,000+ citation

links in the quantum internet domain.

This chapter, then, in Section 7.1 first revisits the research questions before it

moves on to discuss, in a conversation around QISG, important findings in more

detail. Section 7.2 speaks to the topic of US–Chinese strategic competition and the

future of the internet under the following themes: Chinese ambition, the protection

of quantum IPR, quantum internet standards and securitisation, the role of big

tech and the complexification of the strategy landscape, how ‘New IP’ should be
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construed a precursor to a fragmented quantum internet, and how the quantum

internet introduces new dependency risks for the UK.

Section 7.3 focuses on the evidence from patenting activity for a discussion of the

quantum internet. It considers the issues of quantum big tech vs smaller firms, how

the US and China give significant preferential treatment to domestic industries,

and discusses some summary statistics as well as the empirical drivers of quantum

patenting in both countries.

Section 7.4 discusses quantum internet fragmentation and strategies to avoid it.

It presents an outlook and the building blocks of a model for quantum internet

standard finding. In light of the discussion, which finds evidence for two sep-

arate quantum internet research programmes in the US and China, the section

introduces a transferable utility game to develop options for quantum internet

governance. The model recommends the US make side payments to China for

its leadership to shelve ‘New IP’ and agree to a shared global standard instead,

a framework that ensures the interoperability of the quantum internet. Finally,

Section 7.5 collects the major takeaways of this chapter.

7.1 Recap: the research questions

In Chapter 1, the following overall research question was developed:

R.1 How is the quantum internet being shaped by US–Chinese com-

petition?

In order to operationalise this question, it was broken down into the following two

subquestions:
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R.1.1 What do domain experts observe regarding US–Chinese com-

petition in internet governance?,

and

R.1.2 What do patent data suggest about US and Chinese activity in

building the quantum internet?

The Methodology chapter has laid out further auxiliary queries that the engage-

ment with R.1.1 and R.1.2 invites, these are

# Auxiliary queries

AUX.1 What is a quantum internet?

AUX.2 What does internet governance presently involve?

AUX.3 Can the multi-stakeholder model of internet governance survive?

AUX.4 Who is involved in building a quantum internet?

AUX.5 Does China enjoy a leadership position in quantum internet engineering?

AUX.6 Is there evidence for competing quantum technology clusters

developed in the US and China?

Table 7.1: The auxiliary queries that this thesis pursues in response to R.1.1
and R.1.2.

Embedded in a discussion of the literature, Chapter 2 has developed the concept

of quantum internet security governance, or QISG: a heuristic device for mapping

processes of multi-actor involvement in the emergence and control of security and

governance practices around quantum networks. QISG invites a way of thinking

the togetherness, or ‘coproduction’ (Jasanoff 2004, 2016, Jasanoff & Kim 2015) of

technology and the practices that will govern the quantum internet. Studying the
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quantum internet through the lens of QISG is to aim for larger political tropes

that surround the emergence of the next generation of the internet.

The findings of Chapters 4,5 and 6 attest to the involvement of ‘multiple and

separate authorities, interventions by both public and private actors, formal and

informal arrangements’ (Kirchner & Sperling 2007, p. 3), all of which are key

characteristics of the concept of securitisation. In the coproduction of the quantum

internet and the governance regimes for the internet of the future, the quantum

internet is already being framed in security terms well before its arrival. The

following sections develop responses to R.1.1 and R.1.2 against a QISG framing,

i.e. with a view to international security and the competition between the US

and China, and how these dynamics shape the quantum internet. The Conclusion

(Chapter 8) addresses R.1 overall.

7.2 US–Chinese strategic competition and the

future of the internet

The discussion below is grouped into the following themes: i) Chinese ambition,

ii) arguments for better protecting Western IPR and how the Western intelligence

community places little value in quantum communication, iii) how the quantum

internet is being ‘securitised’ as defined in Chapter 2 even before it is built, iv)

how big tech creates strategic concerns for China, v) why China’s ‘New IP’ should

be construed the precursor to the architecture of a quantum-enabled internet, and

finally, vi) how the quantum internet is likely to create new dependency risks for

the UK.
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7.2.1 Chinese ambition

The interview data analysed in Chapter 5 suggest that the Chinese leadership

recognises the US as its chief strategic rival. While China has traditionally con-

sidered Europe a political block in its own right, it now believes that Europe will

side with the States in the event of a military conflict between the two super-

powers. Informants suggested that China hopes to drive a wedge between the

US and its Western allies to keep American planners preoccupied; continuous dis-

agreement among European leaders supports Chinese ambition, a respondent said.

For China, Europe’s institutions have deteriorated to the point that they are now

‘hopeless’.

The interviews further suggest that China has moved away from cooperation so

that dialogue on emerging technologies has nearly become impossible. China has

grown much more assertive, aggressive even, under President Xi Jinping. The

rivalry has intensified to a degree that it will be very difficult for any state actor

to circumvent US–Chinese conflicts over the standards and governance models for

the internet of the future.

For China, shaping the quantum internet means making the internet a more ef-

ficient surveillance-and-control system: a network that serves first and foremost

Party interests. An advanced internet with quantum capabilities may facilitate

surveillance tasks that have traditionally been carried out by human operators,

respondents found. A future internet run on Chinese standards would displace

human personnel that is presently tasked to oversee and implement domestic con-

trol regimes. This way, the quantum internet is a piece of the puzzle that is the

wholesale automation of surveillance. Given the deep levels of distrust towards

the US, China’s leadership seems convinced it can only trust a genuinely Chinese
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technology, independently developed, to achieve this task. This is one the reasons

why China would seek to dominate emerging technologies, in particular quantum

internet technologies.

Control over quantum technologies, both in terms of ownership of actual hardware

as well as the capability to oversee their standards for implementation, would also

support the Party in pushing back against domestic big tech corporations (and

their owners) from gaining too much influence over Party politics. To an important

extent, informants found, projecting dominance abroad also helps keeping the lid

on potential threats to the Chinese leadership at home.

Ultimately, it was suggested that the Party is determined to maintain its posi-

tion as the ultimate data sovereign. Sitting at the top of the ‘trust pyramid’, it

requires absolute control over the internet: no group in China, neither businesses

nor individuals, must be able to collect, store and analyse data in ways that re-

strict or outright exclude Chinese authorities. As there can be no data sovereign

above the Party, internet technologies must be designed and governed in a way

that accommodate Party oversight. One respondent expressed sympathies for

this position–the problem of data privacy (or lack thereof) is considerable among

Chinese businesses, and the Chinese leadership might be quite right to mistrust

China’s big tech companies to handle the issue well. The Party had pushed for

big tech’s success in the past, mainly to counter US global dominance, but now

finds itself facing new and powerful internal rivals as a result of this.

This is why it must be assumed that quantum communication technologies are

immensely important to the leadership, the interviews find. A genuinely Chinese

technology such as QKD could be trusted by the Party and the security apparatus

to get the paramount task of domestic surveillance right while also being a big
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reputational asset. Having developed such a game-changing emerging technology

may also support building trust in Chinese quantum technologies abroad as well

as among the general population at home.

The empirical findings in Chapter 6, further discussed below, support the views

of the informant in Singapore that China does indeed enjoy an edge over its

strategic rival. A Chinese quantum internet would be a ‘game changer’. For the

informant in Singapore, the West has not ‘kept up with the game’. Countries

like Singapore need to balance carefully their relationship with China for many

reasons, the possible repercussions of a conflict in the South Asian Sea being

of particular concern. While some commentators suggest China is more rule-

compliant regarding its conduct in the South China Sea than Western narratives

would like to accept (Raymond & Welch 2022), there is considerable unease in the

region about the potential impact of Chinese quantum capabilities. However, the

informant also notes that in the US, research that directly relates to encryption

‘falls under the purview of the NSA’. It is certainly a possibility that classified

research is being carried out that will not find reflection in patenting data, or at

least not in the near future.

7.2.2 Protection of quantum IPR

Western intelligence services, according to GCHQ, align on their assessment that

the direct security threat of a Chinese quantum internet, secured by QKD, is

manageable. Their assessment has shaped the UK’s official policy position. The

respondent in the Government argued that because QKD is not a genuine threat,

according to GCHQ, the most important issue that arises from quantum innova-

tion is to protect British quantum IPR.
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The Chinese leadership has certainly gained notoriety for its relaxed, if not outright

supportive, approach to industrial espionage (Lindsay 2015). The UK Government

seems to assume that China still operates a model of simply wanting to copy

Western technologies. Arguably, China has moved on from this, in particular in the

domain of quantum internet technologies. It has overtaken the US in registering

patents across various subdomains, as found in Chapter 6 and discussed in more

detail below. This is not to suggest the UK Government should ignore threats

to British IPR, but it should note that industrial espionage is likely to become

less relevant for Chinese businesses and the state should the Chinese quantum

research programme continue to progress well. It could be too soon to outright

dismiss QKD and quantum communication.

The public has come to expect new internet technologies to be commercially suc-

cessful, the interviews suggest. No one would seriously think that AI, for instance,

should be ‘under strict military control’, as one informant put it. The somewhat

unquestioned assumption among politicians, researchers and the public alike is

that the technology for the internet of the future will be developed by the private

sector. Governments, then, hope to (re)vitalise entire domestic industries on the

back of emerging technologies such as quantum.

The focus on IPR, at the expense of security concerns around quantum commu-

nication, creates obvious tensions. At the time of interviewing, the UK Cabinet

Office expressed their discomfort about banning all Chinese foreign direct invest-

ment as it can help grow Britain’s quantum sector. The interviewee pointed to the

need to find ‘the right balance’. Given that the ‘US have a lot more people, and

a lot more money than we do’, the UK, just like the rest of Europe, is dependent

on US leadership in quantum technologies. It is these delicate dependencies that
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China seeks to upset, other respondents point out. Tensions between the US and

its European allies serve Chinese interests.

This sentiment was echoed by GCHQ whose official agreed that ‘you might have

a problem’ if China can build a quantum computer ahead of the West, one which

generates sales and captures business investments into new IT systems. However,

as far as actual use cases of quantum communication go, in particular those of

QKD, the British government and the intelligence community see little value in

them. In terms of actual capability, for GCHQ, as mentioned, ‘QKD just doesn’t

address 90 percent of the actual problem space for government’. However this still

leaves a sizeable 10 percent for a potential attack surface, which could prove a

wide enough opening for adversaries to capitalise on. For the time being, there

are better ways to protect against, say, phishing attacks, GCHQ pointed out. But

QKD will become a problem from the moment strategic rivals begin to use it,

whether or not Western alliances consider it a good and efficient technology.

7.2.3 Quantum internet standards and securitisation

For GCHQ, the problem of a Chinese quantum communication system is manage-

able because quantum-proof encryption models have been found that will translate

into new internet standards: ‘wait for the scientists to do their job and say, we

now recommend this new set of algorithms for quantum systems, then the stan-

dards will start to appear from global standards bodies that control the internet

and telecoms networks’, the respondent said. The assumption that new internet

standards that GCHQ finds agreeable will somehow naturally manifest is surely

informed by tradition. The US has enjoyed a very privileged position in setting

internet standards, as discussed in Chapter 2. At present, however, pushback is
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building up. China can influence standardisation bodies much more effectively

than it used to. The road to standards that meet the expectations of GCHQ

could prove rockier than the intelligence service assumes.

Particularly the ITU has attracted increased attention.

‘[China’s] expanded presence and influence is manifest in the ITU.

Houlin Zhao is completing his second term as Secretary-General. Dur-

ing his tenure, he has deepened and institutionalized ties between the

ITU and Beijing, endorsed the Belt and Road Initiative, and increased

Chinese employment in the organization. China also sends the largest

delegations to ITU study groups and has flooded them with proposed

specifications and contributions. China leads all nations with SEP ap-

plications. The goal is to make Chinese standards global standards and

thereby give Chinese companies greater market share, increased rev-

enues, and the inside track on next-generation technologies’ (Schaefer

& Pletka 2022, p. 2).

In light of China’s progress, for the respondent with considerable experience in

internet governance at the United Nations, the current discussion of internet frag-

mentation should also focus on what she called ‘institutional fragmentation’. The

respondent found no harmonisation across initiatives. Rather, state actors take

aim at organisations and bodies where they can maximise influence and meet min-

imal resistance, which leads to intense focus on some forums and working groups

while others are being entirely neglected. The West and China ‘are really in the

middle of a fight to occupy this space and have as many supporters on one side

as possible’, the informant concluded.
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Other respondents emphasised just how much the question of standards and gov-

ernance ‘is a very military driven process’, not just for China, but for the US also.

When it comes to quantum internet standards and a governance model for the in-

ternet of the future, in terms of QISG, the quantum internet has been securitised

well before its arrival. Chapter 2 has defined securitisation roughly in terms of

identifying an object as a threat to (national) security and viewing it primarily

through such a lens. Surely a reflection of its time, the quantum internet does not

enjoy the kind of honeymoon period of utopian imaginaries of a better future that

the internet was able to generate in its early days of commercialisation.

Future internet standards are such an integral element to China’s quest to be-

come wholly technologically independent from the US that it has little choice

not to securitise the quantum internet in these terms. The interviews provided

evidence that spaces for open collaboration and compromise in internet standards-

finding are diminishing. Hierarchical ‘military driven processes’ seem back on the

agenda.

Interview data analysed in Chapter 5 also point to a parallelism of state and corpo-

rate interests in international governance forums. Skilled individuals, who would

oftentimes move between sectors (the chapter has discussed the ‘revolving doors’

problem in Western regulatory regimes), can build up considerable influence: op-

erating on behalf of big tech companies and entrepreneurs alike, skilled lobbyists

manage to capture officials. At international forums, a wealth of interests seek

to shape official positions–the process by which GCHQ summarily declares new

standards to ‘appear’ is a deeply contested and complex one.
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7.2.4 The role of big tech and the complexification of the

strategy landscape

Internet governance has come under increased pressure not only from military and

security stakeholders. Big tech also attempts to reshape the internet and Web ser-

vices to accommodate how they envision their businesses to evolve. Meta’s ‘Meta-

verse’ is a particular popular buzzword at present. At the Eighth International

Conference on Information Management in Cambridge in May 2022, proponents

of this ‘internet and computer-based, and socially connected networking space

of three-dimensional virtual-reality worlds’ speculate about ‘quantum strategies’

that would make a quantum-enabled ‘Metaverse’ more engaging (Shuliang 2022)–if

one is to believe the hype. Imaginaries of fantastical future profits drive lobbying

efforts to turn the internet into a virtual reality machine.

For one informant, multi-stakeholderism has always been a nebulous term and is

best construed shorthand for accommodating the interests of large US corporations

such as Meta–businesses that are heavily invested in building quantum internet

technologies. The influence of big tech on US politics has been discussed at length.

From an IR perspective, one major theme is the blending of corporate and public

interests for the projection of power. Some commentators argue that big tech

‘implicates core IR research in two ways: (1) it creates new private authorities as

corporations control critical bottlenecks of knowledge, connection, and desire; and

(2) it mediates the scope of state-corporate relations as states become dependent

on Big Tech, Big Tech circumvents state overreach, and states curtail Big Tech’

(Srivastava 2021). As a concept, QISG sits well with this body of critical analyses

of the coproduction of corporate power and public policy.
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Chapter 5 has discussed how big tech can become ‘an alternative source of power’

that threatens democratic principles. The scale of influence of big tech on US

politics is being observed in China with acute interest. While one could imag-

ine that corporate challengers to principled policymaking in the US would find

implicit support from the Chinese leadership in the hope of destabilising the US

government, in reality the picture is much more complicated. Rather, the Chi-

nese leadership seems wary that big tech could be a threat to government. If

US big tech can challenge the American system of government, Chinese big tech

may very well also emerge as an alternative source of power and a challenger to

Party dominance at home. Chinese big tech must therefore be contained while

giving it enough leeway to help realise the quantum technologies the Chinese state

demands, and for them to contribute to economic growth.

Moreover, the traditional view among top Chinese officials is that in international

negotiations, state actors should deal with other state representatives. There is

unease among Chinese leaders that dealing with big tech complicates diplomacy

and makes strategic planning more difficult. Interview participants suggested that

China would rather the US curtail big tech as this would reduce the complexity

of the strategy space and limit the range of agents China needs to grapple with.

Anything that reduces the complexity of the chief rival’s decision-making processes

is tentatively good news.

As Chapter 2 has discussed, in the current emerging technology race, actual tech-

nological affordances matter just as much as working out how an adversary may

want to act on them in the future. Should the US decide to confront corporate

power in a more robust fashion, it would mean fewer variables for the Chinese

Communist Party to factor in. The smaller the number of actors it has to con-
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sider, and the more limited their range of interests, the more effectively China can

influence internet governance models in the years to come.

While the list of the top ten registering entities of quantum internet technologies

include TLC Corp at third place, as Chapter 6 has found, China’s leadership posi-

tion in registering new quantum patents at scale is due to the fact that since 2015,

it has grown a sizeable ecosystem of quantum SMEs. From a Party perspective, it

is not far-fetched to imagine that a large number of small companies is hoped to

be easier to manage than yet another corporate giant. Empirical work on Chinese

corporate power certainly confirms that ‘monopolised platform economies’ have a

tendency to dominate smaller businesses and, importantly, they may increase ‘in-

come inequality, exacerbate overcapacity and generate financial instability’ (Li &

Qi 2022); complications the Party is keen to avoid in the current global economic

climate.

7.2.5 ‘New IP’: a precursor to the quantum internet

Since 2019, Chinese delegations with representatives from Huawei, China Mobile,

China Unicom, and the China Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

have made several high-level proposals at institutions such as the ITU to funda-

mentally reform internet architecture and protocols. These efforts have come to

be summarily known as ‘New IP’. The most relevant technical details of ‘New IP’,

as far as they are available, have been presented in Chapter 5.

It is important to discuss ‘New IP’ in the context of QISG as the Chinese propos-

als provide a good indication of the direction of travel were China to be able to

significantly shape the standards for the internet of the future. Many commen-
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tators argue that the TCP/IP suite of communication protocols is insufficient for

the next generation of the internet that connects autonomous vehicles, wearables

and multiple devices at home (see Chapter 2). However, it should be noted that

one of the respondents interviewed for this thesis disputed this. Moreover, con-

siderable work is being done at present to find IoT standards over IP as it exists

today. ‘Matter’ is a standard that was launched in October 2022 that specifically

covers connectivity issues in ‘smart’ homes (Hill 2022). However, the narrative

that TCP/IP is hopelessly outdated seems to have captured a critical mass of

commentators and stakeholders.

‘New IP’ addresses the demands of autonomous vehicles and the radical connec-

tivity that the IoT demands but is dismissed by ICANN as the nail in the inter-

net’s coffin: essentially turning the open internet into several subnetworks that

are linked (or decoupled) over various access points, ‘New IP’ introduces a great

many new opportunities to monitor user behaviour, identify (and block) users

at the basic infrastructural level, or switch off undesirable subnetworks without

compromising the functionality of the rest of the network–the respondents to this

thesis agree that ‘New IP’ would amount to no less than the kind of fragmentation

of the internet at the infrastructural level that some commentators warn against

(O’Hara & Hall 2018). The informant at the internet standardisation body con-

siders ‘New IP’ a ‘danger to the internet itself’ as the protocol suite would amount

to ‘a bifurcation in the network [to the effect that] certain nodes won’t be able to

talk to other nodes any longer’. The internet would be iteratively replaced by a

‘many nets’ architecture (this is how the designers of ‘New IP’ had named their

approach to systems design).

A many-nets approach to reforming internet architecture is one way to prepare
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the grounds for a quantum internet. Splitting up the internet into a set of sub-

networks that connect via gateways can make the maintenance and upgrading of

critical parts of the internet’s infrastructure easier, or secure highly critical subnet-

works better–for example, with quantum communication protocols. Rather than

adding a quantum layer to the internet as it exists today, first-generation quantum

networks, probably highly exclusive in character and for government and intelli-

gence services only, could be mapped onto an internet subnetwork and thus be

sandboxed.

As far as it is possible to tell from the high-level outlines of ‘New IP’ that are

available, while coming at considerable cost in terms of accessibility and privacy,

the proposal seems to have the potential for added security and stability at the

level of fundamental transport layers. Gateways can be closed so that if a subnet-

work is damaged or compromised it can be switched off easily without threatening

the integrity of the entire network. ‘New IP’ must be considered a precursor to

the ways in which China envisions the implementation of the quantum internet.

Quantum capabilities could be made available to selected subnetworks only, effec-

tively splitting the internet into a classical network and quantum-powered one. A

‘New IP quantum internet would connect to the rest of the network via strongly

policed access points.

At closer inspection, most advantages of ‘New IP’ have a strong surveillance el-

ement to it. The idea that the internet should fragment into subnetworks that

governments find easy to switch off, on top of a strong binding between user

identity and the subnetwork through which they can access the internet in the

first place, alarms observers. Informants to this thesis spoke of new roadways

into discriminatory packet pricing and, above all, unprecedented opportunities for
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surveillance at a much more granular level than is possible today.

China’s ‘New IP’ model has not yet been discussed to great extent in the literature.

As far as the opinions are concerned that find reflection in publicly available

material–an informant suggested that a classified white paper is being circulated

among Western diplomats that warns about ‘New IP’–the interviews add to the

deep scepticism about the new protocol that, for instance, ICANN has formulated

(Durand 2020). The discussion in Chapter 5 adds to this debate in that it relates

‘New IP’ to the quantum internet. It would be implausible for China to be pushing

for ‘New IP’ to the extent it currently is, only to backtrack once the quantum

internet fully arrives. This outlook would make the quantum internet not an open,

general-purpose technology that makes the internet better for everyone but paints

a vision of the quantum internet as tightly integrated with policies of surveillance

and control.

The interviews further suggested that the struggle over the technology and the

governance model for the internet of the future reaches well beyond governance as

such. In terms of QISG, internet governance conflicts between the US and China

are also a signalling game aimed at the rest of the world. Quantum internet

advantage seeks to portray leadership and strength. Leadership in emerging tech-

nologies, on the other hand, signals trustworthiness and promises returns if other

nations align and forge new alliances. In this context, Chapter 2 has discussed the

notion of ‘quantum patronage’ that QKD could potentially offer to previously non-

aligned state actors, e.g. in terms of exclusive licencing deals. Pushing ahead with

quantum internet technologies is a bigger game that extends the narrow confines

of standard specifications.

It is safe to assume that the Chinese leadership does not expect the rest of the
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world to embrace ‘New IP’ and rebuild the internet accordingly. What ‘New

IP’ has already achieved, however, is to show the world that China is a serious

contender: a player not only at the cusp of building a radically novel network

technology but also being able to offer a blueprint for implementing a new vision

of the internet with ample surveillance tools inbuilt–quite possibly a sweet offer

for many authoritarian regimes around the world.

7.2.6 The quantum internet: new dependency risks for the

UK

Respondents to this thesis expressed excitement at the prospect of a quantum

internet; ‘there is genuine momentum now’, one informant confirmed. No partic-

ipant considered the quantum internet an outright replacement for the ‘classical’

internet. Rather, a quantum network will add new capabilities. But what kind of

services could the quantum internet provide, and who would offer them?

Interviewees expressed concern about the quantum internet potentially exacerbat-

ing the problem of increased market concentration among cloud service providers.

In many instances, internet infrastructure is built to accommodate big tech, such

as undersea fibre cables owned by Meta, Microsoft and Google. An article pub-

lished in late 2021 in the magazine Wired presents the following summary assess-

ment:

‘The world’s biggest owner of cables is a household name, at least to

Americans–it’s AT&T, which has a stake in around 230,000 kilometres

of international internet cabling, or around one sixth of the total. But

looking at others in the top ten reveals why both Big Tech and West-
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ern governments are starting to pay the apparently dull issue of cable

ownership more attention: in second place is China Telecom, while

Chunghwa Telecom (based in Taiwan) is third and China Unicom is

sixth.

In the tenth and eleventh spots, however, are some very familiar names:

Facebook and Google. Big Tech is getting into big cables–and doing so

in a big way. Over the past few years, 80 percent of investment in new

cables has flowed from the two US tech giants. As of today, Facebook

owns or co-owns 99,399 kilometres of cables, Google 95,876 kilometres’

(Ball 2021).

Companies that already dominate Web services, in particular cloud storage and

social media, are beginning to hold considerable leverage at the infrastructural

level too. Moreover, interviewees pointed to the fact that many SMEs, and even

bigger companies, find it increasingly difficult to build and maintain intranets.

Internal systems are becoming ever more complex and are therefore expensive to

build, and skilled engineers to maintain them are difficult to recruit and retain. For

this reason, a lot of company data gets uploaded onto the cloud. The companies

mentioned above own a growing share of the internet’s infrastructure and invest

heavily into the development of the quantum internet too.

Cloud services have quickly become critical infrastructure for UK businesses as well

as the public sector. The term ‘cloud’ usually comprises three delivery segments:

infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and software as a service. While

global overall spending on cloud services was over $400 billion in 2021 (see graph

below), the cloud computing market in the UK was around $16 billion with 44%

of the UK population using cloud storage (Vailshery 2022).
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Figure 7.1: Public cloud services end-user spending worldwide from 2017 to
2023 (in bn US dollars). Source: (Vailshery 2022)

The US Department of Commerce estimates the UK market to be the largest in

Europe (Administration 2021). They find that the UK is home to 3,000 software

companies and is the world’s second largest ICT market after the US in terms

of spending per head. However, the market is dominated by three US companies

(Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud). This has

introduced system-critical dependencies for the UK on foreign suppliers which es-

tablishes long-term, structural risks to the British economy. The issue is amplified

by indications that cloud service providers follow an increasingly reactive pricing

policy to lock in customers (Nazareth & Choi 2021).

The empirical findings of Chapters 4 and 6 indicate that many of the companies

that dominate the cloud service market are investing heavily in the development of

quantum networks. The initial offering of a quantum internet would be what may

be called Quantum Computing as a Service (QCaaS). Given the scale of investment

needed to build and service quantum computers and the auxiliary infrastructure
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required, such as large cooling devices, it is likely that many public and private

sector organisations are going to want to rent quantum services over the cloud in-

stead of building sophisticated facilities for providing quantum compute resources

in-house. The big promise of QCaaS, secured with QKD, is cybersecurity. In the

words of a renowned scientist involved in building the quantum internet, ‘people

at the server are unable to know what kind of program you’re running and the

data you have’ (Castelvecchi 2018).

QCaaS is likely to generate significant demand from the public and private sectors

in the UK. Three areas of application seem particularly relevant.

Public bodies can store sensitive information securely

Personal and sensitive information such as NHS and HMRC tax records can be

held securely with great levels of confidence against cyberattacks for many decades

to come. With cyberattacks on public bodies significantly on the rise (Schwartz

& Montfort 2022), QCaaS could help ensure long-term compliance with privacy

regulation.

Secure online banking

Banks and financial services are likely to move to secure quantum communica-

tion networks for transaction and clearance purposes, and the storage of customer

data, a consultancy business claims (Dietz et al. 2020). Large banks have be-

gun to recruit quantum engineers and quantum physicists for the purpose of ex-

ploring opportunities of secure internal communication and the exploitation of

future quantum computers for asset pricing. With a quantum-secured backend,

the chances of third-party hacking into retail banking accounts are hoped to be

low, with the potential to make the requirement for Multi-Factor-Authenticication

(MFA) obsolete.
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Domestic R&D is protected against foreign industrial espionage

Estimates suggest that British businesses lose up to the equivalent of three percent

of GDP to industrial espionage and the theft of trade secrets each year (Searle

2021). China is of course suspected to be responsible for a large share of this loss.

With any cyber-physical system only being as strong as its weakest component,

running corporate R&D programmes on a secure quantum server could provide

protection against the theft of intellectual property and ‘shield’ the UK economy

against industrial espionage.

While these three points make for excellent use cases, there is a real risk that the

quantum internet, proprietary technology from the outset and dominated by US

big tech, will solidify structural dependencies of the UK on the US private sector.

QCaaS is likely to amplify market-distorting forces in an already uneven playing

field that is the cloud computing services market. US dominance in this domain

must be expected to cement. Compliance with UK regulation, governance and

auditing requirements may be complicated by these developments. An increas-

ingly emboldened US big tech sector that also owns a large part of the internet’s

infrastructure could prove difficult to influence on grounds of regulatory specifics

particular to the UK.

Moreover, large corporations such as Google already dominate both the apps and

cloud services markets. This allows them to realise substantial network effects that

manifest when more users sign up to a service. A strengthening of their leadership

position in the quantum domain via QCaaS may further solidify their stronghold

in apps, platforms and social media markets. This may have considerable reper-

cussions for UK consumers, in particular where these markets consolidate further

through mergers.
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As the interview data in Chapter 5 suggest, the UK is unlikely to be able to build

the infrastructure to provide QCaaS at scale to its internal market. While the UK

government will surely prefer structural and deeply embedded dependencies on

the US over dependencies on China, the degree to which the UK economy would

depend on the behaviours of the private sector in the US should be of concern to

UK policymakers.

7.3 The quantum internet: evidence from patent-

ing activity

This section presents and discusses the findings of Chapter 6 with a view to the

themes that have emerged in the discussion so far. It first considers descriptive

statistics of the quantum patent dataset developed in the previous chapter, then

discusses the ERGM estimates and what they reveal about the US and Chinese

quantum internet technology landscape.

7.3.1 Quantum big tech vs smaller firms

In the first step of the analysis, new patents registered between 1 July 2015 and

30 June 2021 were traced back to the countries where the registering organisation

is headquartered. For instance, a US company may decide to file a patent for a

particular invention in quantum communication in South Korea. This would give

the patent a ‘KR’ country code.

However, as fully explained in Chapter 6, this is misleading. As this thesis inquires

into ownership structures and, ultimately, potential pathways for state actors to
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influence the development and growth trajectories of the quantum internet, the

4,200 patent family records in the dataset were annotated for the country where

the filing organisation is headquartered. In the above example, the patent would

then be labelled a US patent, not a South Korean one. The exact locale of filing

(in this case, KR) was retained however as it provides valuable information as to

the strategy of the filing organisation.

Figure 6.3 in Chapter 6 shows the top ten organisations that have registered rel-

evant patents in the period 2015-2021. The top two registering applicants are

IBM and Intel, multinational companies headquartered in the US, followed by

TCL Corporation, a Chinese consumer electronics company. By count of newly

registered quantum internet patents, IBM is the single biggest player by a signifi-

cant margin. However, places 7-10 go to Chinese entities. Assessed on this metric

alone, US companies seem to be enjoying an edge over their Chinese rivals.

However, this is not an accurate picture of actual activity. Figure 6.4 in Chapter

6 shows the total number of quantum technology patents registered across seven

countries. While roughly on a par with the US at the starting period 2015, China

at the start of 2022 dominated the patenting landscape and outperformed the US

by a magnitude of 4 in terms of annual patent registrations. While the big players

are big US companies, China has successfully developed a large number of small

to mid-sized companies that register quantum patents at significant pace. Over a

five-year period, the number of annual patents that organisations headquartered

in China have registered has risen fivefold.

As developed in Chapter 5 and in the previous section, China’s leadership is

mindful that a too powerful domestic tech sector could easily challenge Party

dominance. While there are strong contenders among the top ten of registering
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entities, the scale at which small companies have emerged in China seems to

suggest that Chinese officials are more interested in growing a quantum internet

ecosystem that is characterised by a large number of small firms rather than a

small number of big companies. Perhaps the leadership finds smaller companies

easier to control. Be as it may, the data suggest that China has changed gears

around 2015 and is now pursuing its quantum development programme at full

speed.

7.3.2 Significant preferential treatment of domestic indus-

tries in China and the US

Chapter 6 presents some informative hive plots that show the citation behaviour

of Chinese and US quantum technology patents. Patents can be divided into

categories of popularity that reflect their status in a patent citation network.

Prominent, high-impact patents are cited by many other patents. Some patents

cite a great deal of other inventions as prior art, some cite only a few. Colouring

the citation relationships between the patents in the network according to the

geographic location of the filing organisation of the cited patent (either foreign or

domestic) reveals the extent of preferential treatment of domestic ‘prior art’ over

foreign inventions.

The hive plots presented in Chapter 6 show considerable preferential treatment

for both Chinese and US patenting activity. Quantum patenting is strategic and

exclusionary. Chinese quantum patents overwhelmingly cite other Chinese patents

as prior art, and the US patenting behaviour is no different. This is evidence for

two separate quantum internet ecosystems that evolve independently of each other.

Neither programme relies on its strategic rival to any meaningful degree.
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This finding suggests considerable mistrust between both countries, plausibly to

a point where references to the chief rival’s research activities is implicitly dis-

couraged. It is surprising, however, that collaboration in other closely related do-

mains is much stronger. For instance, Stanford University’s Institute for Human-

Centered Artificial Intelligence finds that ‘U.S. and Chinese AI researchers teamed

up on far more published articles than collaborators between any other two na-

tions’ (Andrews 2022) despite the deterioration of the relationship between the two

countries. While there seems to be closer collaboration in AI, presumably due to

personal relationships that have formed while Chinese researchers had undergone

training in the US, research in quantum computing and communication, particu-

larly where it matters for the quantum internet, is siloed and sealed off.

In terms of structural parameters, however, quantum patenting activity seems

to be following a similar trend to what researchers have already observed in AI.

The top of the field is dominated by big US corporations while China leads by

count of registered patents overall. This is due to an extremely large number of

smallish research institutes that register AI/ML patents at pace (Freist 2019). A

2021 study of international patenting activity in AI arrives at a similar conclusion.

While ‘the analysis of top assignees showed that most AI patents are owned by

large private companies’, (Liu et al. 2021, p. 17) argue, ‘public organizations and

universities are less prominent in the ownership of AI patent applications, except in

China where public research organizations and universities are frequent AI patent

assignees’. This thesis can confirm a similar pattern in the quantum domain: the

field is dominated by large US corporations but in terms of numbers, China enjoys

an edge thanks to a large army of registering ‘foot soldiers’.

The Chinese quantum internet patent citation network is made up of 6,134 nodes
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and 6,970 edges. Its US counterpart has 2,863 nodes and 3,201 edges. Thus the

Chinese quantum internet patent citation network is twice the size of its rival.

While this difference in scale is considerable, their structural characteristics are

very similar. New Chinese (US) quantum internet technology patents overwhelm-

ingly cite domestic, i.e. Chinese (US) technologies. Where new Chinese (US)

patents that are not being cited by any other patent, or cite patents that them-

selves do not cite any prior art, these citation relationships are almost one hundred

percent domestic in character.

This is an important finding. Some commentators, notably based at US polit-

ical think tanks, are quick to dismiss Chinese patents as ‘trash’ (Kersten et al.

2022). It is fair to assume that a sizeable number of the patents in the dataset

analysed in Chapter 6 will not go anywhere, and it should be noted that Chapter

6 has found that in the Chinese network, the number of patents that do not gain

much traction is nearly one hundred percent higher compared to the US network.

There is considerable deadweight in the Chinese quantum internet citation net-

work. Thousands of patents only cite one other Chinese patent, which is never

cited again. This suggests that a lot of registered patents in this domain have

little, if any, impact.

However, if Chinese patents are ‘trash’ for being irrelevant internationally, indi-

cated by the fact that they only cite other Chinese patents, then the same would

have to be concluded about the American quantum ecosystem. The fact that both

systems are likely to carry substantial deadweight notwithstanding, the findings

of Chapter 6 rather point to two highly shielded and siloed quantum internet re-

search programmes. American companies, universities, research institutions and

the military cite almost exclusively US-owned technologies only when registering
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new quantum internet patents. The most extreme case in the dataset is US patent

(US 9971970 B1 20180515) which cites no fewer than 63 other US patents as prior

art, displaying the maximum possible degree of homophily in the network.

7.3.3 Some summary network statistics explained

The literature on graph theory provides a number of informative indicators of net-

work characteristics. Statistical details are discussed in full in Chapter 6. To gen-

erate talking points for discussion, this subsection presents them in non-technical

terms.

The US citation network is twice as dense as its Chinese counterpart. This means

that a random node in the US network is twice as likely to cite (or be cited by)

a different node in the dataset, which suggests a more thorough citation practice

and/or comprehensive knowledge of the (domestic) quantum patenting landscape.

There is lots of evidence for significant homophily in both the Chinese and US

quantum internet patent networks. Both networks are structurally similar in terms

of mean degree, diameter and mean distance.

It is insightful to look at two further descriptive measures: the number of com-

ponents and the so-called k-core. Large graphs are usually made up of smaller

subgraphs or communities in which nodes are more strongly connected to each

other than to other nodes in the network. In the case of patent citations, these

are groups of patents with a stronger preference to cite one another relative to the

citation network as a whole.

In the Chinese quantum patent citation network, there are two large components

(complete subgraphs) of around 2,000 nodes each. These nodes can be thought
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of as two independent networks that sit inside the global structure. This is a

surprising and unusual result. Typically, for networks of this kind, one would

expect one large component, i.e. one big subgraph that sits within the bigger

network. This is indeed confirmed for the US case. It contains only one single-

biggest component of 1,589 nodes. Two explanations come to mind as to why

two complete subgraphs would sit next to each other in the Chinese quantum

ecosystem: i) China pursues not one but two distinct quantum internet research

programmes that are independent of each other; or ii) the Chinese programme

lacks strategic oversight and steer to keep things together so that research activity

begins to drift apart. It should be noted that this thesis has found no further

evidence for i).

The idea of the k-core is to successively ‘peel away’ outer nodes with only a

few connections to reveal the core of the network that holds the entire graph

together. The k-core is a token of resilience of the Chinese and US quantum

patent networks: how many shocks to its periphery can the core of the network

survive? What are the most important patents in these networks without which

the entire network would collapse in on itself? The core is the subnetwork of the

most tightly interlinked nodes that cannot be reduced further.

It was found that after five rounds of ‘peeling away’ the outer layers, the core of

the Chinese network is made up of only 13 patents. The US network is even less

stable: roughly three quarters of patents do not survive the first chop, and the

process comes to a stop after four rounds, revealing a core of 18 patent records.

Put differently, for both networks, made up of thousands of nodes, only a handful

of patents hold the entire network together. The removal of 13 core records in the

Chinese case, or 18 in the US case, would reduce the network to an empty graph.
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In both cases, there are only a small number of utmost important patents that

drive the entire quantum patenting ecosystem.

To sum up: both the Chinese and the US quantum patent networks are structurally

similar on important metrics. They also carry a large number of patents that do

not seem very influential (they cite only one patent, or are being cited only once).

Despite their similarities, however, they are independent from each other in that

neither side would take any notice of the other; it is almost as if they are sealed

off against foreign influence.

7.3.4 What matters for quantum patenting?

While the above results are informative and give a strong indication as to the

character of the Chinese and the US quantum internet development programmes,

they do not reveal how the programmes have evolved over time, and how things

have changed over time since the starting period of 2015. Summary indicators of

the sort discussed so far also do not provide insight into how variables that are

not captured in the network statistics above could possibly be relevant to giving

the two quantum development programmes their characteristic shape.

To gain a deeper understanding of both systems, Chapter 6 time-sliced the data

into three separate periods and tested ERGMs for all of the six resulting datasets

(cf. (Ji et al. 2022)). It considers the following variables: Country of Publication

(where the patent has been published), Applicant Type (Industry, University or

research institute, Private individual, Military, Other) and the number of IPC

codes under which the invention was filed. The below discusses the results for

China and the US separately.
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China:

For the period 2015-2017, the country of filing and the IPC codes given at registra-

tion are highly significant estimators of Chinese patenting activity, each at about

14 percent. This means, for instance, if two patents were filed by two different

organisations but are both headquartered in China, and both filed patents in the

same country other than China, then the chance that they form a citation link is

14 percent (compared to a one percent chance for a random pairing of nodes).

The same is true for IPC code clusters. If two patents during this period were filed

under the same number of IPC codes in the classification tree, then their chance

of being connected in the network was of similar degree (again, compared to a one

percent baseline chance for a match). This is significant evidence for preferential

treatment, or ‘like attracts like’ when it comes to the country of filing and the

number of IPC codes given.

In 2017-2019, the picture had changed to the effect that the country of publication

emerged as the most sizeable predictor of Chinese patenting activity. Two patents

published in, say, South Korea, increased the chance of a citation link to nearly

25 percent compared to the probability of a random match of less than one

percent. IPC clusters were also significant, but at an effect size of about 3 percent

they were less relevant in this period.

In the final period under consideration, 2019-2021, when patenting activity ac-

celerated considerably, the type of applicant had become highly significant also.

If, for instance, two patents were registered by the Chinese military or a military

research facility, the chance of them forming a citation (sub)network was more

than 33 percent (compared to the one percent chance of a tie formation for a

random selection of two nodes).
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USA:

In the first period, 2015-2017, IPC codes were not a significant predictor of US

quantum patenting activity. However, Country and Type were highly significant.

Same-country and same-type-of-applicant citations mean that the chance for a

citation link to form was around 16 percent in each case (compared to a baseline

chance of less than one percent). For instance, if two patents were filed by large

US corporations, the chance of one citing the other was 16 percent.

In the second period, 2017-2019, all three variables were significant (the effect size

of IPC clusters was minimal, however). Country-to-country homophily jumped

to nearly 40 percent, meaning that if two patents filed by organisations head-

quartered in the US were published in the same country, the chance that one cites

the other was 40 percent. For the type of applicant, e.g. military-to-military or

private sector-to-private sector, the chance of a connection in the network was

nearly 20 percent.

Finally, for the period 2019-2021, which showed reduced US activity, the empirical

picture is more mixed. All three variables proved highly significant. Country

and IPC clusters each were about 23 percent while the type of Applicant had

dropped to 14 percent. All variables attest to strong effect sizes compared to

the baseline scenario of less than one percent chance for a tie formation.

The estimators vary over the six different datasets, and they are considerable in

their range, being between 14 to 40 percent compared to what would have to be

expected for random, non-strategic patenting activity. The findings suggest that

while patenting activity in both countries is strategic, it is very much internal and

inward-looking in the sense that researchers engage with works that seem familiar

to them (where familiarity is expressed in terms of being of the same country,
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organisational type, or IPC cluster).

Put colloquially, each side is ‘doing its own thing’. And within each sub-cluster

of the already siloed Chinese and US quantum internet research programmes,

preferential treatment stretches even further, which suggests that ‘doing one’s

own thing’ and group think are the ultimate drivers of patenting activity in the

quantum domain. University researchers prefer citing other university researchers,

while military research rather cites other military research and so forth. Patents

that are filed under x amount of IPC codes attract patent citations where the citing

patent is filed under the same number of codes. Research in quantum computing

and communication where it matters for the quantum internet is very much the

antithesis to an open, global, and collaborative research effort.

7.4 Outlook: quantum internet fragmentation

and how to avoid it

This thesis presents evidence for two independent, siloed quantum internet re-

search programmes in the US and China. If these programmes succeed, there

could emerge two alternative models for the quantum internet. As Chapter 4 has

discussed, the quantum internet is most likely to manifest as an enabling technol-

ogy that provides quantum compute resources over distributed systems. Quantum

networks will link to the ‘classical’ internet over gateways.

Chapter 5 has found evidence for an intensifying rivalry over internet governance

and standards between the US and China. Either side can be expected to try

and push their own proposals for internet governance reform with a view to future
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quantum networks. It is plausible to imagine two competing quantum networks to

connect to the internet, access to which is restricted to either US and Chinese do-

mestic industries, governments and/or research institutions. Should this happen,

the quantum internet would be fragmented from the start.

‘Quantum fragmentation’ however would be bad news. Global problems require

global solutions. Climate change and health emergencies such as Covid19 are

prime examples. Chapter 4 has discussed some of the promises of a quantum

internet. Entanglement at scale, the fundamental quantum compute resource, is

hoped to provide the technology to find solutions to tackle climate change better,

for instance. A quantum internet may give other important research projects with

a global reach a big boost also, such as drug discovery or blockchain.

Whether the quantum internet can deliver on all these promises remains to be

seen. However, for it to be able to realise at least some of its potential, the internet

should remain as open and interoperable as possible. A ‘many-nets’ approach or

otherwise implementation of an off-switch for embedding selective interoperability

at the level of infrastructure, as Chapter 2 has discussed, would likely prove a

considerable obstacle to research collaboration. Yet international collaboration on

global issues will require seamless access to shared quantum resources. Quantum

internet fragmentation would make international cooperation much more difficult,

e.g. when members of a US-Chinese research team in climate science would be

unable to utilise internet capabilities such as quantum cloud resources by others

in the team. On top of such pragmatic concerns, quantum internet fragmentation

would also feed into narratives of nationalism and decoupling, which have been

discussed in Chapter 2.

It is a well-known problem that international institutions, which are constituted
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by delegates from national governments, oftentimes act myopic in their aim to

maximise (or at least not compromise) the outcome for their home governments.

While this behaviour is perhaps rational from the perspective of individual actors,

it can cause irrational gridlock from a systems perspective (e.g. where the system

is Planet Earth and the problem is human-made climate change). As respondents

to this research project pointed out, internet governance fora are certainly no

exception to this phenomenon. The national interest usually trumps the global

perspective.

In response, appeals to global solutions are often framed in terms of moral im-

peratives, human values, and a shared responsibility for future generations. State

actors who care first and foremost about maximising the outcome of international

negotiations for their country find it easy to brush off these calls as they do not

contribute to their objectives. The task then is to demonstrate that a global so-

lution is commensurable with the pursuit of rational self-interest. Only if state

actors are convinced that their countries will be better off should a global solution

be found will they be motivated to agree multilaterally on a new and different way

of doing things.

This section develops the building blocks of a model to demonstrate that a global

quantum internet standard is in the national self-interest of myopic players who

are motivated by domestic concerns only. The approach step below is a first step

towards a mechanism design for an interoperable quantum internet. As such,

it is best considered an outlook for future research activity, rather than a final

contribution to the matter.

The point of the model below is to show that if a ‘the whole is greater than the sum

of its parts’ logic is applied to internet governance competition, suddenly many
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new opportunities for engagement and cross-country collaboration emerge. It is

in the rational self-interest of the US to pay off China to let go of its many-nets

approach, the model suggests. The important point is that countries will not need

to give up their position of self-interest; they may still consider what is good for

them and attempt to maximise the payoff for their state, not necessarily what is

best for the world overall. Where appeals for morality fall on deaf ears, the global

good must be procured.

The modelling of scenarios where self-interested actors compete in international

negotiations is the realm of traditional (‘non-cooperative’) game theory (popular

introductions and overviews are, among many others, (Fudenberg 1991, Maschler

et al. 2013, Osborne & Rubinstein 1994)). This well-established branch of game

theory makes strong assumptions about individual rationality. For instance, in

the original formulation of the classical one-shot prisoners’ dilemma, each player

expects the other player to be egoistic so that reliable side agreements which,

ironically, would make the situation better for everyone involved, are explicitly

not allowed.

This section takes an alternative approach to this established tradition of game

theory, usually referred to as ‘cooperative’ game theory, in which actors may or

may not work together. It models a so-called ‘transferable utility’ (TU) game in

which some of the strict assumptions that game theory typically makes are relaxed.

TU games are a fairly recent contribution. They have emerged out of the dissat-

isfaction with the above-mentioned shortcomings of traditional non-cooperative

game theory. Good introductions can be found in (Osborne & Rubinstein 1994,

Peleg & Sudhölter 2007, Rothe 2015, Roughgarden 2016).

The term ‘transferable utility’ seeks to capture that actors can give away some
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of their payoffs if doing so satisfies a different kind of rationality assumption. In

non-cooperative game theory, players do not want to give up what is rightfully

theirs. In TU games, however, other actors can be ‘bought’ if they see no reason

to agree and abide by a global standard voluntarily. For instance, China could

ask for compensation for shelving its many-nets approach, and it would not be

irrational by design for other state actors to consider such a demand. In this sense,

utility, as that which players get out of the game, is transferable.

A globally optimal solution then emerges as a kind of byproduct, a welcome side

effect; it is not necessarily the primary intention of self-interested rational state

actors that aim to maximise their own payoff. A better result globally, such as a

quantum internet that does not split or fragment, is then the outcome of rational

side payments (utility transfers).

The model is best considered a first approach to modelling how a full-blown quan-

tum internet governance conflict between the US and China could be avoided, and

how a focus on self-interest, rather than ineffective appeals to shared values and

moral responsibility, may help prevent the quantum internet to split. In line with

QISG, it is a way of thinking about quantum internet governance: an approach

to capturing the constitutive processes that will shape the quantum internet, and

pathways to carving out possible spaces for intervention.

7.4.1 Model characteristics

There are four players in this model: the US, China, the EU and an unaligned ’rest

of the world’ (RW). These four actors play a transferable utility (TU) game over a

quantum internet standard. While state actors aim for the best possible outcome
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for their countries, they can make side payments to other countries in order to get

them to form profitable (sub)coalitions. Opposing coalitions incentive and hope to

attract non-aligned states, for instance by offering ‘quantum patronage’ or actual

side payments in monetary terms. This introduces opportunities for bargaining,

exclusion and collusion. While a grand coalition (the ‘world coalition’ that sees

all four players to agree on a single uniform standard) would be globally optimal,

some states may find it profitable to join forces with other countries, break off and

deviate. State actors maximise the payoff for their country, not a vague ‘moral

responsibility’ function.

To get them to join coalitions, compensation will have to be paid (in real or

monetary terms). Such side payments can take many forms, for instance the US

could get China to join a global coalition for a common quantum internet standard

by lowering tariffs on some goods in the current US–China trade war. Or it makes

a direct payment. In this sense, utilities are transferable within each coalition.

The model assumes that political and economic gains and costs can be sufficiently

expressed in monetary terms, or in expected values of future gains and costs. It

also assumes that state actors can reasonably approximate these figures at the

time when quantum governance regimes are being negotiated.

The following characterises the model in its general form. Let N = {1, 2, ..., n} be

a set of n players. Let 2n denote the power set of N , i.e. the set of all subsets of N :

the number of all possible coalitions in the game. This implies that, technically

speaking, state actors can form ‘coalitions’ with only themselves, i.e. the power

set also contains n coalitions with only one member each.

The cooperative game G is then characterised by a tuple 〈N, v〉 where N =

{1, 2, ..., n} is the set of players and v : 2N → R+ is the so-called characteristic
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function. For each subset S (coalition) of N , S ⊆ N , the characteristic function v

allocates a payoff for the coalition in question. It is important to note that vi ex-

presses the total payoff for coalition i; it is then up the members of each coalition

how they distribute the payoff for the coalition amongst themselves. This will be

an important point later on.

The model makes two common-sense assumptions: 1) v(∅) = 0: the value of

an empty coalition is zero. If no one shows up to negotiate quantum internet

standards there will be no positive outcome for anyone. 2) v(A) 6 v(B) for all

coalitions A ⊆ B, which is to say that if A is a sub-coalition of B, the group payoff

for B must be at least equal to that of A for the members of A to want to invite

new members to their club–otherwise they would be worse off if they formed a

larger coalition. Members of each coalition are also assumed to be efficient in the

sense that
∑

i∈S xi = v(S) where xi denotes country i’s share of the group payoff

for the entire coalition and S is a sub-coalition. In other words the group surplus

of the coalition will be distributed in its entirety (if not necessarily fairly).

Finally, and most importantly, the game is assumed to be superadditive in the

sense that state actors have reasons fo form coalitions in the first place:

v(A ∪ B) ≥ v(A) + v(B). (7.1)

A larger sub-coalition that is made up of A and B must generate a payoff that is

at least equal to, but preferably greater than, the sum of what each coalition could

possibly achieve on its own, or else there is no point in forming a larger coalition.

If this condition were not met, grand coalitions could never form and the quantum

internet would be fragmented by definition. No actor would have an incentive to
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ever cooperate with anyone, which is an implausible assumption. Superadditivity

assumes that all state actors will want to see a global quantum internet standard

realised–as long as it suits their preferences and generates a better outcome for

them ‘individually’ as states. They may never get to a global standard if, on

their way, they find reasons to deviate. But superadditivity means that a global

standard is not ruled out formally before the game begins.

Now, what are the conditions for each state actor to join the grand coalition?

Importantly, they would need to be certain that their share of the payoff is at

least as big as what they can achieve on their own. Put differently, the group

payoff v(N) of the grand coalition N that involves all n actors must be distributed

according to a payoff vector x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ Rn such that

xi ≥ v({i}) ∀ i ∈ N. (7.2)

There are many possible ways to share the returns of an interoperable quantum

internet. In the next step, all these plausible payoff vectors are collected in a set

that is called the set of imputations of G:

I(G) =
(

(x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ R
n

∣

∣

∣

∣

n
∑

i=1

xi = v(N), xi ≥ v({i}) ∀ i ∈ N

)

. (7.3)

Essentially, imputations are partitions of the overall game space in Rn. They

separate possible payoff functions from impossible ones. It follows that the set

I(G) of all possible imputations is non-empty if and only if the overall surplus of

the grand coalition is at least as great as the sum of all individual payoffs when
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players do not form coalitions with any other state, i.e. v(N) ≥∑i∈N v({i}).

The following subsection discusses a numerical example to illustrate the implica-

tions of this model for finding a global standard for the quantum internet.

7.4.2 Case 1: the quantum internet will be fragmented

Consider the following illustration of the coalitional game above. As mentioned,

there are n = 4, N = {1, 2, 3, 4} state actors (players) in this game: the US,

China, the EU and ‘RW’ (for ‘rest of the world’). This order is motivated by the

response of an informant, developed in Chapter 5, who considers quantum internet

governance as largely shaped by US-Chinese rivalry ‘with a dash of Europe’.

Ignoring the empty set, there are 2n − 1 subcoalitions in the game, i.e. 15. The

payoff for single coalitions where countries form a quantum internet coalition only

with themselves is normalised to zero. While there can be quite substantial ben-

efits for state actors to build a completely autonomous quantum communication

network that is not accessible to anyone, such as an internal quantum-secured

government communication network, this benefit is assumed to be roughly the

same for every player and therefore normalised to zero to make computations

simpler.

When coalitions form, the countries that join respective coalitions will add to its

overall payoff. Again, for ease of computation, the model assumes an order of

contributions of 4 > 3 > 2 > 1 for the US, China, the EU and RW. This means

the group payoff will rise by 4 when the US decides to join an existing coalition,

and it will rise by 1 if the rest of the world aligns with an existing coalition. This

ordering is in line with the bargaining power these actors are found to have in the
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analysis of the literature and the interviews in Chapter 5.

The table below presents all possible coalitions in this game and the group payoffs

associated with them.

Coalition S(i, j) Country tuples Group payoff vi

S=({1}) S=({USA}) 0

S=({2}) S=({China}) 0

S=({3}) S=({EU}) 0

S=({4}) S=({RW}) 0

S=({1,2}) S=({USA, China}) 7

S=({1,3}) S=({USA, EU}) 6

S=({1,4}) S=({USA, RW}) 5

S=({2,3}) S=({China, EU}) 5

S=({2,4}) S=({China, RW}) 4

S=({3,4}) S=({EU, RW}) 3

S=({1,2,3}) S=({USA, China, EU}) 9

S=({1,2,4}) S=({USA, China, RW}) 8

S=({1,3,4}) S=({USA, EU, RW}) 7

S=({2,3,4}) S=({China, EU, RW}) 6

S=({1,2,3,4}) S=({USA, China, EU, RW}) 10

Table 7.2: Group payoffs for all possible imputations I(G) in Case 1.

The figure below plots the set of imputations I(G) that characterise this game

(the download link for the MATLAB code to generate this and the following

graphs can be found in the Appendix). Each of the four vertexes of the game

space (the corners where the edges meet) denotes the position of a player. In a
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4-player game, this allows for the graphical representation of imputations in three-

dimensional Euclidian space. The hull, in light pink for better visibility, encloses

the entire set of available strategies, i.e. I(G). Whichever payoff can be found

inside the pink-coloured tetrahedron is available to the players.

Figure 7.2: The set of imputations I(G), i.e. the collection of all available
strategies in this game.

The surplus strictly increases in n. Globally, it is optimal for all countries to settle

on a shared quantum internet governance framework to generate a surplus of 10

for the entire world. A ‘world government’ with legislative sway over individual

countries would indeed implement S = ({1, 2, 3, 4}). No sub-coalition could gener-

ate a better payoff than the grand coalition. But in the absence of any such social

planner that maximises global welfare, the question arises, is this grand coalition

stable? Or can countries deviate and form smaller subcoalitions that promise a
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higher payoff so that they can credibly threaten to never join the grand coalition

of quantum internet governance?

The grand coalition will not be stable (as in it will never be realised) if and when

groups of countries smaller than the grand coalition can realise bigger payoffs

by ‘doing their own thing’. Thus for the grand coalition to survive beyond its

planning phase, there must be divisions of the surplus of the grand coalition that

are better than whatever could be achieved in subcoalitions. In the literature, this

stability concept is called the core of a coalitional game (Osborne & Rubinstein

1994, Peleg & Sudhölter 2007). Essentially, the core of a cooperative game is

the set of all strategies that no individual player finds profitable to deviate from.

Formally,

C(G) =
(

(x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ I(G)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

i∈S

xi ≥ v(S) ∀ S ⊆ N

)

, (7.4)

where S ⊆ N is a sub-coalition of N .

If there are imputations for which the above inequality holds, the core is non-empty

and the grand coalition can be considered stable in the sense that no state actor

has an incentive to deviate. If, however, the core is empty, there will be strategy

profiles available to country i in sub-coalitions that yield a share of surplus that

is greater than what i could possibly gain by a share of the surplus of the grand

coalition.

To check if an imputation is in the core, the following system of linear inequalities

must be solved:

xi ≥ 0; (7.5)
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∑

i∈N

xi = v(N) ∀ i ∈ N ; (7.6)

∑

i∈S

xi ≥ v(S) ∀ S ⊆ N. (7.7)

where S ⊆ N is a subcoalition of N .

With regard to the illustrative example discussed in this subsection, these condi-

tions mean that for the grand coalition to be stable, i) every player gets at least

nothing (i.e. they will not be worse off than if they sit by idly and do not partic-

ipate in finding a standard), ii) the entire payoff vector of the grand coalition is

being distributed, and iii) everyone walks away with a share of the payoff at least

as great as what they could achieve in all possible sub-coalitions.

Therefore, for any division of the total surplus
∑4

i=1 xi = 10 to be in the core, it

must be decided in such a way that the inequalities x1 + x2 ≥ 7, x1 + x3 ≥ 6 etc

all hold (please refer back to the first table in this section for the entire system

of inequalities that need to be considered in this case). If, for instance, once the

grand coalition payoff is divided, x1 and x3 would get a share such that x1+x2 < 6,

they would have a good enough reason to deviate and build their own restricted

US-EU quantum internet instead. This is because their assured payoff in that

scenario would be 6, as per the payoff matrix in the table. Linear programs of this

sort can be solved in applications such as Matlab if n is sufficiently small.

In the case under consideration here, there is no solution that satisfies this system

of inequalities. This means that the core of the set of imputations is indeed

empty–the grand coalition is not stable: this means that the quantum internet

would be fragmented. There is no way for the group payoff to be divided so
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that some players would not be better off by forming sub-coalitions. If the above

payoff table should be an accurate reflection of the stakes involved in finding a

common standard for a future quantum internet, the outlook is pessimistic. It is

implausible for countries to come together and unite around a shared governance

framework. In this scenario, risks of a breakup of the internet abound.

7.4.3 Case 2: conditions for an interoperable quantum in-

ternet

The outcome of case 1 is sensitive to the group payoff that the grand coalition

can achieve. In the above case, the characteristic function of the group payoff

was simply the sum total of each player’s contribution to the game. The grand

coalition payoff 4+ 3+ 2+ 1 = 10 is the sum of the value that each country adds.

But this entails that the achievements of a grand quantum internet coalition are

too close to what countries could do on their own. The above case contains no

‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts’ logic. The fragmentation of the

quantum internet was the result of a lack of a strong pull factor towards global

cooperation.

In a variation of the case above assume that the global payoff of the grand coalition

is increased by a modest unit factor: v(N) = 11. Such a step can be motivated

by logics of economies of scale of a global quantum internet standard, such as the

aforementioned seamless cooperation between researchers across national bound-

aries, or not having to implement several layers of infrastructure that will not be

able to communicate with each other, as informants have suggested will be the

case (see Chapter 5). How, then, will the game change? Computing the linear

program reveals that the core of the adjusted game is now non-empty. The figure
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below illustrates this.

Figure 7.3: The core of the game C(G) for v(N) = 11, superimposed on the set
of imputations I(G), i.e. the collection of all available strategies in this game, for

the adjusted case when v(N) = 11.

This means that the grand coalition is now stable. There are imputations in the

core, i.e. divisions of the grand payoff, that no state actor could possibly improve

upon if she deviated. There is an incentive to stick to standards and protocols

that will be found multilaterally in global cooperation.

What are the possible divisions of the grand payoff? The table below presents

the computation of the vertices of the core when v(N) = 11. Between these

edges of possible payoffs, any division is equally optimal in the sense that once

agreed upon, no state actor finds ground to leave the grand coalition. The global

surplus will not change either way but each division benefits countries to different
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degrees.

# USA China EU RW

(a) 3 4 3 1

(b) 3 4 2 2

(c) 3 3 3 2

(d) 5 2 3 1

(e) 5 2 2 2

(f) 5 4 1 1

(g) 5 4 2 0

(h) 5 3 1 2

(i) 5 3 3 0

(j) 4 2 3 2

(k) 4 4 1 2

(l) 4 4 3 0

Table 7.3: Vertices of the core of C(G), i.e. possible divisions of the grand
coalition payoff v(N) = 11 among the four members, all of which are optimal.

There are three curious possible divisions, (g), (i), and (l), in which the rest of the

world gets nothing. The smallest players in the game in terms of economic weight

and bargaining power, the non-aligned mass of countries faces a 33 percent risk

that the winning division of the surplus will exclude them from any benefit (or

leave them very little). Such a scenario reflects the responses analysed in Chapter

5 that point to the concerns of smaller countries to get drawn into an internet

governance conflict between the US and China, without any real power to shift

the discourse, and with nothing to gain. Yet walking away from a global deal, even

if they achieve next to nothing, would leave small countries even worse off.
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To further illustrate the sensitivity of the core to the difference between the payoff

associated with the grand coalition and the next best characteristic functions that

sub-coalitions can possibly form, i.e. v(4)−v(3), consider a variation in which the

grand group payoff is not 11 but 20, as plotted in the graph below. The grand

coalition is now even more stable as there are plenty of imputations in the core to

choose from, none of which can be improved upon in smaller sub-coalitions.

Figure 7.4: The core of the game C(G) for v(N) = 20, superimposed on the set
of imputations I(G), i.e. the collection of all available strategies in this game, for

the adjusted case when v(N) = 20.

The table below presents the vertices of the core for v(N) = 20, i.e. the outer edges

of the set of all optimal divisions of the grand payoff. While these characterise the

extreme points of all possible divisions only (any division between the vertices is

equally optimal), again they point to significant risks to smaller countries. There

is now a 50 percent risk to end up in a place where no or only relatively modest
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benefit can be obtained. Again, should RW face regions near (d), (f), (h), (i),

(k) or (l), no actor has any reason to deviate. The higher the benefits of a truly

interoperable global quantum internet standard, the bigger the risk for smaller

countries to be unable to capitalise on these returns. The bigger the cake, the

larger the pieces that dominant countries get.

# USA China EU RW

(a) 0 0 12 8

(b) 0 0 9 11

(c) 0 13 0 7

(d) 0 13 7 0

(e) 0 9 0 11

(f) 0 8 12 0

(g) 14 0 0 6

(h) 14 0 6 0

(i) 14 6 0 0

(j) 9 0 0 11

(k) 8 0 12 0

(l) 7 13 0 0

Table 7.4: Vertices of the core of C(G), i.e. possible divisions of the grand
coalition payoff v(N) = 20 among the four members, all of which are optimal.

Under this variation of the model, countries will form a stable international coali-

tion and an interoperable quantum internet will emerge. The greater the economies

of scale that an open quantum internet can realise, the bigger the incentive for

all countries to cooperate. The question then emerges, how should the grand sur-

plus be divided? So far the model has been agnostic about payoff divisions. The
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following subsection discusses how China can capitalise on the returns of a global

quantum internet by demanding side payments in response to its credible threat

to walk away.

7.4.4 Sharing the benefits of an interoperable quantum in-

ternet

The above variation of the model produces a stable outcome, which is the condition

for an interoperable quantum internet. If ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its

parts’ logic holds, and there are many good reasons for an open quantum internet,

a global quantum internet standard is possible. How should each country be

rewarded for agreeing to a global standard? What would be the parameters of a

fair division?

The marginal contributions of each player are plausible candidates, i.e. the in-

crease in a sub-coalition’s payoff when country i joins the coalition. These will

be different for different subdivisions. For instance, if the US were to build an

exclusive US-EU quantum internet, the group payoff would be v({1, 3} = 6. Since

the US on its own can only generate a surplus of (normalised) zero, the marginal

contribution of Europe is 6 in this case. However, if Europe wishes to join an ex-

isting coalition between the US and China, its marginal contribution would only

amount to v({1, 2, 3} − v({1, 2} = 9 − 7 = 2. Marginal contributions vary across

the game space. On their own, they will not reduce the size of the core. In fact,

the vertices of the set of marginal contributions enclose the core–the core is a

subset of all marginal contributions as the figure below illustrates.
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Figure 7.5: The vertices of the set of all marginal contributions (green)
superimposed on the core (red) C(G) for v(N) = 20. The core is a subset of

marginal contributions.

A fair way for all parties to proceed would be to introduce weights for marginal

contributions. The so-called Shapley value is a popular allocation rule for assign-

ing players a value that corresponds to their marginal contributions under the

assumption that each sub-coalition is equally likely to form (Peleg & Sudhölter

2007). Formally, the share of the division di for player i can be expressed as

di(N, v) =
1

N !

∑

S⊆N\{i}

|S|!(|N | − |S| − 1)![v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)]. (7.8)

The Shapley value collects the marginal contributions that i makes to all coalitions

that do not already contain i, which are then weighted by the number of ways in
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which i’s marginal contributions can occur, which are then divided by the total

number of possible permutations N !. Put differently, for each new coalition that

can form, the new member demands the marginal contribution she makes as a fair

compensation for her efforts. For each state actor, the average of these marginal

contributions is then calculated as an expected value over the total number of

ways in which a state actor can enter a coalition. If marginal contributions guide

players’ ideas of fairness, the Shapley value is the fairest division of the overall

surplus (see (Rothe 2015, chapter 3.2) for an elegant proof).

The table below lists the Shapley values for both games v(N) = 11 and v(N) =

20.

N(v) USA China EU RW

N(v) = 11 3.75 3.08 2.42 1.75

N(v) = 20 6 5.33 4.67 4.00

Table 7.5: The Shapley values di for both games N(v) = 11 and N(v) = 20,
which divides the grand surplus between all countries in a fair manner.

For N(v) = 20, the following can be observed. China ‘only’ contributes 3 as a

new joiner to sub-coalitions as per the table earlier that displays each country’s

contributions. However, given the relative advantages of a global standard, it can

monetise its strong bargaining position: the threat to walk away is not empty talk,

it would leave the US, the EU and the rest of the world worse off. It can demand

a transfer of utility of up to 5.33, which, under the assumptions of the Shapley

value, is a fair ask. This would give China a wholesome yet justified return of

(5.33− 3)/3 = 78% over its actual contribution.

Now, it is in the rational self-interest of the US, the EU and the rest of the world
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to meet this demand. Even a joint payment of 5.33 towards China allows them

to realise individual gains that are out of reach without China at the negotiating

table. The policy implication of this illustrative model is that the US should push

back against ‘New IP’ but present China with financial incentives for shelving its

many-nets standard. Rather than calling out the strategic rival for wanting to

implement an internet standard that has surveillance and control built into it, the

US government should be prepared to incur financial costs and pay up to secure

an interoperable quantum internet. It is in its own best interest to do so. China

can demand this payment, and it must be considered fair.

The model predicts that the quantum internet will not be interoperable unless it

is commonly accepted that ‘openness’ comes at a price. Arguably, this is change

of perspective and perhaps a learning curve for the US and its allies for whom

it is tradition that standards ‘appear’ that represent their vision of what the

internet should look like. While it is not wrong to point to the considerable issues

of surveillance and control in ‘New IP’, the danger of mobilising too much of a

rhetoric that pits good against evil, the ‘free’ West against an authoritarian eastern

regime, is to only antagonise China further. It would be more effective to accept

that the good of a free and open quantum internet should be procured.

7.5 Main points of Chapter 7

This chapter has discussed the findings of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in response to the

research questions developed in Chapter 1 and the literature discussed in Chapter

2. The below collects the major takeaways of the chapter.

7.a For China, opportunities to shape the quantum internet offer a
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chance to make the internet a more efficient surveillance-and-control

system. An advanced internet with quantum capabilities may facilitate

surveillance tasks that have traditionally been carried out by human

operators.

7.b The Chinese leadership is determined to maintain its position as

the ultimate data sovereign. Sitting at the top of the ‘trust pyramid’,

it demands absolute control over the internet. As there can be no data

sovereign above the Party, internet technologies must be designed and

governed in a way that accommodates Party oversight. To this end,

a genuinely Chinese quantum technology stack could be trusted by

the Party and the security apparatus to get the paramount task of

domestic surveillance right while at the same time also being a big

reputational asset.

7.c The UK government and GCHQ do not consider QKD a genuine

threat. The most important issue that arises from quantum innovation

is to protect British quantum IPR, they say. However this thesis finds

that it could be too soon to outright dismiss Chinese QKD and other

quantum communication technologies.

7.d Internet standardisation bodies suffer from what a respondent

called ‘institutional fragmentation’. Internet standards have been thor-

oughly securitised in that narratives of military control and security

concerns are now shaping the discourse to a large degree, and both the

US and China push for reform at organisations they dominate while

ignoring others where they have less influence.
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7.e US and Chinese big tech have emerged as alternative sources of

power that try to shape domestic internet policy positions. China is

concerned about US big tech and its influence on US policymaking

for two reasons: i) it could fuel ambition among Chinese internet en-

trepreneurs at home whose attempts at shaping Chinese policies must

be contained; and ii) China is principally more comfortable dealing

with state actors. Too much influence of big tech complicates and

obscures the strategy landscape.

7.f Empirically, China has established a leadership position as it has

been registering potential quantum internet technologies at scale. This

is due to the fact that since 2015, China has grown a sizeable ecosystem

of quantum SMEs. From a Party perspective, it is possible to imagine

that a large number of small companies is hoped to be easier to steer

than a corporate giant.

7.g As far as it is possible to tell from the high-level outlines of ‘New IP’

that are currently available, China’s many-nets proposal, while coming

at considerable cost in terms of accessibility and privacy, seems to have

the potential for added security and stability at the level of infrastruc-

ture and transport layers. Gateways can be closed so a damaged or

compromised subnetwork can be switched off easily without threaten-

ing the integrity of the entire network. ‘New IP’ must be considered a

precursor to the ways in which China envisions the implementation of

the quantum internet. Quantum capabilities could be made available

to selected subnetworks only, effectively splitting the internet into a

classical network and a quantum-powered one. A ‘New IP’ quantum
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internet would connect to the rest of the network via strongly policed

access points.

7.h It must be assumed that the Chinese leadership does not expect

the rest of the world to embrace ‘New IP’ and rebuild the internet

accordingly. What ‘New IP’ has already achieved, however, is to show

the world that China is a serious contender to Western dominance:

a player not only at the cusp of building a radically novel network

technology but also able to offer a blueprint for implementing a new

vision of the internet with ample surveillance tools inbuilt. ‘New IP’

is a signal of intent, confidence and ambition.

7.i The quantum internet may create new dependency risks for the

UK as it potentially exacerbates the problem of increased market con-

centration among cloud service providers, a market dominated by US

companies. Cloud services have quickly become critical infrastructure

for UK businesses and the public sector. The initial offering of a quan-

tum internet would be what may be called Quantum Computing as

a Service (QCaaS). Should big US corporations dominate the market

for QCaaS also, and there are reasons to believe they will, structural

dependencies for the UK on the US private sector will solidify.

7.j In the period January 2015–December 2021, the top organisations

that had registered relevant quantum internet patents were IBM and

Intel, multinational companies headquartered in the US, followed by

TCL Corporation, a Chinese consumer electronics company. By count

of newly registered quantum internet patents, IBM was the single

biggest player by a significant margin. Places 7-10 went to Chinese
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entities.

7.k While roughly on a par with the US at the starting period 2015,

China at the beginning of 2022 dominated the patenting landscape and

outperformed the US by a magnitude of 4 in terms of overall annual

patent registrations. While the big players are big US companies,

China has successfully developed a large number of small to mid-sized

companies that register quantum patents at significant pace. Over

a five-year period, the number of annual patents that organisations

headquartered in China have registered has risen fivefold.

7.l There is robust evidence for significant preferential treatment of

domestic quantum industries in the US and China. Chinese quan-

tum computing and quantum communication patents overwhelmingly

cite other Chinese patents as prior art, and the US patent citation

behaviour is no different. This is evidence of two separate quantum

internet research ecosystems that evolve independently of each other.

Neither programme relies on its strategic rival to any meaningful de-

gree.

7.m This thesis can confirm for the quantum patenting domain a pat-

tern that researchers have observed in AI: the field is dominated by

large US corporations but in terms of numbers, China enjoys an edge

thanks to a large army of registering ‘foot soldiers’.

7.n The Chinese quantum internet patent citation network is made up

of 6,134 nodes and 6,970 edges. Its US counterpart has 2,863 nodes

and 3,201 edges. Thus the Chinese quantum internet patent citation
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network is twice the size of its rival. While this difference in scale is

considerable, their structural characteristics are very similar. New Chi-

nese (US) quantum internet technology patents overwhelmingly cite

domestic, i.e. Chinese (US) technologies.

7.o In the Chinese quantum patent citation network, there are two

large components (complete subgraphs) of around 2,000 nodes each.

They can be thought of as two independent networks that sit inside

the global Chinese system. This is a surprising and unusual result.

Typically, for networks of this kind, a single large component is to be

expected, i.e. one big subgraph that sits within the bigger network.

This is indeed confirmed for the US case. It contains only one single-

biggest component of 1,589 nodes.

7.p The k-core of the Chinese network is made up of only 13 patents

for k = 5. The US network is even less stable: roughly three quarters

of patents do not survive the first chop, and the process comes to a stop

after four rounds, revealing a core of 18 patent records. Put differently,

for both networks, made up of thousands of records, only a handful of

‘superpatents’ hold the entire network together.

7.q In China, for the period 2015-2017, the country of filing and IPC

codes are highly significant estimators of Chinese patenting activity,

each at about 14 percent. In 2017-2019, the picture had changed to

the effect that the country of publication emerged as the most size-

able predictor of Chinese patenting activity. In the final period under

consideration, 2019-2021, when patenting activity accelerated consid-

erably, the type of applicant had become highly significant also.
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7.r In the US, in the first period, 2015-2017, Country and Type were

highly significant variables. Same-country and same-type-of-applicant

citations mean that the chance for a citation link to form was around

16 percent in each case. In the second period, 2017-2019, country-to-

country homophily jumped to nearly 40 percent, meaning that if two

patents filed by organisations headquartered in the US were published

in the same country, the chance that one cites the other was 40 percent

(compared to the probability of a random pairing of less than one

percent). For the period 2019-2021, which showed reduced US activity,

all three variables proved highly significant.

7.s The empirical analysis of six ERGMs has found that each side is

‘doing its own thing’. Within each sub-cluster of the already siloed

Chinese and US quantum internet research programmes, preferential

treatment stretches even further, which suggests that ‘doing one’s own

thing’ and group think are the ultimate drivers of patenting activity

in the quantum domain. University researchers prefer citing other uni-

versity researchers, while military research rather cites other military

research and so forth.

7.t A coalitional game theory model in which utility is transferable

suggests that the quantum internet will not be interoperable but frag-

mented unless the US makes the conscious decision to offer China

payment to shelve its ‘New IP’ many-nets approach. The model sug-

gests an allocation rule that specifies how much compensation China

can reasonably demand to let go of its ambitions to push for Chinese

quantum internet standards. The important insight of the model is
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that it will be strictly beneficial for the US and its allies to make a

financial sacrifice to obtain a global standard for an open quantum

internet, even if this requires a change of perspective: the West is

no longer able to implement internet standards at will; standards no

longer ‘appear’, they must be procured.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Against the backdrop of the intensifying strategic competition between the United

States and China, this thesis has presented the first in-depth study of the techno-

logical and political factors that shape the emergence of the quantum internet. A

quantum-enabled internet is hoped to provide the infrastructure for secure commu-

nication and to offer quantum compute resources at scale over distributed systems.

This thesis investigated how the quantum internet is being framed in security terms

in the aggravating rivalry between the two superpowers over emerging technolo-

gies of strategic importance, and what this means for the future of the internet.

Over the past five years, commentators have increasingly expressed concern about

a breakup or a fragmentation of the network of networks. The thesis asked how

the strategic competition between the US and China may impact standard-finding

for an open quantum internet and mapped out significant obstacles on the way to

maintaining interoperability.

In an original contribution to research methods, this thesis was the first application

of ERGMs to the analysis of patent data and their citation trees in the domain of
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quantum internet technologies. Following a mixed-method approach, this thesis

evaluated a corpus of interview data and conducted a statistical analysis of 4,200

patent family records in quantum internet technologies and the 10,000+ patents

they cite. It has found robust evidence for two separate and siloed quantum in-

ternet research programmes in the US and China. These programmes are further

characterised internally by significant homophily and the preferential treatment

of domestic industries. Findings further suggest a tentative edge for China in the

domain of quantum communication, an important class of quantum technologies

for realising a quantum internet. China’s significant progress in developing com-

ponents for a quantum internet is likely to give its increasingly assertive stance in

negotiations at internet governance and standards fora some additional momen-

tum.

In interviews, UK government officials and GCHQ expressed confidence that quan-

tum internet standards that serve Western interests will appear. This thesis con-

tends that given China’s increasingly antagonistic position, this will be an uphill

struggle. It argues that China should be expected to try and implement Chi-

nese internet standards for the purpose of offering what this thesis called quantum

patronage: a complete package of quantum technology stacks and appropriate

standards in line with its ‘China Standards 2035’ plan. Quantum patronage may

offer hitherto non-aligned countries the technologies for secure communication and

quantum compute resources at scale in exchange for a commitment to allegiance

and strategic alignment.

With a view to the UK, the findings of this thesis suggest the quantum internet is

likely to generate new structural dependency risks for Britain. Quantum compute

resources are likely going to be made available over the cloud. This is because of
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the prohibitive costs of building and maintaining quantum computing facilities.

US big tech companies already dominate the cloud services market in the UK, a

key pillar of public sector and business activity, and it is these very companies

that also invest significantly in developing commercial offerings in the quantum

domain. Dependencies on the US private sector for the whole of the UK economy

are therefore likely to solidify when QCaaS, or Quantum Computing as a Service,

arrives.

The empirical findings of this thesis have informed the first tentative steps towards

a game theory model of quantum internet standards finding. Developing it further

and evaluating it comprehensively will make for exciting future research in this

area. In line with QISG, the model is a heuristic tool for spelling out the conditions

for an open, interoperable quantum internet that is built on shared standards. It

recommends the US make side payments to China as compensation for easing its

strategic ambitions, in particular around its ‘New IP’ many-nets proposal. While

telecommunications and internet standards have traditionally been developed to

Western proposals, there is little ground to assume that this trajectory will nec-

essarily continue. The model recommends Western policymakers to acknowledge

this fact and actively pursue standard-finding for the quantum internet. The the-

sis argued that China can reasonably ask for compensation to agree to such a

standard and suggested a first step towards designing a mechanism for doing so.

Regarding future research, this line of enquiry should be pursued further.

The major contribution of this thesis is empirical. In Chapter 1, the thesis devel-

oped the following overall research question:

R.1 How is the quantum internet being shaped by US-Chinese com-

petition?
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For the purpose of empirical analysis, this question was operationalised and split

into two subquestions that asked about expert views in internet governance and

what patent data reveal about US and Chinese activity. In pursuing R.1, Chapters

4, 5 and 6 analysed publicly available sources, as well as interview and patent

data following a mixed-method approach that had been developed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 7 presented a discussion of the findings in conversation with the literature

reviewed in Chapter 2.

While the full analysis and discussion can be found in the preceding chapters, the

following section presents a summary of the main findings of this thesis. These

findings are being synthesised into answering R.1 overall. The final section of this

concluding chapter offers reflections on the research project and the findings so

obtained and presents a perspective for Web Science as a discipline for when the

internet goes quantum.

8.1 The main findings of this thesis

1. Chinese ambition

Quantum capabilities, particularly a quantum-enabled internet, would allow China

to make headway towards four goals: i) to project global dominance and leadership

in the emerging technology race with the US, ii) to secure internal communica-

tion against foreign espionage, iii) to further automate its domestic surveillance

and control apparatus and, importantly, iv) to support the Communist Party

in reining in on domestic big tech and establishing itself as the ultimate ‘data

sovereign’.

A quantum internet will help the Chinese leadership assume what it considers its
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only plausible position at the top of a ‘trust pyramid’ from where it can exercise

downward pressure, particularly on increasingly powerful domestic businesses that

now hold vast amounts of data on the Chinese population, and therefore may

challenge the state in its role as data sovereign. A genuinely Chinese quantum

internet technology, proudly developed at home by Chinese scientists, will offer

not just considerable reputational gains but deliver a technology stack that the

Chinese leadership can trust.

2. Chinese big tech and quantum small tech

China has grown powerful firms that it hoped would challenge Western big tech.

While they have in some cases, domestic big tech in China now poses a risk to

Party dominance as successful entrepreneurs and industrialists have emerged as

powerful internal rivals. This presents the Party with a double whammy as the

Chinese leadership has now grown suspicious of big tech at home and abroad.

It considers the influence of large US technology corporations on US policymak-

ing a complication and obfuscation of its strategy landscape. This is because

their involvement increases the number of actors and the range of interests that

China needs to consider and accommodate in its planning and campaigning. Tra-

ditionally, it prefers dealing with state representatives. This issue is then further

complicated by the rise of influential big tech at home.

When it comes to novel quantum internet technologies, the leadership position that

China has established is mostly due to the output of a large ecosystem of small

firms, this thesis has found. It can be concluded that the Party leadership finds

small and widely dispersed business networks easier to manage and integrate than

a big quantum corporation that could emerge as yet another internal rival.
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3. ‘New IP’ and good old surveillance

Since 2019 China has been proposing to reform radically the architecture of the

internet. At the heart of its ‘many-nets’ approach is the proposal to divide the

internet into several smaller subnetworks that are connected (or can be decoupled)

via gateways that are strongly policed. The new protocol also makes for a strong

binding of user identity and the screening of online behaviour at the level of trans-

port layers and connections points such as routers, which offers new opportunities

for surveillance and control.

Largely dismissed by experts, ‘New IP’ offers an indication of travel should China

gain the upper hand in mandating standards for the quantum internet: split into

several layers, each tightly integrated with domestic control regimes, the internet

would indeed fragment. It must be assumed that China does not believe ‘New

IP’ to be a winning proposal. Rather it must be considered a strong signal that

China is soon fully able to decouple from the West, both figuratively and literally,

and run its own sub-internet. This development could generate normative pull

and interest from other authoritarian state actors who have similar preferences

with regard to restricting internet activity. Not a polished proposal, ‘New IP’ is

a strong signal of confidence, intent and ambition.

4. The UK’s response

For the British government, the main concern that arises from Chinese quantum

capabilities is the threat to British IPR. While these concerns should not be dis-

missed, they seem to reflect a view of China as primarily playing catchup and

seeking to copy Western technologies. Should China continue to progress in de-

veloping quantum internet technologies, however, the threat level to British IPR

might be less considerable than the government presently believes it to be. In its
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preoccupation with IPR, there is a risk to lose sight of the challenges that Chinese

dominance in quantum internet technologies may present.

GCHQ recommends the government and businesses to wait for quantum-proof

internet standards ‘to appear’, in the words of its participant. While the US

and its allies have traditionally enjoyed considerable influence at internet and

telecommunications standardisation bodies, they are now facing an increasingly

confident and assertive China that pushes for its own vision of an internet of

the future. Informants note a return to ‘military driven processes’ in internet

governance at the demise of the multi-stakeholder model. The ratification of

standards to Western approval is going to be much more difficult than it used to

be. Interview data suggest that the UK government is at risk of underestimating

the issue of power play in internet governance at present.

5. The quantum internet will create new dependency risks for the UK

Large US corporations already dominate Web services in the UK, in particular

social media and cloud storage markets. Since 2018, they have also begun to

buy up critical internet infrastructure, in particular undersea fibre cables. Many

of these firms also invest in developing quantum networks. They are in a strong

position to offer commercial quantum internet services when the quantum internet

arrives.

Should dominant players in the cloud services market be able to offer Quantum

Computing as a Service (QCaas), or quantum cloud as a service, ahead of other

companies, their dominant position is likely to cement further. These companies

are headquartered in the US and as such beyond the reach of UK regulators.1 For

the UK economy, the advent of the quantum internet would create new critical

1The UK can, of course, regulate their behaviour on UK markets.
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infrastructural dependencies on the US private sector.

6. China dominates the quantum patenting landscape

The analysis of 4,200 patent families in quantum internet technologies and the

10,000+ patents they cite as ‘prior art’ suggests that while roughly on a par with

the US in 2015, the starting period of this research, at the beginning of 2022, China

dominated the quantum computing and communication patenting landscape and

significantly outperformed the US in terms of annual patent registrations. While

the biggest registering organisations by number of filings are large US companies,

China has successfully developed a large number of small to mid-sized companies

that register quantum patents at significant pace.

Over a five-year period, the annual number of patents that organisations head-

quartered in China have registered, has risen fivefold. China changed gears around

2015 and is now pursuing its quantum development programme at full throttle.

Overall, the Chinese quantum internet patent network is twice the size of its

American counterpart.

7. Strong evidence of significant preferential treatment in China and

the US

There is strong evidence of preferential treatment of domestic quantum technolo-

gies in US and Chinese patenting activity and citation practices. Chinese quan-

tum patents overwhelmingly cite other Chinese patents as prior art, and the US

patenting behaviour is no different. This phenomenon suggests the evolution of

two separate quantum internet research ecosystems that evolve independently of

each other. Neither programme relies on its strategic rival to any meaningful de-

gree. The extent of preferential treatment is such that it cannot be ruled out that

the two superpowers deliberately avoid engaging with the work of their strategic
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rival.

8. US quantum internet patenting activity seems more coordinated

The data suggests that the US patenting network enjoys a better steer compared

to its Chinese counterpart. The US network contains one large component of

around 1,600 nodes and several floating patents outside it that are not well con-

nected. Surprisingly, the Chinese network has not one but two large components:

complete subgraphs of around 2,000 nodes each that do not talk to each other.

This suggests a lack of coordination and strategic oversight to the effect that two

separate citation networks could form within the same network. Put colloquially,

the structure is reminiscent of two university departments at the same institution

that research the same issue but are ignorant of each other’s existence.

9. Countries of publication, the type of registering organisation and

IPC codes drive patenting activity

The data were sliced into three periods (2015-2017, 2017-2019, 2019-2021) to test

for the significance of variables that drive Chinese and US patenting activity and

to compare them over time. The thesis has found that the country where a patent

was filed, the type of organisation that registered it, and the number of IPC codes

it was given are highly significant predictors of citation practices.

For example, in the period 2017-2019, in the US country-to-country homophily

jumped to nearly 40 percent, meaning that if two patents filed by organisations

headquartered in the US were published in the same country, the chance that one

cites the other was 40 percent. For the type of applicant, e.g. military-to-military

or private sector-to-private sector, the chance of a connection in the network was

nearly 20 percent compared to the probability of a random baseline pairing of less

than one percent for both examples.
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This is significant evidence of preferential treatment not just in terms of exclud-

ing foreign inventions, but for ‘like-attracts-like’ behaviour in patenting activity

in both countries. For example, researchers in the military turn primarily to

patents published by the military for prior art, or industry turns to industry etc.

The significance levels of these variables suggest high degrees of group think and

preferences for non-collaboration within two already highly siloed and sealed quan-

tum internet research programmes. Work on the technical components of a future

quantum internet is anything but collaborative.

10. Good quantum internet standards should be procured, not hoped

for

Drawing on the above findings, the thesis assembled the building blocks of a

coalitional game theory model in which utility is transferable. The model suggests

that the quantum internet will not be interoperable but fragmented unless the US

makes the conscious decision to offer China side payments to shelve its ‘New IP’

many-nets approach. This was found to be a much more effective way to contain

Chinese ambition than the current approach to try and ‘shame’ China by pointing

to the surveillance-and-control parameters of ‘New IP’.

The model suggests an allocation rule that specifies how much compensation China

can reasonably demand to let go of its ambition to push for Chinese quantum

internet standards. The important insight of the model is that it will be strictly

beneficial for the US and its allies to make financial sacrifices to obtain a global

standard for an open and interoperable quantum internet, even if this requires a

change of perspective and perhaps demands some humility: the West is no longer

able to implement internet standards at will, standards no longer ‘appear’, instead

they must be procured if the US and its allies hope to avoid a full-blown internet
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governance conflict with China. Future work in this area should build and evaluate

this baseline model further.

The findings of this thesis attest to the extent to which the emergence of the

quantum internet is being shaped by US–Chinese strategic competition and the

rivalry over emerging technologies that are deemed crucial for winning the twenty-

first century. Where do the findings above leave Web Science as a discipline?

8.2 Quantum Web Science

If Web Science is the study of the Web as a complex sociotechnical system and

as a discipline questions the narrative that complex problems could be solved by

technical solutions alone, it is difficult to imagine a better object to study than the

quantum internet. The empirical chapters of this thesis identified numerous axes

along which quantum internet technologies are being shaped by political forces. It

was found that the current levels of competition, hostility even, between the US

and China make for a strong framing of the quantum internet in security terms

even before it has fully arrived.

As informants suggested, the issue is exacerbated by an increasingly unpredictable

Chinese leadership that would adhere to rules only when they are convenient and

ignore them when they are not. In the words of a respondent, this ‘makes technical

solutions to technical problems really problematic’–an implicit endorsement of

Web Science. The current impasse about ‘New IP’ and its repercussions for a

future quantum internet very much encapsulate the spirit of the discipline: good

solutions to the problems that relate to the Web, and, by extension, to the internet,

require both a technical and a political dimension.
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Such a dual perspective is most relevant to the study of internet governance and

standards-finding for the internet of the future. The multi-stakeholder model

of internet governance has come under significant pressure from a great many

sources. As argued throughout the thesis, today military and national security

interests enjoy much more privilege, as captured by the heuristic tool of QISG

developed in Chapter 2 and applied in Chapter 7. At present, it must be doubted

whether internet governance can ever return to a truly democratic, inclusive and

representative regime, if indeed it ever was.

Regarding standards, there is a real danger that criticism of ‘New IP’ quickly

degrades to China bashing. This thesis did not intend for that. To say that

China is ‘playing the system’ or to note that the Chinese leadership is flexible

in its attitude to norm-following is not to suggest the West, and particular the

US, were examples of immaculate behaviour. Above all, it is certainly possible to

imagine that some actors in Western governments, who view the internet first and

foremost through a securitised lens and narratives of ever-growing threat scenarios,

would indeed welcome an internet so tightly controlled–leaving the ‘dirty work’

of pushing for a harsh governance regime to China as it would be difficult to call

unabashedly for such radical reforms at home.

The interviews suggested further that China is pushing ahead in places where it

meets little resistance while playing a waiting game in other areas where opposition

is stronger. As the informant at the Cabinet Office said, Western officials think in

election cycles while the Chinese leadership can plan much longer ahead, waiting

for new opportunities to emerge. The policy strategy ‘China Standards 2035’ is an

example of a long-term, credible commitment. This makes internet governance a

long game. It is, at the same time, an example of the ways in which the strategic
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competition between two very different political systems plays out in practice.

Given the edge China enjoys in quantum communication, and the patenting of

quantum computing and communication overall, when it comes to regulating the

quantum internet, the Chinese leadership can afford to sit it out. The US perhaps

not so much.

A ‘New IP’/many-nets approach to internet architecture, which would pave the

way for a quantum internet, would also allow China to offer hitherto non-aligned

countries ‘quantum patronage’: a new infrastructure for secure communication

that also provides quantum compute resources at scale. A many-nets systems

architecture would translate into more bargaining power for China in internet

governance forums. Internet governance should therefore be considered an in-

creasingly powerful tool to reshape the international system. Quantum internet

governance is indeed foreign policy by other means, to echo (Abbate 2000). It

should be part and parcel of what (Calderaro & Marzouki 2022, p. 3) consider a

revised notion of ‘internet diplomacy’, one which ‘extends to foreign affairs and

international relations [...], including cybersecurity, internet governance, and the

political economy of the internet’.

The push for ‘New IP’, likely to provide a blueprint for the quantum internet, as

discussed previously, comes at the time when internet governance itself is at the

cusp of significant change. This is because the very object of internet governance

is shifting. Today, there are hardly any markets that do not have some digital

element to it, even if it is only about sales over an online channel of goods tradi-

tionally traded offline. The UK has recognised this long-term structural change to

the economy by announcing a new Digital Markets Unit in Parliament in Novem-

ber 2022.
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The new regime is supposed to regulate big tech and their platform monopolies

better in order to alleviate some of the concerns that have been discussed in this

thesis, for example regarding the dominance of US corporations on system-critical

markets. When so much of the economy and social life is underpinned by online

activity, it makes little sense to keep the governance of the internet strictly sepa-

rated from other regulatory concerns. Given the promises of a quantum internet

for UK businesses and research institutions, the internet will only come to matter

more, not less.

This prospect raises the stakes of internet governance even higher. With the

‘internet in everything’ (DeNardis 2020), the ability to shape how the (quantum)

internet will be governed could yield significant influence over other regulatory

domains also. Shaping the quantum internet promises returns that reach well

beyond the internet and the Web. The regulatory landscape of the future is likely

to be characterised by the entanglement of internet governance with the regulation

and management of trade, labour, public health and public administration. For

Web Science as a discipline, such developments provide an opportunity to push

further into the research mainstream.

The degree to which the quantum internet can be separated from other regulatory

concerns will depend on the speed of its integration with the ‘classical’ internet.

Should QCasS become a reality rather quickly, the quantum internet will draw

up significant governance challenges. Given the current impasse in international

forums, extensively discussed in this thesis, against the rising influence of an em-

boldened China, a rethink is required of how good governance principles can be

found. China can no longer be outmanoeuvred easily; a reality that it slowly

sinking in among Western policymakers. The foundations of a game theory model
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suggested in Chapter 7 capture this new inconvenient truth. The model rec-

ommends Western policymakers to procure, in pragmatic fashion, good internet

standards rather than assume they will appear somehow automatically, as they

used to in the past.

Given the deterioration of US–Chinese relations–at the time of submission, the

affair of the alleged Chinese spy balloon over sensitive military sites in the US

was the latest escalation–these are demanding times for the internet and the Web.

For Web Science as the interdisciplinary study of the Web, the question of how

the internet, its chief enabling technology, will evolve over the coming years, is

of paramount concern. The quantum internet of the future, and by extension

the Web, will be shaped to extraordinary degree by US–Chinese competition in

a world which, regrettably, is increasingly marked by hostility and tension. But

whilst being critical were it needs to be, Web Science as a discipline has always

been optimistic about the potential of technology for the public good. As far as

promises go, the quantum internet may indeed offer more than a quantum of hope

for better research in many important areas of global concern, and for a better

future.
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Appendix A

Data sources

The thesis analysed a corpus of interviews and patent dataset of quantum inter-

net technologies that was assembled using raw data retrieved from the European

Patent Office’s Global Patent Index.

The audio recordings of the interviews were destroyed following transcription.

Transcripts in the .pdf file format are stored on the author’s personal 2FA-secured

Google cloud account.

The data downloads from the European Patent Office are proprietary, which means

they cannot be made publicly available. The R and Matlab code files that were

written for the analysis of the datasets, however, were submitted to the University

of Southampton’s data repository service Pure. The files are available from the

following link.

https://doi.org/10.5258/SOTON/D2556

The project ID is 118531515.

The raw data from the European Patent Office required considerable cleaning

and editing to prepare them for the analysis in R. This was done using MS Ex-

cel and OpenRefine1, ‘an open-source desktop application for data cleanup and

transformation to other formats’.

1https://openrefine.org/
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General guidance on transforming .csv files into network objects and analysing

them in R was obtained from (Hoffman 2021b, Jilbert & Lizardo 2020, Le et al.

2019, Lusher et al. 2012a, Yon 2022).

For the analysis in R, the following packages and documentation was used: (Han-

son 2020, Handcock et al. 2008, Hunter et al. 2008, Leifeld 2013, Statnet 2021).

For the computations of the coalitional game theory model in Chapter 7 (and the

rendering of the figures in that chapter), the following Matlab programs were used:

(Calvo & Rodriguez 2006, Le et al. 2019, Meinhardt n.d.)
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